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'Nth; corifThook ills Unites valne bias in the literature ctial waling

edue.a. tional reforms, The ,Nork. is u componion plecti

my study, ,v,9utheting Theories of Social and Educational Chantie:

A Typological i?seview' (VJorld hank., 9;0.* Whcre the "confucituiT

Ti-woriet-;" '-ho mci

01-(.-:!tic,a1 literature lliat ,_ribks; "why ani how educational retorts s ()cow,

"Cdsk.lb00k " providti!E; Illicitrattori5 ol theoretical and ideological

in over 400 evaluati've ccisQ-Studv report::.; f reforms around Lhe

tr.!.

The two works are Crcifif,--reforeac,::!d in tho followisej erinner. In the

"Conflicting Theories" paper, some siy. distinct "theoretical" or

"tdeologicol" views of social oaaiityund educational-change processes
.are presented. From the "equilibrium" paradigm, materials representing
the (1) evolutionary and nee-evolutionary, (2) structural-functional,
arid (3) systems analysis "windows on reality" are presented. From

the "conflict" paradigm, the (1) Marxist and neo-Marxist, (2) the

cultural and social movement, and (3) the anarchistic and utopian
seberspectives are e;<arnined. There follows after each of sections a

mded list of the case mdies in the casebook representing the notions 0:1d
bias of each "theoretical" orientation. This list is also included as
Appendix Iln the casebook.

As the reader will note, I have, where possible, in the casebook
introduced each reform reuort with an indication as to where it.would fit
in Fiqure One of the paper. This matrbt specifies relations between

*Also published as an occasional paper by the University Center for
International Studies, University of Pittsburgh, 1976.
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tlhhinitiC4.11-c 11111---00 hid tillint tItfor,:!-;.

'1:1Pti (:il !.;'.Th 00k , in dddition, iii.d:f novriGli ciiifi thLit drii 1111-tcputtitiont

of ftle pd pot., 0 riLs! Pi to preivide tor thu first time d if ornplid tim of the
lit eraieri on educationa l-cha nge (qiurt5 iit the naii,.,m1,C :ly stel-ii lev=fil.

Conlimr,Ativi: 0-dirly of tficite i_t,p-celkd Iva tOtta 1 roforr-5 l',1=-; 3,Cs1rje d ih

parr tor loc.1,-; of ,-1 ournpriet.1:-_;1.VO, c-zilld lytV7.11 iliV rin-llar yo Jtjal ,V.--t3 trJr

t_11 firfif time pri !:_-,euted !lure. rtuloy a tion '.:. or low-lovy- Liii.dr--19 if a kirLiF lif_iV,
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t iv titi; / wr;;1"),.tetkpr,::\01)(:), i:Ali t.'Ot) oiten raftihr riartc-iv/I. y ,Thci cri,f'i-1,1:1.=liVC1)7 con-
( sirohn with ,T-.:_inier...:,';7 4rif1 fp chrit.D1_0(4. inii I. rationallty, il, 1::-7; 1"-It4(ici thot

I air.; w9rk on sys tern-Wide 0 r national re torrrh-J, i. 17! . e'::11.1 C,:-.:1LO nal Cha ricle

-.,v i---.1..-tre r LA 1.,--)! )1- I,1091,,jy, vp,,,,)-.2r, ,jr(.:!up conihy:t, ,Ild iohiLc,:=A OCOnorn,-,
(-q ai, are mare chvion, influential, dad more ciatimAt to leinore in

d:-:Axio-:-Ar,g raiorm causes, processes, and outcornes---vvili stimulate
inquiry using conflict. theory.

The casebook also iieeks to supplement the biblicorTrapniul work

acdompanyinoT each national study in the World Bank Educational Reform

Project. This third objective however, has not be(77-,.n sy:sternatically

pursued, and there very well may be some duplication of itorfiz--3, large
gaps, and/or contradictor/ EISSeSSMentS of reforrn motives and accom-
plishments. LI this case, the reader is encouraged to return to Figure
One and "type" the World Bank author for theoreticaVideolociloal bias.
It is fairly safe to predict that the World Bank authors will be no hss
resistant than are the authors of the materials cited in acktiowledging
their value bias, in "cornirl clean" as to the ideologic:I:al filterjthrough
which they sift arid focus their data to support their particular views
of social reality, ot reform "causes and effects. "



Proco,hip!H: Odt,1

in this work, au io thc pdper, [ha tollowing hournrition sys toms and

scdai puirlicatiqns werre searched to trIt-.:ntify (I) EFZIC Thr.!

Educational Resources Information Centers s'iljtenu (2) CHE Thc' Currunt
Index of Journals in Education (periodicals) system; (3) RIE R.(:searches in

Education (micro-film); (I) The Social Science Fite of the Institute of
3ciontitic Information; (5) International political Sck---rice Abstrdots; (6)

tho Educational Index; (7) Dissertation Abstracts; (1 Rand Abstracts;

(9) the resources of the I-Min-Ian Library at the Univers-ity of Pittsburgh,

T avcirJed the Inclu t-nni h"/-, rr: r;

pLans tor (,(-jucd-1: ic)na ru torm, Although this va3t literature ma,/ ;De of value

tor the analysis ot governmental priority, posturing and rhetoric, it con-
f3iL;tuntly avoids analysis ot objective conditions, constraints on change,

;:he que!7,:-.ft)hs rning valuc bias addross2d in this worl-.

The data extracted from the studies identified and selected as reform

assessments in large part consists of direct quotes chosen tot daeir F.ele-
vance to the four categories of reform assumptions used in the mentioned

FiclUre One. That is, where possible, I have let the authors speak directly
to these questions: (1) What are the preconditions for educational change-,
(2) What are the appropriate rationales for educational reform? (3) What should

be the scope and process of reform? and (4) Wha t major outcomes should

reforms seek? In answering those and related queries, I argue tilat authors

and reformers can be more or less identified with a particular paradigmatic

nrientation and theoretical bias re. why and how national educational reforms
take placeor should take place. These are the major organizational

categories of the typoiogy of theories in Figure One.

In this I have presented my choices as to which theoretical categories
are present in the reform literature, as well a the defining characteristics
of each "theoretical" orientation, And as am clearly biased t- ward the

qroup conflict "theory" as being best able to explain roost educational-
rof ;:zffi p'aendmena, relations, and outcomes, my uterpretationS fnay well



in ',;.-)nic,. in::Thtici:::,
lit; 1Q:3,z, corivint;1ni.:1 und usotul/than an alturnarnic (...,..aiceptilulizution, TI:u.i

O0o.,...5 r_110 pic,),00i-v,.i, ut 2cholor!iiiip union! with ne,-.Av and ristahlisiled vu.:rws
ccm[H,ctin(J, cerm-Detii;g, oildand explah,:itim)s oi soci!ial Too contending. Hope tu lir, the growing

, acceptance 4nd increased vigor ot (son filet theory will see the develop-

ment el [noun powerful and useful e.:,:pLitnotionff, ot not only the limits of

educational reft,xtrtu I.-Jut of alwrnativo strategie:-J lor altered social and

educational re(ations ,z,is well,

orclanizatiOn. and Use

Wheri.--, ':_br2, p:::4-nr i ()171-ini7.(-_(-1 h! p,-Indif-pn c.1-ri th.y-,L,, 1 hi, ,,,,.,1-1,,

ii_1(7cile..-;H rio Sud:i Dbviow3 solution, As the daLa nre5ented is drawn from
rkation,=s case st:udj,e, the Ionic:al choice was to use tzpo's of national-
rotorrn ConLay05-1. 2., materials on retorms in various types of revalu-
tij:-1,1F; ,Ind nr:;,n-ri-olul:lonary 5i,t1.1rifiii, and L'ro: likf,21: ,Jf. to simply sort

out the items by' cg,:::!ographical area and use a gross division between

"developed" and 'Oeveloping"countries. In the en_ , I chose the latter
option for the Calrlyobv1ous reasons that (1) a geographical sorting
would facilitate u;_:dng materials about educational reforms in each

national setting' during both revolutionary and non-revolutionary periods

and (2) those who. are most likely to read the casebook and apply the

ideas and inforMal',ion it presents will most likely be professionals accustomed
to the organi:zational terminology used.

As all compilations must be more or less selective, it may well be
that I have miSsed reform materials that serve well to illustrate bias

in reform assessment. And in so doing I may have left out a developing
nation or two. Although the omission of such materials might limit the

scope and compr.enensivehess of the casebook, it does not necessarily
detract from itE5 basic illustrative purpose.

As an aid tO the reader, I have included both author and subject
indices. In thiS another of my biases surfaces. If a work is worth
doing, it should present what information it contains in the most assessible
manner possible. Thi I have attertipted to do.

10



T pf:(14.11.',1 I.J11 (it 1:1 1 h.0 prOilL'd prov,,:wative

and intellet.;b4illy stimulating undortakhvt. Thtt ,iittempt Le uncombauis

,ifitt !y:tteariattze a large body of literature on nouvuol reform efforts has

been informative and satisfying tn the degree to which some useful. culd

suggeitive patterns have lieen dolineatoO. Yet, the paper and 'di 0, S

liook ore no inure than exploratory efforts to heip us better understand
how our particular views of social reality ond procriptions for social

arid educational reform can he understood In tertliti of our valite,S, our

Heelogical bias, and our membership in social, ethnic, and political

no.)01-c-- \,,,VHft-i this :p-dt-l'ry)wlerlfie, hopeh ofdo

understOod and evaluate attempLb by 0 variety of er,.nizutiont3,

interest troups, and individuals to alter file educ 41:10na expodences
one, indiroctly, the lite chances ot those who aro the recipionts of

diful Ls.

I would liKe to thank Carol Jones and Gwen liowze for typing the

manuscript, and Mohini Wagle for her help in mak,ing the subject index.

Ellen Morales provided assistance in making coph?s, and -John Simmons

contributed numerous suggestions that helped to thape and move the work.

In all rnaters of selection, categorization, substantive interpretation, and
theoretical typing, I alone am resQonsible.

June 25, 1976 R. G p.
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A ls chu ler, A . "Towards a Self -Re nevqinclScho "

.-laalled Behavioral Sc once, Vol. 8, 1\1(7,-. 5 (Ser;tenil 1972)
pp. 577-600.

The author presents an illu3trative exar-np le uf t-he s 5tns persp ective
on educational reform. He argues that

three factors [are] necessary for sustained ch nge:
(a) a high level of system rea diness prior to riy
organizational developmen t effor:, (b) c .11111bin. cd

effort of organizational development and psycholoqi -1
education, and (c) the continuous leaders hip of key
individuals within the organization before. d uri nq, a (id
atter the participatior of uts.id change a gents .

He concludes that

The successful practice f onanizati..-Jr1,1 1 detlo pni-s2nt
depends also on psycho log ica 1 educatio n. Te r
rules, role re lationshi ps, J r 0 ced Ore s, iiid nornis qf

sterns have a meta-individual perrrianency. The y
tend to continue regardlbss of wh 0 occu pies the role or cvhc;)
plays b? the rules. Though these stable s ys tern properti.es
can he legitimately abstracted in tho ugbt and spolcen t)ut
as if they are tangible, in fact they have reality only so
long as they are given life by the role occupant the rti le-
follower, and so on. In short, the a PProach -to orgrani-za tHf iil
(-!PveloprnPnt is always throug17. clarify-h14
changing the goals individuals share, irnproving the 5tab1e
patterns of communication among role inhabitants, altering
their sha red expectations, hel pkc the leader to l.ad
erently, improving the efficie ncy of problem S0.VII1LJ dor-10

b y groups of individuals, facing and res °lying contlic tr.
between people, collaborat ive ly rede fining ro le5.
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BishoP L .K . urea ucrac y a rid Ed uca tiona ng e. '11.1-71ol_ase
%fel .44, No. I (January 1970) , pp. 305-

bun'eau-

hop, using a funetioialist frame of

S

05ks "whateffct the

Ic structure within the organizatioral de g ned school systern5 hos

btlity or capacity to make sigr1fjcant edu tioral ertarpge5?''

Pie reports that

stahility of school systems as meosurd ji tliis re sea reh,
5eerned to enhance rather than impede the clarige process . SYs-
t em stability in terms of consistent, dt-,Anitive hi ererchy of au-
t hority with contstent rules, regulation, and school sys tern
policy, coupled with a 1.vell established organi zational structure,
5oerned to induce a greater opportunity for i amove tion a nd change
rather than impeding this process. Essentially, a stable frarne-
%Nork or more stable organizational atraosiohare provided a better
basis for changes to be brought te fruition. Tnes e finding s also
t end further to corroborate and replicate t he firadings- cE Moeller,
%%Therein the more highly bureaucratic systerras in his study offered
t eachers more sense of Dower to influence-) s chool svstem nol icy
Ilan the less bureaucratic systems.

Due to the results of the statistical a alysi tile date in thi5
cly, , it seems appropriate to concur with alat.ie-nd to xeject marry

of the conjectures proposed by Thompson in reference to tile efficacy
of bureaucracy as a -viable organizational soherne . s rrTay be done

t least to the degree of generalization triat car be rnade froni the
21 school systems of this report. The more hiohly buroaucratic
structures w( :o not sterile, but seemed to b d Y1inic entities
caPahle of modification when change proposals Were prese ntcd.

n ludes by citing support from Peter Blau;

ureaucracies are not such rigid structur as s opulatly assumed.
-heir organization does not remain fi:xed ncc orcling tc the f orrnal

blueprint, but always evolves into new form s. ConclItion5 elnange,
v.1.-ol)1erns arise, and, in the course of coping with them , the niern-
berg of the organization establish new proce.dures arid c)fte T1 tzaris
form their social relationships, thereby' modifying the s-trecture.
Tule organized patterns of activities and iritexations that I--xave not--
p--Irhaps , net yetbeen officially inst1tution.ali2ed reveal loureau-
cracY in the process of change.
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Bremer, 1. Dri E ]iaie. Arlington , a i a Assoc
tion of Elementary- School Prin.cipals , 1973. 32 P.

Brenier, a lf-styled ' educational ref using functionalist per-

spectives describes his views and his mode of anlaysis in his quest to

deal with education l diange. He suggests that, to survive in educational

and political cha nge , it is necessary to have vihat may be thought of as a

map of the territory, t gether with some riotiortof the des rable directions

and the available palhs He links the discussion of educationaL change to

past , present, and future changes in society a s a whole. He cansid

he historical basis urLderlying the present educations 1 structure a d co

siders directions in 'which that structure has been ing . The author ug-

gests that the educational matrixthe st cture supportive of leaniing

cons ists of time, space , subject matter, arid social and adminis traUve

organizatton. Tie describes each of these elements a nd then O!SiiieS

current educational alternatives in terms o

or more of the four elements of the matrix,

ariati ns they make in one
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Carter, M.A. Contradiction and Correspendence: An Analysis of the
Relation of Schooling to Work. Discussion paper 75-1, Auwst,
1975. Center for Economic Studies Palo Alto, California . 38 p.
(Ivlimeo)

Using a r4.4.eg4+i-e4iffraine7Aro k "to e,-xa corre pondehoe between

atirl'i to occupational roles via education, Carter sugg sts that

An understanding of this correspondence is then applied to -the
study of changes in the nature of work In order to predict new
dernands that will be placed on the education system and other
institutions of socialization. The analysis of possible responses
of educational institutions to such dernands will inform debate on
educational reforns at both the c-urrioular and institutional level-

He hypothesizes in conclusion that

...the decreasing legitimacy of existing workplace hierarchies
coupled with the fnistration of oxpeotations derivative from the
oversupply of educated workers will result in increasing pressures
over the next decade for more democratic, participatory forms of
work organization. If these pressures do f.orce large structural
changes in the ferns of work organizationand in the social rela-
tiuns of tile work process, then our corres_pondence concept pre-
dicts that forces will be generated to change the content and struc-
ture of schoolina processes in oorres ponding 'ways. By studying
the operation of existing mechanisnis of correspondenc and by
identifying the structural e1enieats of irdustrial democracy that
specifically distinguish it from present organizations of production,
we gain insight into the ways in which schooling processes rriust
change in order to correspond to democratic work structures and
to facilitate change in that di eotion.

1 7
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I 0 Center for Educational Research and Innovation. Case_Studies of
Educational Innovation: Stratebies for Innovat" n
Education. Paris: OECD. l973 296 p.

In Chapter 8, "Barriers and Unintended Effects, " this study, from
a systems perspective, suggests that educational reform fail for a
number of reasons:

The analysis has shown that a number of external"
factors are important. Few projects have been created with
the necessary political support. This sometimes means
that the project has not gone through a necessary "screening
process" in which the project idea is assessed in relation
o other priorities in a global educational, sooial, ard

economic perspective. It can also mean that the idea has
not faced initial discussions between interest groups, a
process that will certainly take place at some stage.

rvlost projects do not relate to the existing legal
and administrative mechanisms in a way in which the y can
be used for the benefit of the projects. In fact in most
cases those in charge oi an innovative project have only
vague ideas about laws, administrative regulations and
other mechanisms that have been set up to serve rnaintenan-e
functions rather than innovative functions. These mechan-
isms are, when they are fully- discovered, most often looked
upon as "barriers. " It is a fact, however, that maintenance
of a system is neo-ssary, and has to be taken care of at the
same time as innovalons are Introduced. Only through a
detailed discussion at these mechanisms and their possible
modifications can an innovative project survive in the
long run.

The same argument applies to the incentive structure
hat is in-built in any educational system. We have

observed that the reward structure that regulates the
behaviour of teachers is crucial for an understanding of
the innovation process. Less frequently is the observa-
tion made that also institutional behaviour is dependent OR
an in-built incentive structure. 'The way r: e- rch insti-
tutions function, for example, can partly be explained as a
consequence of expectations, and professional reward
structures.

Any innovative work is a high-risk activity. When an
idea is formulated and has been adopted, conditions have
to be created to "shelter" the project from the constraints
that regulate the en-going sy_ ern. The forces against change
in a system are in most cases far stronger than the .supportive
forces. Skillful management, and sometimes format agree-
ments among interest groups may be necessary to get a project
developed.

18
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We have repeatedly seen that many projects face the
most severe problems in the dissemination stac. rho
lack. of a systematic innovation policy that includes a
relevan: support-structure (research and develop merit,
in-service training, consultancy, local teachers centres,
etc. ), can often explain the failures.

i+conciudes that lack of critical theoretical understanding on

the part of educational reformers c ntinues to limit serious change:

analysis points out the lack of op,3n rriticisin in the
[reform] process. It is probably right to say that many
innovators have been unable to face, resolve and
examine conflicts in their projects. In only very few
cases have the innovators realistically faced the
value conflicts inherent in their ovvn positions.

In the problem-identification phase, as well as irt
the evaluation phase, there ere many weaknesses in rriost
organizations studied. Seldom are the implied ideologies
analysed; instead, the problems are treated as technical
ones. Vre see this as one of the !major problems in the
[reform] process today.

1,
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Coiwin, R. 2. "Strategies of Organizational urvival: The Case
a NatioriaL Program for Educational Reform Ma. Journal of
Applteehaioral cieice Vol. 8. No. 4 (July 1972), pr.

Corwin's conflict analysis of an educational reform organization
focuses on the "political economy, " i.e., the interplay of power and
goals and productive exchange systems. His approach calls attention

o the importance of external funding sources, internal allocations o
urces internal and external croup conflict, and the importance
nating

His anal ysis dentcnstrates, he argues, that It is folly to
evaluate an orgarilza tion's "effectiveness" apart from its
history- _and social context. Indeed, when forced upon a
program already severely compromised by political
opponents, evaluation becomes a political tool. An
adequate evaluation of a program's effectiveness
presupposes recognition of the constraints under which
the prograrn labors. More generally, it must take into
account how organizations cope with serious eNternal
constraints and indeed, it must explain now they manage
to survive at all.

The Teacher Corps is significant as a national effort
to forge organizations into a coalition designed to effect
significant and systematic change in the functions, per-
formance, arld objectives of other complex organizations.
The fact that the program is itself is a complex organiza-
tion subjects it to all of the forces and constraints that
shape arty organization. The organizational character
of this change agentand the "change agent" character of
the organizationproduced the political constraints, local
resistance, cooptation strategies, and other phenomena
noted in this study.

Our understanding of the process of innovation can be
no better than the models of organization used to interpret
its results. B ut reform programs have seldom been derived
from or geared to an explicit, plausible model of an organizar

on. Their assumptions about the nature of organizations
tend to be simplistic or, worse, totally misleading: organi-
zations are generally regarded as rational, potent instru-
ments for implementing policy decisions, with a capacity
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The prestige of member organizations as a bargaining
resource and source of constraint on other organiza-
tions in the netwoik
The need for internal control within member institutions
and the adverse effects of decentralized decision.-
making structures on member organizations' commitment
to a reform program
Structure and status threat as sources of inflexibility.
Promoting the development of latent subcultures within
organizations as a way of promoting change and the conflIct
that can result
The dynamic tension produced by the interdependence of
member organizations in face of their autonomy and inde-
pendent incentive systems and resources.
The strategic importance of boundary personnel for
linking organizations into a viable network
Federal intervention as a means of throttling the rate
of change
The paralyzing effects of delegated control and
tutionalization
The countervailing powers exercised by coord nating agencies
operating within a feudal type of network
The significance of consensus-seeking and mediating
functions of coordinating agencies attempting to implement
reform
Reform as a political process compromise.

also his subsequent study, Education Di Crisis: A Socioio "cal
_124a of schools IA Universities in Transition New York; Wiley, 197 ,,
350 p In the final chanter, "Strategies for Educational Reform, " Corwin
seeks to demonstrate how organization theory used. at the macro level can be
used to "expardn" educational reforms in national political economy terns .
pore specilloally, he proposes that reform strategies are more or less
"successful" to the extent that they 1) cultivate linkages with the societal
decision-making process, 2) employ boundary personnel who are receptive to
change, and 3) are able to avoid a mobilization of undfied resistance in
the client -institutdon undergoing the reform.



Elvin. L. "Institutionalizing Educational Reform.
Vol. 2, No. 3 (A.utumn 1972). pp. 284-294.

Elvin hypothesizes that

until a refor ing idea in education has been given
successful institutional embodiment the work of the
reformer has not been done. This is so obvious that
it really should not need stating at all. Yet the need
to do this, and the difficult problems involved in
doing it, have been astonishingly ignored in the
planning of educational development in the post-war
years. A hundred hours of efforts have been put into
working out statistical possibilities, in perfecting
"modls, lI in devising "targets, " for any one hour
that has been spent in considering the tvo things
that matter more than anything else: the quality and
quantity of the teachers Fou can rely on to carry out your
ideas, and the nature and suitability of the administra-
tors and the institutions that you have here at your
d;sposal.

He proposes that

From the ideas expressed in this paper one can
derive the following conclusions: first, educational
history shows the importance of the institutional embodi-
ment of reforming ideas; second, in spite of this, too
little attention hos been paid to the need for it in plan-
ning for educational development in the developing coun-
tries in the last two decades because of the narrowness
of the first conception of development and of the role of
those who plan it; and, lastly, there are signs of a
more institutional approach to the problem of developnerit
and to a concept of planning that does not separate the
planner from the process.

Nevertheless it is probably tOe that the former
inadequate conceptions and practices still hold swa y for
the most part. The new, broader and more realistic con-
cepts should now come into pla y and UNESCO should
take active steps to see that they do. For just as with
the erLyclopaedia "till there was a sale nothing had
happened, so with a reforming idea in education nothing
has happened till it receives effective embodiment in
appropriate institutions.
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Ferge, Z. "Some Problems of the School-System and the School Reforms."
Introductory paper for Round Table 10, Functions of -the School
System, World Congress of Sociology, Toronto, 1974. 22 p.

Ferge proposes that school and educational reforms fail, or\less

successful than e:pected because of social and historical reasons, be-

cause reformists do not recognize "what is possible to a ccoxnplish in any

given situation. In addition, he hell ves that reform rno ements ignore

the functional relationship between the school and the social -tructure.

1.0 Hanson, M. On Sac =1 Systems Theory as a Predictor of Educational
Change. School of Education, University of California at
Riverside, 1972 , 21 p. (mimeo.)

Hanson suggests that whether or not educatio al
A

ften cependent on its direct effect on individuals, and that educe-
s accepted

tional change occurs within the framework of a school system rriade up

of six subsystems of students, teachers, principals, central office
administrators, parents, and community;'-eaoyi, subsystem tendI toward

5a status quo and opera..tig_ independently 41
w-he

tidings suggest that the educational subsystem required to

make the greatest modifications in normal operating procedures will raise
the highese level of resistance,'4 This indicates that resistance can
be predicted and furthermore, through identification cf systems required
to make the greatest changes, that it is possible to plan strategies
that will help subsystems adapt to a program change.

2 3
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to accomplish, ny assigned task. So great and prevailing
is this faith that failures are typically blamed on an indi-
vidual or a minor procedural flaw; the inherent difficulty
of achieving a plan through organized means seems almost
beyond their contemplation. The influential sociologist,
Max Weber, not only shared this faith but was preoccupied
with the belief that the world is becoming fully rationalized
by lifeless forrns of organization. He perpetuated and
embellished the rational, instrumental image of organization
that is now so widely accepted in the social sciences.

Reform Kograms are expected to perform in accordance
with this rational image. As a result, they are held
accountable for what they cannot do, while their major
contributions are ignored. But it is my thesis that organi-
zations are political bodies, and that innovation can
therefore be implemented only through political compro-
mise. It is the "political economy" of organizations that
determines th,e outcome of social reform programs. Although
space precludes edequate discussion, it may be useful to
review the processes, identified in this study, that extend
and refine the 'concept of political economy by specifying
the critical economic and political dimensions that shaped
this program's fate. These variables include:

Value consensus as a primary source of incentive
and constraint in institution reform programs
Goal setting as a bargaining strategy
Rhetoric as a persuasive form of influence and a
device for protecting goals
The use of slack resources as a way of enhancing
and altering bargaining power
Discretionary funds as a source of flexibility and
leverage for the coordinating agency
Dispersal 'of resources as a means of promoting
support and dissipating consequences
The use of marginal utility principles as a way
of opitinazing the impact of funding
Promoting change by maximizing the leverage of the
more chaage-oriented, cosmopolitan member institutions
Recycling funds through a policy of reversing funds for
capital investments at the critical initial stages of the
innovation cycle
The che6;s and balances produced by a diffuse
distribution of power
Selective recruitment of vulnerable, cooptable
member organizations



U.( I Hanson, M. The Modern Educational Bur_pausa,'asy_g_nd the Process o
Chanqe. School of Education, University of California at Riverside,
1972, 24 p. (mimeo)

Hanson develops the notion of the modern educational bureauc acy,

suggesting that the decision-making process of the school is controlled

by two authority structure -the administrators and the subordinates. The

intent of this paper is to explore the interaction of these two sources of

authority and to analyze the implications for the process of educational

reform. In addition, the paper examines two poten,. educational forces

that are threatening to disnipt the delicate balance-of--power relationships

that now govern the schools. The author argues that the "a countability

in the cla room" move_ _ent threatens to thrut the ad inistrator into the

center of the sphere of influence traditionally maintained by teachers,

and that the "collective negotiations" move ent is propelling the teachers

squarely into the sphe e of influence traditionally maintain by administra

tors. The result will be a ne

have specific i

form of educational bureaucracy that
'1,4Z.4.4-7,141

lications for the process. (34-chancy:Er.

11
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Harrison, A. andE. G. Scriven. "Educational Reform: Where Will
It Lead Us? [ Educational Forum, Vol. 36. No. 2 (May
1972), pp- 542-543.

The authors propose that

At present there are two readily identifiab e reform
movements developing in education which, for lack of
better terms, might be characterized as humanistic and
materialistic. Individual freedom and affective develop-
ment are the primary concern in the humanist canip while
the materialist's focus is on economic efficiencythe
production of the greatest number 0 f units at the lowest
cost.

The humanist movement in education never developed
much momentum until very recently. Writers such as
Neill and Goodman were voices crying in the wilderness.
Today their message has been picked up and spread
by a growing number of hiahly vocal humanist critics.
The movement's greatest impetus has been provided by
student disenchantment and radicalization. The current
emphasis on individualized instruction and freedom to
learn is directly related to student discontent with tra-
ditional methodology....

The materialist reform movement is directly related
to the rapidly rising cost of public education and industry's
eagerness to develop the education market. Both of these
developments are fairly recent and have served to focus
attention on the financial .efficiency of the school operation..

While a synthesis of the two philosophies or reform
movements is possible, it is our belief that the realities
of the situation will result in the decline of humanism and
the flourishing of materialism. The American culture is not
favorable to the growth of humanism but highly conducive
to the growth of materialism. Despite the widely publi-
cized activities of university and high-school radicals,
it is highly improbable that they will succeed in turning
society around. Historically, young reformers, have been
co-opted by the establishment.



111.13. H?ichbei R. L. "Thuoreticat
Channe
205-;2313.

eft, M and Schulman, M.

_)riiiatien

unry 1974), pp.

channe Through
Di ..ent." Viownoint, Vol. 43 , No. May 1 '-..)72), pp .

and ulman hold the v:

mrril society -an only occur after the main ooc)nomic

is transformed rm caoilim to socialism.

n(joeffort- as producing onlv

capitalist 5ocic.

tructurf

society

chanrto

ilil , E.C. "A' Structure rLr inva huh r i .th-
nology, Vol. 9 (October 1.969), pp. 35-40.

This is a structural-functional and systems approach to viewing reform

planning. Change is defined as innovation, and must reflect "measura-

bility","practicality", and "feasibility" in rel t on to public cr teria. If

innova ions are to succeed, they must have support of policy makers, be

well thought out and not Just meet the -tresses and strains of the present

institi ton. Keil argues that it is more important for reforms to be techni-

cally sophisticated, than pragmatic, instrumental and bl oriented.

No evidence is pre ented, however, to support these conten ns.

27
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(;,:!rynan " iok
NL). I ii-tt), :2.1. -3 I.,

,:omparativ, education itt firmly hascil Linen
historical materialism and scieneL,

ako derive the criteria ter evaluating developmenk
s;ehoel 1.:Lii1ev and pedai,;edic [win laws ol

levelopmeric in our ii,poch recognised by Marxism cind
their conerow application to the f)dtteational
1,A,Y;rern oompardists are imrely very INide of the mart.,
Nhen they accuse us tor thts rodson Of USinri an d
method and claim that we -ii-bltrarily force the phe-
nomena (.0irved Into "Hd-d,-- nnr'r,i;;i !-atniiorios. "
Must not the ide,di abont on "int.:,:dratii industrial

" .,nen society, " "cultural values ot the
Western world, " theories of converttency and otht_!r
,,ocio-theoretacul points to departure upon which com-
paratists in capitalist countries rely, :Ind which they
bf:-.1ievtit car:firmed in their e',Jmparative inveiJtigationti,
'11!30 1-W: regarded as a .priori a,;sumptions ? The
question is, which points ot departure are the C(',.a
rpcc OneS.

Id(! planUipi LUna poi y

from :;ecial laws which serve us as criteria in evalua-
tion inclutie--in addition to those of a specifically
socialist character--others whirh were not first worked
out by Marxists but were bourgeois-democraic prin-
ciples first, as unity state control, secularity and a
-3cientific approach to education, equal rights to edu-
cation and the like. Rut evaluation of contemporary
developments, programmes and measures is by no means
conducted by a simple "measuring ot the distance tb
complete fulfillment of the principles!' It takes into
account what steps can, under the given concrete conditions,
in accordance with the given relation of forces between
the classes and with the economic possibilities, etc., best
serve to further the struaale for more advanced aims and
help the movement forward and convince the masses
through experience. Thus evalu-ations include the stand-
points of the strategy of class struggle. The sine qua
non here Is to enquire who is served (cul bona?) to
enquire whether a particular development served the
working class, the interests of the people and of youth
and what progressive possibilities it embodies for peace,
democracy, and socialism. This is class analysis based
on dialectical and historical materialism and the laws
of development of society as developed by Marx, Engels,
and Lenin.

2 8



ILI ucational !Development. " compar_a_tive_E.duca_tion
3 (Deearnbc.r1064), pp. 215-2133.

::3t5 tha

there may he an ,,:-;!_Intlor sequence for the optiirsHs
development at Lionel systems in the mode 0 r
modernizing societies. This conception affords a broad
framework viiithin which educational requireffients may be
interpreted and the progress el development in any national
school system assessed.

Ile then presents a typology of educational systems "based or
r2dueational development, "

qa in the development ot an educa ional
sysmerii, therefore, would require the provision of a
lim ted amount ot higher education.... the second stage of
educational development would involve the achievement of
universal priinary education.

The third stage would follow logically from the second,
(mtailing the vertical expansion of school enrolinients by

school-leaving age nd providing, n effect,
u- iversal secondary education.

Although his orient- tion is neo-evolutionary, he cautions that his
fciernlmltI is also only an approximate guide for educational
poLey decisions. The empirical data presented in the typology
are not meant to be prescriptive; their function is to describe
what may be regarded as "normal limits. " For an educational
system that departs from these limits, the typology is useful
in highlighting that fact, with the implication that the reasons
for the variation should be more carefully scrutinized. How-
ever, a nation may well decide that in its own circumstances
such a deviation from the expected pattern is entirely warranted.

In ce-,clusion, he contends that the educational attainments in the
advanced countries might well serve to inform educational development
efforts in the "modernizing" nations

it is important to examine the experience of those nations
which have been successful in achieving universal primary
schooling. What measures did these countries employ to

2 9



_ntorce compulsory attendance? Were positive incentives
such free school meals necessary? What was the effect of
teacher quality on the holding power of the primary school?
At the secondary level, how were political pressures in favor
ot expansion resisted? Was it necessary to institute pro-
cedures for selective admission to the general secondary
course

Another important question concerns the nature of
the third stage of a nation's educational development.
This is an issue that is now being faced in most of the
advanced societies, none of which has achieved uni-
versal secondary schooling beyond the compulsory school
leaving age.

These are some of the problems which might be
profitably examined with the aid of the typology of educa-
tional systems. To stress the unique characteristics of an
educational system risks losing the balanced insight that
may be gained from comparative analysis. The conception
ot stages of educational development would seem to be
helpful in focusing research and in making the experience
of one country more relevant to another.

The author, however, does not provide-- for example, ge

how Prussia or the United States as two leading exemplars of uni-
sal primary schooling,,might serve to guide Gi,-rialowailift4i4e reform

efforts in, say, Africa or Asia-tc--(1-1-

3 0



Lauderdale, W. B. "Change in Univers ties: A Cultural Perspective
Educational rum, Vol. 39, No. 2 (January 1975), pp. 199-20P.

Argues from an evolutionary bias that educational reform, as
fundamental change in institutions, "is not the result of human
design but is a function of and can be explained only by reference
to cultures" that

we continue to plan and execute broad strategies of change
in higher education, even though such actions are wast,eful
to the point of disgrace. This wastefulness will not be
diminished as long a 3 we pay so little attention to culture
and its "extra-somatic" character. The history of education
does not demonstrate the principle of planned change.
What it does demonstrate is that effective change occurs
only as a reponse to an obvious and concrete problem to
which men have been forced, by cultural circumstance, to
adjust. As a society becomes larger, standardized tests
become popular; a nation of immigrants will have adult
education programs; and a society whose economy is creating
a broad middle class will develop a common school move-
ment. There is nothing strange or mystical about such events.
They can be understood only in cultural terms and cannot be
explained as the consequence of someone's vision.

This view, which emphasizes the force of culture and
reacts skeptically to suggestions that man controls institu-
tional change, remains a position much maligned today.
Of course, "our ancestors once thought they could control
the weather as contemporary savages still do. They finally
outgrew this illusion, even going so far as to outgrow calling
the new view 'fatalistic' and 'defeatist.'" White suggests
further that physical scientists have been highly successful
in their endeavors precisely because of their willingness not
to be shackled by feelings of omnipotence, but to take seriously
their power to explain and predict.

Certainly, man's role in culture is important--withlut
him there is no culture. Nor does respect for culture as die
determinant of change negate individual expressions of the
very worth4ille ends which many seek. To understand and
a_dapt to culture does not require that one be lost to it. As
Emile Durkheim has noted:
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Because beliefs and social practices thus come
to us from without, it does not follow that we
receive them passively without modification.
in reflecting on collective institutions and
assimilating them for ourselves, vve indi-
vidualize them and impart to them ore or less
personal characteristics. Similarly, in
reflecting on the physical world, each of us
colors it after his own fashion, and different
individuals adapt themselves differently to the
same physical environment. It is for this reason
that each one of us creates, in a measure, his
own morality, religion, and mode of life. There
is no conformity to social convention that does
not comprise an entire range of individual shades.

To recognize change in higher education as a reflection
of cultural circumstance does not demand we forfeit our "indi-
vidual shldes. " Rather, we lose our individuality by being
immersed in a circumstance we do not understand but con-
tinue to claim as our own creation. Within culture, under-
standing is a uniquely human act, and one would expect
those associated with higher education to be most respect 1

of knowledge and least vulnerable to feelings of inferiority
by the recognition of limitations as a part of the human
condition.

it is imperative that we in higher education discontinue
the frustrating and alienating practice of promising the public,
our peers, and our students what we cannot deliver; that we
discontinue with our romantic notions of creating the type of d___.1-_'_2!),

in universities which fit contrived ideals but not con-
temporary circumstance. We must, instead, set our task as
ors of understanding our culture and facilitating its growth
by adjusting to its demands, not ours.



Pau ston, R. C. Conflictin Theories of Social and Ed 2ational Chance.
Pittsburgh: University Center for International Stuaies, University
of Pittsburgh, 1976. 68 r

Preents a review of the diagnosti- and prescriptive li _rature that 0.4- L,.
s-a-krs why and how educational refoims occur. Assumptions re. educational-
change potentials ate) cland linked with a number of social-
change theories Cuat fall into either the "equilibrium" or -onflict"
paradigms.

Corcludes that attempts to explain and predict educational-c--
phencmena always reflect--eithcff implicitly or explicitly--"theoretical
orienttions to social reality and social-change recess. " Concludes
that

as major educational reforms always involve a political
process with implications for the redistribution of power,
the lack of reform analysis from conflict perspectives
has seriously limited our ability to either understand or
predict tne outcome of educational refor,n effortspj,449



rrn.
i L 20, S mons, T. 'Education, PovelLy and Development. Wor ing Paper N

The World Bank, Washington, D.C. , 1974. (M meo)

The author exa- Tines major iSSues and _ptions concerning educatioel

contributions to e -onomic growth and development. He notes that

The reform of social institutions has never been an easy task.
The institutions of mass education are no exception. Two theories
of educational reform define the set of options that countries face.
The first is the theory that educational structures and processes
reflect social and economic forces. If this stnicturalist theory is
correct, then it follows that economic and social changes have to
precede major educational reforms. Under this theory potential
reformers can only wait for the preconditions to be met and in the
interval study and experiment with what are the most promising

forms.

The second theory, linked to the progressive theorists, does not
make any assumptions about the interrelationship of the nature of
formal education to other social forces. Rether it assumes that the
education sector is capable of designing and implementing basic
reforms without pressures from the society.

The history of educational reform, both in the rich and poor
countries, provides more evidence for the structuralist theory. RieL15-r
lecirb,"TirexmrEpritl=f0" The evidence indicates that innovations ,

but not reforms, are possible under the progressive theory. The
industrial revolution, installation of democratic governments, or the
imposition of colonial rule brought about reforms to existing educa-
tional systems. In the post World War Il era in the developing
countries, educational reforms have usually taken place with the
rise of new regimes having a greater commitment to alleviating
poverty than previous ones--such has been the case in, for example,
Peru, Cuba, China, and Tanzania.

He concludes that

We cannot suggest a blueprint for educational reform because each
country and groups within the country have to develop the education
program which they want. While many are aware of the inadequacies
of the present systerwa, 'Attie hard evidence exists about possible
options. This is the major dilemma of parents and planners. Little
was known about the effectiveness et- cost benefit nature of most
social investments before they were launched nationally, ranging
from health insurance to teacher training and family allowances for
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Simons (c ned)

children in both developed and developir cs-Juntries. It is not
surprising that in retrospect they may appear ridiculous. We
know more about the cost effectiveness cf alternative production
techniques of motor boats than we do of 4-i-Jacng reading or deliver-
ing prenatal care. Now is the time to begin to design and test
educatknal options for achieving our objectives of improving eco-
nomic growth, educational efficiency and social equity. While
some countries may be able to design and implement options with-
out basic changes in their structure of production and consumption
of their economies, others will not.

ibus T D. "The Politics of Educational Reform: Analysis
Polit c 1 Demands. " Urban Education Vol. 4 (January 1970),
Pp. -374.

ArgUesAthat sc" hool retorm Outcomes can best be interpreted

polItiral phenomena, that

when we anzilyze educational reform in school systems, we
cannot avoid the effect of political demands on changes in
the system itself, and changes in the members of the system.
Accordingly, the fact that reforms often result from revolu-
tionary and sometimes violent attempts to disrupt the normal
activity of a political system does not mean that conflict
is something we must seek to avoid. Without it the*iorces
of the status quo could lead to apathy on the part of those
who make decisions and policies in school systems. The
point is simply that by analyzing the antecedents and attri-
butes, the processes and effects of demands, we might find
a way to harness conflict for creative use to insure a constant
and thoroughgoing rate of reform in the schools.



Carnoy, M. and H. M. Levin. "Evaluation of Educauona ia:
Some issues, " Instructional Science Vol. 4, No.,
pp. A5-406.

975),

From a conflict orientation, the authors aroue that reforms based
on media, evaluation, and the research and development approach are

too narrowly assessed.

Rather than limiting our analysis of the media's impact
on society to narrow cost-cognitive learning studies, we
must understand the total role of the media in the educa-
tional/social systems which they serve. For it is this
total role that will determine whether governments adopt
instructional media or not. Cost-effectiveness studies of
the kind presented here will only act to .legitlinize these
choices on the basis of criteria acceptable to those funding
agencies and governments that have a vested intere t in
avoiding discussion of the larger agenda.
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Cohen, D. K. and M. S. Garet. "Reformino E _ucational Policy with
Applied Social Research. '' Harvard Educational Review, Vol. 45.
No. 1 (February 1975), pp. 17-4

What role shoulA educational research play in the educational.
eform process? The systems analysis reform model views such an

inquiry as crucial to rational induced change. The authors, in contrast,
view research findings as more appropriate to a dialectical process where
research is viewed as a form of discourse about the nature of society
and its problems.

They concluded that:

Taken together, attemp to reform social policy with social
research assume thaL .,etter scientific information will improve
poli y by making decisions more rational. But evidence on these
applications, taken together, suggests that mostly they have
not had such an effect. There is plenty of evidence that
research affects policy, but generally this seems to happen
in odd and unexpected ways. This conclusion has important
implications for our view of the nature of applied research and
for efforts to explain its interaction with policy. It also ha
implications for efforts to justify the role of social science
in public life.

We have attributed the une'pected consequences of
applied research to flaws in the assumptions underlying the
application of social research to social policy, and we have
argued that in order to understand why things turn out as they
do, it is necessary to entertain alternative assumptions about
the relationship between knowledge and action in social

1. Most policy-oriented research, at least in education,
tends to influence the broad assumptions and beliefs under-
lying pOlicies, not particular decisions.

2. Better methodology and polic y relevance in applied
research in education have not produced more convergent find-
ings. This is in part because most policy-oriented research
concerns programs with broad and conflicting alms, but it is
also attributable to methodological conflict among research
approaches and to the fact that the advance of applied
research tends to complicate and redefine issues. As a
result, improving applied research does not tend to pro-
duce more authoritative advice about social policy.
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3. The justification for applied social research
carried out for the state cannot rest on the idea of instrue
mental rationality, because applied research, at least in
education, has not significantly increased the objective
information base for decisions.

Of course, these propositions do not cover all
aspects of the relation between research and policy,
and we have tried to note exceptions and alternative
cases along the way.

On the basis of these propositions, one might argue that
applied research is not a disinterested effort to improve policy,
but rather a broad-aim social innovation designed to change the
basis for decision making. In education at least, the enter-
prise resembles nothing so much as a social action program.
First- like most social programs, the research endeavors
discussed here have had multiple objectives. The evalua-
tion of compensatory programs, tor example, was seen not
only as a way to gain information about how to improve pro-
gram effectiveness but also as a way to disclose information
to parents seeking school reform and as a necessary but
annoying price for reforming the federal role in school
finance. Second, these objectives were not entirely har-
mtnious, and conflicts among them have had quite an impact
on both the programs and their evaluations. Again, in the
case of compensatory programs, it became a subject of dis-
pute whether disclosing information meant publishing sci-
entific reports, producing less technical reports for parents
and other audiences, or involving parents directly in the
evaluation process. As the evaluation data began to pour
in, it became unclear by what yardshick evaluations should
be assessed. As in the case of social programs, the
objectives of social research seemed to change and become
more murky as experience accumulated. Goals which seemed
easy to specify at the outset became increaeingly difficult
to nail down.

To argue that applied research can be understood as a
broad-aim innovation is not necessarily to disparage the
enterprise. In a certain sense, this argument simply directs
attention to tis exploratory character: applied researchers
have been discovering the consequences of their work on the
hoof, just as social program administrators do. Instead of
being useful for decisions, policy-oriented research on school
effects has contributed to a generally negative or skeptical
climate of opinion about education. Instead of producing
authoritative evidence for decisions, applied research has
tended to complicate matters, raise new issues and produce
counterintuitive results.



Erlandson, D.A. and House, E.R. "Theory and Practice: Why NothingSeems to Work." in N.Lticlaqi._Secondary School
Principals Bulletin, Vol. 551,(April 1971), PP. 69-75.

The authors di-cuss why many educational reform efforts only work

in theory. One reason presented is the interpersonal factor of the people

Involved, i.e each pers-n has skills and problems. They also point

out problems fri the research methods used. Many researchers develop

new ideas only to get articles published rather than to meet th- needs of

the hools. The research should also consider that the school en-

viron ent is very complex and does not lend itself easily to straight-for-

ward solutions. The authors suggested that new reform theories sh uld

be more descriptive and less perscriptive and they shcr take into

account the sociological and politi al factors of education I change.

-T- Critique the linear reform strategy of Clark and Guba (Research-
Development Dissemination > Adoption) and its erroneous
simplistic assumptions that "the sum of individual rationalities is
an aggregate Rationality, " that "value consensus exists. "

iprbposes instead a "new" theoretical model to guide e ucat nal-
reform efforts:

Precisely what the nature of this model should be is
inclear, but it is possible to point out some of its
desirable characteristics. The first requirement for
such a theory is that it be principally descriptive rather
than prescriptive. To be more precise, it must analyze
organizations and social systems in terms of their own
standards of behavior, not prescribe for them on the
basis of the logical behavior of an individual person.
It should concentrate on what does (not upon what ought
to) happen. The second requirement for a theory is that
it take into consideratic a the highly relevant political
and sociological factorF. In order for large-scale itimmove
to occur in the schools, there must be change in the
social system itself.
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II, J. P. "Guttman Scales and Evolutionary Theory: An
Empiric Tit Examination Regarding Differentiation in Educational
Systernseggfiemir" Sociolqy _b_i_LcriiIcation, Vol. 42,
No. 3 (Summer 1969), pp. 271-283.

Farrell observes that

the principal differences between organic evolution and
cultural evolution is that the former is substitutive while
the latter is cumulative. Guttman scales are, of course,
cumulative: therefore, one might expect cumulative
evolutionary patterns to show up as scale patterns.
Acceptance of this logic, however, does not lead auto-
matically to acceptance of the convQrse proposition that
every scalogram traces out an evolutionary pattern.
It is a contention of this paper that the statement that a
Guttman scale exhibits an evolutionary development
sequence should be subject to demonstration rather than
assumption. It is a testable empirical claim. It is an
object of this paper to test such a claim for a Guttman
scale of the structural differentiation of educational
systems in Latin kmerica.

Although his findings ara mixed, they do have implications for

educational reform using a neo-evo utionary perspective. He conclud- s

that:

Three i .plicat ons of the work presented here stem
of particular relevance.

The first already Inas been discussed but needs to be
repeated for emphasis. Evoluntionary inferences from
Guttman scale patterns must be made with considerable
caution. One cannot automatically infer the existence
of an evolutionary sequence from a scale pattern....

Second, it is well known that old notions of all-
encompassing unilineal evolution have been replaced
by the suggestion that there are a variety of evolutionary
sequences along different dimensions, growth along which
may proceed quite independently.

The evidence presented here suggests another modification
of evolutionary thinking. It may be that along some dimensions
there is not a single relatively invariate sequence of growth,
but several, each obtaining over a given period of time. As
technological and social conditions change, a pattern which
has held for some time may cease to apply, to be replaced

4 0
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by a quite different pattern. H this is the case, then
demonstration that a particular sequence of developmen'
has obtained for one period of time does not permit one
to infer or predict what developments have been or will
be for some other period of time, unless it can be demon-
strated, or safely assumed, that the same sequence of
develnpment obtained (or will obtain) at that time.

The possibility that evolutionary patterns may change
over time raises a number of questions, three of which
seem particularly interesting.

(I) Do all s ystems experience the pattern change at
the same time? It may be that at any one point in time
there will be two or more evolutionary patterns obtaining,
each applicable to a different set of systems....

(2) Are some dimensions more subject to such alteration
in growth patterns than others ? It seems probable that some
areas of behavior (individual or systemic) are so fundamental
or so change-resistant that their growth patterns are rela-
tively unaffected by conditions which might substantially
alter the pattern(s) of development in other areas or along
other dimensions....

(3) If the "patterns" of develop.nent al-0 indeed ch nge-
prone, is it useful to continue to use the evolutionary
metaphor in thinking about them? Perhaps the use of this
metaphor leads one to ask the wrong questions of the data,
and to fail to search for such pattern changes.
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Gastil, R. D. "The Relationship of Re ional Cultures to Educational
Performance. Sziciolooy of Education, Vol. 45, No. 4 (Fall 1972),
pp. 408-425.

The author dernonstl tes how cultural differences in uence educational
outcomes and cites the Mormon "succe- If

These observations should lead us to make more
detailed examinations of the causes of Mormon success in
education, but I do not pretend that I know what the answers
will be. It is significant that in basic "value orientations"
as expressed in test results, Mormons and Texans in the
"Five Cultures Area" of New Mexico werelzuch mere similar
than a comparison of the behavior patterns of the members of
the respective communities had led the investigators to
suspect. In part, Mormon institutions compelled and made
possible the achievements of Mormons, and perhaps char-
acteristic Mormon behavior was learned on levels below
that of value orientation. Steady work habits and a par-
ticularly high value on work no doubt carry over into edu-
cational performance. More examination may suggest
that Mormon performance could be traced to something as
direct and autonomous as a generalized, high achievement
pattern of expectations in the educational area that began
fortuitously, but has been sustained by the pattern of rewards
in our society. Morman pertamance in education also
might be attributed to something as indirect as a characteristic
self-confidence and stability of Mormon personalit,/ that, in turn,
is inspired by community, church, and family support. This,
in turn, would make success likely in whatever direction an
individual moves. Of course, our interest is in the Mormons
because they stand out regionally: there are many other sub-
cultural groups characterized 1),1 particular patterns of edu-
cational performance that also should be studied.

In conclusion, we have tried to demonstrate that persistent
long-term cultural differences have a significant influence
on educational outcomes, given a reasonable standard of
contemporary educational performance. The particular types of
cultural differences examined were those what could be
demonstrated by looking at geographically presented
statistics. In the process of making this case, thos
regional variations in education at minimal and higher
levels were described that have characterized the United
States in the past and are likely to continue to be influential
for the forseeable future.
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Have ock, R. G. "Strategies of Innovation in Education. " Innov ion
(August 1975) pp. 3-5.

Proposes that because each reform effort presents "a story of
resistance and barriers, " we should analyze our collective national
reforni experiences so as "to derive sound strategies to guide us
towards major improvement. "

Contends that

It is impossible to suggest some broad outlines for discove
and reflecting on these strategies. First of all, within any
country two rather distinct types of innovation are to be found:
one could be called "innovation from above" and the other
"innovation from below. " Innovation from above is planned
and implemented on a large scale, perhaps a national scale,
as a result of deliberate national policy. Innovation from below
is the spontaneous effort to bring about change which can be
seen in many localities, springing from local needs and
inspired by local initiative and creative energy. Sometimes,
when these local initiatives are successful, they set off a
chain reaction in other localities so that a nation-wide change
actually comes about.

The author then proposes a reform strategy for educe ional reforme
guided by four basic principles:

First, he must respond to the real educational_ needs of the
people he is trying to serve. This usually means giving
thought to the range Of needs and to the short- and long-
term priorities. It may also mean making an effort to ask
people at various levels what they believe the needs are and
to collect information to verify assumptions about these
needs. Second, there must be genuine partiopation. For major
innovations this participation must include the people at the
top, the political leadership, but also, in some representative
way, the people in the middle and the people at the bottom.
Innovation moves swiftly and surely if some kind of consensus
is achieved across levels among those who will be most
directly affected.

There is a growing understanding in many different
countries about how this multiple-level participation can
be structured. Thirdly, an innovation strategy would
represent a constructive problem-solving process. In other
wctrcis. it must move from a definitinn r,f nppri tn rh
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statement of reasonably clear objectives, and from
objectives to a thorough search for the most expert
advice and the most appropriate resources, regardless
of where they may be located. There should then be a
plan for implementing the desired solution which
starts with a try-out and evaluation of the try-out before
the whole country Is committed to one solution. Finally,
no one Innovation effort should be viewed in isolation
from the overall growth of the country and its people.
Each new innovation should be introduced in such a
way that it improves people's capacity to keep on
innovating, to solve other problems, and to move to ard a
status which is truly self-renewing.

Huberman, A. M. Underetandin- Chance in_Educa on: An Introduction.
Paris: UNESCO, 1973. 99 p.

This is a survey of conceptual schemes and a systems analysis

of educational innovations for the purpose of educational reforms,

based on a literature review. In studying the innovative process the
author examines the role of change agents including institutions and

the factors which favor or hinder adoption of innovations. He formulates

three models, respectively using the research and development
approach, the social-interaction approach, and the problem-solving
approach. In discussing how educational strategies for change may
be developed, the focus is placed on ,evaluation.
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Inbar, D..E. "Educational Planning, Power, and Implementation:
The Concept of Degrees of Freedom. " Educational Planning,
Vol. 2, No. I (May 1375), pp. 1-12.

Inbar suggests that

There is a huge gap between the formulation of a plan
and its implication. Often it is intensely difficult to,
bridge. Implementation is the Achilles' heel of educa-
tional planning. Even when a plan is rational, comprehen-
sive, coherent and consistent, its implementation may
well be partial, slow, and inefficient. And the end result
may even be inferior to what would have been expected
in the absence of any plan. This article attempts to
establish a conceptual frame of reference which might
serve as the basis for analysis, resulting in a series of
systematic propositions about interconnections between
the scope and content of plans, the power required for
implementation and the Implementation process itself.

He argues for a line-of-least-resistance reform implementation

s rategy that is essentially functional in its theoretical bias:
It is obvious that there is no one right way for the

execution of planning exercises. But, equally, there is
not unlimited space for maneovering. The very nature of
a plan assumes certain limits to the implementational pat-
terns. Since any planning exercise incorporates all types
of domains, knowledge and degrees of formality, the
questions which must answered are "What are the plan's
dominant aspects? What is its basic profile?" Further-
more, if the success of the whole planning-implementation
process depends upon the realisation of all of its parts, then
those parts characterized by greater degrees of freedom will
tend to be the "critical path" of the whole plan. In this
case "critical path" is not mainly determined by time but
by levels of uncertainty.
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Joyce, B.R. "Variations on a Systems Theme: Comprehensive Reform in
Teacher Education." Interchan e, Vol.1, No.3 (1970), pp. 83-95.

The author presents ail analysis of the product of ten independent ef-

forts to apply syste _atic plann ng procedures to the develop ent of the

specifications of teacher,education reforms. Those efforts conceptualize

models of the teacher, training systems, and management, evaluation and

redevelopment systems. This phase of the analy is compares the concep-

tualizations of the teacher, the performance models created as the goals

of the programs, as well as the alternative procedures e- _ployed to create

the models. He suggests that reforms will follow the development of

"performance models." These he defines as:

...an integrated set of behaviors that are coherently related to
each other. This system of behaviors constitutes the model that
the educational program is designed to achieve.

There are great difficulties in the development of a "system
description of a complex fiffictionary such as a teacher. There
are four general ways of developing the conception of the desired
system of behaviors. The first method is by the empirical study
of a functionary. To develop a model of a salesman (for example),
sive might study the most successful salesmen of a given product
(those whose dollar sales were the highest) and determine their
behaviors. A second method is to obtain a consensus by members
of a field about the characteristic or optimal behavior of function-
aries within the field. Again using the case of a salesman, one
might ask outstanding salesmen what behaviors were responsible
for their success, or ask regional sales supervisors what charac-
teristics the best salesmen have. A third method is to derive the
model from the application of a theory, either an empirically veri-
fied theory, or a deductive construction. With respect to salesman-
ship, one might study social psychological theories about the kinds
of factors that bring about sales with the object of training sales-
men to bring about those conditions. Selecting a theory, one would
deduce the properties of the salesman from it. The fourth method
is to make a comprchensive analysis of all the processes engaged
in by the functionary. Such an analysis would draw on theories,
consensus, and the application of empirical studips whprp twin-



priate. To develop a model of an airline stewardess, for example,
we might analyze the aircraft and the equipment, work out a de-
scription of services that might be offered during flight, check
customer and supervisor opinion, and build, from those data, a
simulator in which we could try alternative patterns of behavior
until a satisfactory combination emeroed.

I. 10 Levin, M. A. and R. I. Simon. "From Ideal to Real: Utderstanding
the Development of New Educational Settings. Interchange,
Vol. 5. No. 3 (1974), pp. 45-54.

In this insightful study, Levin and Simon suggest that

The difficulties in attempting to bring about
substantial and irreversible changes in established
practices and institutions have long bedeviled
reformers and revolutionaries alike. The core prob-
lem of the translation of dreams and ideology has con-
tinually challenged those responsible for implementing
all forms of human expression of organized society. As
a primary vehicle of a culture's transmission of dominant
values, beliefs, and skills, the public school quite
clearly has been a battleground for that challenge.

In both England and North America, since the early
1950s, the movement for educational reform has con-
siderably intensified. In recent years much has been
written concerning the failure of reform and the problem
of meaningful change, particularly change at odds with
the dominant social and economic structure of society.
While we do not wish to ignore or simplify the issue of how
far school can deviate from dominant societal expectations
we do feel that much of the so-called failure of educa-
tional innovations can be atrributed to the lack of an ade-
quate conception of what it means to change a setting,
how long the process takes, and when a change has been
established. Rarely have new ideas been carried out far
enough or long enough to be fairly evaluated.
They propose thata "development dialectic" is required if reforms

are to be successfully carried out. It should be noted that their

dialectic is developed within an equilibrium orientation and a structural-

functionist bias:

The strae we have adopted calls for an analysis of
the sequential tasks an educational setting must confront
in the course of its birth and struggle for survival.
Gross discontinuities in major task orientations over
time are marked in order to delineate and label major
orientations or phases of development. These phases



and their associated tasks form the context for the
potential actualization of a development dynamic,
which we suggest as a normative evolutionary proce s.
Additionally, delineating such phases allows us to
consider conditions associated with each phase that
(7onstrain and facilitate the resolution of particular
tasks and by implication the operation of the suggested
normative process.

We briefly discuss this process of normative
development and examine its relationship to the concept
of organization previously presented. Then we outline
a framework of setting development specifying the tasks
associated with the creation of any educational setting
and noting some of the conditions that affect the way
these tasks are handled. However, this paper will not
-ystematically examine how the conditions associated
with each phase affect task resolution and the con-
tingent sequence of development over time.

It must be kept in mind that we are describing two
distinct things--an empirically descriptive scheme, and
a normative evolutionary process, which may or may not operate
within this scheme. We call this normative process a
"developmental dialectic, " and suggest that if properly
actualized it can contribute significantly to a setting's
progress toward a unified and internally confirmed social
setting. Indeed, we feel that successful program develop-
ment depends to a great extent on the ability of members in
a setting to apply this dynamic to their own development.

In conclusion, they argue

... the necessity of two conditions for the creation of a
coherent self-renewing educational program: the develop-
ment ot a community, especially in a linguistic sense,
and on-going practical dialog that defines and redefines
the setting over time in light of collective action and
experience. In doing so, we took the position that
"educational program" and "program development" mean
something more than what is implied in most theories of
organizational and program [reform]. We argued that a
collection of educational activities constitutes a program
only when the activities are grounded in a commonly
perceived core of beliefs and values about what is a d
what ought to be.
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Clearly, we have only begun to sketch out the
na .ure and operation of the processes by which a
new educational setting evolves and develops into
an organization. We need to know why development
and growth through the application of the dialectic are
typically not present in new programs. Our future research
efforts are oriented in this direction and we hope that
by setting forth our Witative ideas at this point we may
encourage others to react to them and perhpps to pursue
a similar line of inquiry.

Orlosky, a and B. 0. Smith. "Educational Change: I s Or gins and
Characteristics Phi Delta Kappan, Vol. 53, No. 7 (March
1972), pp, 412-414.

The authors contend that the identification and manipulation of

key variables will give educational reformers "greater assurance of
success. "

The educational system in a dynamic society cannot !

remain stagnant. We should expect changes to be proposed
that will alter the school system, since the United States
is undergoing rapid change. The idiosyncracies ef a par-
-icular situation may not always conform to the patterns
revealed in this study, but it is likely that an under-
standing of the characteristics ef the changes proposed
over the last three-quarters ef a century will be helpful
in the development of successful procedures in the instal-
lation of educational changes.

This work provides a good example of systems analysis notions as
to how reforms should be -ought in school systems.
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Paulston, R. G. and G. LeRoy. "Strategies for Non-Formal Education.
Teachers. College_ Record, Vol. 75, No. 4 (May 1975), pp. 569-596.

The authors argue, from a conflict orientation, that in conservative-
cum-liberal societies there is little if any evidence to support liberal
assumptions that reforms of formai and non-formal educational programs

will make significant contributions to more equitable social and

economic relations. Rather, they examine a variety of educational
programs created by social movements, and argue that this evidence
speaks more directly to the question "under what conditions can
education make significant contributions to individual and social

renewal?" They conclude that
Movement-controlled non-formal education is, in sum,

a little-studied or understood type of out-of-school educa-
tion with great potential, if much limited replicabillty, to
help people with problems work for change. But as we learn
more of the relative effectiveness of formal schools and most
non-formal education programs in co-opting protest and in
helping to maintain and legitimize highly inequitable status
quo situations, the possibilities for alternative educational
programs to serve liberating and not merely adjustive or
social-control ends can only be seen as highly limited.
But if one will seek to find education that does more than
legitimize and reinforce gross inequalities in life chances1
then, we contend, one must look outside formal schools
to the eduvational activities of collective efforts seeking
individual and social renewal. This task of rethinking
priorities br research on NFE experiences as a consequence
of attempts to reconceptualize societal development has
only just begun. In this, we contend, the need is not
simply to replace the primacy of the whole with that of
the part, but, rather, to create a more fruitful dialectic
between systems and conflict perspectives so as to
advance better both understanding of educational phe-
nomena and possibilities for more equitable life chances,



2. 5 U. S. Agency for International Development. The AID Education Pro ram
Strategy] Washington, D. C.: The Agency, 1973. 45 -12 p.

Argues that a review of AID involvement in educational-reform efforts

during the 960's indicates the effectiveness of a systems analysis
approach. I. e. ,

The risks of innovation can be minim zed by building
research, development and evaluation components into
every project. At the very least, there is a gain in knowledge,
which if positive, is of great value; and , if negative, indi-
cates what should be avoided or done differently In the future.

ci
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Zaltman, G. et al. frottag_EstLicatio. New York: The Free Press,
1976, Forlhcoming.

The authors present an eclectic model" of educational change, and a

comprehensive set of guidel nes fra- ed in syste s analysis assumptions for

elf renewal in educational organizations." They recognize the existence

of conflict, .e., "conflictlike resistance--is not al ays bad. It is a

phenomenon to be optimized." They also contend that "educational systems

should be able to initiate change rather than haVing change Posed from the

outside or having to respond to external attempts to change."

"Forces for change in education" are viewed as consequences of "per-

formance gaps, -hile resistances to change in education are, the autho.s

argue, to be found in cultural, social and organizational "barriers," in organi-

zational rigidity and "psychological ba iers," and inter alia in lack of c

municati n. In Chapter 11, "Ba ic Principles for Educational Change," the

authors list s me 313 propositions drawn from the 10 preceeding chapters as

a checklint for the "change agent."

Despite the thoroughness of coverage re. a syste s approach to educa-

tional change and a token recognition of conflict, the auth ' narrow focus

on change in classrooms is curiously provincial given the lessons of U.S.

educational reform failures. They appear to be totally unaware of the need to

ask the key ideological-c political clues 'on: i.e. no or, who benefits?

9
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Altbach, P. G. (ed.) L-7;om arative Hi her
and Analysis. New York: ,Praeger, 1976. 274 p.

Apple, M. W. "School Reform and Educational Scholarship: An
Essay Review of How Effective _is _Schooling ?" Lournal of
Educational Research, Vol. 66, No. 2 (April 1973), pp. 368,
373, 380-381.



Bell, D. The Re n of Ge
University Press, 1966. 320 p.

47

ucation. New York: Colu b a

oposes that the c re task of university reform is "to humanize
technology and to 'tame' the apocalypse, " to counteract the mounting

wave of nihilism that "has begun to attack the very core of culture and
o proclaim a way of life that is really a withdrawal from society, a

retreat into the -"interior distance,<"- a new gnostic mode which beats

against all the historic, psychological taboos of cIvilization. "
eoncludes that university reforms will be better able to support

h rnanitas over technology, than to oppose anti-social trends:
Even for the technocrat, a well-developed skill ha,s an
intrinsic esthetic and a well-constructed theory ,a;P inner
beauty; and these could be made manifest. But to show that
order has virtue is more difficult when the appeals to
instinct and irrationality, bound up in the coil of pleasure,
begin to weave their lure. Yet, if experience and pleasure
are the goals, the threat of redemp':ion may emerge from
tl-e reassertion of an older kind of pleasure--the pleasure
of achievement and of making, of imposing a sense of sel
upon the recalcitrant materials, physical and intellectual,
of the world. For in the process of making and achieving, one
learns that it is not the business of art to use chaos to
express, nor is it the character of experience to be entirely
unreflective. This is the traditional wisdom oir maturity.

The liberal arts, which this book affirms, have their own
hard and difficult place, which is too often easily sur-
rendered when a university seeks too freely to please those
who rule, be it elite or mass. A liberal spirit, it should
be noted, is not always a democratic one, for it is not who
rules but how one rules that counts. The liberal spirit is
not an opposition to orthodoxy, but to its enforcement; not
against virtue, but against its imposition, whether
Jacobin or Platonist. The liberal arts must have as an end,
when confronting the young, both self-consciousness and
self- transcendence. One lives, thus, in the tension
between the universtil and the particular, and often in
that painful alienation which is the continuing knowledge
of doubt, not of certainty- And yet this, too, is a state
of grace, for as Dante said, "Doubting pleases ine no less
than knowing.



a Deal, T. "An Organiotlonal Ep.lo natlon of 'he Fa lure of Alt-cirna
Secondary S ohoolo Ldnc -tlonil Re cIrL her, Voi. 4, No. 4 i
pp. 10-16.

This paper explains the falluro of meny alternative seller-3,Th as ro:su

ng from their fail/tee to cope with (Jrpanizatlorbal problems grOduced by

r v a -nority patt rns. Succes chools were those vho found mani-

11 middle ground between complete di

centralu,:ed, conventional system.

izatjort arid a highly

Dore, R. "Selection Function of Schools Seen as Ignored by Educa tors . "
of the Wane Ban k Group (iVlay-june 1975), pp.

Argues passionately that most educational reform efforts are
critically myoptic because

Reformers and traditionalist alike, within the educational
world, conspire to ignore the selection function of schools
and to talk as if schools were only about changing People--
improving them according to the traditionalists, clamping the
walls of the prison house around their free spirits according
to the reformers.

One can see why educators should want to exaggerate
the importance of their role--why they should want to bei JeNe
that they mold people rather than merely sort them. What
is less understandable is why they should have been aided and
abetted in maintaining this illusion by the only other cody
of professionals who have bec-1 influential in determining
educatiohapolic:es.

ft
I refer to ec=nornis-:::



1, 3f7)(,:, Etigic adjOJ. ScFiool Reformers of the 1JEO s . Docto
LI ton, Rut ers University, 1973, p.390.

ngler' s study crLicp1es radical school reforniers Of i.e. ,

N Juiui ljjJ, JtmiLa 11 ho's= jai L erriclo ilert.Jort Ko

Paul Goodman, Edga r Eriecie nt- , :deorcje De rf so a, and Iva n Illich. "

He argues that

the ob rvations of these reformers are frequentLy colored by
preconceptions which grow out of id eological biases including
contempt for the middle-class, distrust of adults who servo as
surrogates for the larger society,, and a disbelief in the socializing
ca pacity of institutionalized settings. The rpost persistent philo-
sophical thread in their work is that of romantic naturalism, empha-
sizing the cult of the beatific child, a roniamtici zed view of poverty,
and an adulation of deviancy as an alternative to normalcy. Further
their dogmatic ern-1race oi pedagogical looseness and incidentalism
contrasts sharply with Tohn Dewey, who rejected ex-treme child-
centeredness a5 sentimental and unconstructive

This study concludes that the radical reformers frequently over
generalize on the basis of limited anecdotal evidence, arid their
observations are often in contradiction with the findings of profes-
sional educational literature. Their proposals for reform are inade-
quately supported by arguments or evidence, lack specificity, and
are offered withou-t a careful consideration of. either their pragmatic
validity or an investigation of their hypothetical effects upon society.

In reference to the reformers' specific proposals calling for the
abolition of corn pulSory education, the development of secessionist
enclaves in competition with the public schools, and, more radically,
the abandonment of au. f ormal learning arrangenients , this study
finds that these recommendations are impractical, would obstruct
social mobility, would fragnient the social order, and are profoundly
undemocratic.

In conclusion, this study find s that the sense of crisis which
gave the radical reformers their resonance ha s moderated in the
1970's. As change agents these refomiers are largely ineffectual,
and their radical pToposals will be increasingly rejected by the
majority of Americans who believe in the ex-tension and power of
schooling rather than in its disestahlishment.



Greene, M. "Anc It Still Is Vol, 2, No. 6
(Ma ch/April 197 2), pp. 495 L.

Gr 1,1argues cogently that true educational reform will not

miraculously follow from radical critiques, but from, perhaps, basic
pciwer shifts:

Of course, it helps to attack old "idols. It helps
to expose the cracks the s-,s tem; it even (sometimes)
helps r_o mock the Establishment, to tweak its toi2. But
I think we have to keep our eyes on the outraged and the
disinherited as well as on the "small, cowardly, and
hedonistic:" I think we have to listen, as we have
never listened be fo re , to the demands for human diunitv
(and decent food, housing, jobs, even classrooms)-

think we have to learn more about transforming insti-
Utions and improving environment.

I do not think that oppres siveness, and consumerism,
and racism, and violence can be overcome through changes
in personal consciousness divorced from institutional
stances. I do not thin'x it will be enough to reconceive
our reality and our "democratic personality, " to see
cUffererrt1y as so many young "dropouts" apparently
see. It will be necessary to come to terms with power
conceived as something other than "personal growth "--
the power of the state, whicln at some point must be
eNpected to change hands. I do not believe deschoolinq
will ensure that happening; E do net believe that
"diaiectic encounter, " no natter how rich, can compen
sate tor the alienation experienced in tl-F corporate
society- or lead to the tak_ing of power in any signticant
sc,,n se,
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l-Thfferlin, 1.13. L. "Re -orrn and Resi -" America n Associa n of
Higher Education Washington 13.0, Tune 1971 4 p.

The author,from a n equilibriu su: a ri zes research t: J,=_t has

been done on a cad ernic reform and the r itenc'e to 't arid speculates what

this research irnplies for future pra

of all organizadonal c

ic or curricular change is

ge and c ol lo ges a nd universitie s

a nd run in such a ay as to prevent interference, meddling , and rapid

c ha n ge. Like other organizat the-7,i change as the.re suit of pressure

for change, and they adart their operations to retain _qui br the

ajor variables that d etermine this process of adustment are: (1) individual

a nd refer to the ad vacates interested in change; ( ) envi onmental , and

refer to the resources available for change; and (3) structural, a nd refe:: to

the openess of institutLons to change There are two alternative paths for

reforrn: (1) change the stricture from within; and (2) leave the institution

and establish a coniretitive inStitution that eITbod ies one's views He

concludes that the rhost effactive reformers ride the ore st of reform and ,the

1.370' opitious for effecting curricular change.



, OECD. Education C omiriittee. licies for lrinovrtio ii and Rosoarch an_d
Devolument in L' -Loa Paris: OECD, l/4 iSp .

This is a -Lateinent comb ning functionalist a id systems hia S

re. strategies for educational reform. The inain Issue identified is tlio
need for an educational environment In which schools oan innovate,
and important factors here are participation, a democratic school

organization and a changing teacher role. Nre:t there Ls need tor
the government to adopt educational strategies to achieve new social
objectives to support research and development if possible through a

plurality of agencies and programmes. Local and regional research
and development centres should have close service linIcs to schools.

Finally, the direct iateivention of government in the process of
innovation should occur more at the level of objectives and structures
since these stern mare from political factors, whereas in curriculum-
development change the influence should be less direct, more by
creating a favorable cli nate and conditions.

Petty, M. "Reflexiones sabre la refornia educativa." evistaiencias e laEdiicacln, Vol. 1, No. 1 (1970), pp. 36-4

Smith, M. "EducatLona.1 Innovations: Treasure and Dros s.' American
Scholar, Vol. 43 (Winter 1973-1974), pp. 133-139 .

The author argues that effective educational change Is the result of

neither educator, or parents taking absolute po

desch oling is not the solution because it deal

here and now. Rather. hange, the system i the re

th t the theory of

ith utopia and not the

tion, lay participa

effective c

de entraliza-

thing good teachers, This change,is the only

Stiles, L. T. "False kssumptions about Educational Change.
of Educe 'o al Reseaiel, Vol. 13 ( 1973), pp.
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,OPING COMM:US

Alt bac h, I. G. and D. H
Nat ns: A e1ecto
Praeger, 1974. 299 p.

Eish D evelo,oi
lag i:iy_,__._1969-1_974. New York:

Cites aurnoroul, studlu: f att(-ra ts to reform hiqhr'r education
at Asian, and Latin American countzies.

nha cwick, C. and 11. Ni. Morgan. "Educattonal Technolocit .ssistance
for Developing Countries- " Educational Technolba_-_, 1.4.-) 11, Ho,
(September 1971), pp.. 419-53.

neo-evolutionary bia , the authors contend that
a developing nation, which ma y be precariously
uated between near-tribalism on the one hand and a

modern economy on the other, the failure of the educa-
`zional system to rapidly become responsive to the edu-
cation and manpower development neL.ds of the country
ca n have tragic consequences.

The same type of problem faces both the advanced
and the developing nation. The magnitude and immediacy
of the result of failing to find solutions to the problem
is enormcusly differeRt for the developing Rations.

A predictable phenomenon in the offering of techni-
cal as sistance to the developing nations by the advanced
nations is the intact export of the mode and practice of

wrn time-tested educationa.1 models- This approach
makes the assumption, where the United States is the
exporter, that an educational s ysterri that was reasonably
adequate for the United States up through the 1940's is
equally suitable for Brazil, Korea, or Ghana in the 1970's.

Their conclusions propose a combination of neo-evolution- y arid
systems approaches to educational reform:

The use of educational systems analysis techniques
to increase the use of innovative processes has been
discussed in relation to educational development assis-
tance for developing citations. Some of the problems that
have characterized past assistance efforts, such as lack
of training and information, exportation of inappropriate
educational models and traditionalism, have been dis-
cussed. A new approachemphasizing innovation and
use of systems analysis tools in an atmosphere of
partnership with the developing nationsis suggested; and
various skill areas in educational systems analysis are
explained and demonstrated by intersection with problem
areas drawn from devebping ota!untries.

61



El sernon, T "Educational Transfer: The Implications of Foreign
Educational Assista _e. " Interchange, Vol, 5, No. 4 (1974),
pp. 53-61.

The author examines several refo fforts ri developing couritr

and suggests that
the transfer of foreign educational models facilitated
by programs of educational assistance may have several
potentially harmful implications. It can (1 ) distort pri-=
oritles by emphasizing cosmopolitian orientations at
the expense of commitments to problems of more immediate
importance, (2) inhibit efforts to develop local capabilities,
and (3) widen differences among faculty members and edu-
cational institutions, thereby generating resentment, dis-
content, and demoralization in the academic profession.

Although perhaps conceived as a transitional phase
in which the recipient country achieves a measure of
parity with the developed world and then moves on to
formulating independent, indigenous approaches, the
transferred models may begin to perpetuate dependence,
not self-sufficiencyan outcome that may not be con-
sistent with the objectives of either the donor or the
recipient country.

Premnchand, A. "Les R6fonnes budetaires dans les pays en vole de
development. " Finances et Develosment Vol. 12, No. 1

(1975), pp. 25-28, 47-48.

Quintero-Alfaro, A. G. "Educational Innovation and Change in
Societies with Less Advanced Technology."
ournal of Research and Develo ment in Education, Vol. 5,

No. 3 (Spring 1972), pp. 47-63.
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they ask: "Why do taxpa -.A-s accept an establishment

which our analys s ind cates is so inefficient?" The answer is that
Tndirect VI:,-7( are t ypica 1 in Africa an, Ation of

particular sectors is typical in Latin America: both s
provide very little information to the taxpayer regardi
burdens and rewards. Why should a peasant in Latin
America worry about the extent of government waste when
he has not been taxed anc when the total revenues from,
say, the oil sector are uni:nown to him? FIB perception ot
the problem is simply that it does not exist. Also, is he
going to fight a bureaucratic structure which is well
educa tad and is bound to beat him at any political game ?
The odds are biased against him.

They conclude that Third World school systems tend to obstruct
retorms seeking to advance economic development

in four distinctive ways. First, they distort the invest-
ment alternatives which are open to people; children in
urban areas have an added incentive (subsidies ) to invest
iii education, while children in rural areas may fail to
obtain even the crucial first few grades In the schooling
process because of their economic value to their parents.
Second, the system allows teachers and administrators
to appropriate part of the social contribution to education;
the main reason for this f7 he no rn e no n is the underpricing
of educational services. Third, there is a giuilt-in inertia
which blocks change; this occurs becausehe restrictions
o n competition and because of the pattern of reward,
within the _system. And fourth, social conflict is generat
especially between the students and the establishment,
as the former atter-)t to improve the quality of the gifts
which they are supposed to receive. This social
conflict spills over into other areas of economic: activity
as it raises the risk of investment in general,



Sanc ez, N. and A. R. Waters. "Educational Reform for Economic
Development. " comparative Education Review, Vol. 18, No. 1

(February 1974), pp. 96-111.

Asks why "inefficient" educational sys e s in Africa and Lati
America remain costly, ineffic ient, and generally distuctional for
development. Contends that reforms seeking to rationalize educational
s ystems will be obstructed for the fo lowing reasons:

A rural environment in the less-developed countries will
result in low school participation rates not simply because
of the high opportunity costs of sending a child to school
but because of the very limited (or nonexisting) investment
alternatives which the parents confront. Under these cir-
cumstances it would not be surprising to find parents
implanting in their children a pattern of submissive
behavior which, in the long run, will be detrimental to
the acceptance of innovation and change. But note tha
submissive behavior is a result of economic backwardness
and not its causeat least in this model.

. stud nts are the forgotten children of the educational
prs. The circumstances of many parents force them
to teacn children in ways that will not maximize the
children's utility; the circumstances of teachers allow
them to disregard their teaching responsibilities; the
circumstances of administrators who honestly try to
increase the external benefits of society may bring them
face-to-face with students who cannot identify themselves
witn the administrators' social objectives (since they can-
not appropriate the benefits of those objectives),

...Again, the teachers and administrators reap the re ards;
the students bear the costs.

ange is a harsh and abrasive proc-- , but nowhere
more so than in the educanonal structure. The effort to
prepare a new course, master a new textbook, or design
a new curriculum falls on the teacher during the first few

mes a course is offered. Thereafter he reaps the rewards
in the form of less time required for, preparation, and
greater ease of setting and grading examinations. The
size of the rewards and the teacher derives is deter-
mined by the length of time between changes. Thus we
can explain, in simple, economic terms, the apparent
conservatism of education in Africa al d Latin America.
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Zacharia h., M. "Educational Aid: A Bibliographic Es Say and a Plea
for NoW Lines of Inquiry, " CL;c_n_pLarcLtive__Education, Vol. G. No. 2

-(june 1970). pp. 115-123.

The author criticizes neo-evolutionary assumptions underlying

technical assistance to oducationai-change efforts in the developing
countries,

cr-1cludes that

This paPer has attempted to point out the theoretically
obvious fact that the socio-cultural systems in developing
countries are very complex. It is well known to social
scientists that people make subtle distinctions at levels
close to themselves but merge people who are far from
themselves Into indistinct clusters. It is axiomatic that
educationai advisers' or expertsunless they are expected
only to advise on their special subjectsshould know the
local scene or system well. The published writings of and
on them, however, do not indicate that they do.

The questions raised in this paper are not an attempt
to implicitly defend the status quo in the name of the
inviolability of the existing state of affairs in developing
countries. It is an attempt to point out that the role of
foreign educational aid can play in these countries need
not necessarily be critical or even beneficial. At best
it may do all that the inspirational literature on the sub-
ject claims. At worst, it may thwart the necessary changes
by prapPing up those who, in the course of political events,
would have been displaced. In either case, there is a
much greater need to be aware of the restrictive, vision
that cultural blihliers can c'ause.



Cf:afference of Minioters of Education of Afri
Evolution,_ Reforms, .prospects.

February 1976. Paris! UNESCO, 1978. 63

IL;), Hun

n tate. Education
ference Report. Laggs,

, C. "A Comment on Educational Reform, Liii
A rica, " 'World Yearbook ut Ediication, J97,1!
B others, 1973, pp. 278

yment ii
Hem Evan.

It seems that, at least in some quarters, en orthodoxy
ht'; growing up, to the effect that one major way of tackling
the rising menace of unemployment is a "reform of the edu-
cational sy cm. " Exactly what is to be reformed and how
is not always stated, but in general it is -unied that it
would be "less literary, " "less academix," "more suited
to the real needs of developing countries, ' thocqenus came.

Much of this argument is based on "If only" propositions--
"if only" developed countries had not inl-roduced to Atrica
their own models of education: if only th.e prestige ot white
collar jobs had not been so hi gh: if only the huge rewards
to the educated African around the time of Independence
had not established the ifIciZirrl "Education moans jobs:
more education means better jobs: most eduCati(n means
riches, power, and pre-eminence." Such arguments are
not very useful; the present situation is must be
faced. In passing, many of the same "if only" arguments
are apWied to the drift to the towns.

He argues that the tiiost needed refon-ns,

the education of farmers in, new technology whe eby their
incomes, and so their off-farm purchase:i.-1 of goods and
services increase, is probably that which will most
directly and substantially increase emplomQrit. A tre-
mendous amount of local organizing effort iS needed for
this workeffort which young politiciarm and every
educated African could slowly learn to giv,e4 as the
immediacy of the scramble for power is a little slackened
in a maturing society. In my own view, this field of
action is the most hopeful analogue to the whole
economic thrust for rural development whiCh, hopefully,
will gain strength in this decade. A tremendous volume
of potential energy is running to waste, or even to
destructiveness in Africa today. The limitations of a
formal educational system, however refot.tned, prevent su h
a system from harnessing much ot this; sohogis are so
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numerous and so enSive, that they loan infov
some degree of LlflhfOtThity which is financially ,and
bureaucratically possqble to administer and contol.
[ Non-forma 11 educatigiR carl be As fic--ri.ible and varied
as African imagination And energy can make it; and if the

governmen 1-3 14) E:31d it financially, a IALISL eiL all

costs be aid witn0Ut ,3trisngs, horrifying as this may be
to the bureaucratic mRid: in those countries where local
resources are growing), local aid would be mugh better.

de K C.W. 'Thc Cid Foundations of Afnics New Universjti
Reco ct, Vol. 55, No. 4 (1975), pp, 275-285.

The author analyzes ha

relopin inStit t

Western ao--.4i1.4D4t-itio,

_ posed on African uni

F =n . Great BritaIn and the U.S. failed

h of the Sahara. It is suggested that

ns of education elv:i intellectual goals

es re unsuitable for developing coun

He concludes that stratcgies of change a

school and university.

ought outside the



iri.A. A. "The African University o s a Multinational Corporation:
Problems of Penetration and Depe- nce. " Harvard Educi.itional
Review, Vol 45, No. 2 (May li, pp., 191-210.

The author suggests that ref :eking to redirect university

jrams in line with national development g --Is largely fail because

African universities continue to reflect -their colonial origins and

in so ,doing tend to perpetuate cultural and economic dependence. Using

r;e-o--M-trrk-t. perspective, he argues that theilpovA;et z-tae:.o4=;yticT-naTr-y

:ee,at-of African universities can be changed using a strategy of cultural

ersif " Here he proposes the't

It is more important than ever than African universities
take seriously the cultures and experiments of other civiliza-
tions. The educational system should focus not only on
Europe and Africa, but also on Indien, Chinese, and most
important, Islamic civilizations. Although Arabic is the
most widely spoken language on the African continent, it
has received little attention in Afri.can curricula south ot
the Sahara, even in those countriee which border Arabic-
speaking areas or have large nurnherS oi Muslim citizens.

Moreover

Cultural diversification will invOlve instituting new
rses and requirements throughout the educational sys-

tem. At the secondary level, clas$es should be introduced
on the history of science: dependency among young African
school children arises, in part, from their awe of Western
science. The prestige of the Western world, in a continent
which is very conscious of prestige, derives disproportionately
from Western leadership in science and technology. So
great has the leadership been for the las.. three hundred year-
that Westernism and science are almost interchangeable in
the perception of some young Africans.

In reaction to Western scientific preeminence, some
Africans have sought refuge in n6gritude as a glorification
of a non-scientific civilization. Leopold Senghor, leader
of the n6r-,:ritude movement and preSident of Senegal, has
empharized, instead of science, Africans' spiritual and
affective understanding of their environment, their "emotive
attitude toward the world. " Other Africans, dazzled and
lured by scientism, have sought answers in Marxism.

6 8
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paitly because it seems to offer Africans the chance of
ehelling against the West without ceasing to be scientific.

Te negritudist rebels against the scientific West by
.nlizing his own heritage; the African Marxist rebels

afrainst the West by embracing an alternative "scientism."
Dfsagreitnents between these positions should be reflected
in the curricula of African schools,

He con ludes that re-

University reforms will require a famdarnental change
in attitude for all depailment of African universities--
away from excessive Eurocentrism and toward both
increased Africanization and increased internationalization.
This broader focus could change the African university into
a truly multicultural corporation.

and tha t

The fulls maturity of African education will come only
when Africa develops a capacity to innovate independently.
That independence will require Africa to attempt three
great tasks! balancing the weight of Western influence with
its own culture, permitting non-Western civilizations to
reveal their secrets to African researchers and teachers,
and transforming its own educational and intellectual world
to make genuine creativity possible. Only then will Africa
be on its way toward meeting that elusive but compelling
imperativenot only to decolonize modernity, nor even
merely to participate in it, but also to help define
modernity for future generations.
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Pai1ston. Ro hand G. "Non-Forrnal lducational Alternatives. " In

New Strate tea for Educational Deve1oprrierit C . S. Grernbeck and
T. T. ThorapWri (eolS. ). Lexington, Mass. Lexington Books,
1973, pp. 6S-82.

amines attempts to create national youth service programs in
Africa (i.e., Kenya, Tarizanid, and Uganda), and La the Americas ca

and Cuba). riterlds thet in most cases these programs have been

introduced as non-formal U. e. out-of-:'school) reforins to "cool-out"

aspiration for higher studies, to remove youth from. the labor market;
and "to co-opt peer groups a d enable a.dult-makirig agencies to
influence the youth culture." Cuban youth-service programs, because
they more effectively combine re socialization and ideological formation

0 /;..z._

with productive labor ancihe national reward s ystem. are viewed as

effective reform
Large numbers of yOuth who failed in formal schools have
through these non-formal educational experiences learned
new skills and knowledge important for both national
economic development a nd for individual growth into
productive and responible citizens.

Peshkin, A. "Educatio

0,71

Reform in Colonial and incie periderit Africa.
Aricani airs, ;lc). 54 (July 1965), pp. 210-216.

The author- assesses educational reforms carried out between the
1952 Cambridge and 1961 Addis Ababa conferences and concludes that
rapid expansion ci 9 chool facilities has all too often been an excuse
to avoid needed qualitative changes.

-Strategies for Educat Chance ." Special issue of E ucation in
Ea stern Africa , . Vol , No.1 (1975) 58 p.
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e au service de la
. Paris: tYNESCO, 1975. 58

Colon na, F "Le S ysten d'Enseignerrient en _A i.:;euie Col- :Laic-
Archives Euro
pp. 195-220_

de Socio1onie. Vol. 13, No. Z (1972),

Describe s. oduca tic a orms lead 1. l);qhly ailed dual
/1/4- ,

educational s ystem., I. e.,,:one French; the I --r Komrir.:. The reforms

followed from increased social stratlficatiort ri6 the need to provide a

total Qf five separate social-class-linked sc. :,uary education faci.1.1ics
- ,theelites, the,rniddle class, and th.t' lo er-iniddle -clziss; and

,.

the two Algerian olas ses the urban mart-ma atian a government clerk.t.j).



/ lieggoy-, A. A. "Education in French Algeria: An Esse on Cu1tural
Conflict. Com arative Education Revie,r, Vol. 7, No, Z (June
1973), pp. 180-197.

The author describes an interesting Fr nch failure to use educational
reform as a counter--evolutionary measure:

One of the greatest reforms attempted by the French in
Algeria was the 1958 Consitantine plan. This reform, which
had obvious educational implications., -was prepared and
launched while Frenchmen oelieved in the possibility
of succes s for their counterinsurgent y xnea sures . it was
essentially a plan to bring quick industrialization to Alge
and to sornehKaw forcr rapid upward social_ and economic
mobility for all Algerians. The Frencll called it uornotion
soclale, and an important part of the reform was conceived
in educational terms. First, the goals of the 1944 school
reform plan, to achieve an enrollment, of one million.
Algerians in primary school by 1964, was moved up to 2. 5
million by. 1966. 'rust as important, give-n the realization
tha t millions of Algerians had had no edurati on at all was
the official determination to engage a n.ur-riber of special
education programs. _Around 1, 75 million school age
children were not in public schools in 1.94 alone. This
was, naturally, a part of the general counterinsurgency
effort and the French army was very much involved.

During the first several years of revolution, the Fre al
army complained bitterly about civil. administrators who
were not providing the military with needed intelligence
with which to pursue a' successful counterins urgency war.
Almost inevitably, soldiers became more and more involved
in administratior ; they were seeking co nt acts vi th Algerians,
contacts which they established at elinost ev-ery level of
public activit y, including education, The Special Administra-
tive Services (S.A. S .) institution of niilitary administra-
tion for Algerians, o-pened schools and dispensaries in
remote areas and in shanty towns. As alread y noted, they
taught 68, 754 primary grade students by Nay, 1959. SAS
personnel also staffed 35 technical schools created and
built by the French Army- between 1956 and 1959. Then,
n 1959, the arrny released draftees who ha d had tea che rs '
training from military service and instead the y were ass igned
to teach in Algerian high schools. Such activity was obvio usly
thought more productive in the counterinskirgency- effort than

7 2
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carryi rig a rifle. In one way or another, the SAS also had
a hand in several educational programs meant to speed the
upward mobility of the Algerians. Algerians, it vas felt,
would be more likely to accept French domination if they
could earn decent wages and get better jobs than before,
particularly if they could find work in Algeria's industrial
sector. (-p=aniogNt)

Me le Icticrn prirnaire et reforrne e 1 eriseignlrnent en Alderie .
Ecole Noro kale Supgrieure de Saint-Cloud, October 1973. 112 p.

A. "Algeria: The Institutes of Technology. " Prospects.
Vol. 4, No. 4 (Winter 1974), pp. 517-524.

States that the estdb1Ihrnent of Institutes of Technology (ITs)
have provided the- reform nec- sary to upgrade the supply- of skilled
manpower not yet met ditional sectors of the educational system.
Positive aspects of ITs are that they additional. chances to those
rejected by traditional education nd also provides a labor resource
of skilled personnel to prospective employers during the skill practical
phase of the IT school- Critics of the program say the IT s are very
expensive and that ITs provide overspeciallion of training. They

conterid,that4traineea. do not readily adapt to e.conomic
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Waterbury, T. "Altxria Making Strong Effort to Overc me Manpower
Shortages. " AY= Rekc (October 1975), pp. 2,3.

Reports that
In 1954, the year in which Algeria began its armed

struggle for independence, only 14 percent of Algerian
(non-European) children between the ages of 6 and 14
were in school. A grard total of 6, 000 Algerians were
in high school, and 589 were at the university level,
up from 89 in 1940. In terms of careers at roughly the
same time, 7.2 percent of all managerial and executive
positions were occupied by Algerians, 17.6 percent of all
technical positions, 68 percent of all positions requiring
skilled labor, and 95 percent of all positions requiring
manual and unskilled labor. The few Algerians who
achieved high status were mostly doctors, lawyers,
pharmacists, and a few intellectuals. By contract, in
1962 at the time of independence, there were probably
no more than ten Algerian engineers. A decade later there
were already 382 Algerian engineers, a yet trifling supply
when. the need is at least tour of fieie times that number.
Concludes that ?Nigerian educe Unreal reforms seeking to expand the

supply of skilled me -Tower have been preiseevorthy but limited. In 1971,

for example, "the A-gerian state invested 23 pereent of its combined
ordinary and equipment udqet in education." But

... with the population ,-,-eveine et e rate of . 4 percent
per annum, the state will have to run r are to keep even
with the new age cohorts, and even harder to absorb them
entirely into the educational systern.

At the university and secondary levels, where
generalization is not a goal, one of the major problems is
the dro ,,,. et rate. The secondary school years are divided
into two cycles of four and two years each. In the late
1960's, only 61 percent of those admitted to the first
cycle completed it, and only 49 percent of those admitted
to the second cycle complete it. 7hus only 14, 5 percent
of those entering secondary school complete both cycles.
At the university level no more than 20 percent of those
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adjriitted are actually graduated. it is with regard to this
source of rniddle range manpower that the Algerians are
faced vvith one of their most serious dilemmas. The In5iti-
tutes of 'Technology are an irnacinative attempt to st,iv,---je
high school dropouts and give them accelerated technical
training. Uhe Institutes offer specialized training in
agriculture, electromechanics, metallurgy, accounting,
topography, public works electronics, and several other
fields, but to date they are handling only about 11-12,000
students. It should be pointed out, however, that as in all

her aspects of their planning, the assumptions Algerians
have -made about their skilled manpower needs are laden
with risk, rhey hinge on -two factors: that the country will
toler,7te over the short haul (say ten years) the accumulation
of thousands of serni-eciugated dropouts from both the pri-
mary arid secondary cycles: and that the economy will grow
at a rate rapid enough to generate demand for manpower at
all leve ls, thereby absorbing a large part of the accumulated
backlog and whatever new increments are being trained ten
years from now. Of course if either assumption proves wrong,
the effects upon economic performance and the nature of the
political regime itself would be incalculable.
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ANGOLA

Samuels, M. A. "Early M. E. C. Missionaries to Angola: Educational
Theory and Practice. " Luso-Brazilian Review, Voh 3, No. 1

(Spring 1970), pp. 209-224.

1g Sanuels, M. A. "Methodist Education in Angola. H Stadia (Lisbon),No. 20-22 (April-December 1967), pp. 75-107.

Sarnuels, M. A. Education in An °la. 87 A History of_
Culture and Transfer of Administration. New Yor . Teachers
College Press, 1970. 185 p.
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BOTSWANA

Taylor, D. "Education for Development: Development Studies in
Botswana and Lesotho. Educational Development International,
Vol. 2, No. 3 (July 1974), pp. 115-119.

Article descriliv-curriculum reform effo , the spread of
development social studies in secondary-school curriculum in Botswana
and Lesotho. Started in 1963 in the Swaneng Hill School, called
originally civics the course has been developed to an inter-
disciplinary study which aims at student participation and involve-
ment in development. In spite of some resistance at the beginning,
the course has been introduced in most secondary schools in Botswana
and the subject became examinable in 1970. Lesotho introduced the
subject as part of the core curriculum in 1971. However, learning
from the experience of Botswana, a greater emphasis has be xi put

on practicurns and it is intended to include them in the marks for t
ubject.

7 7
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Wa d, J. C. "Education for R:ral Development: A Discussion of
Experiments in Botswana. " The ournal of Modern Afacan_Studies,
Vol. 10, No. 4 (December 1972), pp. 511-620.

Ward suggests that, despite incipient reform efforts.
There is little evidence...that the Government has

come to grips with the problem of having two sets of
schools with quite different policies and objectives
co-existing within the same educational system.
Perhaps the leaders of Botswana are waiting to deter-
mine whether the experiments at Swaneng Hill and
Shashi River can in fact achieve some of their stated
aims. To quote Oakeshott again, "the unusual
politics of the two institutions... do challenge, and
may indeed undermine, the existing system of income
distribution in the country and the prevalent preferences
for a particular kind of life. The question is whether
the Government is prepared to accept these policies.
with all their implications. If it does, then surely
this will require far-reaching changes in all institucions
of education within the country, as well as in the pre-
vailing social and economic strcture. The main tasks
of the two schools at present, it would seem, are to
prove that the experiments they have undertaken can
work, and that they offer a valid alternative to the
present system and a constructive approach to reform
in education for rural development in Botswana.



Greenland J. "Reform of Education in Burundi: Enlightened Theory
Faced with Political Reality. Corn arative Education, Vol. 10,
No. 1 (March 1974), pp. 57-64.

Attempts to reform schools in Burundi since 1973 have beco e

part of the ethnic conflict between Hutu and Tutsi tribes:
At independence the ruling 6lite was composed mainly

f Tutsi. The last decade has seen successive attempts
by the Huto to claim the share of education and power to
which they feel entitled as 85 percent of the population.
As a result of the 1972 rebellion Hutu have been physically

oved from the educational and i. fical systems. Should
u seize power by vioient me j in the near future,

they would have few qualified leaders. Since such a coup
would lead to a complete massacre of the Tutsi and possibly
to overall anarchy, there is taciT, support from the inter-
national community for the present Tutsi r6gime despite
record and methods. Inevitably, therefore, the Reform
Report which could have heralded progress for the whole
community will be used as a tool by a repressive minority
regime to maintain its own stranglehold on the country.
Since guns matter more than textbooks, these valuable
and logical reforms lost their educationai signficance for
Burundi before they left the printing press.
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La lez, R. An Experiment in the Ruralization ot Education: IPAR and
the Cameroonian Reform. Paris. The UNESCO Prass , 1974. 1 3 p.

Uncritically describes efforts of the Rural E: dutlon Institute
(IPAR) set up in 1969 to reform primary and teachei education and adapt
them "to the real social and economic needs of Cameroon. " Concludes
that the central obstacle is in motivating teachers to lead in community
development and rural initiative.



2.1.21 Bjorlmann, W. "Hochsch
klitteilungen ae e1xars fur Orienta.lische Sra.ohen .
(134), pp. 65-83.

n in nellen Orient: T4rkei und Agypten."

'aksh, M.A. Educntion a olitical Modernization and Change in Egypt.
Doctoral Dissertation, tjniversity of Connecticut, 1973. 244 p.

The author argues that tternpts to carry out educational reforms in

the hope that the spread.. Of idern educationte advance modernization

have largely failed. He proposes that:

This is reflected in (1) a cultural dichotomy between the Modernists
and Traditionalists, with an ambivalent political culture among the
educated toward the nation and the elite at the nattonal horizontal
level; (2) an elite-maSZ Participation gap that hindered the develop-
ment of an "integrated" political process at the national vertical
level.

Also, the prospective economic arid social role of the large num-
ber of university graduOtias is at stake. They accordingly constitute
a growing force of "rnarivinal men" who are desperately in search of
a role to play in their society but have not yet been able to find it.
Their hopes and expectations have been raised to u,nrealistic levels
by their educational attainments, thus increasing the level of frus-
tration caused by the eNlaing conditions, which4 in turn, malces
their rapport with the Military regime tenuous at best.

With regard to the performance of the recruitment functions with-
in the political system., the study shows that co-optation is based
not only on academic acMevernent or academic performance but also
upon the -.)? rid thavicteristics of the individual as well as the
operative ation of the term "useful and loyal" Egyptian.

ir the rationality of.reapitment and thus leads to
res-1ctiv L1re circulatoni. Thus, theASpread of higher education
in Egypt has not (with the very few exceptions noted) positively
enhanced the proc13ss cle political modernization arid change in terms
of diversified decree of elite recruitment '1 n d wider circulation of

ite s .

2 .1 . 23 Kraemer, J. "Tradition and, Rero a at al-Azhar Uniirs±.tr. Midae
;Fa_ste_rn i711E.1 Vol. 7 (March 1956), pp. 89 -9L,



ETHIOPIA

"Some 57, 000 Senior High School and Uriversity Students are Helning
the Government in its Efforts to 'Poll cize Masses, Build Roads,
Schools and Clinics, and Educate ackwcd Peasant- '" New
York Times (January 11, 1976), PP. 2 nd 3.
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. ,t. .1-1 L ye s in Eclucation ,'4,-,n.,eloping co0sLfy: The
lnt,,,n-(---hansie, Vol .2, No., ! (1,971), pp. 62-70.

view, Cho sofigof,;ts that educational

not now tH riov Rut thc idea fl.af
popular. ThL.; is so because ra tr.e fear ot a lowerin- -,f stan-
clart-R-7,; --tJ :7(7) i* cAlList expectalucvs asoociated with whitc-
c,T)llar j(,)1.=}1-, , !chools have such a hold on the minds of third-

bceof:-..--vf: very diffisult
e..,onomic needs of developing c untries make

:ducationa,i'ci;.-hafiqe ni...essity. The need for changes
that will reaiess sent imbalance in the social status ot
thu edueated and t' uneducated is also too Obvious to need
stressing. 'PO MOE: iovehapinq countries, therefore, the ques-
tion is not whether -_.Inere is need for change but what can be
-!ene to break the n' ,rous vicious circles that the problem of

chnngre



Guilavegui, G. "The Basis of the Educatiou.,1 the kepubtir
of Guinea." Pr:ozne.cts, ,P1r75). pp. 433-4,14.

'the outhor thof

The educationcil reiorm winch was launched in tbe kenutii''
of Guinea as soon as l'he county's' liad obtoinod its indep,,_ii,lence
reflects a detomination to effect a complete transCe,:',:,. or.
the educational system left by the colonial regime ane a con-
comitrint intention to give education a democratic character end
to link school and life.

The laa.-.:10 plan to vrbioh 1.110 1.-c,fonn hos since 195')
has been that of a system of schooling and education open to the
whole nation and not just the privilege of a minority. Concurrently
with their taking the masses as their target, the Dc,mocratic Party
of Guinea and the government have worked out eaucationa! princi-
ples whie. "-nr*e due allowance for the iri'eratives of national
progress an.' ,Jancee levelopment, and individual and collective
necds, tho, the firs-L yield to the second in case of divergence.

Leunda, 'La Ricforme l'enseignement son incidence sat- l'e'l-,tolution
rural en Guinee,r" Vol.22, No.2 (1072), pp.232-252.
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Awiier, M. "Un eenLre iviorien up (1;:woloppement: Co C.'r. R. de
" Lclu_co_tio .Y.iveloRpenient (Paris), yoi. 95

(May-june 1974), pp. 23-33.

rf.eoliversion V(.:.' ojon.A1 tniining contep.; n moi Tvr,n/

inro ,,,vor%L31-10W-3 a(iaptee te
nc?ds. coniprises tni-ee types of apprenticeship, 1, (J,

tbr girls' schooling,
mcchanicf l'ur:hcfmufc there is pruvLiien

.,:lniniation courses tor functional literacy,
arithmetics, and management. Cc7didates, preferably between 20 end
35, presented by a group ot villagers in order to facilitate
.--3ruclent adjustment. The evidence indicates that danger of urban

ration ha?, been °voided: 95 percent return noir villado to
work atter the three V\,' 5 tratning course. Married trainees are
enc(-)uraged to join tne centers with their wile. During the first year
-.eur villages of the 80 contacted sent in trainees.
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Ci.'itirt, '' 'lemmas oi 1.icvolopmenti Polyt:cclinic Movement
System ot Bducutier, in Kenya. " LortuDarativo, iation

VOI Y,0 3 ('y.:,:kibet It:173), pp,

huther contends that

lonf-term :,ignilicance of the movement,
lies not simply in its retlection feyna's- distinctive
tlype of self-help activity 1-7.ne-e "haramboe" iLS rule
in vocational training, but in its potential as an educa-
tional experiment. Because village polytechnics exemplif4

divetity olaciiviiicu. ergariations, it
is more appropriate to treat them as an ideological movement
then as an institutional prescription. One of
the elements of this ideology is to regard the village poly-
technic movemont as the antithesis of the rno: | oi the
formal secondary-school s:/stern. Thus the ericitice
the ideology can be seen as an atti:impt to break dway from
conventional concepts of academic schooling and to
,:,ievoiop types ot training which are rooted in practi,2al
need and which convey a sense of individual pu:pose
a capacity tor continuing self-instruction.
He c nclude that this innovative educational form faces an

iw.,:ecur.e future, however, as the tendency is for the viUage polytechnit
movement be incrizi..,Dingly influencee oy the dominant model of coi,

ventional sch:, ..ing found largely in Kenya's urban areas. He concsAdes
that

irnporant question for t11,2 future ot Kenyan education
concerns the likelihood of structural change and the impact
of this shadow system upon the established pattern of
schooling. In trying to answer this question one con-
fronts the fuhdamental issue of the social nexus of inSti-
tutions and the way in which they both respond to and

social demand, polytechnics fc_os a par-
ticular dilemma in that, having arisen out of communir,t
demand: they can only s,rvive by changing the terms c
that -iemand in a process ot community education. The
evidence suggests that in their early stages village
polytechnics terui to be sustained by the energy end

8 ()



and imagination of remarkable in a number
of casesnotably at Ahero and Soythere is evidence
that imaginative leadership has been transrmed into

Ind InutuAly
relat1on:3J Howevr?r, data on traihee',Y
oNpectatio,:.,. and activities t:uggest thai co+Innunity
ccption of poiyteCiln iC:t as a meaningful alternat1+,,e, to
formal schooling is not widespread.

The fate of many Fiarambee secondari schools which,
aftor an initial bur++:t cf enthu,31adm, have boon unThlo to
support the continuing recurrent costs from local c_antri-
buttons, provides a standing warning to village polytechnics.

Harambee schools might respresent in terms of
community mobilization and f,::qsanded opportunity. they
are rooted in the ideology of formal schooling and, with
a Q:+wr notable exceptions, they have made little con-
tribution to the development of educational philosophy
in Kerwa.

Much self-help fund-raising activity is now being
directed toward the new Harambee Institutes of Technolog/
which are being planned throughout Kenya. It is too early
to assess the impact of these new institutes unon the
development or village polytechnics. Depending upon the
level of their operation they could either provide prospects
of promotion to poly-technic leavers and hence strengthen
the lytechnics, or alternatively e:hause community demand
tor technicai training of any sort. More significantly, thdy
could constitute a serious dilemma for village polytechnics
if tl,ey turn out be nothing more than the latest manifestation
of the ideal of institutional schooling in technolocical garb.

It is possible that the principles of the village polytechnic
movementwill take root mos+ -.::tensively in area. such as
parts of the Rift Valley and northeastern provinces -rhere the
ethic at formal schooling ls either unattractive or anknown
Beyond these areas it appears that the shadow system will
have to await modifications in the present incentive structure,
which links formal academic schooling to the occupational
and status hierarchy, before it can begin to have an extensive
impact upon educational philosophy and practice in Kenya

Fur ev, O. W. "The Struggle tor Transfoi.,:ation of Education in,Kenya
Since lndeoeneence." 1:,=?st African journal, '701. 9, No. 8 ,.,11,4ust
1972), pp. 14-24.

Observes that efforts tdjre-orient eciucation towards "---ore
,

agricultural and practical training pro-_, ,ifiioult in tile fact of strong

pressure from both parents and pupil for -lora par r qualifications

11along the usual academic lines.
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"Atric::.an T*-7;...i.,-Atives tor Control iind Reform of Education. " in Studies in
E.,Thicotional c1hanpe. R. D. Eleyrrum, et al. Toronto: Holt, Rine liort,
,.-hd Winston, 1912, pp. 8':)-11;111.

1.2...;m:...hdz fur

Educ.7:.tional Relo n^ " Uhcoutborooea o cultural m(Jvement Iriodel to

describe ole 1111.Auyu Tndopendont Schools Jlevernent, Alrienn effort

"4-o build a school system outside the mision schools which were the
:,,He-rf.arn in Kenyn.. Noto:i; that virtually ail indepen;:-Aent

school movements crc2ated and operated by Afric-ins were as..-.),--inted

with African idep ndent church -vernents. "It seems, " the author
concludes

...appropriate for us now to take a bric!F look again at our
model and how our data above fits this conceptual frame-
wor' The first term of the model specified expansion of
facilities and opportunity for schooling. There seems little
question that the Kikuyu independent schools had as a basic
aim the expansion ot e:-acational opportunity through increased
numbers of schools. We need only examine the governme
reports to see the difficulty it had in preventing the establishment
of schools without its permission. There is no doubt that the
movement also aimed at the s.--;cond term of the model: removing
control of education from missions and putting it in governmu,
hands. The independent schools seemed to have appeared
largely as a result of government resistance to changing it .

observing a system of government-aided mission
schools. The final term of the model seems to have less
apparent. support from Lhe data: revising the curriculum to
make it more "relevant" to :%frican needs and surroundings.
Here, perhaps, we must define more c..:Irefully the term
''relevant. "

As rve bave not,,d earlier in thi7 chapter, the mOst important
aspect of this term for educational change is what is perceived
as relevant by the consumer, rather what is offered as
relevant by the vendor (to put it crudely). If the African was
offered industrial training as relevant by the missionS and
goVernment, but perceived l.iterary education as relevant tor
his own needs, then obviously in terms of the model the per-
ception of relevance is the operative factor. Among the Kikuyu,
literary ed,ucation was realistically perceived as being most

8 8



relevant to their needs and aspirations. Yet official education
policy emphasized industrial education, after the fashion of
the Phelps-Stokes recr -fIrnendations, as most relevant to
African needs and surrnundings. FrOm this it becomes cl a
that the independt dAiliwrtvld tor English as the
medium of instruction aud for emphasis on literary rather than
industrial education was clearly a move toward revising the
curriculum to make it relevant to their perceived needs.

NI,'1,2Artnur,, "E
ient, Vcl. 2863 (April 3 1970), p. 14.

lanai

Educational reform in Kenya, the author argues,

colonial inherita

co nri iou ng

..,when a Cabiat Minister in Kenya asked what was the worst
feature of the ,ducatienal legacy left behind by the British at
independence, answered that they overvalued education.

But what he ment was that many of the Africans wh_ suffe
the small amounts of education offered to the Kenyans by the
British now sneer at rural life and expect serious employment
which their education does not merit and which the Kenyan econo-
my as yet supply.

Kenya is,in one of the countries of Africa most influenced
by the British white settler tradition. All the major problems of
education in England and Walesfor instance, its devotion to an
academic elite and
tragically large in

.t of technical educationare. writ

Nju A. "Transiormatio- of Education in Kenya
Vol. 4, No. 1 (1974) pp. 197-126.

nce indepenc
Education in Ea -t

Incremental reforms in Kenya's educational system fter 1963 have
been _tensive, but little related to the core nationa. devcdopment
problem of rural transformation. Paradoxically,Athis in large mpasure

is why they have been viewed favorably by moi3t Keriyans!

Urch, C. E. AfricafllzatiOn of Schools in Y.( nya. "
Forum, Vol. 34 (March 1972), pp. 371-377.
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MALAGASY_

, P. "La Crise Scolaice: Tin pc_5ionateur.
Revqe_Francaise.d'Etu_df..s Politic:hes Africa_41osi N. 78

(June 1972), pp. 51-54.

Educational reforms in response to social demand for schooling have
resulted in a growing number of unemployed school leavers.
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Pauiston, R "Pmbiernas de
suporiorde MPrruecos. " e., (Li triLt

Ario 3 (l967), pp. 40-6,_,`.

hisohor educattor, the government has
dual. universiLf F,-,ys tem, 0 ne branch is inofz,:.,eH French piaetice.
The other, (1::.?vote!-.1 to Koranic ztudies, tittle changed ter
L,,;ume (-1(.::!;;E:1-1

Tazi:A.
Fez:

l' Univers ite _859-1960.
Tho 1_960. 81 p.



"Coal of FRELIMo Education; Mozambique \,,,:hies joitiing in
Schooling Eflort. " Newyerk Times, Sunday, P,11-12 8, 1975, Q. I.

i how

The Iron,: for the Liberation ot Mozambique, which will ta,ze
over full control of Portuguese territory when it bLTomes
iudependen~on June ,!5, has made educational reform]
top priority.

The key word is "alphabetization" and the slort:lns are
numerou5, including "to produce is to learn, " and 'hooki
are our best friend. " Aq independence approaches, schools
and evening classes are springing up throughout the country.

The textbooks encompass the arm of the frontknown
by the 6cronyin FEELIMOwhich is a socialist society, and
they explain that hard work and sacrifice are required. There
is also a section on political history which such dates as
j;:ne 25, 1962, the clay FRELIMO was founded, and September
n, 1965, when the guerrilla war began.

The movement sends ooliicat militants to the schools to
explain FRELIMO ideology, Classroom activities are handled
by an army of volunteers,most of then white, with few or no
teaching qualifications.

Suburban housewives stop at barracks groups of
FRELIMO soldiers home to tea and then on to evening
And black nationalist soldiers, their automatic rifle7, resting
against their desks, pore over textbooks.

Their teacher is a w' woman. "I do it, " she :;aid.
"ber.Thse this is oriP:w-- we are loing to get
On itS teet."

,n front ot her sat a cla.SS ot 3(j, includino soldiers ary_.,
hOuSernaidS, LWO ,rhe women with children strIpped on their
backs

Concludes that

What schools there were in Mozambique under
Portuguese rule were always multiracial, but most Africans
did not have enough money to buy books for their children,
and so the children stayed Korne.

In the vil)ages, it did not seem to matter to most pe-)ple
whether they reac.; it brought little chance of
advancement.

9 2



There are 400 pupils attending evening claSfes in
one Leurenro Marques suburIvan school. A year ago,
Li-n:=72 school cAros always empty after dark.

The PRELIM() effort to unite Mozambique's people
is shown in the textbooks. They are all in Portuguese.
otily a sinall minority Lc_ the tribally varied [iopulation
is eowicirsent in Perl,uguese, but it may be the c-ily
language thz_it stands a chance of becomiag national.

The fact that whites are aiding in the education..1,.. :',:'-'-:'''
ettort may bode well for the future of the country. l'u
as interim government, dominated by black natiopFn'sts,
was about LO be installed li-st Seetember ,-Ainite se 'h-irs
staged a brief protest, seizing control oi tt-,e Lourenco
Marques radio station and bringin- mmeroiel lite i-)
e halt tor a Lime.

With independence less tha
of education may be promoting c.

`.,- 1-,1-1 away, the hope
Lion.
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A

Abern*zhy, D. B. The_ Politic:3J pilerninn C f .on7_ _An
AfriT.. -In aCse. Stanford: F.Stantord University Pre.: 1.969. 3 5 7 o

The authorpr,-.)-so.-Alts--G-Ixonn-vide.--rrn a S-F fr-

post-independence educational reforms in Nigeria largell;
sponse to social demand for ciceess to schooling, tot- :,niversal
.ziry Ciducation. Undesirable unforeseen oJtcomes been

nd regional tensions, fc!wpr resources to deal -,7;.'n-econornic

-ical development, and irit2ralia the creation of
-3. The author concludes that rapid and uneven ,r_!cational

'on has created serious new obstacles to modernizut.,Lon; and

Lnat oi:her nations might well learn from Nioeria's retorm miL7takes.

'.-DguroPemi, Pln7ari. SchociCurriculum RAform -the._,,Vc-_-_-_ster_ri

of Nigeria. LIEP Occasiaoal Paper No. 34. Paris: Unesco inter-
national Institutc. for Eductional Planning, July 1974. 53 p.

9 I
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2, /. 1// Peshkin, A. "Limitations on Schooling for Planned Political
Soc.iialization: Reflections on Nigeria." Corri_parative Educa
Vol. 8, No. 3 (September 1972), pp. 63-73.

The author suggests that there are severe. limits on attempts to
u:_=,'e schools for "planned political socialisation. " He notes that

Leads and possibilities for planned political
socialism are available from a growing body of
literature. But since one nation's experience is
no more than suggestive for ancher, a nation must
evolve a plan and style of pOiLtioai SOciaiiSation tn3t
iitS her unique cultural propensities and need. The
political socialisation inputs of the government and
the school may be enhanced by long-range research
that investigates the political orientation and behaviour
of those who occupy gatekeeper roles and of students,
ri,achers, and others that contribute to politica
socialisation. In addition, the nation can bent, from
-7.ricwing what political meanings and boundarte,. are
associated with biii.!tg a Yoruba, a Christian, a
Nigerian. and whether there are some groups ,vtth
views SUCh -hat they stand ready to be
allies in the process of national integration.

In the case Jt political conflict with an tnnic base,
time cannot be trusted to heal all wounds. CLi course,
imm is desperately needed, but its mere ci)7., age,

anlesz; accompanied by integrative experieLces, GnoUld
give little cause for hope. The expectatio;i ,nat school-
-.71 can be yiily manipulned to provide sue:: exper-/

without the complexity of the schools
-----,!,tande to manipulation. Thoug. oobonls

tal:en over and s,9tiated with some message, the
limitations placed the school, arising from internal
and external factors, cast considerable doubt on the suc-
cess of the messageunless society is controlled to an
exten rhat Nigeria and most nations would find either
repL.. 1.-.1ht or impossible to organise given their present
res ource5.

He cautions in concl siori that

Clearly, schools affedt the political value orientations
of their students. My sceptical view does not overlook thOr
considerable capacity to politically Socialige children in

9 5
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irOporiant respects. However, our,-
ventional ',./isdoni that sc;-----iols can be used as instru-
mento for LL:anned L changes Of ein auVctive
nature, untpss, ofcourx,. ,L.ipropridie changes cocci-
Iirst L,groupu arid institutions outside the school;

chanqcs Lne ocnc)01';i: effectivenes-s in
thesc ..1,:itters in limitecl to the isolated cqforts of

uniquely talented tea'...:hers whose successes will be
ephnmeral and wasted without turther societal suppcit.
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ilciur.=,t;,01) for Ii..ihprratjpn. Now Sons, Inc. ,

p.

G uric! tha t 71`.7.a nia is ono country thit si].fstumattcpip,.-

t.dtomptci,i to cidiientional programs to counter tht-i residual effeetti

-11 (1 nd prmrnoio ao upproprimtn Of economic dcveloprnont

productivci ru.rLt1 argues t:hat Q(..,orluniic growth is nocessory

bul-, not 1:o c2:.;--tent affeC: -q human digt4ity, ,-arld that the Ujamaa

.71re based on tbi,,5. belief. But competitive materialism has deep root:1

and thee roots ofe hard t() eradicate. Ho cic)ncludes that if Tanzania and

other couritricis like it are to take further E:teps in educational reform, the

competitive ma-torialis base must be eradicated.



p " A0ti s c1-10 Q1 ti i . n I JThvc?

N f )Lvi d McKay, 1971, p p. 13 -33

ruL, HiJt. cur-v(2 r,t.t.ory (.:,.(l'Icatindi -reform effor:;

Q Li 1 : " o

I f p ncp D rog r-am " it , tv: s s ut st) cif la

co.-10711ft bUt ti; 'i y fn'iiittIc lo ccoentI3i if
re [Au t Lu )np1rtoi! rIodH t rc_ in se li:ctivo and hicjiv.:r edit (-2tio

,Nnplete equality of ac cos o ;77(.7 hOcling 1 s ot ceui
11.-1-ipos3 it L n tile de vc,-Aop jr-ig areas, and thoortio:,1
"equality ef oppL,,-tunl" ofton often masks gross
imparitie s. Yet men a re -often nrepared to ncceot such
inequalities if theu percei.,ye that the door5 of educa-
tional opportunities are not entirely closed and that some
chance exists for their offspring to clirrib the educationa
ladder. Therefore expediency alone Often requires tha t
the governments of the- new states respond to demands
for ,greater equality. of access to schooling even if purely
rJCorlorilic oonsiderations .vould suggest an alternative
course, in tile short r:in, indeed, the politics of edu-
cational development are likely to play a far creater role
in deterininina the pattern of educational access than
any stratelOs based on fria:<irniznct the economic contribu-
tion of scllool inc.

Gillo:te, A "L'EducWi.on en 'Tail= nie; Une reform cict plus OL Line
:6;vo1'ut 1011 e,JucaLictruiEdLe. " 'Tiers ivicilde, 1r1 16, -1\10. 64
(October-December 1975). pp. 735-7 Y.St
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ijuPer 3/ tor Devcolopment. 1974. 117 p.

In thL; sL! 1,tucy

a -t 1-1(o-1 n a : tot_

is madr to de=37.-ibia heyv rourLtry critically evaluated
t c sTstec-) ar-ic Hen pro;c:aecleci to
iatrc,ouce mirarra,:i so sweeirvIT tila.t the end result,: he carri,.-?,
ic Loct, an ahormative pattern of ahucation,

aciu;-!e ho-Ai aye:, taiot to latip,t.c in -ant the usiorrns

'iooT.oir.otacj Nark and study rnua u tr,:,adLtio nal attitudeo. He

repc,rts, :or er-al mple, that

PerhElp 3 the nost d tl_zrOi tac; r eve la an of [a recpnt}
surve'i Is the evidence tha t d tl; LIFE which
vet-ler:71re academic education a s ynibo of wealth.

ni stens are still held by a lei-go runber of school
zea,3;iers th.Emse.Ives. Onl y a few, it is Irue to say, still
argue open:Ly that a teacher's main concern tor his pupils

tc give him academic education, or that manual work
has no, place in the school- But often the general policies
and organisation of the school a nd zhe :lehaviour of the
teachers etiring selt-reliance activities re,Jeal their true
attitude all too clearly.

The ma jority of schools, for instance, still retain
manual laiyour and shainha work as the standard form of
punishment for those %%rho break school rules. By impli-
cation, the pupils know that a teacher gives as punish-
ment only those tasks which ho regards as unpleasant and
unpopular, work which he does not want the offes,ders to
enjov doing. Unconsciously, the children recognise this
and learn that the teacher really regards nanual labour
as a form ot torturesomething to be avoided whenever
possible. Thus they too cone to regard it negatively,
as neither a worthvhile nor an enjoyable activity.

In a sirnilar way, when a teacher refubeb to
participate in self-reliance activities or treats it tar
more casually than the other subjects D n the time-
table, he reinforces his own unwholesome attitude con-
cerning self-reliance in tile minds of his pupils.



:ieveral instances of this were seen in some of
the schooh:7 visited. On one occasion, a teacher was in
the midst et teaching his primary school class how to
construct a "triangle" when the bell to t=7;nd the period

Fe in ine(,iat( I V CU miulted Lho Fld
upon findity; that the next period was for self-reliance
activities, he went becY:: Lm Cne blacl,iboard and con-
tinued teaching for more than 15 minutes. Obviously,
the impression his pupils gained from his behaviour was
that academic subjects like mathematics were more
importnt than die skills end expeiience coquired trom
self-reliance activities.

Some of the discontent teachers feel for the new
responsibilities is revealed in their reluctanot sometimes to
initiate and participate wholeheartedly in projects at
school, Some sit down in a corner in the shade and
supervise the pupils' work from a distance. Some go
as far as taking a pile of papers or e:iercise books with
them to the school garden to mark while the pupils are
digging in the field. Or, as observed in the case of a
few women teachers, they -sew their own clothes while the
girls are working on a needlework project for the school.

The survey indicated that negative attitudes like these
have often arisen out of initial misconception about the true
meaning of education for self-reliance. Some teachers, for
instance, did not fully understand the implications of
the new policy, nor were they sure how to interpret its
significa rice to their pupils. Their explanations were
oftri hesitant, unconvincing and, at times, even mis-
leading. As a result, their first project plans were tentative,
limited in scope and unrewarding. Many waited for clarifi-
cation, approval or encouragement from more senior officials
before they began to implement self-reliance projects with
sufficient confidence to arouse the interest and cooperati.on
of the pupils.
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Tvlynl, Y. H. "The T.ANI.J Ed uca tional Concept in the Conte:(t of
Adult Education. " titeracy Discussion, -:Ipecial issue on Adult
Education: The Ta nzanian Experience. Vol. 6. No. 1 (3p ri ng
1975), pp. 'a- 44.

The author contends tha t because Tanza .,a nd ev _to

country which has opted for socialist developme 7, reforrns of adult

Cauca tion have been given top priority dnd it is the ANTI paitv -.hat

plays the key role in guiding and Implementing these reforms. In this
regard the author concludes that

the rarty directs the form aria methodF of adult
education, puts the right emphasis in th e. right place and
at the right time, imrlernents decisions and motive tes
participants. Thus, it is the chief agent in thi s field,

Parker, F. nevelopment and :Education in Appaiacnia and Tanzania.
Paper presented at the Cornpara":ive and International SocietyAnnual Meeting, Kingston, Ontario, 1973. 18 p.

Suggestv r ella that a 'fOr" tO develo .pt m ec uca ional
systems in both areas have oeen negatively i-
solation and exploitation ...n7 outs ice economic fo

u nced by "geographical

Res icK, I. N. "Educational Barriers to Tanzo
In Tanza Re-voluti
Arus, a: Longrrens of Tanzania,

71

_' Development
N. Resnick. (ed. ).

1968, vo. 122-134.

The argument/nas been ceveloped in this article
is not simply a suggestion for increased efficiency in the

oduction and utilisation of high level maupover in Tan-
zania. To begin with, the problems touched upon are r.Qt
in any way peculiar to 'Tanzania but are found throughout
the underdeveloped world and many of them exist in the
developed world as well. More important, ho,,vever,, it is
an argument 7.1e,iti,e'et enmeshed in a veiw of hLo-w education
can be socialised in Ta nzania. It is an essential part of
that view that the personal investment element of edu-
caton should be removed: rewards should be made for
contribution arid hot for degrees. It is an argument for
introducing welfare into education, as well as national
investmentwelfare for its recipient's and the nation in
terms of releasing minds fronn the bonds of ignorance and
self-aggrandisernent, For only in this way will 7anzania
be able to commence using its educational sys tem in the
construction of Tanzanian socialism.

1 0 1
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A

:uoation clu Turijza.0 Scieri
(November 1955 .;(7. 121-124.

Simmons , J. and S. Erkut, Schooling for Development? Students and
Workers in Tunisia, The, World Bank, Wa=_7hington, D.C., January
1975, v. p (mimeo

The authors explain how ehuc-tional reforms following indeperi

seekinc4 "to satisfy b- h

the cultural and em

dualistic

reform 'he dual system towards greater efficiency and equity.

But more tl

ndards of academic excellence plus

of Tunisia, has in fact, nrod i

." This oblem calls for experim ntations to advance

needed:

The tinal implication is that sufficient political courage a -1

po.cver are necessary to start and sustain a program that will
bring common sense back into the planning and management of
learning systems. Power, the ability to act, is the essential
question mark for the future, not mountains of suppofting evi-
dence carefully researched; for the reform of the schooling pro-
cess is a threat to the status quo that has extensive political
rnplications. With a few exceptions like Cuba and China,
educational reforms have brought much fanfare in other countries,
including Spain in the late 1960s and Ethiopia in the early 1970s,
but few concrete improvements in individual cognitive achieve-
ment or social productivity,

To improve most educational systems several dilemmas re-
quire understanding. First, more equal educational opportunities--
in fact, compensatory opportunitieswould mean, for example,
that a srnaller proportion of university places would be open to
the children of the elite, assuming that the educational budget
would not Trow substantially. Second, low-income groups could
Perceive some types of reforms as cutting off their only avenue
of social mobility, if the retorms were not managed fairly. Third,
the education establishment, including teachers, officials, and
liberal intellectuals', will see the reforms as a giant step away
from "ci-vilization." Of course, since they are all members of the
20 percent of the typical developing country's middleand upper-
cla ss, some of their children will be the ones who will have to
step aside for students from low-income families. As much as
improved equality anci development may be the goals of the social-
ist states, it is the social revolution the elite will do everything
to avoid if it means lowering the chances for their children. The
past can be prologlie, or it can suggest how learning can be re-
introduced into the schools.
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Adams, P N. "Atricanisation a id Acadvnic imperic horn: A Case
Study in Planned Change and Inertiaif-

, Vol. 9, No. 5 rlylay 1972), pp.

that recent reforms see.,ing "Airiconisation ary3

Udandanization at Makerere University in Uganda" have failed for
three ransons: (1.) the presence of a "substantial -lumber of expatrl

with vested interests in rornaininq at Makerere;"

frican repincarncnt ferultv: and (3) the lack
support. "

He asks

How might the problems which beset e
attempt to localise be rsolved? Two possibilities
which immediately come to mind are the following:

7st expatriates could work harder to replace them-
selves with their own students. This would mean
greater efforts to convince good African students to
go into teaching, and providing them with economic
aid to get the training they need. Yet even in those
instances where this occurs it is the students who
reflect most closely the expatriates' Western attitudes
wno receive encouragement and assistance. Second,
aid from other nations could be given with no strings
whatsoever. Without pursuing this possibility let us
simply note that it is not likely to occur. Instead,
we shall move on to several more viable, though partial,
solutions. The reward system within Uganda could be
altered so as to induce more students to enter the teaching
profession. This might mean offering more fringe bene-
fits, such as automobiles, to the professor. It might,
further, necessitate acting upon the Visitation Eeport
recommendation tor "on the job" training for the young
professor, who begins his work immediately after his
undergraduate education is completed. Another pos-

ility would involve more of the aid from external sources
such as foundations being used to train promising young
Africans and less to bring expatriates to Makerere. While
neither of these would solve the basic economic problems
of the developing country, they would at least work together
to resolve the manpower difficulties. It should be pointed

lack of ttai.tid
ernol fino
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out that, as She.dori Veeks hs noted, Africanisation doe
not autornatica ly result in an African universiW, or a uni-
versity with an African ethos. For the staff members carry
and perpetuate the tradition in which they receive their
education. Yet they also carry the stamp of the culture
in which they wetre raised, which acts as a filter uocn
their educationai culture. Thus, personnel localisation
is a necessary step toward an equel place in the academic
and larger world, and toward the development of an African
ethos within the university.

The factors--vested interest, personnel needs, and
economic dependencewhich arc inhibiting localisation
within one institution in one nation of the Third World may
in fact be crucial to other institutions and societies as well.
I have sought to analyse and clarify these problems, and
perhaps an understanding of them will be a fint step
toward their solution.

Evans, D. "Decolonization: Does the Teacher Have a Role?"
Comuarative E
pp. 276-287.

cation_Review, Vol. 15, No. 3 (October 1973),

The author reports that teachers in Uganda, 1. e. , "the British
tra ned teachers, the experienced Africans, the missionaries, and
the A Lens, are all reltIveIy satisfied with the current content and
methods of the schools. " He concludes that propects for substantial
reform are, accordingly, thwarted:

One cfan only conclude that the outlook in the itrnediate
future is for the $chools to continue transmitting essentially
the same values and attitudes to the pupils. While a number
o f minor modifications have already been instituted in terms
of Africanization of the content of the syllabus, the accom-
panying attitudinal and value components remain essentially
colonial in nature, The prospects for the schools acting as
effective agents of decolonization must wait until significant
staffing changes Qan be accomplished, not only in the schools
but also in the inatitutions which train teachers. The evi-
dence suggests that teacher training institutions have begun
to produce students whose views are noticeably different.
It is uncertain to what extent those institutions can take
credit for that change, but nevertheless it does represent
a ray of hope. If this beginning can be consolidated and
strengthened, for .1-istance by giving these students
insights into the process of institutional change and develop-
ment, then the seeds of change could be planted in the schools
in the next few years. In the meantime these countries must
look to other agencies of socialization for the impetus in
de7colon1zation.
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en urg Mass, J. "Educational C -lenge in Pre-Colonial
cieties: The Cases of the Buganda and Ashanti. " Comparative

atlon Review, Vol. 14, 1,7o. 2 (June 1970), pp. 174-185.

From this cor_parison of the h'ature and structure of'
lationships worked out between two relatively corn-

pre-colonial African kingdoms and the representatives
Of rt1Qre developed Western societies, it is evident that any

.apacity" to assimilate foreign-inspired innovations in
educational or other institutions was equallv di.stributed in

ritial in each of the two kingdoms. What did vary
laetween them was the glaring differences in opportunity
.o make use of those capacities. Each had revealed suf-

ient social pre-differenciation to require the existence
pecialized institutions for education to take place out-
of the family, and each theoretically could have incor-

rated innovations for reforming those institutions. As it
t4d happen, at least in Buganda, the boils of educational
a,ctivity shifted gradually from apprenticeship inside the
palace, first to learning literacy in the Christian mission
h.Ous near the king's palace, and finally, to learning a
whole curriculum of literacy-based skills a!: European-

le schools both at the capital and eventually at the
-ct headquarters. This sequence was well established

the first decade of the colonial era. But no such gradual
Iltution transfor- ,ition took place in Ashanti. Military

conquest by the British broke any potential link there
etween apprenticeship, education for future officials in

tha palaces, and literary training for teachers, ministers,
rid colonial civil servants in the new schools of the

colonial period.
Beginning with remarkably similar social structures,

--Ial change in Buganda and Ashanti proceeded along very
ergent paths as a result of variance tQ external relations

with major developed powers of the nineteenth century.
Uganda choose of its own accord to seek overseas

istance to strengthen its position. Such assistance
Wes bountifully available on surprisingly favorable ternis _rom
nOt ust one possibly overbearing ally, but from Arabs,
Englishmen, and Frenchmen, who were unlikely ever to
coordinate their temptations toward aggression. Moreover,
these men came as private citizens, rather than as govern-
mental envoys. Ashanti. in striking contrast, was unable
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to find a single (Pi -oras ally-, let a long two or thr-s_m.
In stead, its one potQr-AaL all 5' 6--oar--ne it s en e my throu gh
or ior fri ends hip wi -th pshe nti' ovvn I ocal enemy. oe
vo,lu nte er mjssionj o dd try a everthele ss to pro f,
fei a --3si stance to ksheA nt er in. evi chi thw
thcir unfortunate bt nav 4idble as 5oc1ation with the
en-ern Thus A sha nt, url _like %cigar; Ja, novur had c_a rc-J1
ci-lance to take the Int riati. ye in 4,_ttL ng up a mutual ly
be ne floi al relation -z.Thip wi-_th fcroi -gne Is from a deve lope d
co uhrry who could hac.--e pro qres'sive, irmova ting
on th e reorga nizati on, or nod ,erni zat ion, of Its edu _c.a-
tiona 1 institutions.
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anis
Georie, P. and B. Agbiano. EroLution de 1' ens
Deno cra du C -a deuis iridenendence. rus

P.
rich, N. L. Belgian cIucat1on3l Policies in the Congo. Doctoral
Dissertation, Tulane University, New Orleans, 1971. 307 p.

The author explains lack of reform in Congole13e edu -tion and sug-

s that

..the Belgians had never underztood the realities of change
in postwar Africa . Even mprensignificantly, they never under-
stood the relations hipieerii, economic modernization, which
they opposed. They designed plans based on European nurtured

common sense" rather than African realities. However they did
not intend simply to create an exploited body of native helots.
Belgn policy assumed that eventually the Congolese would govern
tnemselves. The Belgians simply would not have begun withdrawing
until the turn of the century or later. Consequently they developed
a very slowly maturing education system. Neither Congolese nor
neighboring developments permitted an agonizingly gradual pace of

olitical and social modernization. Evidence of growing dissatis-
faction was ignored by the Belgian leaders until it was too late to
d evise education programs (in either the formal or informal sense) to
d evelop a leadership elite.

The Belgian colonial elite failed precisely because it was an
lite , The lack of popular interest led to parliamentary indifference

toward colonial affairs , This tied in with the colony's insulation
from external scrutiny to guarantee the colonial bureaucracy's se-
curity. Therefore the colonial leaders were able to ignore indepen-
dent critiques which might have led them to reassess basic assump-
tions . This comfortable security led to the perpetuation of education
a nd other programs designed in the 1920's. The result wa s an
archaic colonial system unable to deal with the crisis of moderniza-
tion whici Is original successes had helped initiate.

nger, G. V. "Education and IvIodernizaco in Zaire: A Case
Study. " Prcgram of Development Studies, No 50, Wi ilia m
1,-.1arohal1 Rico University, Houston, TOK3s, 1971. 29 p.

Prom a neo-evolut °nary orientation thc author explains how

attempt at ad tri in 13 trativ e reform sough t to d raw upon iwtio Ii

ilding" theory.
21 ,1, The Missions and Educational Developrr.ent clu i31giun Africa.

ctoal rdasertation, Tea hers College, Celli-Tibia Universit7 1 967 313 p.
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Drais _a, T. "African Socialism and Educational Practicel rsi543-7`
Paper presented at the Education Division, Comnionwe lth Secre

ndon, England, 1975. 83 p,

The autilor, using a conflict orientation, examines UnSUcce ssful

attempts to reform "neocolonial" school systems in Africa arid proposes
tha only a socialist strategy will lead to democratization of school
management a nd curriculum.

He also examines the relationshic between s condary
wider political, economic, ltural development in frica

and gives special emphasis to the problems of political ideology and

and

education in Zambia; _ut as Zambian socialist, ideology and educational
history s how similarities to other African nations, the euFhor's lnterpre

ens may be applied to other arQas. 'Discussion focuses on the pro-
cesses of ongQing decolonization in , .ioa's odcation systems by
movement from an oppressive, authoriariar system introduced by former
colonial powers Lc) a system ernpha5izincl freedom and selfrQliance.
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Adams, D. Education and Nloderniza
Addison-Wesley, 1970.

n in Asia. reading, Mass. :

-Using structural-functionalist, volutionary, and systems
a-Aalyzils,perspectives, the author suggests that the modernization of
educational institutions via large-scale national reforms In Japan.
India, at .d Chi a will be variously influenced by the persistence of
dysfunctional "attitude and value systems, " by "fiscal constraints"
and "guides which are the result of educational research conducted
within the particular educational and social context in question. In
Asian education, neither the tradition nor institutional structure
research is well-developed. 41ajav,_-i---5-3.--1-9.4 The author's conclusions
draw on his analysis of educational reform-cum-change efforts stress
the need for more rtgorous methodology both in the study of change
efforts, and in the evolutionary "typing" of the educational systems.

In seeking improved means for examining the processes
f education and modernization in this book, the concepts

of differentiation and systems analysis have been used.
These concepts lend themselves to studies of educational
change and provide a framework for cross-national comparisons .
As demonstrated, the apprcach taken Ilere provides some under-
standing of the adaptability of educational systems to external
pressures froni the economy, the social structure, etc. lvloreo e
the concept of differentiation has been shown to be a tool by which
the rnaturity, or degree of development, of an educational
s ystern may be directly determined,

1 1 3
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A.FGHANIST

Beanett, N. "Educat1ona1 Reforms in the Republic of Afghanistan.
-cation in Asia, No. 8 (SepteMber 1975), pp. 13-15.
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BURMA.

2.2.03 Haracharek, IL C. Nonformal Ectuoation and Nation Building in the Union o!
Burma . International and Dev-eloprient Echication Program, Univ-ersity ofPittsburgh, Pittsburgh, Pa. , 1971 11 p. (Mimeo)

Nas h, M. "Education in Burma. " In The Social Sciences nd the
Comoarative -_of Educational Systems. 7. Fischer e
Scranton, Pa.: Interhational Textbook Company, 1970, pp.
148-166.

Nash examines the "postcolonial reection in Burma, the "anti-
colonial and prosocialist" national effort that stresses the rebirth
of great cultural traditions. Fre notes that "the Burmese Way to

Socialism" aims at "full indigenization and nationalization of the

economy, at complete Burrnanization cf the educational establishrne t,

and at the symbolic elevation of all things Burrriese over all things
foreign.

He suggests that

In this context of Burmese evolution, with these huge
tasks facing the nation, any treatment of the educational
establishment must focus on the problems and roles of
the schools and universities in the process of moderniza-
tion. For the school is necessarily an instrument of this
overlapping social purpose, and the school and the uni-
versity are shaped h y the interactions of elite and
peasantry as they fumble and struggle along the path of
social change.

The industrialized and developed nations of the world
are agitated by the luxury problems of education: education
for what and for whom. The newly developing nations like
Burma have a clear and dramatic mandate for education, hut
lack the resources, the skills, the experience, the organi-
zation, and the personnel to activate that mandate- In
'he light of Burnia's proclaimed national aspirations, con-
stant from the first _P_A_.d_qcytlia plans to the most recent
proclamaitiOns of the Revolutionary Council, education is
to serve as orie of the means of social transformation, from
a raw-material producing society where the bulk of the
people had a narrow, pleasant, traditional view of the
world, to a diversified, somewhat industrialized society
able to absorb and use the most modern of scientific
knowledge. Education is to build a nation of citizens able
to transform themselves, their society and their culture
into a species of modernit y, but garbed in Burmese robes.
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In summed ng his field work on problems of reforms in community
schools, he concludes that

If education is to see as one of the means of social
transformation, the local societies and cultures which
carry on the schooling must first change. The local defini-
tions of education, the role of the teacher and the pupil, the
way the school is built into the commtinity, the conception of
knowledge, the image of the educated personall these
militate against the school and education playing the role
of innovator, of transforint,r, of catalyst for the birth of the
modern world in the village of Burma. At the IrloSt general
level these hypotheses based on the Burmese data, but trans-
cending them, are worthy of cross-cultural checking:

1. rt is change in the economic, religious and inter-
personal relations on the local and regional levels which
are antecedent to change in the educational system.

2. Loealschools tend to be conservative agents,
transmitting by means that reinforce local tendencies
toward stability.

3. Education becomes a force for social change only
when the process of social change is well under wa y.

1 1 6
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CHINA.

Bar ndsen, Robert D. "Mao's Educational Revolution.
Education, Vol. 8, No. May 1972), pp. 4-13.

A cci

The author suggests that the following quote from Mao explains
the great refoimis of 1966 and after occurred.

the domination of our schools by bourgeois
intellectuals -must not be allowed to continue.

If Mao Tse-tung had made that staternent in 1949,
when his Chinese Communists had just seized power
from the middle-class party of Chiang Kai-shek, it
would hardly have been unexpected and would have
attracted no special notice. But he actually made the
comment in May 1965, when the Communist regime had
been firmly in power for nearly 17 years and when
almost a whole generation of young people had already
passed through an educational system under its con-
trol. Viewed in its proper temporal conteNt, the state-
ment constitutes both a bitter acknowledgment of long-
term frustration and failure, and also a stern directive
for drastic change.

In the People's Republic of China, most m jor
internal policy shifts are publicized and implemented
through extensive przpaganda campaigns and mass
movements. This one proved to be no exception.
Within a few weeks after Mao's statement of May 7,
the mass media on the Chinese mainland were trumpeting
the need not only to unseat the bourgeois professional
edu7:ators but also to under ake a thorough transformation
of e whole school system.
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China Washington, D.C.:
ent Printing ce, DHEW Publican n l\To. (OE) 73-19102,

The author states that four major aspects cf the new energing educa-

ti nal system are apparent: (1) the educational revolution was't conscious

and purposeful effort on a national scale to grant preferential treatment to

a class or gro p--the workers and peasants, who re deemed to have been

education- lly disadvantaged in the past, (2) the revolution dra stically re-

duced the schooling cycle from prim ry s hool to college from seventeen

years to twelve to thirteen years , (3) practical training and vocational

experience became a ma jor part of the formal curriculum, and (4) political

education emphasizing correct attitudes and subsequent rnotiiation was

prominent in all levels of schooling. He adds that the integration of Mao

Tse-Tungs political ideology into the educational process was the most

significant and st iktng chara cteristic of the revolut

1 18
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07 Bastid, M. "Economic Necessity arid Political Ideals in Educational
Reform During the Culture Revo'ution . China Ouarter lv, No. 42
(April-June 1970), pp. 16-45.

The author proposes that

Educational reform has been one of the important
issues raised during the Cultural Revolution, not mere
because it belongs to the realm of culture but, more
mportant, because it bears on the question of "cul-

tivating revolutionary successors" and on the shaping
of the whole future of China. Anyone seizing power
wishes to keep it for a certain length of time; it is
however a special feature of people's revolutions to
set up their own goals on the prospect of a boundless
future.

She then suggests that

The issue of educational reform duri kg the Cultural
Re olution .seems in theoretical terms, to be mainly con-
cerned with such political ideals as proletarian dictator-
ship and :rue socialism, to.)getlier with the suppression of
bourgeois or feudal attitudes a n d concepts. But on look-
ing closer, these ideals appear to spring from a very
stringent economic necessity. So much so that, in some
reports on educational reform, political and ideological
considerations are almost discarded and the reform pro-
posals put forward on principally economic grounds- I
have tried in this article to assess the respective weight
of economic necessity and political ideals in the educa-
tional reform in an 9ttempt to shed some light on the nature
of the new world outlook" which the Cultural Revolution
advances. The analysis follows the dialectical process
through which the new order is being worked out; that
criticism of the old system, proposals for reform, and
the implementation of refo.rm.
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Baum, R. "Revolution and Reaction in the Chinese Countryside:
The Socialist Education Movement in Cultural Revolutionary
Perspective. The China Quarter1y , No. 38 (April-June 1969),
pp. 92-119.

Baum notes that

At the time the Central Committee of the Chinese Communist
Party (CCP) issued its now-famous Circular Notice of 16 May
1966, which roundly criticized Peking's Mayor P'eng Chen
and thereby ushered in a dramatic new stage of the Great
Proletarian Cultural Revolution, a large-scale and intensive
Socialist Education Movemeit was still being implemented
systematically in the Chinese countryside.

Throughout the summer and autumn of 1966 these two mass
movements co-existed in a loosely defined relationship of
functional complementarity. The Socialist Education Move-
ment continued to focus primarily upon the rectification of
basic-level productive and administrative units in the
rural commune's, while the newly-intensified Cultural
Revolution was directed mainly at eliminating "bourgeois
influences" in higher level cultural and educational insti-
tutions and leading Party organs at the municipal level.
He then proposes that the two reform movements represented different

change strategies, a difference of approach that accounts for the rola ive
failure of the first and success of the latter:

it may be argued that a major contradiction between
the Socialist Education Movement and the Cultural
Revolution lay in the widely differing organizational
bases, operational -methods and target groups of the
two movements. As a Party-organized and directed
"revolution from above, " the on-going Socialist Educa-
tion Movement proved to be fundamentally incompatible
with the new, mass-oriented Cultural Revolution, which was
by nature a "revolution from below" directed primarily against
powerholders within the Party apparatus itself.

Rural Party organizations (and the work teams under
their jurisdiction) understandably proved incapable of
serving as willing.instruments of their own destruction;
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nor were they coritrit to sit passively by in the face
of a rising tide of mass criticism and repudiation.
For this reason, a rapid polarization of rural political
forces around pro- and an.ti-establishment positions
occurred in some (primarily suburban) rural areas in th
autumn and winter f 1966-1967. And since the Sociali t

Education Movement had in effect served to define the
pre-cultural revolutionary status At.i) in these areas, the
results of that Movement quite naturally became a central
focus of controvery in the initial stages of the Cultural
Revolution.
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09 Bietz, G. R. The Politics of Educational Reform in the People's
Republic of China: Revolutionary Destruction, 1966-68.
Doctoral Dissertation, Department of History, New York
University, 1972. 340 p.

Bietz examines

the conflict between Mao Tse-tung and Chinese Communist
Party leaders on the sensitive issue of socialist educational
reform [and presents] a detailed analysis of the revolutionary
destruction of the educational apparatus during the Cultural
Revolutionary educational experiments of 1966-68.

He contends that

Information revealed during the Cultural Revolution
makes it clear that Mao believed that Chief-of-State Liu
Shao-ch'i and his supporters within the bureaucracy had
used their admini.,trative authority to undercut the full
implementation of his educational reforms. To overcome
this opposition. Mao purged several top party leaders
and attempted to.shift the entire course of education in
China. All schools closed their doors in June 1966 for what
was to be a six month period to bring about educational

classes, however, could not be resumed at the
end of six months as freewheeling Red Guard youths cut
nationwide paths of violence and disorder roaming the
country smoking out "capitaiist roaders" within the party
and eucational apparatus.

Mao's struggle against his opposition within the
paft y. shattered the very apparatus responsible for pro-
ducing the large numbers of scientists, engineers, mathe-
matiCans and other professionals needed to speed the coun-

y's modernization. The quality of education was further
lowered by the educational reforms announced during the
Cultural Revolution. The ultimate effect of the educational
revolution in Chinese education may be disillusioned revolu-
tionary successors. For those convinced of the wisdom of
Mao's educational line, sobering discoveries seem inevitable

Cbina's needs as a developing industrial nation become
pparent and the credibility of Mao's solutions to

thes.a problems becomes less and less.
oncludes that

major modification of Mao's Cultural Revolutionary
educational reforms is likely if China is to fulfill its
expressed desire to modernize and achieve the wealth
and power that has eluded its grasp for so many years.
The epilogue documents Peking's pragmatic steps taken
since the fall of 1968 to rebuild the shattered educational
appazatus.
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It seems that to secure mass support it,
periodically make fresh appeals, to coin new slogans and to
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againt=it F=LIch PJlerrlIPS ls the counterrevolutionary, the hated
landlocds and rich peasants, the "bad elements, " the traitors
and political swindlers, the "demons and monsters" who plot
for the collapse of,the revolution. Perhaps the "continued
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::ftrin; in higher Li,itication, the author

nar "naininal re(irmsirin ,jon" and iiecnileimic
teL;if-.!at roiorm:i

ii,i';elopinc, general.fted probb-iin-solving i;I:,i11s, rather than
c,Thve7irri

The ,iuthor 'however, mat. the Catr,ese aro aware ot
(0,-;.-,"::1(71.0.S, to radical_ reform. Ele notes that recent

0,fitA, article carries an editor's notO cicribinci
how rii% "overwhelming majority" of the univeriaty's
:2, 000 1:0;ulty members undertook physical labor in
factory, farm and village for from nix to 12 months in
urdor to "ra.i'se their consciousness in class struggle and

slrucrile i-),!wrn the iivn ljneH and develop their
"

But the article also seems to acknowledge the difficulty
(-)1 achieving large-scale change: "Whether reforms can be
put through in teaching methods mainly depends on the
teachers, " the article states. By 1973, almost a quarter
ot a century after the founding of the People's Republic,
:he influence of the older generation of teachers must
,Airely have boon highly attenuated, and continuing to
z,hrink rapidly. Diminished in numbers by age and
.()enorally chastened by the Cultural Revolution, they could
have been little obstacle to the adoption of new methods
of Leaching. Certainly, as the article says, "In some of
the botter-run elases, the teachers frequently mix with
their students to get to know them and ascertain their
educational standard and their attitude and methods in study.
But why only in "some" ot the classes? What of the other
classes, those that are not among the "better-run, " and
what of the other teachers, those who do not take so
easily to the new way?

"Some conrades" among the teachers were afraid
that students whose preparation for college was poor
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woubi be unable to undertake "self-study, " and so reverted
to the method of "cramming, " "This showed a lack of under-
stonding of the importance of reforming teaching methods,

t, u Lesuli, many &Ind tht2 SLuduuiu

assigned a passive role in their studies."
The attribution of numberless transgressions to

"bourgeois authorities" during the Cultural Revolution may
well have created the impression that the older .scholars
trained abroad and in China during the Nationalist period
were the sole obstacle to educational reform in People's
China, and that their elimnation might open the way to a
recasting of educational relationships. And I have tried to
show above that certain tensions and differences of orienta-
tion existed between older and younger faculty before the
(7-reat Leap Forward, and that older faculty did indeed stand
in the way of change. The easier identification of the younger
teachers with the purposes of the revolution and their more
comfortable acceptance of the leadership of the Communist
Party in education deepened into a great chasm between
faculty generations in the years between the Great Leap and
the end of the Cultural Revolution.,

But it appears likely that the,yojnger generation of faculty
members of the 1950's,now in their late 30's and 40's, may
themselves constitute a significant obstacle to the kind of
reform that would truly remake the educational process.
While they will perhaps remain more accepting of political
control than their older colleagues were, the edusational
inadequacies with which many of them began and which
limited the scope of their teaching are likely to remain,
and their conception of the teaching process, established
before the Great Leap reforms and challenged only sporadically
until the Cultural Revolution, would seern to be incompatible
with the kind of change envisioned in the Tsinghua model.
in general, then, there seems little likelihood that far-
reaching change inthe teaching process will be achieved
in the near future.

Hawkins, T.N. "Deschooling Society Chinese Style: Alternative
Forms of Non-formal Education." Educational Studies, Vol. 4,
No. 3 (Fall 1973), pp. 113-123.

Mao's educational reforms seeking to de-institutionalize the schools

and to encourage the "commune" to become the basic unit of society (botll

culturally and economically),' seen by this author as having strong sup-

port from the population as long as "noticeable discrepancies" between

various sectors of Chinese society are absent.
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Kuan-Yu, Chen. Education in thePeo .'s__Ropuhlic of China. Storrs,
Connecticut: World Education Project, University of Connecticut,
School of Education, 1973. LIT5p

The au 'hor states that a review of educational reform achievements in

China under seventeen years of coimnunism is impressive for its realistic

planning end practical implementation. Educational reforms are not, he

argues, inn vative in fundamental assumptions, but do reflect the purpose

of Chinese educatic,n in aiding in national development, both politically

and economically.

The author alco notes assumptions underlying educational policy and

objectives, i.e.: an ideal society is that of the Mancian utopia of a class-

less society; the role of education is to serve the state not the individual;

educational policy is devoted to developing the econotny, political con-

sciousness, reform and universal education.

The key concept in the methodology is the unity of theory and practice;

the new type of intellectLal is one of worker-peasant origin; there is a de-

emphasis of monetary incentives and self-interest and an emphasis on class
t;J,.;-.

struggle, elimination of class distinctions.
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Oli ler, I. F. "La g4n6ralisation de l'ensei nement primaire. La
Nouvelle Chine Paris), No. II (February 1973.), by 31-35.

in china, p Jon of oi'ra I eclucational reform and espeei.,---Illy

in rural areas is affected by ideological and political issues. At

present educational reform, are concerned with generalization of

five-year primary education to which eventually two years of lower
secondary education will he added. Due Lo the progress a h'e '-d
after the Cultural Revolution, enrollment ratios incr sed considera ly
in rural schools but dropout problems persist. To overcome difficulties

of regions with a scattered population a new type of primary uchools
at the level of production teams has been _seated as well as mobile
schools. Firthermore, primary students have been called in to provide
cross-age teaching. Developments have also taken place in urban
schools due Lc) increased community involvement.

Olivier, J. F. "La liaison th6orie-pratigue dans l'enseignement:
Signification concrete du principm." La Nouvelle Chine (Paris
No 10 (December 1972), pp. 31-34.

Article describing work experience programs (Developed in pri
education and secondary education inChinese Peoole's Republic.
Within the framework of the National Planti all primary schools and
secondary schools have to install workshops in connection with a
factory or farm. Before .each work period students are prepared in
class; at the end, an evaluation is made with the students, teachers,
and workers.

Paulston, R. G. "Alfabetizaci6n y carnolo en la Chin pre-comunista.
Informes de China, Vol. 3 (April-June 1968), pp. 37-46.

Suggests that the literacy reforms carried out by the Mass Education
movement in China during the 1920s and 1930s failed because of their liberal,
neo-evolutionary orientation in a repressive, war-torn setting.
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Price, R. F Educition ,ommun s china. New \fork: PrOecier
Publishers, 1970. 300 p.

In '1 pter III, "Obstacles to Educational Reform -thor

:nines geographic and language problems, social and economic

factors, and the influnca of the pre-1949 school system and
foreign education.

e contends that facto- Internal to th- schools
all tend to favour the more conservative elements
within the CCP. The school system has traditionally
been authoritwian and academic, and recent Soviet
influence, while: it has brought about changes, has
strengthened this pattern rather than weakened it.
Because ot the difficulty of the written language,
courses of study have always tended to bc rather
long, and the introduction of weighty soviet syl-
labuses in many subjects has reinforced this

The external factors make all forms of development
difficult, but on balance probably also favour con-
servative solutions. Social changes have created
new managerial, technical and cadre groups, but
_.hese to a great extent continue to hold traditional
values and prefer a hierarchical school system run on
conventional lines. Economic development has been
nsufficient to provide the school buildincs, furniture

and books needed by the growing population with its
high proportion of youth, while many peasant tamilies
are still too poor to release their children from work
to attend school. All this has tended to preserve the
old system, though at the same time it has also stimu-
lated the search for an alternative pattern. The shortage
of industrial and commercial jobs for urban sehool'--
leavers has underlined the irrelevance of much of the
present education. But Mao and his supporters have so
far not translated their general proposals into the detailed
alternatives which mightinspire confidence in their suc-
cess. The part-work principle may turn out to be the
key to change, but it can as easili be incorporated into
the conventional pattern of education which Mao wishes
LO overthrow.
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Taylor, R. Edlication and University Enrollment Policies in China, 1949-1971,
Portland, Oregon: International Scinlarly Book Services for Australian
National University Press, 1975. 56 p.

The author argues that changes in enrollment policies in Chinese

universities since the Cultural Revolution have failed to bring about the

goal of a corps of worker-peasant intellectuals. Despite drastic reforms

in university policies in the mid-1950's, he writes, "an elite-mass structure

is appearing in higher education" in which exceptional talent is fostc:-ed ot

the expooso of workers' social mobility and education is integrated vvdLh

labor only in the interest of developing technological excertise.
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. 1 9 Whytd, ivI. K. "Educational Reform: Cniii in the 1970s and
RUSSia in the 1920s. " Cor=:_ive Ed cation Review, Vol.
No. 1 (February 1974), pp. 112-12e.

Observes that

...After 1917 and throughout the 1920':i a broad range of
educational reforms were implemented in Russia, reforms
similar in many ways to those being attempted in China
now. During the 1930's these reforms were one by one
repud.ated and replaced by a n ore conservative educa-
tional policy, a policy which, with minor variations, has
been pursued in Russia to this day. it was this more
conservative educational policy which influenced the
uevelopment of Chinese schools during the period of
close Sino-Soviet cooperation in the 1950's. In other
words the "revisionist" educational line that China is
denouncing is in many particulars the educational
policy adopted in the Soviet Union in.the 1930's after
the failure and repudiation of an earlier, more "revolu-
tionary, " educational policy. The basic question we
dre asking here is whether we should expect the failure
and repudiation of educational reform in the Soviet Union
to be duplicated in China, or whether the reforms them-
selves or the surrounding societies are sufficiently dif-
ferent so that we might expect a different outcome.

,concludes that

A systematic comparison of the Chinese educa,ional
reforms of the 1970's and Soviet reforms of the 1920's r veals
a mixed picture. There are many similarities between the
package of reforms being pursued in each case, but at the
same time there are some differences in emphasis and
detail. There are important differences in the surrounding
social setting in the two societies, in particular the lower
level of economic develbpment and complexity in China and
the lower stress on central planning, capital-intensive heavy
industry, and the need for highly educated manpower. These
comparisons lead to the conclusion that, while some of the
problems that beset the Soviet reforms are occurring or will
occur in similar form in China (teacher morale, urban patron-
age relationships, higher education quality), others should not
occur or should not be so important because aspects of these
reforms "fit better" in the Chinese situation student
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discipline, rural integration of schooling and work).
Of course, there also may be problems wnich arise in
China tkat 'wad no counterpart An earii,er Sovi_etexperi-
ence. One thinks, for instance, of problems of morale
among the millions of school graduates assigned to life
as peasants, and competition between local youth end
the "sent down" intellectual youth for scarce places in
higher educational institutions.

What can we conclude, then, in the debate about
the utopian or reasonable nature of the Maoist educa-
tional reforms? As a result of the comparison under-
taken in this article, it is clear that the current Chinese
reforms are not unprecedented in type or in scale, nor
are they perfectly suited to China's goals and needs.
Some of the same problems and conflicts that similar
reforms occasioned in the Soviet Union are occurring,
or can be expected to develop, in China. At the same
time these reforms are not completely utopian and at
variance with China's needs. At many points, particu-
larly in the rural schools, China's educational directions
seem to make more sense than the educational policies of
Stalinist Russia would. On balance, then, we conclude that
some of the current Chinese reforms will be modified in
years to come (often in a "revisionist" direction), but that
we are unlikely to see the sort of abrupt ,about-face in
education policy which occurred in the Soviet Union in
the 1930' s .
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Yin Chih-peng. The :ultural Revolution in Chinese Higher Educe
The M3SS Line. Doctoral dissertati)n, Columbia University,
1973. 139 p.

The purpose of this st_ [is] to examine the steps
taken by (Mika in an attriiut to solve the problem of "who
should go to college" during and after the Great Proletarian
Cultural Revolution (1966-1969). Efforts were directed to
explain why and how the elitist-mass struggle in Chinese

gher edu.A-Aion hod developed between the conservative
revisionists and the progressive Maoists and why it was
the Maoists durine the Cultural Revolution who gave
highese priority to changing the elitist higher education to
a mass one.

In addition, this study aimed to find out the changf-s
in Chinese educatf,n, including institutional leadership,
faculty compositiol educational organization, student
selection, teaching material, and teaching methoCL;, and
to identify the causes of change comprising China's
historical deprivation of the masses of workers and
peasants from receiving higher education and contemporary
revisionists' resistance to a completely proletarianized
educational system during the pre-GPCR Communist period
(1949-1965)..

sugge that

One of the major objectives of the Cultural Revolution is
to reform Chinese higher education based on the ideology of
the proletariat, in other words, Mao Tse-tung's educational
thoughts. The revolutionary approach taken by China to
build a new system of mass higher education is unprecedented
in the history of higher education. The reassertion of the mass
line in Chinese higher education has brought higher education's
goals, management and structure closer to the Chinese workers
and peasants who were largely denied higher education oppor-
tunity in the past.

However, the mas-line model is not a panacea that can
solve every problem in Chinese or world higher education.
On the contrary, not only do some of the old problems remain,
buk new ones have also arisen. That the tendency of de-
professionalism in the new system has already caused diffi-
culties in the management and operation of the new higher
education such as compilation of teaching material is only
one example.
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Finally, the new Chinese higher education has just
ed: it will have many chances to adjust its course

through "trials ahd errors" or even crises. However,
the Chinese mass-line approach is both a radical and
novel one which has uniquely and experimentally looked
0 both "modern science and modern social developments

as beacons" as well as to the needs and wishes of a whole
population for means toward improving the present in hopes
of a better future. In its novel and unique approach China's
[reform] example is of interest and ,s(-2 to educators everywhere.
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DWIA
2.2.21 Airan, J.W. et al. C1ibin a 'all 04- G

Reform in India. Bombay: 2ã8 P.
nal

Aithach P. C. "Problems of TJniversity Reform in India " Comparative
atlon Review, Vol. 16, No. 2 une 1972), pp. 251-266.

"Wh t " the author asks,

are the prospects for academic reform and planning in India
The questions of educational planning and academic reform
must be separated. EffeiTtive planning, particularly on a
long-range basis, is an extremely difficult process and in
few countries has it been effective. It is, therefore, riot
at all surprising that India should be less that completely
successful in the post-independence period. A much more
practical .possibility, therefore, is university reform.

There is general agreement on the need for reforms,
and a consensus on some of the specific aspects of the
university system which need change. Many of these

--element i.i=i discussed in this paper. Yet
meaningful reforms, however moderate, are bound to
experience difficulties in the Indian context. All the
powerful elements in the academic equation are arrayed
against reform and change. Perhaps the main hope is that
if those few visionary individuals working within the aca-
demic system are permitted leeway and given resources,
successful innovations carried out OR a fairly small scale
may have some impact elsewhere. Thus, the concept of
the autonomous colleges and the Centers of Advanced Study
are quite useful. Overall, the historical development of
higher education in India does not give much cause for
optimism, nor does the current political situation, both
with regard to government and other external authorities
with regard to the universities themselves.
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Brembeck, C. S. and E. W. Weidner. Education and Develo ment in
India and_Fakistan. East Lansing, Mich.: College of Education
and International Programs, Michigan State University, 1962. 221 p.

This bibliography focuses on educational problems and reform

attempts in the subcontinent, and from a neo-evolutionary perspect ve
indicates the legitimacy of Western models for educational reform.

a L Desai, A. R. "Dilemma of Educational Development after Independence.
The our al of the World Education Fellowsh The New Era.
Special Issue on India, Vol. 55 No. 8 (November 197 pp. 213-225.

Argues that Indian educational reforms seeking greater equity will
continue to fail as long as the ruling class claims to be evolving a
society based on a socialist pattern, while, in practice, it is system-
matically and consistently building a capitalist social order. As its
educational policy is organizally linked with this policy of building
capitalism, school reforms seeking socialist ends will be at best
cc-opted. At worst, reforms will be little more than pious rhetoric
and socia slogans.
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Naik, I. P. Policy and Performance_ in Indian Education,_ 1947-74.
New Delhi: Orient Longman, 1975. 112 p.

A Votes that India has, with great expectations, undertaken numerous
1

educational reforms since 1947, i=rt-concludes,That most of them have
been ineffective.

This hope was unfortunately never realized. We did
not attack the educational problem in its totality, but in
an ad hoc and piecemeal fashion. We never provided edu-
cation with the large financial rem urces it must have.
We never put into education all that immense human effort
which it always needs. We never tried to mobilize the
community as a whole to suppol-t the expansion and improve-
ment of education. Above all, we did not also try to
introduce radical structural changes in society without
which radical structural changes in education are not pos-
sible. Consequently, our overall achievements in educa-
tion have not been impressive, except in a few sectors,
and many of the basic educational objectives of a
socialist society have still remained unrealized.
The reasons for this situation are, the author explains, several:
...[the] prevalence of mass illiteracy, [the] non-introduction
of radical structural changes beneficial to the masses; [the]
insufficiency of resources for a costly education system
which operated through full-time professional teachers. The
system, he says, is built on the assumption that the average
parent is well-to-do enough not to need the labour of his
children until they are at least fourteen years old. He rejects
a system which relies too heavily on full-time formal
insyuction on the grounds of its "inherent bias in favour
of';ciasses and built-in unsuitability for the education
of 'the masses.

Continuation ot a "dual system" of 3 few good institutions and a

vast ma ority of sub-standard institutions has continued despite reforms
because it

gives an easy option to the ruling classes to secure good
education for their children, either in the "core" institutions
within the system or by opting out of it (i.e., by use of
private schools) without being required to undertake the
more difficult task of improving the entire educational
s ystem.

1 7
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(
Raolph, S. H. and L. I. Rudolph (eds.). Education and Politics in

India: Studies in Organization, Society, and Policy. Cam'gridge:
Harvard University Press, 1972. L7L p.

Ayresenti a rather conceptually confused examination of political
influences in educational reform efforts from a neo-evolutionary per-
spective 1.-ee, argue/i that:

To the extent that institutional development in new nations
takes place under technological, economic, or cultural
circumstances characteristic of Western history at an earlier
stage, their institutional development is properly, subject to
comparison with institutional developments at anearlier stage
of Western history. (p. 11)

In their introduction, the editors further argue that "The genetic imprint
on Indian education has endowed it with certain features that affect the
interaction between politics and education. In the case of
universities, for example,

Their historical evolution in close relationship with the
government created certain presumptions in favor of a
strong official interest in university affairs. The States'
assertion of the public interest in education can range from
fostering educational goals to subverting them.

ipso facto, educational reforms \are to a considerable extent.captives
of the past, and best understood in terns of "the genetic imprint.

a, 7 Sargent, J. Society, Schools and Progress in Ind a. Oxford:
Pergamon Press, 1968.

Notes that while secondary technical education is the most critical
"bottleneck" in the educational system, efforts to reform the system

proposed by national five-year plans have been described as,"intricate
exercise in wishful thinking" and "no more than an 1-= xercie in

statistics. " Argues that the current policy of concentrating investment

in primary and higher education is akin to "throwing sops to the proletarian
Cerberus in a society where the growing gulf between the 'haves' and

'have-nots' is already causing serious concern. "
138
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Singh, A. " ndian Education Since 1947: An Assessment." Prospects.
Vol.5, No.3 (1975), pp.312-322.

Singh revie s the many serious obstacles to educational reform in

India from a functionalist oriontatlori. He views the c-ducational system

as highly "disfunctional" for national development, but fails to note how

it rather effectively serves to perpetuate and legiti ize existing elites

and a highly inequitable status quo:

Rigidity of structure and organization at the school level is,
manner of speaking, symptomatic of rigidity in the whole

educational system. Even though in the course of the last cen-
tury or so more than a dozen committees and commissions have
investigated the state of Indian education, there has been hardly
any change in substance and outline. At the school level the
worst aspect of the rigidity is the excessive emphasis on conform-
ity to what is laid down; at the higher level its besetting sin is the
inability to exorcize the devil of the external public examination.
All academic and sociological pressures are in favour of upholding
this particular feature of the system. If a change is to be made
(and there seems to be little choice in the matter) it has to be made
within the limitations which the system has come to acquire over
the preceding century or so.

Thomas, T. M. "Educational Re o ms in Free India. journal of
Education, Vol. 152, No. 3 (February 1970), pp. 53-53.

The author suggests that

The experiences with two major reforms, one at
the elementary and the other at the secondary level,
are not at all pleasant for the people of India. How-
ever, they can furnish some guidelines to direct future
experiments in India. The two reforms anticipated two
types of society and they happened to be mutually
exclusive. Elementary schools developed a rural
agricultural society while secondary education pro-
moted an urban industrial society. This may be con-
sidered virtually a contradiction in the aim of education.
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Thomas, T. M. Indian Educational Reforms in Cultural Pers ective.
New Delhi. S. Chand, 1970.

that

educational reforms are not working out well in the schools of
India. The vocationalization of education and the introduction
of diversified courses will become successful only when the
masses achieve access to a high-school education. When a
majority receives a high-school education, we can assume that
the minority consists of the wealthy, most of whom try to get
to college and who do not select vocational courses. In such
a situation, vocational courses are not in demand.

-

-1-rt-a-11ftthebasic obstacle obstructing rat_ onal educational reform is

seen as the gap between reform plans and the socio-cultural and
economic reality.

...Axgues that Indian educational reforms continue to fail beca

they.tfatl-to reflect Indian cultural experience art&-tA9promote nat onal

consciousness. These are problems inherited from British rule. And

because, the author contends, Indians remain reluctant to break with
British educational patterns. Educationdespite reforms--remains
dysfunctional and largely Isolated from life.

He concludes that the answers will most likely _e found in educational
system that were expressly designed to correct the mistakes of the
British type of educational system. He notes, however, that the
Gandhian reforms have been largely rejected by parents, teachers,

and administrators.
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Wood, G. "Planning University Reform" An Indian Case Study.
Comparative Education Review, Vol. 16, No. 2 (June 1972),
pp. 267-280.

0-bserves that

Reforming university education is a difficult thing in
.the best of times, and in the post-colonial situation several

problems face would-be reformers. Post-colonial
political leadership is likely to be somewhat ambivalent
vis-a-vis the university, which is a symbol of the colonial
past and was the major source of indigenous collaborators.
On the other hand, the university is usually expected to
produce the highly trained manpower required for programs
of economic development. To look at the results of this
ambivalence in a specific case, this paper:4114- investigateS
the problems of reform faced by the University of Mysore
in South India during the first 20 years of independence.

Concludes that

the limitations on possible reform of the University of
Mysore are stringent. For any program designed to improve
the university in the direction of Oxbridge O:t7the man-
power model, the major impetus must come from outside the
state, and the terms of the reform must seen not to threaten
the position of existing institutions. For the populist reformer,
national funds would be better spent on improving weaker
institutions, particularly those which have expanded educa-
tional opportunity outside Mysore's cities. More important
for the populist, however, would be the changeover to
Kannada, to reduce the importance of English as a major
requirement for access to higher education. Perhaps more
radical would be any attempt to reduce the .importance of
university examinationshistorically the raison d'etre for
Indian universities.

If these reforms seem difficult to achieve, it must
be remembered that considerable change has been accom-
plished since independence, although the reforms have
been contradictory. The university has expanded educa-
tional opportunity, and specific programs to upgrade the

1 4
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educational process have been implemented. The result
has been increased inequalities among colleges in the uni-
versity. Advocates of quality, bolstered by national and
international funding, have produced programs within the
university which can best be described as enclaves of
quality--enclaves which have little resonance in a system
increasingly geared to serve large numbers of students
relatively poorly. The enclave effect is exacerbated by
the fact that colleges within the university are relatively
small and autonomous, and in consequence there is limited
payoff in strengthening a single institution. In fact, special
attention from funding authorities may make interchange
between colleges less frequent, as quality institutions
become increasingly differentiated from the less fortunate.
In this situation any reform that attempted to coordinate
programs across colleges lines would seen worthwhile.

Finally, reform in the University of Mysore is part of
an ongoing political process, although discussions of
reform are seldom explicit on this point. In an environ-
ment where democratic pressures impinge on practices
evolving from a colonial past, it might be predicted that
universities would be a major arena for conflict between
established and aspiring elites. The response of the
established in India has been to argue for reforms which
would strengthen their own position in society, by placing
a premium on their assetsparticularly skill in using the
colonial language. Perhaps as useful as language for these
elites have been the arguments, technocratic and otherwise,
for maintaining international standards within the universities.
In this debate over reform, aspiring elites interested in
breaking into the system are at something of a disadvantage,
for they are likely to share, at least partially, the values
that the established would maximize. Yet it should be
noted that aspiring elites have a legitimate argument in
advocating expandion of educational opportunity, and
that debate over quality and quantity is a proper one in a
university, and one.that is in no way unique to India.

1 4 2,
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INDONESIA

Kohler, G. "Sekolah Pembangunan: An Indonesian Experiment.
gsff_p_a_arative Education (Oxford), Vol. 9, No. 3 (October 1973),
pp, 157-167.

The author, using functionalist and manpower perspectives,
describes pilot projects in comprehensive secondary schools with
integrated vocational education in Indonesial
educational reform a at manpower developmen --Sekolah Pembangunan-
consists of an eight-year basic school and a four-year upper school.
Career education begins in the fouith year and is gradually increased
until the end of the basic school. The decentralized curricula take
into account the rural-urban differences providing education and
raining adapted to local circumstances. Apart from the formal-

school sector, long-term planning envisages the intensification of
the school-community relationship :7)y developing the Sekolah
Pembangunan into community schools. The article provides a
CI 1 cal assesbment ot the experience gained in the eight expe ntal
schools opened in 1972.
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TRAIN

Afzal, M. "Problems of Secondary Education in Iran." Comparative
Education Review, V01.6, No.2 (October 196N, pp.86-92.

The author attempts to i1iLfoduce technical education reforms have

failed

...because students are not convinced that it w uld be advanta-
geous to enroll in secondary technical schools ....The major pro-
blem which goes deepter than "unsuitable curriculum" and "dis-
like for work" is social and economic. It is social because it is
related to social mobility and the desire to move into the modern
,ducated class. It is economic because technical training at
econdary school level has not yet proved to be as financially re-

warding as employment in the government service. All economic
development reports foresee a great shortage of technically
trained people at middle level in the future. But for the Iranian
youth to invest their future in technical training for the jobs that
are going to be open to them in the future, they need to feel fairly
certain of these future conditions. Unfortunately there has not
been a long enough pethA of stability in the country on which they
can count. The only security they see is to move into the modern
educated class and hopefully into a government position which
for some time has carried the only security and amenities available.

It is not true that students choose to go to academic secondary
schools only because they shy away from practical work and pre-
fer a desk job. If that were true, one would find that within the
secondary schools the classical and literary curriculum which is
basic for administrative and civil service work would be preferred
to scientific and mathematical curricula which are basic for enginee
ing and industrial occupations. But this is not the case.

Afzal con ludes that the reforms have largely failed because

...aspirations and expectations have increased faster than the
economy can satisfy them. High school students are recruited from
all walks of life. There are still very few coming from peasant
backgrounds because high schools are not available to them; but in
towns where high schools exist students come from all classes of
the urban population.

It would be right to assume that educational and vocational
aspirations and expectations of Iranian youth of the lower economic
groups are much higher than among their counterparts in Western
and industrially developed countries. These high aspirations can
be attributed to several factors, among them: (I) Enjoyment of all
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amenities of modern life, including a much higher standard of
living than the rest of the bociety, by the modern educated class,
and (2) Traditional ease of mobility, particularly the availability
of the traditional educational system to members of all classes,
including the peasants.

Aspirations are such that once a student has entered the
modern school system he does not see the aim of his education
as training in a skill through which he could earn a living but as
leading to a diploma or a degree which will give him the prestige
and status of a modern educated man.

The author believes that one reason why two systems of educa-
tion, one for the masses and one for the elite, were successful in
European countries is that in those countries,especially in England,
the class stnicture was very rigid and the working classes did not
press for more education and did not aspire to thigher positions than
there was room for. But now we live in an age when democratic
ideals are widely disseminated and principles of equality of all
citizens and equality of opportunity are, at least theoretically, ac-
cepted: yet we lack the economic develoment and resources needed
to make a reality of these ideals. That is why the situation in
Iran and similar countries is so tense and why the race against time
is so urgent.



1,4.4 Ayman, I.
35 P.

Ed onal Innova
ta
on n Iran Paris: The Unesco Press, 1974.

Brief survey of innovative educational programme-s. and reforms
which have recently been developed or are currently underway in
Iran. Administrative organization has been restnictured to allow
for decentTalization of decision-making. Qualitative improve-
ments have been made in producing and writing textbooks. Many
new schools have been built. The "Army of Knowledge" sends
young secondary school graduates to teach in rural areas and
has made notable achievement3. The "Literacy Campaigifcontinues
Expansion of educational provision includes shift and evening
schools, correspondence courses, an open university and use of radio
and television. The "New System of Education" divides schooling
into three stages: primary education, guidance (exploration of
students' capabilities) and completion of secondary education
(theoretical or vocational). Opportunities for further education
have been broadened.

% f

elTrsm- that recent attempts to reform education in Iran have
been superimposed on the system from above for political reasons.
They have only rarely developed out of effons to reconceptualize and

improve educational goals; methods, programs, et al. The author con-

tends that such "operational innovations are not effective for either

educational or social change. "
Huober, H-G. "Reform des Bildungwesens im Iran. Bildung und

Erziehi_mg.,_ Vol. 22 (Julv-August 1969), pp. 296-302.

Szyliowicz, J. S. Education and Modernization In the Middle
Ithaca, N. Y. : Cornell University Press,

In Chapter VII, "Iran: Toward a Modern Educational System in a

RefOrmist Monarchy, " the author describes recent efforts to reform

vocational and technical education. Using a structural-functionalist

approach, he identifies princinal reform constraints as traditionalism,

formalism, lack of modern administrative elites,

He concludes that
If meaningful educational change is to be achieved in t
context, therefore, an efficient educational bureaucracy that
can not only stress Structural reform but also consider the
functional variables involved in the implementation of dif-
ferent programs is vital. To create such a perspective wit, in
the existing context of Iranian administration, however,
represents a complex challenge, because, as we have seen
prevailing patterns of coordination, implementation, coopera-
tion, and planning represent major bottlenecks to administra-
tion throughout the bureaucracy and these patterns are
closely linked to the political and cultural environment.
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JORDAN

Abu Lughod, I. "Eclucationg a Community in L'<ile." Lournal of Palestin
Studies 11°1.2, No.3 (Spring 1973), PP. 94-111.

Abu Lughod contends that success or failure of Palestinian educational

progra s instituted ima number of\Middle Eastern countries on the elementary

level, directed to ard maintaining and developing group identity as well as

preparation for further education, is dependent upon 1) major political

polices of the Arab States towards the Palestinians, 2) budgetary allocations,

and 3) the expediency of these programs within the national education system ,

Al Bukari, N. Education in ordan. an: Ministry of Culture and
informati _973. 77 p.

Attempts to reform Jordan's school system have been circumscribed

by continuing conflict with Israel, by military demands on the national
budget, and by problems arising from a large Palestinian refugee
population.
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KOREA

!.2.39 Adams, la. Higher Educational Refprms in the Republic of Korea. Washington,
U.C. 1 U.S. Office of Education, 1965. 21 p. Uses a structural-functional
framework to explain the rationale and implementation of university reforms.

Lee, Y. D. Educational Innovation in the Re.ublic o' Ko a. Paris:
The UNESCO Press, 1974. 43 p.

Lee presents an uncritical functionalist description of recent
educational developments and reforms in South Korea. Educational

programs introducing innovations in national educational policies
include: upgrading of primary-school teacher-training institutions,

institution of preliminary college-entrance examinations and abolition
of the disliked middle school entrance examination. A long-range

comprehensive educational plan has been formulated, a Charter of Nati nal
Education proclaimed and the Korean Educational Development Institute

established to develop curricula and teaching systems. The reform of
secondary education is undemay. Reforms are viewed as technological
adjustments to "fine-tune" the s-y,st
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Nam, B. H. Educational Reorganization in So th Korea Under the
United States Military Government. Doctoral Dissertation,
University of Pittsburgh, School of Education, 1962. 222 p.

Nam argues that

Although the essential purpose of school reorganization
was not merely to replace the Japanese school system with
an American system, Korean schools under the Military
Government took a pattern similar to that which prevails
in the United States. Structural reorganization of the
school system alone, however, did not guarantee demo-
cratic education in its true sense. Success of the Mili-
tary Government in its educational work depended to a
large extent upon awareness by the Korean people of the
fact that a free nation can only be established through
education which provides opportunities for experiencing
freedom, for making decisions, and for free exchange of
ideas. To the contrary, Japanese militaristic control of
Korean education for nearly half a century had stifled the
nitiative and creative thinking of Korean teachers and

school leaders. Although the desire to catch up with other
nations was unsurpassed, Korean educators did not know
exactly how to proceed, and they had very few resources
with which to work.

Efforts were made by the Military Government to
iablish more schools with better facilities. Special

emphasis was placed on training teachers for democratic
education. Attention was also given to construction of new
curricula in accordance with modern principles of curriculum
making as practiced in the United States, ril spite of the
serious shortage of paper and printing facilities, the Mili-
tary Government prepared and distributed over fifteen mil-
lion copies of textbooks in various subjects. As a result
of these efforts, the number of schools and their enroll-
ment showed a marked increase during this period, and
South Korean illiteracy was reduced as a result of an active
adult education program launched by the Department of
Education.

Unsettled socio-political conditions and the lack of
qualified leaders was felt more seriously in secondary schools
than in elementary schools. As a natural consequence, pro-
gress in reorganization was much slower in the secondary
schools.
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When the Republic of Korea was established, the
Ministry of Education adopted the educational program
established by the Military Government. Although obvious
efforts were made to preserve the fundamental spiritual
elements of Korean culture, the aims and objectives of
school education set forth by the new Republic incorporated
the modern philosophy of education advocated by American
education advisers during the time of Military Government.
Whether these aims and objectives have been reasonably
implemented in real study of social process in Korea,
with school curricula grounded in such analysis is, again,
more questionable. The long-term educational contribution
of American educators to Korea would have been tar more
valuable if there had been a deeply grounded understanding
in depth of the characteristics of the society to be served
by the schools.

N tes that U. S. authorities placed little or no emphasis on the
reform of higher education.

Inasmuch as the Military Government cooperated fully with
American missionaries and their activities in Korea, mission
colleges were in better condition to expend and improve them-
selves than other private colleges during this period. They
were not only in an advantageous position for acquiring
necessary materials from the occupation authorities but
received financial aid from American churches which enabled
them to recruit better qualified faculty members.
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VYhntho Americans :Jtancc2J ut-t y built
the buildings of the _Don Dok Teacher Training In2titute, east
o[ Vientiane. The American5 continiled to cjive extensive
support to vocational training centers, particularly in agricul-
tur-m The Americans, through USAIL], supplied teachers and
varfuas advisors to the Colleges which were already estab-
lished and attempted to direct policy through the Lao Ministry
of E,ducation. The Americans also were supplying teachers
to tho Teacher Training Institute and setting up programs there,
es pecio:lly English language programs. T'ne Americans havo
tried to exert influence in other ways, mainly through communi-
cation and information efforts. The United States Information
Agency effectively directed communication policy for the Lao
Ministry of Information, which meant that the press and radio
were influenced. The American political, social , economic
points of view a oco:1 Hry-3. these policies. At many critical
junctures Americ,in values impinging upon the Lao.

Arrmrican refome hm -1 clear sailing , howe,fer:

, .the United Stat-: rad great difficulty, at least up until
1955, in trying to influence the Ministry of Education to adopt
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educational development aims , Which seto the concerns of
social engineering, induced clnange, techno,10clical and in-
dustrial dkv,e==opment against the ltniS of ;eilf-cileterminatinn,
respect for culturol diversity, and the dignity of tradittonal
values and freedoms. The question of the oconornic dilemma
of the Haves vet-Sus the Have-NO-ZS has 1onc, agO been supersedod
by more fundamental moral concei-ns, and it is uporl these gretQr
issues that the stniggle is joined.
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a decade car rnore a qu. Tb IS, tt is arguer: will facilitate prodic
ncerning such policy locisions as educational clriqe ro tor's

may- be summarized as fo_llows:

1. The aris-wer... is les_s, not more (his (_=:! ining) concentration
of authority,

e ssu

Educational change efforts vill succeed only
anad upon the a :;flic-a'ioos t-d e:ipectation ul the

majority of the population or provide incentive struc
that allow/ aspirations to be modified to accord

with national

In nation-building as in other affairs of life, it is
5,21-z-t.t.:11,-;?5 se ns iha zo lot sleeping dogs lie.

if we are wise, we can c -tahze on the selfish
motivations or: individuals for the ultimate bone-fit
of all..

are

We must regard education as essentially an 1avestrnet
by individuals in their ovvn or their children's future and
in so doing accept the notion that the soundest educa -
clonal policies are those that are based on the operation
of tile market and not those that attempt to run counter
to it. '

Educational chancre efforts must not try to coerce people
directly but rather attempt to provide incentive structures
within which individuals, families, and regions can rnake
their own decisions as to how much education and what
type of education they .,visn to invest in as opposed to
some other kind of resource allocation.

Fos terLs-!Iratio r" assumption._ with Clark' s conflict



" Piro Ti Lb_.; 'r Cu|ivnal knvitalizai io n
(,niarrerly, Vol. 20, No. 1 .ind 2

Ai/| |}ococohur N73), pp. 3

.1,a;propu,:jc,s ohitippirprisIE,,r9 national ri-oilialtitio-n
movement lecki rig to cy-Jorcome bocial injustico, graft, rormpLion^
pcasunt unres t, ncl irreleva tit educa tien.

Without bloordshLid this democratic thrust prepares the
crround for an expeditious remedy of eentury-old economic,
social, and educational FcJr the Filipinos to enjoy
peace, to iii.oerLate Lhe Landless farrners tromtheir bondage,
to democrat i2:0 wealth, and to benefit from a tuncttona
educationa1.97szern, thero is a need to restructure the
government and to clear a reformed educational system
to the derna ncls ot the New Society'.

15t
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cfS in the C _.:4.owtla of d
Li. V(...q_

st_F.!ni

Vol.b, No, 1 (Jun UniZ),

Prest_rits a B 07.-h-111 Lis of iucaton -=-1 I n'fuuiii Acoi Julio nary

The author conelucles ti lOt a 0(0 (_vUlU I1OU1O I loveloprue

stratom- using II .8/B-tish experiences frcaiu the lost cent ,111 be most
rtLe_

for,the developing countries:

To an impartial observer [sicl it sometimes appears that a
country \Nould be wiser to concentrate, in the first instance, on
the education of a relatively small elite , and defer the rapid ex-
pansion of mass education until the new elite could give it thf.1_-_,_
quality it needs , But a government may find itself unable to with-
stand the, ciround &Nell of demand for universal education, and
rnay be dri'-jen to Launch ambitious schemes of primary schooling
long before it ias teachers with sufficient education to ro,like them
QffeCtiVe

Under these conditions, the struggle to raise standards in the
schoc4s becOM es inJiriitely harder t an anything we ourselves had
to face in the 1260's. A century of experience in building up a
system of universal education should ha-ve fitted us to help the
emergent countries to avoid the more obvious of our errors, but
our (-Min unanaly2ed vcperience is not enough. Our advice and aid
will be the more effective if we see clearly -which of the steps in
our own progress toward a modern education system were forced
On U s by the limitations of the men and materials at our disposal
and which were the, result of errors that could have been avoided
with more foresight and wisdom. It is for this reason that a scholar-
ly study, frern a new angle , of the whole process of grovrth of an
education system night be as useful in practice as it could be il-
luminating in theory.

1 5 ,)



k \k1. ITV in Aintun::,Jn Alter Nino Veilt;.
o forma Lion ( :enter on nu; tructiona 1 Toennolont, |97l 51)

rtljehrnaini nbes a systems perspectivo to describc ibeeJucaLLouui

reform project built around ins truction,11 Lc:levI.!,,;lori (ITV) tri ti.1(: cifIc
In la ndL3 USA, :ioecitically American Samoa. 'fhe project bonan in 1964
as Jan 0 ltornpi complotely modernize the '.ducotional organiration.
Atter ninQ years there Is insufficient data for satisfactory program

(waluatic,n..,but some conclusions redrowrr. Allocation per student
is very h g hp duo to tho application of on expensive medium to a rela-
tively Erna 11 !i LudenL body. .11here was some improvement in aohieverflf,'nt

in Englis:n hut tudera:3" performance is similar to second-languane
ochoo|o EME-sw (Ifenorally, atudonts could be compared with

dif:la dye ntaged groups Ori the mainland. As regards SLudent dft.itueles

nn,l 1:enc.:he- attitudes towards ITV, reuistance increases from lower to

upper grades and between pri:nary and secondary teachors. The antlInr
us:os 36Irrioan example to raise questIonS about the value ot instructionol
televi:31.oa in; educational retorrn erforts.

1 5 Ei
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A. NI. (1)0,1,1Hizo 1:iun,'A 1 A }±3 Propw)ed
1,;±..!9!-(1,m1./.,31,1(311 (...) 1.11,..-.! 1\/11111:id,fy 01. 1-;(0.1co 1,4)11 01 1,11.4..., V,1110

01 11,1odi li)octor.i 1 (.11:...-!Jorrt tium, Univ(?rt-J[y of
1973. 13 1 p.



R. H. EgycatiopallondiJationih±lindapori Paris: The
prp,L

tolotms iu ::;iugapore sinGU 1960 t,

proInate government policy ot national iritcftiration and provide- edued-

tionol opportunities ion all Othnic groups: curriculum development,

with particular emphasis on the mathematics, science and technical
s-ubjects needed In an industrial society; development of compulsory

eNtra-eurrioJtar activiLics in schools; and teacher education are

designed to overcome difficulties presented by the multilingualism

and multiracialism ot the population (C.hinese, Tamil, Malay, and
English). The objectives of curriculum innovation are four-fold:

individual, societal, national, nnd international. Innovetion is
inititeci by government decree which is then interpreted and PranS-

lated into educational strategies by the Ministry oi Education. Pilot
projects are run prior to implementation. redutring close cooperation
trom teachers. So changes have heen too tdst tor proper evaluation.

I



L. 'lucatioiiiil Dilemmas of a Dov,doping country--
Cc yloo. " JOUI lL1 1 .0_1i :--7,o(ji31:1HI.P.., 2'4, No. 1960),
pp. 199-20b.

The author laments the inabLity of local educational r
an imported solution:

The people who achieve positions of leadership by
political processes are distinguished by their demagegY
and not b y any capacity to work cut reasoned solutions to
national problems. noey depend heavily on bureaucratic
officials, who have reached the top rungs of the adminis-
trative hierarchy by their consummate skill in tinkering
with problems, maintaining the status quo, and attempting
nothing unhallowed by long tradition. Unimaginatively
rooted in the grooves of their own thinking, they are
unatoprociativo that any orisdorn could exiizt outside their-
own ranks. They nominate themselves for training oppor-
tunities abroad, and more often than not the persons so
nominated have not been interested in te fields of training
before the training, nor do they use the training after they
return. Generally speaking, officialdom is quite willing LO
,..1.COrfle foreign

Herein seems to lie a ray of hope for working out
= possible solutions to Ceylon's educational dilemmas.

If a high-powered team of foreign experts with some local
personnel would work out a program of action that takes into
account the interrelationships of society, economy and
education and make i'.(:,reign aid an integral part of its
implementation rather than a simple act of generosity,
there is every likelihood of some progress being achieved
in the course of time, and the present aim ess drift in
Ceylon education arrested.

:roers und

ayaweera, S.
Internation
277-292.

"R.cent Trends in Educational Expansion in Ceylon.
view of Educati_cn, Vol. 15, No. 3 (1969), pp.

Argues in S'/F terms that educat onal reforms and develop ent have
"outrun economic developm " that

in Ceylon, the dispariLy has been very marked and the
lack of planning has been characteristic of policies of
expansion has caused the educational system to be
temporarily dysfunctional in the context of immediate
social needs.



a h .24

hicliGiOnCatiS PerpOlVi;(.1!::; IX) C:hitriging 1;01(.:.t..ttfulk-11 NOed!.:1:
ilduce,tion

Ari.Thes that bek:SLAUSO W.H.,"!:,tern theory and inod.-As have donu.nanA
topdevelopment education there hos been/tittle ,-Attention to concepts

and solutions emanating from other traditions.

Sri Lanka was selected for study because it provides an
excellent example ol the interaction of two systems. As
in most Therevada Buddhist countries, education was well
developed in relation to the society's needs in pre-colonial
times, and the tradition of the Buddhist society as an edu-
cative society was upheld. Overlaying this, and in many
ways in direct conflict with it, colonial Ceylon was provided
with ,:tn e:,:tensive and generally effective school systern on
the western model, resulting at the time of independence in
relatively high educational ratings by (western) lter-
national standards for similar countries.

The conjunction of these two elements huo given rise
in Sri Lanka to significant controversy over the control,
content aryl objectives of education, and one product or the
high expectations generated, and the econonuc, social
and cultural imbalance which resulted, was the drematic
_al_ith revolt of 1971.

The study draws upon research in Sri Lanka during the
summer of 1973. Research proceeded io two areas - (i)
historical examination into the resurgence and renascence,
of the Sinhalese (Buddhist) cultural influence upon educa-
tion from ca. 1830 onwards resulting in the establishment
of the Vidyodaya and Vidyalankara pirivenas, and the leading
Buddhist secondary schools, Mahinda, Amanda and Nalanda
Colleges. (ii) a survey of contemporary developments in
education, with particular reference to non-government
and extra-systemic organizations such as the Sarvodaya
Educational Institute at Moratuwa.

The intention is to contribute to more effective
understanding of the functional and dysfunctional impact
of educative forces in the developmeet process, and to
ways in which the reformulation of traditional ideals and
techniaues can contribute to the solution of contemporary
problems in education.

1 6 0



"I:ducal:ton of [he. Aborigines in An Illin:itration
f Row f7,nrtnin InditionJA) (71 Mejouity People Dotermine

ihe hxlucaticm of u 1)isadvanfeged " fourna_Lof ..1\four_o
1-1(lucat1On., Vc.A. (Surnirwr 1972), pr_- 1133-194,
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c-irpenter, p. Adult Education and th(:' '1:rdit:jC)1111x)ri ot Rural
',:lecint', in Turkey. f)octoral 1-)is:-;ortati0n, Univcrits,j,
ITTU. 460 p.

The author, from a functionalist bias, exalniries a litennCy
eduetion program seel:ind hoth educational and ,;emmunitv reform,
and suggests that:

What is needed in Turkey today are incentives sufficiently
strong to keep potential migrants iu the villages. Only when
the village becomes more attractive, more comfortable, and
much more profitable will, in my opinion, this outward flow
be.eliminated. To accomplish these changes it is absolutely
exxential that a cadre ot villagers ',Azhe possess not only the
desire to undertake such changes hu. the necessary
knowledge and skills ha found in the villaqesi. flur itwes-
Ligation revealed that the participants, upon completing the
program, were receptive to changes in the village. They
also possessed the necessary "attitudes of modernism, "
and were not committeed to supporting the traditional vil-
lage public culture, However, they did not possess the
knowledge and skills necessary to effect the transformation
of the village generally and the village economy specifically.
The content of the adult education literacy and general edu-
cation classes gave no attention to rural specific proolems
and possible strategies which the village participants them-
selves could follow in solving them. This, in my opinion,
is the second major shortcoming ot the present adult educa-
tion effort in the villages of Turkey. Those villagers who
are most committed to making changes in their situations
are not being provided with the skills necessary for the
execution of such changes.

This research revealed that the desire to acquire
literacy skills was not a primary ±acLnriu Matival:ing tbo
Viilager9 to participate in the literae'f classes; rather, it
was the desire to participate in an urban donor culture pro-
gram which offered a chance of acquiring a new positive
self-image which motivateu the participants. Hence, most
of these villagers would have participated in any adult
education program perceived by them as a means for the
acquisition of a new identity--it was not essential that it
be a literacy education program. This suggests that the
present content of this adult education effort in the vil-
lages ofTurkey could be changed significantly with no drop
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in villa Pr lilotiva tiun of parttcipat i f1 ruf U ltltici.
more immediate relevance to the nsfurniit
society, the new program should provide the partic&pfltt
with knowl-dge and skills necessary to ect changeS in
the villagesuch as the improvement of the village watr
system, the construction of a public toilet and bath, tho
use of fe-tilizers, and the growing of new crops.

cijas, A. M. Icluc3ioj-1.-
Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1

Using a neo-evolutionary perspective, the author expl ns the

establishment of "1 public national system of schools" a* functional

response to requirements for mcdernizaton um-Westergoion and
political socialization ollcwing the ernalist revolution of l23 and
the creation of a republic:

In the emerging ideology of atatu rkism, education ws inextricabLy
bound up with political, economic, arid cultural i
and with breaking the shackles of traditional beliefe arz out-
looks: it was the means of nourishing national aspirans,
creating the consensus necessary to sustain a free natlonal
state, training new Turkish leaders, and paving the wax/ lowards
a dynamic arid modern society. Knowledge and science were

regarded as power and as the leverage in transforming the
entire society. "

Kazarnias argues than

Ataterk's task of educational reform and reconstruction
was facilitated by (1) continuing traditions of centraliz.'ed
state control; (2) the high prestige enjoyed by education in
the general value system; (3) the disestablishment of
religion: and (4) the key role of education in occupational
and social advancement )... in spite of the faCt that
only a very small fraction of the youth can expect to attOin what
they and their parents think is necessary to satisfy theisr
aspirations in life.

1 6
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S r- F. A. "Rur1 Revitalization and the Villago Intitutes in Tu key'
Sponsors and Critics. " Cornarative Education Review, Vol. 18,
No. (October 1974), r.p. 419-429.

Explains that following World War One Turkish intellectuals "awakened
to tl problems of rural Anatolia. " Under the close control of a small
group of technocrats in the government and University of IstanhI, a
program of popular education and rural reform, of community schools

and "village institutes" was put into motion to modernize rural Anato la.
But the reform soon encountered serious oppo tion:

The official decision to abandon the Village Institutes
sternmed from political as well as pedagogical considera-
tions. A key factor was the increased beliet in the
efficacy of the "high level manpower' trained by Turkish
universities. Of equal importance, however, wa s the
negative effect the Village Institutes seem tollive
had on rural support for the policies of the ruling
Republican People's Party. Moreover, rural support for
the Village Institutes began to evaporate as it became
clear that the classical 1yc6es and universities fernained
the hest routes to upward social mobility. And, finally,
educational traditionalists attacked the notion that rural
teachers required different skills and training thatc,their
urban COunterports.

The author suggests that

The contro ersy over rural revitalization preceded the
establishment of the Village Institutes. In fact, the
various postures that are currently being defended in
T.urkey have historical antecedents. It is also evi-
c!.ent that those hostile to the Village Institute sdo not
necessarily see eye to eye. Some oppose the \Move-
r-nen because it threatened their elitist Kadro concept.
Others fejected the Village Institutes because they
betic\R:lcd them to be nests of a-nti-Islamic Communist
idea :3. Still other critics attached the Village Institutes
on tehe grounds that the./ were primitive institutions
managed by unc_-.1i-tlifi(3d staff and were lacking we ll-
cr)....;cived objC 'nves

16-)
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Among the advocates of the village Institut :here
is also considerable variation. some recall the era of the
late 1930s and the early 1940s with nostalgia, 1..)ut the Y
admit that the nobla experiment was aborted and ca.nnot
be re-initiated. Others take a more militant Poition.
Not only do they support re-opening the Institutes, but
they also insist that the entire Turkish school system
ought to be thoroughly reformed in light of the Village
Institute e4tperience. To therm the present eduQationai
establishment and arrangements block national Drogress by
favoring a privileged minority. A third type of supporter
argues that the chief value of the Village Institutes was
to institute innovations in the currioulUrn and rnothodS of

struction which can now be injected into the e,Nisting
Turkish s chools.

The frequency with which aspects of tili s critro ersy
are being discaissed in Turkish newsPaper and journal
articles proves that the conflict is not over- At the
moment, the more radical positions taken by militant
Village institute advocates are in bad odor With the
policy makers at the Ministry of Education. \tillage
Institute alumni who were too active oz outs poicen in
their opposition to present policies have been jailed
or had other sanctions imposed on them.

So it is possible to conclude that TurkiSh education
will continue to adhere to conventional patterhs. The
Minisuy of Education probably will 1ceep on usihig the 5er-
vices of domestic and trnported specialists, rather than
again launching another "crass roots" experime nt of the
dimensions of the Village Institute Movement. But who is to
tell when the tide might turn? At some other junQture,
alternative approaches to rural revitalization and natio
development might again make a major impact on the
educational scene.
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Dodd, J. W. "Aspects of Reoent Educational Change in South Vietnam. "
Journal of Deve1oingreas, Vol, 6, No. 4 (July 19 72), pp. 555-57 O.

Dodd rontends that

In order to institutionalize a new arrangement or radically
change an old arrangement in a society, a change agent
might rely upon a combination of the following approa ches-
(1) destroy the agents of socialization of the old insti-
tution; (2) change the orientation of the soci-:.lizing agents
of the old institution to that of positive orient:zition toward
the new institution; and (3) create new agents of socializa-
tion with a positive orientation toward the new institution.

Given the necessary amount of power and the will to
use it, the first approach appears to be rel2rively eas y.
The French, for example, were able virti;-Aly to annihilate
without difficulty the traditional Vietriarlt,!se educatidnal
3ystem, which had stood essentially uncl-,arcied for
hundreds of rears. Also of irnportancn is hc fact Aat
destruction took place over a short pi:rioc:

He notes, in contrast, that

the American advisers in \Titnarn, who -.-_111 to have
been quite sincere and persistent in their efforts
late changes in the Vietnaraese ed tond s vstern and
have been little hampered by lack of fun.ds, have
experienced only limited success, This may wal be --_.

to the fact that Lne United States, in attempting to
rnulate changes -with respect to looth curricula and

method, has been introducing change items which are
diametricall y opposed to both pre-F'rench aru French
items. Immediate lyr one thir4ls of agricultural and home
econornirs education engineering, t:-,e social sciences
and learning- by participation, all of which are essentially
alien to Vietnamese cultural traditions.

He conclude s that

the general view of most American advisers in the field
seems to be: "We nave something good to offer this
society-. All we have to do is potnt it out and any
rational individual will accept it immediately. " It
would appear that increased awareness of the cornplex
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nature of social change would elim nate at least so e
of the nanavva y expectations which seem to characterize
the views not onLy of these advisers a'rd their 7uperiors
but also the vievs of the American people and the Ameri-
can Congress. Such awareness also might serve the broader
purpose of reducing the current growth of pessimism con-
cerning the prospects tor producing significant changes in
t;ie underdeveloped countries.

Duc Bang, V. The Viet gam Independent Education Movement, 1900-1903.
Doctoral dissertation, University of Southern California, Los
Angeles, 1971. 303 p.
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Khoi L. T. "Literacy 'Training and Revolutio The Vietnamese
Experience. Conver ence, Vol. 8, No. 4 (1975), pp. 29-38.

If one asks the necessary c nditions for retorms to.eradicate
illiteracy on a national scale, the author's oonclusionsere instructive:

History has shown that, up to the present, revolutionary
regimes have been the only ones capable of organizing suc-
cessful mas5literacy campaigns. From the Soviet Union to
China, from Vietnam to Cuba, all revolutionary governments
have given high priority to the eradication of Illiteracy
because teaching people to read and write awakens con-
sciousness and stinulates participation in political
action. It is inpossible to transform society if the
great majorily adults do not turn a critical eye upon
social real '.,L nd do not strongly desire to build a
better futuce E id to assume responsibility tor their destiny.

Viry. ai provides an example of the integration of
education into the movement of national and social libe -

on, generating acceptancy by the people of the neces-
sary efforts and sacrifices and of the need to eradicate
ignorance.

He concludes that

The following les saris eraeLae trom the Vietnamese experience.
) The zolitical factor (struggle for independence, for

social ernanicipat;_on) Js the most powerful driving force in
persuading populations tc accept the necessary sacrifices
and efforts in order to wi out ignorance. But the poli-
tical factor alone i enough. In one year, two and
one-half miithon were taught to read and write, which is
a remarkable achievement (eyen if the degree of literacy
acquired was rather superfici II), out it was a long way
off the target. Illiteracy was not entirely eliminated
until 1958. It tool( 13 years to teach the entire population
to read and write, although the initial rate of illiteracy
was high (BO to 90 percent) and the task was carried out
in ,-,var cond itio ns.

2) Ideology must be backed up bv suitable oroanization
ri accordance with a mass line so that peopie know it

job to implement literacy programines and that they shoiih do
so by relying on their own material and human resources
-ather than or, the State. The role of the State or Party
intervention comes at the outset of the process in the work
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of ide ogical "conscientizat. n. " We are not con-
cerned with doing things for the masses, but rather with
making them capable of carrying out the work themselves.

3) Apart from the political factor, Vietnam benefited
from such favourable conditions as the existence of a
written language with a long secular tradition of study.
The written Vietnamese language is exactly the same as
the spoken one and is extremely easy to learn because
it is a monosyllabic invariable language. The lack of
this favourable factor is one of the reasons for the
failure of certain literacy campaigns where political moti-
vation was nonetheless strong (as in Algeria in 1963 after
independence where literacy campaigns were conducted
either in a foreign languageFrenchor in an Arabic
that differed from the spoken language).

4) Learning to read and write is merely a first
step. There has been no relapse since 1954 becaus con-
stant effort has been made to raise the educational level of
the people. Each year, complementary education mobilizes
some 1-1. 5 million adults. The dynamism of the environ-
ment plays a major role in helping to imprint knowledge per-
manently and to broaden it.

5) Pi multi-natial al state such as Viet Nam is obliged
to pa y close attencion to tn._ education and training of
minorIties. It is not enough merely to bring abut political
and econone;.c improvements; it is also necessary to raise
their cultural level, to create written leneuages where none
existed before, to fight against feudal traditions and super-
szitions, tc rapiule train locad. cadres. Autenomy for
minorities and the inmeeee-ee:ere-.., oi leaterial and cul-
tural levelsthese are a guarante of national union and
ititegra tion.
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LATIN Agat CA

Benjamin, 171a-fialEi-.-- "Latin America: Educational Perceptions." In
International Educati2n:_ Uildeiand

, S. Fraser (ed). Nashville: Peabody International Center, 1969,
pp. 73-79.

The author contends that educational reform pr cts iby -the U.S.

universi ies in Latin American have not produced results that are worth

the investments employed. Technologic 1 gaps between North and Latin

America are making the transmission of aid more difficult. He feels that

educational programs must be tackled by the people of these countries

themselves in order to change the custo s of the people in the directions

their o n aims and needs. He igno es the fact however, that in Latin

A er r7a "the people" seldom decide wt is in their int- est. In this way

the,ga-prescriptioravoid_ the probler of exploitive and inequitable
;

status quos, and assumes democracy ad concensus.
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Correa, H. "Quantitative Analysis of the Implementation of Educational
Plans in Latin America. Socio-Economic Plannin- Sciences,
Vol. 9 (1975), pp. 247-255.

systems framework, the author presents a statistical
analysis ot the degree of implementation achieved by educational plane-
-cuvrt-reforms seeking to increase enrollments in Latin America from
1960-1970. He argues that

The reason why results both below and above the
target levels are considered to be defects in the imple-
mentation of the plan is that a plan requires the optimum
use of resources. If the results achieved are inferior to
those planned, either a scarcity of resources or inefficient
utilization of them rnust have occurred. If the results are
superior to those planned, either there was an error in the
computation of the resources available, or their planned
utilization was deficient, and a better distribution of
resources would have made it possible to achieve tar-
gets set even higher than those planned.

arid that

An assmumption that seems acceptable at fii%. t sight is
that the quality of educational plans depends more on
the technical preparation of the functionaries ei the
Departments of Educational Planning than on their
number. A first ,-4proximation to the study of this
hypothesis can be made by considering the average
number of years spent in study by these functionaries.
This information is not sufficient, because it is clear
that the quality of the plans depends not only on the
type of preparation of the functionaries, but also on
whether they work in occupations related to the pre-
paration that they received.

He concludes that

The statistical analyses presented in this paper suggest
some steps that could be used to improve the process of
educational planning in Latin America. The greatest
degree of attention should be given to the improvement
of the statistical information used, if possible including
the integration of the office in charge of collecting the
data with the Department of Plucational Planning, and
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in improvements in the preparation of the personnel in
charge of the preparation of the plans, with emphasis
on specializations in planning, administration and
economics. Countries in which these two points are
considered have a high probability of success in
their educational ,

Illich, I. 'The Futility of Schooling in Latin America. a-t-t,irilq1).ifar,
(April 26, 1968), pp. 56-59.

Illich comments on the failure of formal schooling programs in L

He states that educational refonns will not succeed bec use of

economic factors limiting access to education and societal factors which

prevent education from being a viable road to upward mobility for lower-

cla SS Oa-

2 3 4 Lugo, J. "Los estudics generales y ia ref orma universitaria en America Latina."
La Education. Vol. 35-36 (July-December 1964), pp. 32-3,:?.
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Paulston, R. G. "Revolutionary Educational Reform Efforts in Latin
America Pitt Magazine (Special Issue on Latin America),
Vol. 30, No. 2 (May 1975), pp. 16-Z0-

The author argues that

Beg nning in the early 196 Os, S. , through
the AID, the Peace Corps, the military, and other
technical assistance missions, sought to encourage
and support the reorientation of Latin American educa-
tional systems. International organizations such as
UNESCO and ILO and large foundations (Ford, Rocke-
feller, et al.), along with numerous U. S. universities,
addressed the same set of problems. These efforts worked
variously to provide educational facilities which would
reduce unit costs and make schooling more internally
efficient by reducing waste and increasing completion
rates, and perhaps most importantly, to relate reformed
educational programs to ongoing and proposed economic
development plans. In education as in other social
sectors, models and standards from the U. S. and
Western Europe-al. e. &era advanced urban and
technological societie,s-- wera naively superimposed on
rigidly-stratified and lai-gely rural Latin American
societies with entrenched educational traditions
focused OR the granting of academic professional
titles and the cultural symbols considered appropriate
for elites already determined by family membership.

Results of this multinational educational interventi-n
in Latin American development have, to say the least,
not been as expected. Rather than the hoped-for incre-
mental improvements in production, consumption, and
participation, we have seen the rise to power of military
dictatorships in what was a continent where at least
quasi-democratic states predominated. The consequences
of this devalopment for educational reform have in most
cases beer: increased inequity in educational opportunity,
and accordingly, increased inequity in life chances for the
vast majority of children.

In sum, attempts at incremental social reform in
Latin America have failed because privileged elites have
been unwilling to accept even modest reform an-,
responding minimal redistribution of resources in favor of
the grossly deprived and impoverished majority. The
military regimes that have come to power to halt any
further moves toward redistribution have viewed
schooling essentially as a mechanism for social control
and the maintenance and legitimization of inequality and
special privilege.
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lczar, R, "Latin American University Re orm: Some C:ase Studies.

tha

Corn arative Education Review, Vol.
230-250,

No. 2 (June 1972), pp.

Examines reform efforts,and the unjversit crisis of 1971. Notes

Ext- nal agencies that invested so heavily in Colombian
universities were left puzzled, exasperated and disheartened
by the recent crisis. Discontent was most serious in insti-
tutions which had received the most attention and were viewed
as centers of excellence. !(ally, the crisis originated
in the university that had receiv_. .aore assistance (over
$24 million) than any other institution. Comprehensive reforms,
millions of dollars in long-term aid, foreign tratried.administra-
tors and academics, and relative stability for many years--
all the elements of a supposedly "modern" university--were
-not enough to overcome the accumulated resentment ot stu-
dents who from the start were excluded from negotiations for
external aid and the planning and implementation of reforms.
Consequently, the crisis has resulted in a super-sensitivity
to all activities of external entities. In the future, these
agencies will find it very difficult to influence the uni-
versities, if indeed they choose to get involved at all. More
than likely their activities will be regulated by a central
government body and the terms of any grant, loan or agree-
ment will most assuredly be minutely scrutinized.

The goVernment response to the crisis came in the form
of a proposal for a new university reform law. Among other
controversial actions, the projected law would: (1) reorganize
higher education along regional lines ; (2) give students and
professors more power in university councils at the loca_,
regional and national levels; (3) eLiminate the presence of
Church, professional and industrial sector representatives
from local and national university councils; and (4) increase
the regulation of private universities and significantly dirninish
their influence through only token representation on regional
and national university councils. The governrrint proposition,
however, has been met by amendments and alternate draft law-
from the positional opposition and from professors at the
National University. As might be expected, the Church,
industrial interests and the private universities have all
voiced their opposition. All this, combined with the
reservations of many educators who feel it would cause
more problems than it would solve, have kept the bill
languishing in congress with little probability of passage,
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Universities in Colombia, as in other Latin American
nations, continue to reflect sor.iety more than they shape
it. The policy of "reformism" \4hich has manifested its
bankruptcy as a solution to the serious political and
secio-econornic problems of the area, has proved equally
unsuccessful in the realm of university development. The
reform "era" for both university and society in Latin
America seems to be coming to an end. Several Latin
societies have already embarked on radical political paths
and others exhibit willingness to explore novel alternatives.
If past patterns offer any clue to the future, Latin American
universities will also soon enter a period of revolutionary
change.
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Pelczar, R. S. "University Reform in Latin America: The Case of
Colombia. " Comparativ_e Education_Review, Vol. 16, No. 2
(June 1972), pp. 230-250.

Notes that

Since, generally speaking, only students from well-to-do
and middle class families can afford private higher education,
it seems that expansion of enrollments has primarily bene-
fitted the offspring of the growing middle class. This interpre-
tation is reinforced further by evidence that the majority of
students in Colombia, even in the supposedly popularistic
National University, are graduates of private secondary

chools and come predominantly from upper and middle
class backgrounds. The sons and daughters of workers
and landless peasants who make up the majority of Colo b a's
population are grossly under-represenLed, even though
7,000 students benefitted from an innovative program of
educational credit which offers low interest long term loans
to needy students. In addition, many universities have
adopted tuition scales graduated to parental incomes. But,
because of the inability to sacrifice foregone earning and
the regressive rates of some of the tuition scales, higher
education has remained an expensive proposition for
students from humble backgrounds.

Concludes that the refo s "were not successful... in checking
proliferation of ties or in raising academic standards, that
"efforts at gontrol were hampered by the evasive tactics
of the universiti6s. ' The latter

were not above employing political pressures, "the red
carpet treatment, '" or the old ploy of "wim, women, and
ong" as they sought "loopholes" in accreditation cit.-
_ ia, official recognition and financial support for their

programs.

ludes that

Of all the strategies implemented... to correct the ills of
Colombian universities, none carried more responsibilities,
spurred more hopes, or caused more 4Frustrations than the

177
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otion of university planning. Charged with advancing.
intra-university, regional and national integration, the
Division of planning... soon discovered that its mAin
obstacle was the old bogeyman of university autocI,Lny.
Required by law to respect the legal autunomy of the
universities, the planning division was unable to apply
coercion or sanctions and was limited to recommendationSA
moral persuasion, and professional expertise to accorn-
plish its objectives. It had a hard time convincing anyvm
that its aim was not to plan for._the universities but rather
with the universities.

1 7
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.;"-t iaperter'i/ ,,';'!1;!(--! Huinoinr tho, c.icor 1:r,'-Tnsaly rcf,r (Many° io th- ) 2,:nof

lie siniri

1` we 1, American 1.'hi'.,ferity from
snocii"e, nulf Hry ihr' date svoiJoi oAlly considered

:A.-Oco;;:.-.) aclitotic.)n tris.':;forrina-A:3 the inite d poi
lion of the Litin fThiv,m(sity, it 15 Dosni61,,-; Lu Jiotiu'p/idh

skis
ucbac, -,\,.10ntein-1(-101-; ;':)tudents Tinci
the Me:,:ncen UCti MO7ii!illY11(1 Lt: 1 it is plY6Stble

th(i rinTt :Atmosphere folhwinii tho
hirst World War. Th. .1;econd stn'lle it rolatod tho international
and tin American. situation liillowing thc, other War and

udr 1_1 V .

It has been (-23:3tornary to spej-3, of Reform as tho pro-
cdss ini.tiated in ..):1:1 its co0sequenc,,-.:,'3 end aftc:reficts in the
'rears immediately following. Novertholes, tho concept of Univer-
sity Reform, as an historical conc(ipt, Cancq, ue 000fin within so
short a period. Moreov,-r, even in the shcjiie:T, ricd th,7:, Could

chosn it is riosLAble to firri Quctuatir,r1:-; and dis,Hiities of
rhythm, differe casos accordinq to ricetio,r0 eirchihstrinCe3, and
even reaction:i; counteracting the actioz1 of the forces ofIringe
Besides, of the phenomena we nOw ooserve in eLlr univorsi-

stallizc,).d ro:1,d Can beare results of the process
interpreted with the same explanatory scheri10.s that accient tor the

of thirty or forty ye.-a's ado, WitNout thr, difference
the least, we shall thus :speak of the Rofoi'm as e developing pro-

CE:ss of the Latin American University up to date and We shall apply
the same '-.)t to the process ,-;Fter the World Wcir, whose
differential features with reg.-n-1 to the tii.-2t stage wo shall try to
let,errnine.

T-fe ardJes from a ne-)-M,-.21rxist oriantation, withont evidonce, that

becciuse rel7or::-1, "1:he i..7ni,:ersit,/ is institu-



!jun ,,f;:;ontL-t[iy of the rHas:,-H.....oin

note:

itel-Imen.s tir.d rehdrm doimund;., serion::

'r II, real i)roblein is 011Q Of a .L.: Of an authentic
one capable of transforming nucDnivoruiiicu into modern
nrogressive schools, prepari to !IPI-Ve the counay
and fields required by today's so(Aal progress and son:milt:it::
j,:nowledg. The Reformers have not succeedod in being produL
tive in this sense, perhaps among other reason:, because they
were mainly concerned with the great topics Of soidialtransfor-
mation, assumed and fieveloped into a political plan,- because-,
they were mainly concerned with the great topics-ol social trans-
fornia.!-Lon,,...a,z.r,umod-and -developed into a political plaa , litzcau
tiley did not think that there (!xasted o ta:ik 0!: ynciH | transforml-
Lion in thel ,.yer.sity itself:, or they misted ;.hat this task would
be Coln plotat,; lied1H ''er on.

But the tra, -7 01 thQ tr:2T711 15 thut the delrying ot tho deep
University ch:loges from ihe acdemic an,^ scientific, and even
instrumental, poins or view was not accompanied by and corn-
nensmr:d for EleH to which
the Reformers' efforts were conseL i. The most noticeable
party movements that were hatched by the University Reform and
went out with great energy to operate, ended by being absorbed
by the environment, assimilated by the current structures, traas-
formedsometimes after years of fighting and sufferinginto the
most notorious defenders of the present social order and the estab-
lishmeat. The Reform, which sacrificed itself as an academic move-
ment on behalf of the polftical activism expected of it, later, as a
returning wave, a total remodeling of the University, ended by being
ob -d by the politics it had generated since there was not the
ra(ii, :I social change capable of giving birth to the new University.

Ho concludes, however', on an optimistic and somewhat evolutionary

It should be very clear that what is required and foreseen is not a
weak University of the kind of a simple, fo:klorie product or a
repetition of the traditional or classic institution or a copy of a
feriegn University only in a lesser degree, let us say, with a
more modest rank. What is required and anticipated is something
completely different from these mystifications, it is a genuine
University fit for our historic:

It can be seen that an analysis such as this one, far from making
useless all reconstructing efforts, represents a necessary first step,
an indispensable moment of the new stage of the University Reform.
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"A Cf,orripadson Egneitic)nal ken:1-.1 i',4fav,-,mlnt:,
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61.1.tiQ 1966),e.
et:,-enc:ludes that

it would appear that where the Unit-fif L5ity Jae;

stiodei'-Jul, as in Argentina, it T..,-(.7,2iced _an important
impetus tow,:ird needed returns in th:,. ehuractur and con-
duct ot higher education, a oL,J:ense of academic freedom
against the claims of the state, ;:iu'id a politicizing ezperi-
enoc3 tor students thc.! dnmooratie prclice:35. W7u-,zre

movement was rit_datively LIFIJUCC(2SSitli, as in CoLoml...ia,
student politics would appear to de mom ekUenotod trem
university and (-ciety, and less responsibie iti Crio1C0
or means. The ditforent tate of the movement these iwo

doniH' f-...`L.*r1L;.

ditterences, however, whioh aro or_ the 1,road hi:3terieui
t_rends in these societiee and rhist Into
account Li one is to interpret the character ot stuoent:
politis inthe nations.
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H ,ind
thq must re--

[11:-; ot iheir philosof)hy 1n fetoraon tho
eccuoomic, uud conditiohs of posf-
Per-On Argentina. They must con:7_,id,.=,ir ts,.A.....,thr-T the Reform
principlefi which w,--iro applloq 111 orsity system of
14, 7,09 StAlderits in o nation oi eight million i n19 ; are

appliooble tor a university system whioh in 1960
i.;tudents in ,:=1 nation ot twenty

in liaht of poor hiTh drop-out rates, and lack

orge.!oi.incv- unrr.-atricied (21-irollriteril-, (And student
001-/(=?.r-SiL7 herter

ihe acoder,00' quality et Argentina's isslitutions
'rho Reiormist::-Tis also will have to re-

es,sumine the consequences ot their actions with regard t(.
a_ire.onal '.ic:-]vo onts between 1918 and 1964 one \itil
bare to deturrnme oihere thoir uctivities have Peen bene-
ficial eml -hey havo dotrimenteJ to the
Repuhly's 1,,ha-term interests. '"'inaliy, the Reformrstas
will hove to confront the argument that during tiMeS of

oprmality, the proper Aile of the stuaent ia
that ol" student, not political activist

Tit:2 tato oi :ne Reform and the Argentine student
rilovemQnt will hong upon the ainia.iy- or the university
vout-h to meet the serious cind challangine problems
which rontrOnt their unive:E2,,V and their natioh in
the 1960's. One of the aspects of student politibul
activity which has prevailed from the days of the
C'Zrdoba Reform movement int0 the 1960's, hEgi been
the that the youth have acted to prOmote the
best interes,.:s of the nation. This principle should
be a prime conii-ideretion for -e Argentine youth in tho
future arid should guide them in the difficult uod
importors decisions the! -11.1 heve in the
years to co---7-n--
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Cobruavy 1 ) 80-Y1

orH Stratiftcntton (7,oateraporaci-
Hoft " IT tin Lin r

T . j. L. Bone, e'L LOS Angetab;; Latin Americ:in
C.eurer, Univer:flty ot i972 pp. 36,1

Cfsmit3S, trom a funotionalist ori,ntation suggests that

. r olution requires the development a new
edut_ition to help build the new scolety as well a s saf-,,
guaro drJdinst :7)Cidl reaction and regrestAon and tIP.! 0,e:t-
sible collapse of the new system. However, it over a
period of time, the revolution Is consolidated and pro-
tected. the function of educatits. shifts from revolution
'oeck to one of social maintenanceto help assure the
stabilly, of the new order. 'Thnseguently, while the
revolutionary function in edo..-)tion is of fundamental.
importan dny
::,octetv., it is, almost by ansitional in
nature. li.ae social rat 5 0 n d/tre zor 1;:s existence

the :-;ecial reorganization has beea established. if
tills argument holds, every revolutionary society, to be
IR fact revolutionary, needs to initiate and support a
revcd.utionari (2,ducatiola, 1: only IQ! :'-)lati',7rty
limited period of time. It follows that an analysis of.
education in a 000iocy\obeiedranoludonorysho:ldbo
uniquely sui ed to assess the intensity and social impact
of any centralized attampts to change the traditl.onal patterns

stratiiication since such ,:ittempts are the 'Keys to a
successful and completed revolution and Qducation an
integral part of the process.

Be (7ioncludes, however, that in Qt (,?!-1,:Lic,'c,,I.:,,r-rit

reform has seen only change:

The Balkanization of the educational enterprise, toe
multiple allocation of responsibility, the differing edu-
cational goals for different socioeconomic groups, in
my opinion, lead inevitably to further Qualitative dis-
tinctions between these groups. In tact, the more efficient
each section of the total educational system is in the
training of its wards, the more distant becomes the
ideal goal of integration through education. Further-
more, since the divisions of Bolivian education cor-
respond closely with the old social divisions of



inn p,Ii..auty and :a.nce, the rurdl secma- virtually
bni red triiun partidindtioti Lit the seconticify d IV 1 'imvooiiy
lavelp, the ettect ip tt) ini,nitutienalize, in education, the
strotiticution pafierte ni the pdst. Lliven the structure
et education, there no opportunity, short of physical
relocation and cultural ironsbrmation, for the campesinp
to receive that level training which will allow him to
compdte puccessfully tor the advantageous positions in
society. It is of more than academic interest to note
that most ol the sharply stratitied societies which ha-ve made
resolute moves toward modernization and toward a con-
sensual iorm of social structure select unitary systems ot
education tO aid in the praceba.

C011':;eriativo ra hur than revolutionary thought is also
se,-m in the content ot rural education, 511blect matter and
mode ,Dt instruction reflect both natranizind and pater
leatures A leitmotif of !=he educational philosoph- is th±i
pnporession of ell cultucii i_LA''.`rflelr.:: in comosina
..vineh are coripiered r;ystunctional, but little is offered
to replace that which is supprsased. When this is corn-
hined with the central decision to give highest priority
'!=!ining for rural life, the camposinos, from an educa-
tional perspective, are sealed off trom social movement
in the society. A :hart-run gain tor the national economy
is a long-run investment in the continuance ot a sharply
stratified state. T do not argue here for Yosolute homo-
geneity for all sectors ot F:lolivian education. but for
Bolivian youth to have institutionalized opportunities, to
move, if from one differentiated educational
sector ta the other. This would provide an important con-
dition for an open society would decrease the social
danr4ers which will n unrealistic aspirations
hinged to educatioH P

rhis reyiew uuggesco that, in education, the
revolution ot 1952 and the 14 years ot iiviNR dominance old
little to modify the hierarchical order of the socially sig-
nificant segments of Liet;ian society and did little if
anything, to provide new institutionalized farms ot
social articulation. It is obvious that, whatever elFn
the direives were that emanated from the center ot the

th.ey were rot revolutionary in ettect. The con-
siderable change winch Bolivia has experienced during
the last 1,1 years sdems to be more the result af a partial
sp\ic'iorinc, of the traditional order than a thoroughgoir.g
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social reform. it is a change generated, in the main,
by an uncoordinateo but mass pressurL,3 from a discontented
social basc. One can t',-en speculate that post-1952
phase of Bolivian histo.yrepreents a period of campenino
coalescence and emergence which, if not diverted, will
lead to serious upheaval before resulting reform and
social regrouping. In this present process of coalescence,
any opportunity for formal education is of value. This is
perhaps the true legacy of the present system.

.3,15 Fridllai La.Rfermajinivr,!_r_sis2r1.71on Oru7o, Delt,FLm.
r..ditorial de la iinive7.A.ad fec-en,,ca de Oruro, 146 p.



j .16 ?1,3 'tefe Linivei-uiwaria i'aculda(ia Yllosofra, '1
lifrazijurira p,stmijes ,01.11y.,-3epteriber . pp 3O-60,

D a Fonseca G. D. "Tho " g_uor-_terlyReview of E7--.1.1.1c,:71-1:i.-..n, H p 2

The reform is describect tc) p hflA7V,700.11

sCho017 tho world of worl., er,lee

omient. Problems arise, however, du,. to -,ntarpreiltion the lAw

regards to vocational qualifications, and J,i.:mands ot employment. The

author argues thet with a re-ev,,Auation of these laws, the school reform

will be 3 b 1 0 to meet the demanrls of manpowdr and the seeds of society.

Dias, "Mobral: 1 Model for ;,iult Education?" Bra-zilian Studies,
i.atin American Re, --:h Unit EB 740620, Toronto, Canada,

July 1514, 16 p.

Fxamines the main orientations ot the Brazilian Movement tor

Literacy (MOBRAL) and evaluates the reform's major outcomes from

a conflict perspective. The reform is viewed as most benefloial
the Brazilian private sector, and to the existing exploitive political
and economic system. In sum, the literacy reform is a short-term
measure substituting for needed system-wide reforms,



risen, P.13 . Roy Barb arid E_ucational Refocm in B 1068-1070.
Dof7toral Dissertatio, ulane Univerity, New Orleans, 1971. 245 p.

thatjohnso

Barbosa 's family background was decidedly urban, middle class,
and financially insecure. Although this is certainlY a factor in e:,---
plaining his subsequent adulation in a more egalitarian Brazil, it
was a definite hindrance to the ambitious young politician in late

perial Braz1,1. In order to offset the disadvantage of birth, Roy
nscient1ou3ly cultivated members of Bahia's traditional ruling

elite, many or wham assisted the energetic young lawyer in his
rIse to prominence, within local and national political circles. But
attached as he was by temperament and ambition to the paling elites,

irbosa was fully aware of the potential of the small yet increasingly
vocal urban professional and commerical groups, both as a potent
political force and as agents :Iter Brazil's economic growth and modern-
ization. Thus, as a means for increasing their numbers and influence
Barbosa fashioned a number of proposals, most notably his education-
al reform project of 1882-1883.

He notes that his study analyzes

the actual preparation of the Reforma, an examination of the p_
jecy itself, its failure t rin the immediate approva, of the
go-v-,,rriment , and the ready aceptance it was later accorded hv
legislators and policy-makers. The latter th(7ma is especiall-; ,ipor-
tant, because the vast majority of writers on Ray have ignored the
possibility of the Reforma_'s persistent influenco. Also, in analyzing
the pnenornenon of the continuing repercussions of Ihe Refccrna , this
study examines the fabric of my-tho.,:,-,1-?' surbondJ.rie Barbosa which,
in part, has guaranteed the survivinq irfluence of thm .Reforma .

ar.senn, fine a of Legal Eau t7..on in Brazil, "
Eclueation line 1969 251 _)



ilorturn, Huff:if-Pa iinive._phit,-,iria
d_r2 'Jai_ 10 i0c--f,d5c-i-t- 1r)clia` 1

(-)17.4a15.

7 rdt0rma
univdch1i7r13 " :\portr-L-, 23 (January 1912), J---a 101-119,

'rhe anchors arque that "it now Eloom Clear that the dui:inn ui

1 it ci-7-1,969, air; wir:211 uo preViCtiS Qtforts, not ,lohiovo uuoyol ith
basic objectlyi--=i" beC,:111S0 Of weak administration, lack ol rl000L;:;,.

reseuroe, and the highly politicized reform setting. Thw," cor.
t_hnt "'in nu- paci!cii muy posii)-1,2 remodelar pr,',1 nt,J1.7) la Itverpi



LIU "Lonsiciinia 'had!
" Intai-i7hange, Vol. 2, 'He- 1 (I aC71,:,

The nutheftsugennts

,-.).!'1,1

the exherimenttal reform eftord. was carried oui
fuvorable circumstances, with the support of
in the ministry, and the enthusiastic work of superv,..ors.
roc those who launched the experiment it was possible to
'orify how difficult it is to convince central authki)ris

need to carry out experiments and to obtain quich
.sions when some leqal changes, additional per ,
or improved facilities aru required. For eNemr
ot the success ot the prelimindry f,:xperidnoe,

herittes did not accept d proposal tor u P:Mer''y nz
.-,J1 the proposed new secondary schools in spectail,,

destnned buildings.
rhe main obiective vms mchsure the tlexidiiit',/

ca the ,,,tystem tor change, but the main resutt wds i-'ii
ferent one. In spite Of defining goals implying ,s2-ta1l
amount of cnange it was %c sible to introduce similar
onangep in the rest of the s:vstcm or to centihue explua-
more ambitious thrgnts. tnis cest:itt it Poen neL
seem worthwhile to attempt impldmentation el mine rddiedi
schemes, but instead to look fo: new strategies ot chengo.

We learned that toe comprehensive type of school
provides a better solution than r7oes the current system,
but we also learned, that it will n-s,t be diffused through
all the system unless a special ettort is carried cut. New
research therstore should be devoted to how to pet the
innovation implemented on a national scale. The relation-
ship between educational policy and educational technologY
should be carefully ,rJxplore.ii in the third world context.

I 'pelieve that fhis cbnclusion also relevant tof mcst
ot the, underdevelopeo countries but unfortunately there are
tiew opportunities to t this hypothesis in the decisioh-
in-::king structure of the educational i'V:stem, which tyues
of information are more weighted in the decisions in each
of the different decision levels, what are the adequate
"guantums" of chang-2 it is possible to introduce in oach
period without generating resisia de, or up to what extent
it Is ,bssible to make positive use ot grouh reactions in
front of challenges. The comprehensive school seems to he
an adequate step in the Chilean situation tohay but we have
no theory to support in designing the future steos of
trunsforming the whole system to the, new patterh.

)t)



e .--4-hieleg3ign-1, "Thg Podirle:; Planning: Thy "
1., Linn nig. , (jc-inthary

The author usos ..xamino constraints on

(r.Hurix.4-.,,nal reform itnp),,.,ruQritatioR in (Mile /luring the chrisuan
L)emoon_itic ,Jovernment, 1964-7U,

cites a warning trom Machiavelli in 1513 concerning the
eittichltv of reform in another Latin setting:

"ihere is nothing more difficult to carry out, nor more
doubttul ot success, nor more dangerous to handle, than
to initiate a new order of things, For the reformer has
,ligionlies in all who profi by the old order, and only luke-
warm deionders in all Lho.se who would profit by tho new

Machiavelli sent this message to princes who
hhd Immense power, Today, of course, the egu:-
pi glrinr se1dorr 'ias any power, and he works for
with) politicians and administrators whose grasp
power may oe

reviowina the evidence, he ds::,s:

What can we ler,t:n from these ,.-xamples :n frorg the
experience of chile? we must not push oUr

ter; there are too few oases to justify gen0711 conclu-
'7tins casus aeseribe projects which developed

a situation that was neither a revolutionary :....ituatien
stoc7rlaW society. The political climate -,.-,voured

bein- :iaid to better vayS to reach old targets,
-, means and onus were analyzed to

e% tor change, so that, by makinj
ci--L1.s in some of the fuhctional aspects el the educa-
tional system, attention coLld he focused on the coals of
education anda climate could be created favourable to
significant changes IR file curriculum and structure of
the sy,,:

TLe.5e cases suggest tha7 in certain situatiOnS, tne
-)lanners may produce conditions which will enSure that
pollt,cal acceotance of change becomes more likely They
alSo underline the need to develop tar:tics which will anabie
them to generate the power neCesaary to energize a stagnant
eu.reauoracy. At the risk of going tar beyond wnat 'ale cases
rhi_ght SuggE2St (planners must alw-ays go far beyond the
available objective data), I should like to summarize a
few personal lessons learned from 1964-1970 [reform]

1 9 i



,.)roi_;ft:::::s creates ,i(ci:_-_;.ton sty(2y. ; L5t

tochnolog' change is n)o-nna
)1-id politicians t.0 ',:ir!tc.n the trrnpo
making. Political (--',T2=riebOc:i With
triton-nation. Many psople are Qskirlq them to

their specific proLlems. Many channels
open for pressure groups to have access

to politicians, Lhus transforming a number of
routine decisions into "non-programmed" decisions
Whic17 are higher in psychic cost. The school con-
struction case is an example of this type of pres-
sure. The planner then becomes invalu%ble to
politicians; he will be accepted by them as a help
in dealing with a -iomanding array of new problems
for which routine handling is no longer
cinswc=4.
E%echuves cannot tolerate too
battlefronts (an e:z;amplo is th- cas6, nor
too many options. Discl..ssicn a few choices
seems to offer more help tv the d,:ciaian-'rmkerin
underJtanding the problem and the available alter-
natives. But there are a large number ot options
open. And their increase also increases the amount
of information that should be processed to cope with
them. Thus, when changing the curriculum, it was
only possible to discuss three alternatives. The
optimum number may diThlz:r from person to perJon. The
plahni,i,r MUSE be able (0 detect evidenou whion reveals
L11,:, personal optimum of Lhe individual with whom he
is dealing. He must screen the. alternatives without
avcrsimpthying the bhoicas HC2 a delicafe
tightrope.
Choices must be submit:;ed to a set d(-rnanciing tests.
Educational 3 frteMs are large and coin,.,lex and they are
intimately with the major groups of society.
Whether the planners are proposing a new educational
structure of a new technoloci!, they rruist attempt to
d,Jtermine how the change will alter the delicate
balance upon which ',he executive and the system its--!-r
depend toi survival. It the results of the set of te!-
are uot completely satisfactory, the planners do 1-
teel they can reasonaoly forec,iise the etiects o:
change, they should renGce the -rpor. changes.
Small changes are 1..css 11}.*- ia7- encounter resistano,,4
than large ones. By negiectind to consider this point
carefully the bargaining on the teachers' salaries
was lost.
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wbile t_otti0hor3'
catio thoy juine-1 oppotAtion.

Irltorm )rion .=-3.eerri,.., i:Je the pionnor's be St: we,aPon=
F.:..,!uctitive, are o»varet hmc snineonct pro,-,-,!e'NS the
trifurrnation nee,' don't hove the tittle stUdy.
Ih,caVAc,iLp tho okinner to itjathor, 'notate, and
itatc.:!rpret date reprol7 or-1,J°' for othor actorti (in dzovel_opinf;

a7: Ie.:17,o a 1, tert_tfic " vv,aycL staitving
tiltrnini.7,tr3tftio Thu: 7:hat the plan-
nrir providei-3 otojorf-Ave aritsw.rs iS aeneratea and it fecjiti-
larzes his inteutiQntzion. Thet: :Tathoul (7:000 frto.Aion on so is

.:ixample of thif point.
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o I r)1,41(.:11,1::!.:;,_ rr.Jp I UL`L r 11(.!i

1j,71( :0 r() VIC It lit owiior tor [ in. J.1

r,,ft -;!( (.711,tn(p.i.; 11),-!

i:-2ditcation |s riot
won caii-jugt-i ilccurarely tilt;

y ut,
( IL! W (tLhl \An prnCiLici
1:.; muru ej i LL, ,

th,ari (ruiiir, Ulu I
br.,: f:Jn, 'lit Iv:2A fur educntiOrl. in 1.ht (:n 23Q
tile curriculum change, thQ definition of e whole now

of ci-;_.:ki.tiot.:a ubj(...,cdvi-_-;':!, did net require a -;i1-1(C,J

charqle lu tho goaly tnadiLiunuUyusaigned to efivl:a.':_ion.
It tr. !infier ed tdi it the no principlch would be ui.3etul

7,171ti,01:y t 2itucition7; in Lat (7ouritries. How-
()j31-1L,!-Z1 tiQrAni (Joslyn drid implerner :Afton ui CIld title

not loomed by reading them, Qr li:Dt(11V.1 tO
CiO5C1`iptkLS Pvcri tile best of locturer.J. prob:.em fur

plOrliV2rs Lliat much ot what must be done k»prodVcn
saccem ull/ requires (JIL:PrIcli Li01 'Arians to problems

!That capnot bo atiticipoted lecture hall. Thi..3

nos merely presented a few examples to sensiti,.e you to t he
hinds ot problems an educational [reformer] might well face
in dove lo pipq countries- if a political problem can be
recogni7,cA tor Lhat 1i is , there is diways the pOs sibility-
that the planner can help create the conditions for an
adequate soLutiun--that.: he till not persist thi nking he
has moreLy a technical pr-q---letr, untL he arrives face to tace
imaily with the fa:.lure.

.7-5chiefelbein, E. and R. G. Davis, Di22Lifi2EILTIt cif Edecatic-nal Pi(inning
_de s and n in the. Sclwol Reform.

Texingtn. Books, 1974. 236 p
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iLqs: In n, :Act

H. Now Yer1;.: F,lsovier, 70.
r

Am^ s |>ui r

y1po ttica ecvnumic d ACO-111 trig

ocmity t :JO C I Iifu/Jiuyouves hasid
embcJdt-3d .7_1=w °qv' ,,vorld view.

'rho,/ ,-,ntrn(-1 nnolni.r:1 tut ,,,,11,:-,1titor-31 ref ar-Iri tO%V.,-(1

educatiuned outdorile::=; J11 unrealistic goal in conteNts ut
truLtur, SQ(.210ucurcirl1c inequality; --f

oh entirely c'iliforort relation be!:woen ciojkiCailOn and
poi o,c-,-)ncr-n!c It to. Vic] sea ho reason to be di.:','-
appointed tho edlacatiorial iiiStitution because it a:es
not produce eguelity or, even more import:ant, equity in

id I tile. To expect such a rk±s ul t Is to overloo the
srrilhturincl of hrivilego and pdttorn from -Nhic,h students
enw:rge to go Lo school, ahd to which they return every
afternoon a rpTi permanently after graducition. It is not
that the '.Necy,lors of the American dream do not know this
fact. 'TTheir problem is in misunderstanding its nature and
thus what raLzst be r_lone to change it, it changing it is
what they desire, expectation vvas that a cognitively
equipped person could, as ipcividual, proceed to the
job market, which %../eul,i receive and weigh and advance nim
on the ba:3is or ruerit alOrio, without regord
factor:3. Th1u presum-ptic n proved to be impossible to
submit tc n full test, (riven the solidity of the total
structure of inequality, They learned that: deprived persons
do not dttain cc. skills as well far as rapidly in
school as do th( of the betteroff, and therefore
the causal chain cannot be begun. Arid hero stands their
LIrtm:mdnf. Thri czosis, nerates the rschool5 c..f blame: foe
failing effectively to tcach the less advantaged, for socially
underprivileged childrer seem to find it difficult to learn
no matter what school tbey attend, even though learning
improves with the help of more favored fellow students.
Therefore, we are driven back to "explaininq" the failure
Lo achieve equality by citing inhibiting influences of
farnilistic arid class factors. In other words, we "explain"
continuind inoqua)ity by saying it is the result of present
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inequalitv. Even so, the implication remains that it is
the inequality Qt. the underprivileecl that is to blame, not
the inequality of Cne better placed. That,is, the problem
remains defined iaL-7-3 one of underprivilege, not as one of

taQt. Jj. ouurse, L ft:. Lhe nExu-s b(etweE ii

vilege and its rolatfwe absence -which hcigins to cutline the
problem meaning fully.

Beca-ise our the oretical assumptions wero different
from those of Warner, Havighurst, Coleman, Tencks, et al., we
have produced not only different "facts" and conclusions, but
zsiso a very diffexe nt feeling. We started, it will be rememered,
-.vial the supposition that disjunctive social relations are
norrnal. Thus, straight-line causality was discarded. and
we wove a causal concept into our attitude-survey arid into
the definition of modernity whose tull nlation was expressed
in this chapter. What we eNamined were not "cognitive
skills" IR the usual sense, but the social and political attitudes
we plumbed are certainly indicative of cognitive skills of
alnother kind--:he ability, given an appropriate society-, to
1.17e a modern Life, to help to cause events. We look.ed at
education institutionaLly, arid found t1-13 t enoudh participation
in that institution did, unmistakably, help students create
cedular, relativistic, changeful, and autonomous vie-ws.
But we make absolutely no presumption that to hold such
ideas and have such skills will in itself produce desired
social change. Schools, important as they are, remain but
schoo'.s. They are 71ot armies, international poNer groupings,
social classes. congresses, ;r social-work adencies. The
student rebels of t:he 1950s, roundly condemned by many of
the same persons '4-no pursue tnetr feckless quest for equality
through schooling, wete involved in the same problernhow to
:lave national irri:pac-c; in the aiosence of an effective voice in
natio-nal politica:, economy. The social-reform-through-
schooling advocates and the revolution-through-the-university
advocates were doing Ihe same thing: using the educational
institution as a lever to what they otherwise would not or could
not affect. We do not mean that activities in pursuit of such
ends arevitnout rheanino or significance. They are, of course.
But they cannot in_ themselves brind into being their objectives
unless the remainder- of the institutional structure is so weak
as to permit, in effect, en internal conquest from schools
employed as a power base.

Larrain, J. LaTiai4_ver5idad en tiemt-OS de canbfLo

Santi-6-go de Cnile ioria1 del .1-'-acfico, 15tz, 3 P.

IYU
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frA
i v1. b rd (,.-:.-cvc-'rriarre in the Mini !..; *Ty i Ed nca -ion:

'rhe TrItL(i.r.r_Lt J.( j-

(.! )74), L; Fr'

rc-foir

;-ml 1.'efr1t . f; tir.?

knit, n.ativti--,17 ir.f:Hperibent cmtt t nal nninsyStnus i.ntc, a

crcflratmH r;kit-NOLY, ir parr ii ot 6 rhtgle ei
C

P;=0-jichrig E5G-.-±1 mor hanisms on Dan,r 1-nern iii
nb:(cticro are -,cvo distinct tiar,1'.s A n-iform ii not c;arrieb out
oob,-Ay by araltihg signino coutralcla, or rivinq ordors.
lit rbJst .0n. carried tbet in the mines, action.s, in mctivation3
!bt the oartictilahts tf t is to have au,/ reel

:conduces that

Even though tho PER program has ij oen ridder, with diffirull'os,
Lis is the case with all (7:fiange-crierited programs, Inost
observer2 agree that the practice of organization and
administration ot the public primary schools has sistai0,(rat!'Lat
improved in colorribia s_ince 1_9_68.. The nurnoer of teaehor
strikes has been reducec,. the states are more responsive to
.,/linistry policy, and irregularities in management have
declined considerably. Also, the organi2ational processes
involving authority, communication, personnel, and rulo

laboration have notably improved over the pre-reform era.
In short, definite progress is being recorded,

It is the writer's Judgement that any measure of success
that the FER proqrara alight enjoy probably cannot be attributed
to any powers of control built into the contract. This paper
nas demonstrated that a governor can override the contract
at his pleasure. It is the writer's opinion that what the FEE
program has cion is to wear _away at e tradition of administra-
tive indepencience at the level of state government. Prior to
the reform the state leaders tended to Look at the Ministry
controlling policy in the context of what ,Alvin Gouldner refers
to as "mock rules, " that is "Rules (which) are neither enforced
by management nor obeyed by the workers. "

Through the FER program the Ministry has suoceedod in
making a semi-convincing argument that it is now quite serious



about tisc,4l to ::ponsi ity, a,hnioioLoALtvo wy, and
ciecision-makiiN at tile ieVin. CA 5 tiAtel clovern-

went. The pri-,selifx; thc delettado, hi:: constant reminders
oifical pol_lc:y, and attempts to died', the state records

:,Aerves ,as prodding to state oltiol,=:E3. The word
a!guinent" vveri,; uuod buruuuo tho

otlicial.: arc ^Lyu .-..iware that the Ministry is not :,:ret soricus
enouqh thQ hard decisions aboui ouspend1ng
national funds for violations of the contract. To dote, this
clause still renialns in the category of a "mock tule. "

Taking advantage of the enthusiasm generated over a nevv
national td',,V an c:.Ciucational itlance, the Ministry developed
new set of contracts for the governors to sign. In terms of
control, the new contracts arc different from the old one in
one rather curious waythey are weaker. For example, in
the original contract 1J dEiLlf9z1LicLs were given the power ot
approval over the hiring of now teachers, and the now con-
tract makes no mention of this. The reason for this
de-escalation is attributed to the need to reduce the level
at tension between the state officials and the Ministry in
regard to TER. It is the ministry's hope that this approach
may create a spirit of understanding and cooperation, which
in the long run, may prove to be more effective than direct
control procedures.

The FER program is a transitional device which will probably
evolve through planning into a more effective mechanism of
educational development. Iu designing an improved organiza-
tional structure, at least two basic issues must be dealt
with, First, 'the state educational leaders must be directly
responsible tcp tne Minister of Education and not to an inter-
mediate official such as a governor. Second, the number of
educational subsystems must be reduced from 23 to, say,
six or eight regional offices. cutting down on the multi-
plicity of educational systems, it becomes possible to staff
the larger units with qualified, career- oriented educational
administratom It also reduced the problems of coordinatinq,
planning and executing decisions, as well as permits an
efficient degree of decentralization related to regional needs.

Most important of all, by expanding the size of the local
educational subsystems to dimensions covering two or three
states, the local political influence that now dominates the
administrative process should be dramatically diminished.
In short, if the leaders of the new educational units are
employees of the Ministry who report to the Minister,
and the boundaries of the system go beyond the boundaries
of any single state, it will be extremely difficult for local
politicians of any single state to get control of the manage-
ment of the system.
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lYj

PFUTILI t changes such os the f.:wo Inera aro more
fhan :-Amply a remote ln record year:. the
KqbdoLry has been assuming inurc cane more of the co:st

prunory oducatiou and Hlo presfAuro from tilt.!

Stateo is intense in advocating that the nation pay for
.1!' kth (2(1,11(2C. LH' )4Y ut.J,

Ul tre bUrderlo a natural .;1111:t lo rei;ponsibility from thc
4ovi2nhors tD the klini,stry can toke place. Mai [fhb :311ift
in resporylibility, it will he posndb1(.; for the 1\innistiz
establish a limited number of regional c)ffices of odue,:ltion
to govern the primary and secondary p[oirauis in Co tom

clo:JIng, it might be d p prop a to r. :13id tl t; f;,=[

relorm confronts traditions, vested hdorosts, arid
eF.tablished mental attitudo chancia[=, not summarily
follow the drawing of plans and thci signing oi documents.
As the Colombian experience has sliovvra, change comes
slowly, but it does indeed come.



Vitc'khaill, Untverhily P(..-4,;,:drin |n Lotin America: A (:,--rm rAudy
iJa (11.-;-; (,)1. Co Li., i-..:01caohid. Doctoral. 1-a-o..,erl(-3.tk)n,

y tornia at y, 1,(J7j, 2-18 p.

The (on-4.)r o:-Thithlr, Lbw

the fl-OurOwurk, tor mai:1110 ot;(.:nit...2inic 'Adman() decbAuns ot
ro form (2haro(:ter foid by o covuu of stew,: tokiihl by :i(Jveral
"relQrrn ram7lerrh=7,or--;" taltewilni) their entry int(:( the liniverLity.
crhv princlp,11 individual was the tirst Doan ol Medic:111o_
TheL-;0 '3tei)s t.Noro designed to strengthen the administrative,
(-.-!cadernio anc! financial autorlOMy c.)! the Ullivf:(siLy, portico-
hrrly in relation to traditional parts cf the social environment.
The sterx; included: changilvj rhe Univertify r,tatutes so that
the. local Governer c,ould no Longer appoint the Rector; par-
ticipating in the crootion of the Association of Colombian
(Tn[versiLies :ic) that Valle University was no longer obliged
to follow the curriculum of the, relatively traditional National
University; and attracting substantial financial support from the
mojern Columbian private seCtor and foreign foundations.

As the University increased Its autonomy in relation to
traditional parts of the environment, the reform leadership
soivint additional links with modern local and foreign groups.
In this process the University increased its dependence on
those modern elements of the environment from whom it sought
collaboration- This increased dependence was of only
moderate concern to the University's reform-minded leader-
ship. Several reasons can be offered for this: (1) the
modern groups within and outside the University shared
similar views; (2) the process of university modernization
WEI16 strengthening the University's autonomy in general
through repeated articulation of the University's mission and
through a strengthening of the formal planning process (which
in turn strengthened the University's capacity of initiate and
shape new program plans): (3) the reform universi ty by its
charFicter, and contrast to the traditional model, attempts
to play a role in the development of, and thus have many links
with, its social environment. The study reveals also, how-
ever, the dander in being too dependent on any particular
environmental group for support. Qne program, that of graduate
management, flourished while outside support w.as forth-
coming, hut shrank substantially when that assistance ended.
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&wiles, "c, ubarl ikItication and the I Ovoitillerili y I. " FIarvard
Educational _Review, Vol, 41, No. 1 (Neveruber rT, -500.

,

Bowles LI r (.1 LI --) diat

;ihoui and socie always closely linked; in pro
revolutionary Cuba, ;(7.;hoollrici helped rnprochico thu (7 I d

structure of economy a.rid sOCiety from one generation
to the next, In Cuba today education is attemptiny to
serve the four major objectives of the revolution:
erdhcquir growth, escape V071 the economic, politic-al,
and cultural hegemony of the United States: attainment
ot an egalitarian society; and the transformation of \,vork

creative activity tor a new socialist man .

The continuing social and economic revolution In
Cuba since the overthrow of Batista in 1959 has bee:1
nflected in a radical transformation of the educationa I
system. The class structure, the social relations of
production, the stagnation of the pre-revolutionary
economy, and the imperialist domination of capitalist
Cuba were replicated in the school system inherited
by the revolutionary movement. Not surprisingly
then, every major economic and social objective of the
Revolution has been manifested in some aspect of edu-
cational change. Similarly, every major dilemma in the
construction of a socialist society has had a counterpart
the school system.

He notes that educational
touched ail Cuba :

ms lave in one a no thor

and quantitative description captures only
weakly the diversity arid breadth of educational acti-
vities initiated by the Revolution. In a stable society
not undergoing rapid change, the education of adults
occupies only a peripheral role devoted almost
exclusively to the transmission of narrowly defined skills.
By contrast, where a sharp revolutionary break with the
past has been made, the educational process must extend
throughout the population, encompassing the old and
middle-aged as well as the young. The role of formal
schooling in this process of re-education of the Cuban
population is for this reason rekatively limited. Herein

2 2



p_ blom confronting post-revolutionary
Cuban Aucation: The potential economic output
sacrificed by withdrawing any sizable portion of the
adult population from directly productive activity
In order to attend schools is simply prohibitive.
Pffective channels for education must be develope
outside the schoolsthrough labor organizations and
the armed torces; through participation in the Com-
mittees for the Defense of the Revolution, the Federa-
tion of Cuban Women, and other mass organizations;
and through direct political education such as that
which has invariably surrounded every mnjor p
event in Cuba since 1959

les sees the Cuban educators as trying to create

through education cut-ide the ala ssroorn) "the two pillars of s

ction: the frrnetion of the new human being and the development

of technologi, " and he concludes that this "continuing search for new

social relations of schoolingat once both productive and liberating--

seems likely to bear fruit if it does riot succumb to immediate pre sure to

gear the school system solely to meeting the manpower requirements of

economic drow-th."

ly

Cepeda, R. "The Cuban Lesson. " Ternog (National Council of Churct

The author's utopian explanation of Cuban scho l-reform success

stresses attempts to replace "egotistic individualism" with "sacrificial,
optimistic and hopeful ventures towards high, but not unreachable,
objectives. " Basic changes in values and structures result, it woul

seem, as a consequence of "a radical revolutionary movement. " Cuba's
great warrior for national independence, José Martr, the author contends,
provided us with an answer of sorts when he declared that "sometimes
t is necessary to shake the orld, so that all that is rotten falls to

the ground. "

2
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.3.34 Cuban Natirnal Commiosion l'or UNESCO. Mew and Why Edt (7,hangt!J In

Cuba. LIIIE2C0 Eruiletin. Vol. lLi., No. 60 (Nov. c 1975), pp. 2-19.
Describes educational reform efforts and argues thj.i: Cuba educational.

revolution in auccessful because Cuba has broken its ties to the capitalls
world, and lo agressive1.7 seeking to build a sorriali. y free of
dependency and explolatiom.

Da .1, t-, J. ITh rltionl LC-la ftlt rlij_ ST:3 t_C.2111_ 0 i C k , Res_ 'rograill
in Ec omic Development Discussion Paper No, Woodrow Willer'
School of Public and International Affairs, prirco. N. J., July
1973 (mimeo.W4

This review of Cuba's nation-wide learning s,-- e., both t
formal and non nal educational sectors) presents a comprehensive
description and assessment of educational reforms during the period of

socialist reconstru'ction. after 1959. The authr concludes that these
reforms have teen largely successful because of their high priority, th

heavy they ha-ve race ived their close fit with the new national
reward syLom and development.plans. Educational reforms, in short,

are viewed more in ideological than in economic ,erms- For the new

educational provide the environment where the new revolu-

tionary social values --Nill be taught and operationalized in work-study

programs- And because difficulties have occurred, "the Cubans are
turning toward more discipft and regimentation as a solution to some of

the problems and motivation in the transitional stage. " The author

be l eves that "this irnplie o the extent that the educational sy
fails to create the new social consciousness, more discipline and
regimentation may be in store. " (--f) He concludes that

Whether or not the New Man can be developed through the
educational systeni depends to a large exte,__ on the success
of the concept of combining work and study at all levels,
since besides being the solution proposed for ideological and
pedagogical reasons, it is what enables the Cubans to finance
the very expensive educational system required to produce
the New Man. This program is still new, and it is not pos ible
to make any predictions about the large-scale applications of
this new concept. It will be necessary to go beyond the
descriptive material presently available and analyze the way
the programs are working in practice. Cuba has done much in
the area of educational reform and innovation, and there is
much that other countries can learn from its experience.



Nelson, L.

Soc is tc7,

1

School Dropcqit Pro ble m in Cuba Soho° I_ and
9 9, No. 233 3 (April 197 1), pp . 27:3 2 35

'The au thor contends tha t while revolutionary- scho ol r f-.Qrrrls h4ve

got rnost oh ildren in o schoo 1, th re forns e been und erc ut
high dro Ou t rates.

I-le notes tha t the sitotlori i improvii .g soin ewha t,

regime ha s been con cer ned constantly W_ t_he dropout probl.cn.

The pressure of the gove rnment on children o rid
t het r pre nts to ar:en d ..choo1 Is ap plied Ui hiany
The Mi nis -try of Ed ucation _has promoted the oif_: JfliZ a don
of Pare nts Councils. the -ourpose o f whic h i 53 to " ge
parents to co opera to in the work of the sc hool and activelt,-

vo lye them in po lit Loa nd (JCL] iaLons in
e &cad anal

ilrougi-i school councils thc, Stdt= mo nt COr,tir,U0
parent s will be ericourege d to k cep el et; f ta bs on the r- moue-

of th-eir on ild lea ia arici UL;' Of sc hop l, the ir atti tudes [a nd]
time they derote to their s tud Les , . .

Another organiza tic n which is enilted in the
col aicTI for scilool attend anr---e is t he CN-1 Conn
for the efere of the Revolut ion). There are n ow more
than 3, 000, OCO adults in tries c vigilance .con-imitte es
through out the c ountr ey are as ke d to have re pro-
s entatives visit parerits whose children are not In se t:Oc
or w hos e a tte ndance is irre qui ar.

Sorne parents have hoe n b rought be for e loe
a nd fined f or not send Inc; tl-iair children te school. A

case Ifva s reported iron Cie tfu egos of a mother mho was
ned a nodes t s tun b y a Judge who warned hc-r t ha t,

it she w ere brought befo e him again, oho would be
"pun ish ed Eeverely

Despite all the urging of -Tic-lel C.:,;-3tro , al the
prepaga ncia and oth er -pre sswe s to (let the children in ,
and keep thorn there, a ny fat lb y the an As
Press di spate h front Havana pu bli shed i n the Nintjirla
JaNcry 21, 1 969f Fon ton Who ele r saId tha t " flLi uromi sup -
pi led by Minister Ca5tro thow that percent o
CLIba 0 ycutli actos six to Id do no t ittond s ch oo . " nIs
by u s 110-W 479 , f-Ltl cii r. ot school, at '14110in ha it Jiro
betwen 12 an d 1.S ,jears of aq "Wha t aro t21,..ty G-Oing "

c::astro sko. "v/h, Jai t ii lit :!an for tile ti t ro , wrler,_Attc-di
of- this c ountry?
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preparatl on, The rie ad to Inv olv.e a 11 you 7-h 1n

pro gra mrrie f'ct1 onai ly linked wi. th r,zro dution,
hos be en ablishei as t he nun--..be r-o he Priori!: y o f t

rPVC luclo n in the yea rs to come, P rev iou s revo lut i-on-ar/
ferisive s in Cuba have .5 ouc: ht -:o riiotjjo he inolsses

nd In,JoiNe them In ....ffort s to achieve lno2al viCto
ften rc.z.ateria- I CC t. Th rrul ,so

now gettl g underwa y Is n.o e Xge Pti. an to -chi pattestrn.
is an aud.2ejous, frontal a ttack On Che sti 11 t -fadltiona I
'arm al se anci Con iflLilfl g ttitildos nf o-rb3n
superliari: y iu elitis ru. It is nnot ,2over, Iriclic-atiJe of

tha tttle new s cola' ist rarvr1th his at tributes of
dedi catlo n to collect ive rothe r ft.ar In Alviditat Lritarests
w.ill be best formed i n rut-1 setti ngs where3 youth c an
suppos ed ty 'oe rerneved frrn 1.1ni Lly ancl urban lnflo ance5.
In a large r s C uba'z attempts to 3ee k s alvati on In

schooling arid in rural dev elopment pro vid a a re vec1ing
In dicat Ion of culturaL colic Inui tie nd lt cortIrtuit les in-
what rn 112 be2 Latui ftnert 1110 St ain1ti CUL; of forr. tc
ti rid a ..va I-, out of po%-.erty, unLierrdev oloprn erlt a rid
dope no ency.

.P.,,fforts of the rovolut lonar
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the shift
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Perez, R. F. "The Parallel S
The Cluarterlv Review
pp. 361-368.
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:ducation in Cuba. " Prospects:
Vol. 2, No. 3 (Autumn 1972),

The autho- explains the rationale and progr

.E;y:Aern of education "for young people between the ages

-.vhe have either left school or have fallen behind.

It offers to those w!ic have failed under the regular
system of education a means of re-entry, of raising
their educational level, of learning a trade or of
acquirirl skill in sorne particular job. This presup-
poses a Iwottld tactical objective: to convert under-
educated young people into a qualified labour force by
the time they reach working age, and to curb the
Ljrowth of anti-social tendencies and behaviou:

It s important to note that ill our experience
the parallel system has thus becomea most effective
instrument of social prevention, which has a specialized
structure in our co.) ntrv anr. includes educationalists,
ps ychologists, psychiatrists and social workers attached
to centres of evaluation and diagnosis who deal with

ijth problems corning before the courts.
The parallel system of education has created n

forms of schooling which are more appropriate and more
interesting. Cuba now has vocational youth schools,
"pre-colurnn" schools and C.Norkshop schools of various
types and sizes. The existing day-time youth centres
continue as part of the vocational youth schools for
the, time being.

Flesides lvinn the probl ems of abs enejsm arid
wa stage among under-educated young people, the
strategy of these new forms of schooling includes; (a)
the possibility of restoring these young people to the
roi; ular s ystem of educa tton through training in speclalLed
filds given in the technical schools; and (b) the creation
of a labour force sufficiently skilled to contribute to the
iniplenientation of plans for industrial development, cattle
nj sh la nd other services.

arid 15

s that this rciorl--as those in font I schools--
-11C neri t crocitc a floc:L-1 lot Loocioty:

2 0 7
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The las-t decade (1960-70) coincided in our country with
the national liberation which, supported by its fundamental
achievements brought about the organization of a national
effort on the part of all the social sectors.

The forces unleashed have been both protagonists and
apprentices in the accelerated campaign against the under-
development. This work of transformation and social and
economic censtruction has also logically included an educa-
tional effort the success of which can be measured by such
achievements, among others, as the literacy campaign of
1961 and the doubling of school enrolment during the decad

The firs t fruits of this drastic educational effort were
the establishnent of nass education groups in 1961, since
when growing needs have been overthrowing old structures
and concepts an.d a programme of action has been ernerrling
with ever greater forcefulness in order better to shape and
adapt education to the characteristics and the needs of the
socialist society we are building. This tremendous under-
taking with the obligation of serving all societ; as its major
princtple , is the fundamental reason for the many novel
experiments we are making at all levels of education. It
Drms the ba sif) of the search for a new kind of education

which will correspond to the new educational trends in
the world and at the sane tine meet the exceptional a -
tions we ha'.7e es:xperienced in our country since liberation,
where priority is given to education as a duty and a right of
all and where everyone, from the humblest worker to the
Prime Minister, is aware of the vital need for education and
its inseparable links with development plans. It was Fidel
Castro who said: "lducation is the most important task
this country has to carry out since carrying out its
re volut io n. "
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Read, G.H. "Persisting Problems in Cuban tducation. Phi Delta }(aocan ,
Vol.53, No. 6 (February 1972), pp. 352-357.

The author argues that Cuban educatlona. 72forrns , although -pres-

sive, have been limited by a number of factors. He contends that

...it is obvious that Cuba as yet has not achieved a complete
transforrniion the new socialist society, the new socialist
man, and the new progressive model of education. In fact, a
very traditional and formal system of schooling has been carr1 d
over and perpetuated by the revolutionary government because
of an immediate and pressing need for manpower, expertise, and
a higher level of mass culture and elementary learning.

The destruction of the old organization of education is a
necessary and even imperative requirern.ont if the final processes
of the Cuhan Revolution are to be carried on. Structural and
functional reforms in education are relatively easy to manage,
especially on paper when a revolution is concentrated in the hands
of a few who are committed to change- As the attempt to formu-
late the proposed compulsory school law in 1969 demonstrated,
however, real difficulties arise when the leaders undertake to
translate into reality the methods and content they think will en-
able them to reach their revolutionary goals . Vet it must be said
in their behalf that they are persistently seeking to eliminate once
and for all the class bias and social exclusiveness which have
contaminated all of the educational establishments of Latin America.

Major Castro has promised that the 2,500 or more recommenda-
tions, suggestions, arid resolutions of this first congress will be
published in a memoir. This document will require studious and
careful analysis , since it will reveal how the first socialist countrY,
in the Americas expects to achieve more revolution in its still
traditional model of formal education.

G. H. "The Cuban Revolutionary Offensive in Education.
Com arative Education
PP. 1-143

Vol. 14, No. Z (June 1970),

Fundamental reform of Cuba' s educational. system, the author indicates,

has been greatly facilitated by Castro's near "total control of everyday

life and activities, thoughts and attitudes...." 'The Island can at the

present time be characterized cs a vast reformatory, or, more charitably,

a comprehensive school, with the Party showing no sign of discouragement

in its mission to inculcate revolutionary enthusiasm, commitment, and
morale. The leadership has given top priority to rural development and

a regeneration of the masses through education in the spirit of the

July 26th Movement and ideological evangelism.
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iguez, C. R. "L..a Reforrna Universitarla. Cuba SocLaiista_

Vol. 2 (February 1962), pp. 22-44.

Rodriguez plel ns why the Cuban universities are undergoing

sweeping reforms of structure and content. He argues that these
changes are required by the new role universities will play in Cuban

national development, in efforts to break free of capitalist dependency.

Verona 7 Pera. E. I.
"El Figaro, 1900. 262 p.

Varone, the "fataier f Cuban education" in the early days

Republic, argues for positivism and sweeping reform s in Cuba s

archaic university.

as Reforrnas en La Enserianza Superior. Hab a:

2 It)
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EL SAIVALOR

Carnoy, M. "The Economic Costs and Returns to Educational Televi ion.
(;,-pt.._:;nent and Cultural Change, Vol. 23, No 2

(January 1975) pp. 207-248.

The author, from a confl ct per pective, rtgorously asses -s

the claims of education reformers in El Salvador where "televi,ion fri

the classroom s been proposed as a solution to the probleni of providing
'quality' education to the mass of children in countries short of

qualified teachers.
His findings, sum zed belo , are of great significance

Is the schooling of children using En less epetisive
than teacher training? In general we find that ETV requires
teacher retraining anyway and does not provide instruction
cheaper than adding more trained teachers to the school

ystem. However, ETV can apparently be used to expand
an educational system more rapidly than by training more
teachers.

2. Is the schooling of children more effective (in
terms of their school performance) using ETV than using
teacher-oriented methods ? In general, the data show that
when teachers are retrained to work effectively with ETV,
test scores ot pupils exposed to ETV rise more than those
who are not. Nevertheless, it is unclear how long such
greater increases can be continued in the child's school
experience; the data from El Salvador indicate that the
improvement in test scores using ETV aro concentrated in the
first year of exposure to the new method. Furthermore, it
appears that although ETV raises test scores when compared
with traditional teaching methods the increases may not be

gnificantly different from those obtained when other,
non-ETV Innovations are introduced.

3. This leads us to the conclusion that educational
television is a particularly expensive moans of increasing
the arnount of schooling available in a society, and, on
a cost-effectiveness basis, an inefficient way to improve
the p'erforrnance of p_ipils in school.

But ETV (along with other educational r :dia) does hacie
the advantage of comparatively rapid iMPlementation. In
other words, even though expensive, its effects of getting
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more children schooled and upgrading the performance
of children attending school can theoretically be felt
within a few years of installation. 'This leads us to a
series of additional question6 which related to the
economic benefits of rapid expansion and upgrading of
the educational system: while educational television may
not be rationali2able in clost-effectiveness terms, there
may be a high_ economic and social payoff to expanding

the educational s ystern over a short period of time.
4. Is there a high pecuniary rate of return to

investment in educational expansion ? Although rates
of return to schooling app-ar to be relatively high as
compared with other public investments, particularly to
the primary arid secondary level, these observed rates
are usually not corrected for the fact that those who get
more schooling also have greater human capital investment
from home. Based on a number of empirical studies, we
feel that the net material gain resulting from additional
schooling alone is not nearly as high as these studies
indicate, Furthermore, a rapid expansion of schooling
would probably drive down the rates of return to school-
ing substantially, especially at the lower levels of
schooling, and especially in those countries or regions
with little physical capital per capita. -Using higher-cost
methods to expand schooling--such as ETV-1-would also
contribute to falling rates. Ail in all, then, the argument
that a rapid expansion of schooling has a high economic
yield is at best ambiguous, Increasing the cost of
schooling would decrease what may already be a low
net economic payoff to society.

5. ls there a high rate of return to increased student
performance in school? The evidence from several countries
indicates that, in general, the economic payoff to increa d. rig
performance of students in school is higber at lower levels
of schooling than at higher levels. But there exists no
con clusive evidence that this payoff compares favorably
with that to other public investments or even to the gains
associated with expanding schooling.

6. Does ETV, either through expanding schooling or
upgrading it, contribute to an equalization of incomes and
consumption or to a reduction of unemployment in the labor
force? We conclude that, although the expansion and
upgrading of -7chooling through ETV or any other means could



contribute to equalizing incomes and to the reduction of
unemployment, the education sector can only contribute
to these goals if, in fact, political and economic decisions
have been made which will reorganize the economic and
social str:icture. None of the ETV projects we reviewed
was carri,2d out or was planned to be carried out in a form
wIlich would redistribute education itself or the income
associated with more schooling. Educational television
itself can certainly not be a driving force in the equaliza-
tion of incomes or the provision of employment. Indeed,
the use of ETA/ and other innovations to expand schooling
may be an effective wa y of maintaining inequitable social

ructures by diverting attention away from the lack of
equal opportunity inherent in most educational and social
s tructures.

In summary, then, the arguments used to promote ETV
are not persuasive either on cost-effectiveness grounds,
on cost-benefit grounds, or on distributive grounds.
Although ETV has been pushed hard by media people and
international agencies, we find that the hard economic
and educational facts which could substantiate such a
promotion are simply not there. it may be that other media
can achieve educational expansion and upgrading at lower
cost, but they too should be subjected to the same criteria
we have outlined here.

o, J. K,et al. Educa nal Reform with Television: The El Salved
Eicpe_rience. Stanford: Stanford University Press, 197

Using a systems-analysis perspective, the authors present a
technical assessment of how educational television has contributed

to a "national .cforrn F2inbracing curriculum revision, teacher frraining,

and new concepts of supervision and pupil evaluation. " The study is

advertised as a demonstra of "how-tn-do-it, '' of "now El Salvador

achieved positive results there c her countries failed" at educational

fo rm.
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Mayo, J. K. and J. A. Mayo. An Administrative Histor of El Sa dor's
Educational Reform. AID Series in Educational Technology.
Washington, D. C. : Information Center of Instructional Technology.
Academy for Educational Development- 1971. 33 p.

The history of the administrative policies of the educational reform
econdary education in El Salvador is presented in this report as

a basis for continuing research and as reference for educational
planning. Particular attention is paid to adoption of instructional
television, teacher improvement, preparation of television teachers
and pre-service teacher education as factors in utilization. Curriculum
development af:. a result of reform is also discussed as well as technical
assistance.
-study combines a systems analysis with a neo-evolutionary
perspective. As such, it is a typical example of AID educational

intervention strategy and supporting assumptions of the 1960's and
early 1970's. The authors conclude that key factors in the reform's

nued success" seem to be "local initiative and control, inte-
grated change, strong leadership and judicious use ot foreign
advisors..

H. T. Television and Educational Reform n El Salvador.
ID Studies in Educational Technology. Washington, D. C.

Information Center on Instructional Technology, 1973. 114 p,

Educational reform of secondary education continued in El Salvador

in 1972 and instructional television received its own facilities and
b- gan operating two channels. Mew methods of student evaluation and
teacher supervision were introduced Research was done by achieve-

ment tests and reading tests. Behavioral objectives were introduced

and this made possible a check on Bloom's hypothesis of educational

development. It is doubtful hat the typothesis works in El Salvador.

eher attitudes and student attitudes toward instructional television
favorable although less than originally. Teachers did not have

arable attitude toward the professpn. Educational interest of
students was higher causing concern about Insufficient places.

2 1 I
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HONDURAS

Bardales B., R. "Secondary Education Reform in Honduras." In Educa-
tions_ Irinov&tions in Latin America . R. L. Cummings and D.A.
Lemke (eds .) . Metuchen, N. J.: The Scarecrow Press , 1973, pp. 112-119

In describing the 1966 reforms, the author uses functionalist and

manpowv-assuL ptions to explain ho-. and why secondary schools will

be brought into greater harmony with. national development needs:

The secondary reform project in Honduras will completely
transform the educational system during the decade of the 1970's.
rhe extensive planning has resulted in a balanced attack on all
the old problems which traditionally face the secondary systems
in Latin America. The hope is that this transformation will help
supply trained individuals to fill the gap of middle-level manpower
positions which Honduras so desperately needs to develop and to
better prepare individuals to live in the world of the 20th century.



3 , 114 Fo er, N. Status and P
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JA/ILICA

in Rural - A Stud of Educati e and
Teac ers College Press, 1973.

The analysis of national education for rural Ta i

atte-pt to "Wester ze" curriculum and provide;agricuItur 1 training in

shows that the

schools has met vith difficulties because "schooling is desired precisely

in order to q alify for nonagricultu al occupations." ---E-p7-1-5-54--

Kirkaldy, J. "'Equal Up Yours : Jamaica's Literacy Drive. "New Society. Vol. 33, No. 677 (September 1975), pp. 692-693.
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atranga, E. C. Radical Educational Reform and Alternatives to 209
Schooling in Revolutionary Mexico. Doctoral dissertation, 11.EXIC0

University of Connecticut, 1974. _245 p.
;kJ

-

Myers, Nat
Princeton: Industrial Relations Section, Department a
Economics, Princeton University, 1955-

. .

Perspec-t4 that rural education reforms in

M6xico following the revolution have largely failed for lack of far-

sighted regional planning and an efficient "fit" between what the rural
schools provided--and what Myers views as the nation's human

esource needs for technological development.

He concludes that
The less developed and predominantly rural regions of

Mexico endured the worst abuses of the Diaz Regime and
radicalized the Revolution that overthrew it. The primary
demand was land reform, and after some initial hesitancy,
the new governments gave increasing priority to redistri-
bution of land and provision of education for the new
landowners. Manpower and materials for this effort were
severely limited, and the choice was between improvised
education or none at all. The rt-tral schools and the Cul-
tural missions that supported them were the most important
products of the experimentation and reflected the high
priority assigned to it. But the land reform and the educa-
tion that accompanied it were only the first steps in
developing the backward regions. Land reform without
new technology and education designed to improve but
sustain old patterns of life in small, self-sufficient corn-
munities are static conceptions. The "planners" of the
reform decades did not anticipate rapid population growth,
development of new economic activity, or large-scale
internal migration. They did not foresee the need for
changes in land use or the importance of modern agri-
cultural technology, Human resource development in
the less advanced regions was thus concentrated on edu-
cation for a pattern of life that was viable then but has
become less viable since.

After 1940, the priority assigned to these regions
declined, and the poorer states have had to depend to a
greater degree on their own resources. Ironically, pri-
mary schools In the rural areas adopted the urban cur-
riculum, a step not accompanied by the increased effort
or the fundamental economic and social investments neces-
sary to make it work. Post-primary education in the cities has

217
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grown very slowly, agricultural education has not been
provided, and the extension service has had,a, limited
impact. The educational attainment of tteeulation is
still far below the national average, and high-level
manpower necessary to expand education, carry out
programs of investment, and increase economic growth is
in short supply. -Under these circumstances, the launching
of the literacy campaign and the adoption of the urban
curriculum could have produced only limited results.
These measures were little more than orphaned segments of
a larger overall strategy that must eventually be applied.
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author contend:i that with rarj t.t Mxicos rural education reforr

the Revolution provided the imp' movement, so it pre-

vided the Instrumentalities. " He argues that critcal factors In We

reform's "success" wore the r try zea I of youuJ

[i. e., largely midc class ] university students, and LL.:

leadership of Minister of Education Va, onselos.

The following sumimiry evaluation clearly indicates the auth 's

liberal bias, his view that more equitable access to education w

somehow produce a mom ' quitclble sac:Loy.

In addition to the traveling cultural missions,
rural normal schools, and the permanent cultura!
sions, there was, until recently, also a school for
Indians located in Mexico City, which admitted only
pure-blooded Indian boys from the mountains, provided
them a three-year course and pmpared them to be
teachers. The school was interesting and valuabl._: as
a manifestation of the changed spirit in Mexico toward
the Indian. and WaS a symbol that the Indian had come
into his own. It stood also as a proof to the City of

-
Mexico, which has for so many centuries been the
Indian's greatest enemy, that the imputation of the
Indian's inferiority came out of a prejudice originating
with the Conquest. For the fact seemed patent that
these children, taken from the most backward areas of
Mexico, showed within a very short time an aptitude
and ability that gave them a scholastic status in the
regular schools equal to, and not infrequently superior

the children of the city. In fact, so striking was
thIs nanifestation of scholastic aptitude that it caused
no little comment and helped to strengthen the conviction
that the ancient imputation of inferiority is unjustified.
This school was recently closed because it was too
expensive an(2 beccuso it ha,:=1 ser7ed its purpose. [sic. 1
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in 'Mitch Luc. tiri)an Imo
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,'.!tiiicai-or3 the!refore 1,!-Ipecially articulate in their con-
Cern With quQtling working ,\ass (.1fti.iff(7,(:!tion:
livm; tor them a meant:, ot incorporating the

I 11 ();:10 P,0 proi!licInve lahor 1,-,-)rt7e Into a nation-
thr.-v could c::.,ntrol. T argue that odu(-.7otional
continuity betwin prf.2- and poLA-revolutionary
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Chapter humber of nationwide retormf,-,

i'Lsociatdd with

Jos6 Vasconcelos, tirst minister ot education atter the
R,.volution (1920-1924). Hailed as the initiator of modern
education in Mexico, 1.,iconceics launched a crusade for
schools and articulated a theory of cultural nationalism
which impressed intellectuals in [atin Arrcrica, Europe, and
th.ithited st,--ito,s, [she Il.lows] ht,7 cultural nation,:,11sm
masked continued dependence on a United States model

de'1010pMOni, teclr ot the working classes, and a general
revulsion against non-European Mexico.... Vasconcelos'
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crusade if..4 sehouis was Hh.qt to (...o--(Jpt

1.0 (i,pllpf ,71 rw,7( 111.11,1011,Iry Ocli,t,-.111. and to create loyalty to
the ilutioH-!'Litii. +Aht. analy!.!,(el te;!--,.ts from

lo 1929 to de!!!!!!sirate the degree of class straitieation
ihny otyjendorod the indigenous riwes and the
po r iduding the cultivgted, 1;nropean upper classes.
The tenth ch,--tel ezomicoc the Ac.:tton Sche_..-: based on the
ideas of John Dewey and introduced in 1924 to increase
working class productivity. In this chapter I seek to
emphasize the extremely limited opportenities for sodal.
mobility through the school system ant: the desire of policy
makers to enhance the working Cormoity ot mexicarul within
the streto into which they had been born.
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The niu`c f:Jerious he.sr-Ky-tf,!,-,-; have ted from lack (IL

I:valuation and reformulmien aro built-in components
the Retorm program. As previously noted (Tr tho Ministry

has conducted a formal appraisal on an ongoing basis; then
there are appraisal inputs from visiting consultants and
project teams such as that of UNESCO/World Bank. In
c.neral the synthesis gi ci:1111110-nt:--,2 to date IldVe
resources shortfalls in time and talentmen, money and
material. Therefore the time frama of the Reform has been
recast from 1975, then to 1978 and now finally set at 1980
for full implementation.

The Plan for Transition of the Sy.stem is being revised
accordingly having been described by a top education adviser
as "too optimistic in terms of the resources definitely
available to us a:: present. " More emphasis is now being
placed on training of personnel in technical and practical
techniques ot administration and teaching in lieu of the
"conc1ent1zaci6n" philosophical focus of ome programs
a year ago.
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Alessandro, I. V. An Experiment to Assist the Decentralization
Process in Region VII, Trujillo, Peru. Cultural Eoundatione.of
Education, College of Education, Pennsylvania State University,
reburary 1976. Ofilmeo.)

Cibserves that Peruvian Educational Reform Movement has

sought a major reorientation of the entire national learning complex;
The system was to change from a highly centralized structure
of a rigid public formal educational system with individual
and uncoordinated private and non-formal schools existing
in iSOlatiOrl, and basically oriented to a limited part of the
traditional school age population, to a community con-
trolled "nucleo" structure with the capacity to coordinate
all of the learning resources in each community, and to
serve the needs of all individuals throughouL their life
times. The:ffie learning resources were to be organized to
serve three different levels; initial (overall child develop-
ment), basic, and higher education.

The most innovative aspects of this structural
transformation, according to the Reform designers, were
the following: (a) priority attention to be given initial
education for both children and parents (involving close
inter-ministerial coordination on programs); (b) an
obligation of private schools and non-formal programs to
serve the "nucleo" system in an effort to meet the needs
of all members of the community; (c) the transferral of
students from non-formai to formal programs as it would
assist individuals to meet their needs; (d) the automatic
movement of students from each of the three basic levels
to the other; (e) the absorption of the upper secondary level
by higher education; (f) the elimination of age as a
qualification for learning at any particular level; (g)
utilization of the ESEP level (Escuelas Superiores de
Educaci6n Profesional),or a non-formal vocational training
course as a determining factor for access to higher
education.

Concludes that

The decentralization of the educational system into
educational Regions, into Zones (33) and into "Nucleos"
(135 at present with a view to 1000 in the immediate

2 2
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future) would need competent, well trained professional
educational leaders. The almost complete lack of any
well defined and integrated program for in-depth training
of Educational Administrators would indicate that the
election process of school administrators is based
ore on influence than professional commftment arid

professional competency. Therefore, hopes for ,Ari
improved teacher-learning situation and all out corn-
muntty involvement seems like a far reaching goal that
has little or no chance of being achieved.

In the absence of effective leadership at the Regionl
and local levels the Ministry of Education continues to
exercise control as before the Reform, therefore the decon-
tralizotion process is slow moving and non-existent in some
areas. At the same time that the Ministry is concerned with
minutia, there is no high level administrative entity free to
make continuous evaluation of progress, to change direction
in light of new developments and to look forward to develop-
ment plans for the future.

The need for the strongest leadership is where it
weakest. Teachers are invited to participate in the administ
tion of the Nucleo centers and it is here where the selling
job of mounting community interest, cooperation and par-
ticipation ls the most difficult. It is at this level that the
Reform has a long road ahead. There is a long history in
this country of looking to the Central Governrient for solu-
tions to all problems and it is difficult to change this mental
Effective trained leadership and nothing less will give the
Reform the expected widespread impact it is seeking.

Ampuero, M. "Refoima educat!ve avanza para cons uir una nueva
sociedad [sic. ]. LaCránica (Lima), (May 14, 19 ), p. 2.

The autho ,.;,*-41 that

Peru is developing a profound educational reform to carry out
a radical transfoanation of the country's socio-econornic

ructures... and to create a new society based on justice
and liberty.

,tha t

the new education will make possible a "new Mann for
this new society.

The problem, ha ever, is that the national tea hei cor - "is

not participating in t is po11ti acti "
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I. Educational Reform In Peru. P-ris: UNESCO, 1975. 63n_

The author explains Feruvian attempts to Telate the educa

reform to structural changes in the industrial and agrarian sectors

She suggests t t the most serial s obstacles lie in the resistance
of teachers to play radically new roles.

Black, G. "can Educational Reform Change Peruvian Scc.:
Contact (Canadian International Development Agency
(September 1971), pu. 15-19.

The author notes that

7ynl.Fis.sa-y there have been many Peruvian
education, betore--ever since 1855 when Prer,i-
dent Castilla piematurely organized schools into
plirnary and secondary; down the the grassroots demo-
cra,:y of President Belaunde's 1963 law that petered
out due to bad planning, lack of funds and political
opposition from everybody except his own Popular
Action Party.

But this time General Velasco vowed to change
the whole socio-economic structure--to "facilitate the
integration of all the population...reduce the margins
which separate social groups and afford real possi-
bilities of well-being to the majority of Peruvians."

What does Law number 19326 actually say?
First it promotes a "total learning systc,m" to meet
the needs, both technical and cultural of all regions,
from Amazon jungle to industrial seacoast; covering
every age group, aptitude, language and income level,
and treating both sexes equally.

Concludes optimistically that

Bringing four million Sier a Indians into Ihe national
life after four centuries' isolation is a formidable task.
Everyone knows it will t ke time--General Velasco es i-
mates as long as 20 years. Ivan Mich is sceptical
about all mass education. "It's as devious in Latin
America to question the right of social salvation through
schools as it was devious 300 years ago to question
the divine right of the Catholic Kings, he sT;ys.

Still, most Peruvians see the new Law as a hopeful
ep forward in the task of nation building, begun with

optimism in 1824, but since 'Qogged down in privilege
and neo-colonialism. The Ley General just might propel
Feru headlong into the 21st century.



GC nehls, j. V. "Forecasting Manpower and Education Requirements tor
Ecuromic and Social Development in Pens. ' cRlivrative Education

view, Vol. 12, No. 1 (February 196U), p. 1-Z7.

Argutilli from ._,Lructural-functionalist and manpower perspec,

the autho- states that reforms seeking to enhance the productivity of
Peruvian education will probably be successful because they are needed

for economic development. He concludes rather ambivalently that

Although pockets of firmly entrenched resistance to
educational innovation can be found...the! are probably
outnumbered by pockets promoting change, although it must
be admitted that the influence ot the former may still be.
greater. But such resistances can always he worked around..
There seems to be something of a ground swell of popular
support for imr,lementing educational reforms which will
meet the nation's development needs.
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fele, R. S. The Peruvian University Syst:a Since 1968: Reform
Military Rule. Con er for International Affairs, Harvard

Universityv January 1976. mimeo.)
L :

Examines "three contradi _ions whi h flow from thr-.. ambivalent an

tor university reform as adopted by the Velasce cegnne: first, the trade-
off between mobilization and depoliticization; second, the antagonism
between full participation in governmental poli y and the crLation of a

corporative hierarchy; and, finally, the attempt to modernize Peruvian

-ities at a time of rapid expansion
Contends that government efforts to depoliticize and reorganize

Peru's universities, and to up-grade and improve the quality of university
training '3 nd re e rch have been thwarted by the military government's

"inability or unwi;. ngness to stem the flood of university admissionq--

increasing at 13 percent a year. As enrollments continued to grow without

)r,in,..-;nsurate expansion in fjrances, the goal of improvement in the uni-

vers_Lies became even more distant. "

Concludes that
the Velanco gcve:nment's policy of university reform provides
a particularly good example of a shifting position over timP
in the face of strong opposition. From a non-participatory,
authoritarian position in 1969, the government moved in
1972 to a more participatory, and conciliatory stance. But
by mid-1973 the regime found that repeated attempts to work
out a viable policy and obtain the support of a mobilized
academic community had only weakened authority within
the universities and catalyzed ever-present political contests
there. The regime's flexibility and willingness to respond to
criticism, wit ch has favored the adoption of reforms in some
sectors, merely antagonized progressively different segments
of university opinion. Ironically, had the regime been less
tolerant of criticism and firmer in its original approach--to
depoliticize and _strengthen technically the universities--
disruption and instability would have been less. But it was
the failure of these early measures to gain broad sympathy
and support that encouraged the adoption of the more radical
purpose of mobilized university participation in the revolution.
Yet even the implementation of this latter design was not without
condition. The military regime sought both structural change and
the control of change. Savoring change they nonetheless pre-
fdrred control, with the result that at the universities they
have obtained neither change nor control.
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Drysdato, R. S. and R. G. Myers. "Continuity and change: Peruvian
Education. " The PeruiLITLEL:periment: Continuity .and Chan_.-e
under_Military _Rule, A. F. Lowenthal ed.). Princeton: Princeton
University Press, 1915, pp. 2541-JOI.

Presents a structural func, onalist analysis of Peruvian educationa
reform efforts nounted by the Military junta after 1968. Not s that
"the almost exclusive dedication... to the perfecting of a legal text
the continuation of religious instructioC and private schools, "the
opposition of teachers, " the failure of university reform. the continuing
gap between "the urban and rural worlds, "etc., indicate that "much
of the legal debate and process analyzed here will not rtattt result in

realized educational change. " Then concludes optimistically that "a

basis has been laid for further progre s. " That "although there is

much evolution as revolution [cic] in these changes, promulgating the
reform will surely be interpreted as a critical point in the development

of education. " Concludes that key factors influencing reform

implementation in the future will be "some measure of redistribution of

resources and Power on other levels" a-id the increase of "meaningful

participation in education oy a larger sector of the population (participa-
tion in formulating and managing educational policy as well as in

attending school). "

ea



Gall, N. "Peril' s Educational Reform" Four Parts: I - "More
Schook, '' II - "Escape irom Poverty, " III Dialogue of the
Deaf, " and IV - "A Social Democrai of Full Participation. ")
American l_lniversit-v Pipid qtaff_Re:orts, West C LI SI South
America Series, Vol- 21, No. 3 March 1974), pp. 25, 17, 12,
15.

Czall ar ilperills educational system can now c all n_ e

the rmy's traditional role as the only truly national institution, "
that "its expansion has been the single consistent expression of
social democracy [sic]. k 'rine Reform's bold strategy still must, "
he contends, e invested with the assent and coherence needed to

rationalize Cl explosive growth of schooling. "

It is a oit difficult, howe,,.a-r accept this essentially optimistic
assessment of reform potential given his sobering account of reform

implementation, to wit:

The General Education Law of 1972 marks an enormous
advance over the legislative and administrative patterns ot
previous educational reform efforts. Not only does the new
law directly attack the problems of wastage and productivity
in a rapidly expanding public school system; it has also pro-
vided for a badly needed administrative decentralization that
has invested additional a.uthority in the regional and zonal
offices outside Lima. It is now easier to solve routine per-
sonnel problems that for decades brought a mass migration of
school teachers to Lima each summer to lobby and wait in
the corridors of the Education Ministry. Beyond this,
through the nuclearization of the school system, it has
placed real power in the hands of parents and community
leaders to influence the operation of the schools and see
that teachers and administrative personnel fulfill their
obligations. Implementation of the reform is moving along
deliberately, year by year, and the new curriculum and
methods have reached through the third year of primary
school. There is a long way to go, hoN ever, and there
are disturbing sings of conflict and confusion in the
reform's execution.

The kind of problems that seem to lie ahead are
dramatized in the teacher retraining program that has been
central to the reform effort over the past three years. The
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1970 report of the Education Reform Commission asserted
that the teacher must he converted into a "lucid and
critical agent of the educational process and the other
structural changes initiated in the country....The dlf-

rence between the old and new educational systems,
not only in its general outline but also in its conception,
doctrine, ends, and means, is of such magnitude that
a new type of teacher iS needed, as well as infrastruct
equipment, matetials, and techniques adapted to its
special character." To meet these needs the retrainim
of Peru's 120, 000 teachers has been assigned a key role
of utmost urgency. "We are trying to get the teachers to
shed their old methods and habits of thought, " said
Augusto Salazar Bondy. "We are trying to get them to
think critically, to question everything, to enrich their
own and their pupils' perspective by constant discussion,
to break through the old forms that made the school an
instrument of domination by the ruling classes. This is the
only way we can make the educational revolution. "

One cannot get a feeling for the dynamics of Peru's
Edinmtion Reform without comparing this rhetoric with
the Dantesque indoctrination procedures by which the
military regime tries to reshape the thinking of a bitter
and recalcitrant mass of teachers. In 1974 I visited
teacher retraining sOsSions in Lima and Cuzco. In the
town of Sicuani (population 13, 000) near Cuzco, I found
about 300 teachers corralled into a single classroom to
suffer through a six-week series of three-hour lectures
by envoys of the Education Ministry and other government
7igencies. One soon concludes that these lectures have
little to do with the Education Reform and its new methods
and curriculum, and that the official propaganda about
questioning, criticism, and discussion hoils down to
supine repetition of what the lecturers have to say. Many
of the lecturers are the same kind of young "promote 3"
who give talks to assemblies of peasants in the agrarian
reform, explaining to both teachers arid peasants that
"Peruvian history has gone through three stages: The
First Independence that lasted through prehistoric tim
until the Spanish Conquest in 1532; 400 years of
Dependence that ended with the seizure of power by the
'Revolutionary Government of the Armed Forces' on
October 3, 1968, which initiated the third stage, the
New Era of Peru's Second Independence. " While the



military regime forces the teache s to sacrifi holf
vacation periods without pay so they can recNie tht
revolutionary messageithe retraining session: ki rN

tiV

t:he riew

places have become merely another political
Ircrical

methods of imaginative thinking and questionto
taught to the teachers by the old methods of i--
lectures, rote learning, and submission to auk
Except for an item or two of political propagaz
is no printed material available for reading ary

able%
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Hinton, H. F. Administering a R--volution: Adrninistra,ive Reform
in Ministry of Public Education. Paper presented at the Southwest
Political Science Association Meeting, San Antonio, Texas,
March 1972. 27 p.

In 1969 Peru's Military Government began a thc --ug

reform of the Ministry ot Education seeking two basic ci : to

approve efficiency and to increase control. Hinton notes that "the
problems of this ministry seemed hopele - Its expenditures
out of control as its budget deficit increased yearly. " Moreover,

financial problems were exacerbated by the political
functions the MEP filled as 13(:).h an employment agency
and a means of dispersing regional patronage and financing
political parties. Employment in the Minis try was based
on political and social connections rather than on techni-
cal competence. The political parties claimed patronage
jurisdictions over the ministry's activities....

Internally the MEP drifted with little administrative
control. Cabinet instability keptthe tenure of ministers
short, and there were eight ministers ot education in
five years.... The enormity of this problem can be
further seen by examining the scope of the ministry's
activities. It occupies the largest building in the
country, has more employees than any other ministry
(1800 in 1968), and has the largest and possibly the
most volatile clientele (80, 000 teachers and 2, 500, 000
students in 1968) of any organization in the country. Itz
activities include the planning and regulation of virtually
everY educational activity under its broad jurisdiction,
from the planning and modifications of curricula, the
construction and equiping of physical facilities, the
transfer and promotion of professors, the appointment of
school directors, to the payment of ,,alaries and bonu es,

id the granting of sick leave.
-ti

Suggests.that progress has been made because

The exis ence of the military regime does not rest on
political support but on the physical power and internal
cohesion of the military. Freed from these political
and environmental constraints, the government can and
must pursue administration reform more seriously.
Indeed, its ability to fundamentally alter the static
administrative system is imperative to protect the
regime's past gains.
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ariat equi, j.C. Siete Ensavos de Interaretacio i de Ia Realidad Peruana.
Lima: Biblioteca Amanta, 1928. 305 p.

From a Marxist perspective, the author explains the failure of Peruvian

school reform ("Reforma y Reacci6n") in terms of class interest, of ideolo-

s in contrast. Because children of the proletariat attend public schools

and children of the middle and upper classes attend private schools, liberal

de- ocratic refo __s are pore often idealistic statements of pious intentions

than serious proposals for change.

Middlebrook, K. J. In Search of C- munity: National Integration
and Educational Reform in Peru. Department of Political
Science, Harvard University, Cambridge, Mass., December
1975. 40 p.

A comprehensive appraisal of the 1972 Peruvian educe ional
reform requires an understanding of the part which it is

ended to play in the general process of societal change.
The military government's ideological commitments to
socio-economic equality, cultural diversity, and citizen
participation lend the educational system considerable
potential importance in the national integration process.
However, the armed forces' institutional concern with
maintaining internal security demands that the educa-
tional reform narrow its long-term goals in order to
address the immediate disruptive effects of increasing
social mobilization and unregulated change. Where the
social mobilization process had produced urban migration
and rural unrest, the structure and content of the educa-
tional reform attempt to limit spatial mobilization and
encourage social mobilization in situ. Whereas the overall
goals of the educational reform adovcate the broad-ranging
citizen participatLi which characterizes the growth of
national community, the educational reform in practice is
intended to promote orderly participation within the care-
fully defined limits of the military government's coordinated
national development program. The Peruvian educational
reform's ultimate success in promoting effective national
integration, then, will be moderated by the complexity of
the context in which it operates.

Paulston, Rolland G. "Inovaci6n y cambio en Ia educación superior
peruana. " Revista del Centro de Estudios Educa ivos No. 2 Vol.
(1971), pp. 29-48.

Periodic government attempts to reform Peruvian higher education and

re-oriented it to national development goals have largely failed given
continuing university traditions of _oersonalismo, autonomy, political

activism, and cultural elitism. 233
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Paulston, R.G. Societv,Schools and Pro ress in Peru. Oxford: Perg- on
Press, 1971. 312 p.

The uthor conc1,-- es this historical study of

on a somewhat pessimistic note:

ational reform efforts

Both in the U.S. and elsewhere, the Penivian attempt at non-
violent revolution is being closely watched. The question is
asked if it be possible for a country as divided and troubled as
Peru to make the 'prerequisite changes in its structures,institu-
tions, and value orientations required for greater national unifica
tion Ind development? Can this be done without recourse to
violence and an ideology more potent than nationalism--which is
no ideology at all? Can the Peruvian military create a viable
development model somewhere between the extremes of Cuban
Marxism and Puerto Rican capitalism?

On one side the realists and cynics point out that despite all
the new laws, little has actually changed. That a new revolutionary
political party or a value system reflecting the desired new behaviors--
.e. , a reorientation from egoism and personalism to social respon-

sibilityhas not appeared. That despite its obviously revolutionary
interventions, neither the generals nor the planners, as products
of the system they are attempting to change, actually know how to
transform ideals and objectives into concrete reality. That all the
"beautiful words" of the revolution will largely remain just that--
as they have always remained so in the past.

The doubters also stress that if the revolution is to become more
than just the same old idealistic rhetoric, it will need money and
brains and will. With regard to the first requirement, ex-President
Belatinde's five-year spending and borrowing spree put the country
deeply in debt to foreign creditors. The Central Government's overall
deficit, for example, rose to 23 percent of current revenues in 1965,
25 percent in 1966, and a staggering 31 percent in 1967. These
deficits, in large measure attributable to runaway educational expan-
sion and gross inefficienty, were financed by increasing recourse to
foreign loans. In the five years of Acci6n Popular rule from 1963 to 1968,
government expenditure quadrupled.

Beginning in 1968, economic stagnation resulted from the junta's
attempts to arrest runaway inflation (the cost of living rose over 20
percent in 1968), and from the flight of investment capital following
the junta's expropriation of a U.S.-owned oil complex at Talara on
the north coast. In 1969, organized labor complained of the worst
unemployment crisis in the history of the country. Over 250,000
workers were unemployed out of the some four million people, or

2 3
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31.5 percent of the population classifed as economically active.
The junta's austerity program and pressure on foreign investors
to pick up their options, or lose them, had by 1970 put the Peruvian
economy solidly in the black. The revolution would not falter for
lack of funds.

With regard to the brains and the will required to carry out the
proposed revolutionary program in society and education, the
doubters would point not only to the staff weaknesses of the Ministry
of Education previously noted, but to the overall general ineffective-
ness of all government agencies. They would perhaps also observe
that not even the generals are free of the debilitating influences of
the rejected pre-revolutionary order. That nearly all Peruviains,
especially the middle-level bureaucrats, who will be responsible'
to implement the revolution are products of the society, the culture
system, and schools that they now will be called upon to transform.
In sum, the doubters would wager that the entrenched existing elites,
the rigid hierarchy, the aristocratic value orientations, the gross
inequalities will by and large survive. They would concur with
Ortega y Gasset's observation that "the tiger does not detigerize
itself", that only violent social revolution would be capable of
forging the radically altered Peru ordered up by the junta.

At the other extreme, supporters of the revolution argue that
there is no turning back. That a combination of newly awakened
expectations of those long dominated, of intensifying demographic
and social change, as well as the revolutionary reforms already be-
gun have given the revolution an unstoppable momentum.

A concerned foreign educator viewing Peru's prospects for revo-
lutionary reform in society and education at this point might take a
more neutral position. If he were one of the brave new breed of
development-oriented educators who study the role of education in
the modernization process, he would be knowledgeable about the
exquisitely difficult problems and complex interrelations between
socio-cultural and educational change. He would, moreover, insist
on viewing all the processes of human resource development in terms
of structure, functions, and within their ecological and environmental
settings. Furthermore, if he happened to be a veteran of attempts to
apply his special knowledge of directed change processes in Latin
American school systems, he would most likely avoid undue pessimism
or optimism but, rather, agree with j. Dewey that reform, if it comes,
usually arrives from the flank.
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Paulston, R. G. "Socio-cultural Constraints on Educational
Development in Peru. " T e ournal of Develo.inq Areas,
Vol. 5, No. 3 (April 1971), pp. 401-415.

Suggests that the well-known Peruv an aphorism that "any

educational reform in Peru ends in failure" continues to hold, that
Although Peru is currently experiencing renewed attempts
to alter the col ntry's institutional structure, it appears
unlikely that these efforts stand iTiuch chance of success
without corresponding changes in the existing ideology of
socio-cultural evolution, an underlying rationale that has
been used to justify the privileges and institutions of the
superordinate groups since the Conquest. Until Peru
begins to experience a poder indigena_movement and
responds with attempts to develop a new national culture
that, as in Bolivia and Mexico, seeks to combine in
some greater degree both the Hispanic and indigenous
elements in a new cholo national culture, efforts at edu-
cational modernization will quite likely continue to be
both acclaimed and subverted.

23 )
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70 Paulston, R. G. "United States Educational Intervention in Peril, 1909-
196E3. " Paedagogica_Historica, Vol. 11, No. 2 (1971), pp. 426-454.

as-

kr-g414ao-tha-t--reforna-s_4rapas_ed_and_supportelal_by-=-U.------technica4----

's-tanoe-missions-havelailed.

Argues that the effortsto,,U. S. educational mission to make
Peruvian education more like an idealized version of U. S. education
(i. e., with universal primary enrollment, technical and up cational pro-
grams, efficient decentralized administration, professional teacher
training, etal) have failed because Americans,rernain ignorant of

education's basic function:;:, Thliis:(1) the assimilation of Indians
into the Hispanic culture,,k(2)j.the socialization of children to accept
the values, structures and inequalities of a colonial society. Without

an understanding of how the schools teach "the rules of the game, i. e.,
who gets what, when and why, U. S. educational reform efforts have
been naive and superficial. Concludes that they have been welcomed
and manipulated by dominant,elites and used to give the appearance

reform while in fact they have served to help perpetuate a grossly

inequitable and exploitive status quo. While 59 years of reform effor s
have resulted in little if any enduring change in Peril's schools, U. S.
inverventions have helped a number of Peruvian educational leaders and

planners to improve their skills and contacts. And it is this group,
the author contends, that are presently in the forefront of uniquely

Peruvian educational-reform efforts seeking many of the same goals

espoused by American reformers years ago.
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Taylor, F. C. Reform of Education in Peru. TJSAID, Li a, Peru,
September 8, 1972. 7 p.

Examines the Reform Law of 1972, the major changes proposed

for the educational system, and asks "What factors are critical to

the success of the implementation of the reform?" The factors,
Taylor proposes, are to be found largely in the educational system.
He concludes that

Due to the comprehensive and revolutionary nature of the
Reform Law, its success will be dependent upon many factors.
The most important of these appear to be the following:

1. The Ministry of Education is already aware that resources
are not available to implement all of the Reform at once.
Therefore, priorities for the scheduling of the imple-
mentation of various parts of the Reform must be care-
fully made so that each stage supports the successive
once.

2. Ambitious goals have been set. It seems important
that implementation in the early years should not move
aster than is realistically possible so as not to provoke

disillusionment. The Ministry of Education's controlled
experimentation with implementation in a sample of the
"nucleos" is a wise trend to follow.

3- The availability of resources may be a handicap. A con-
tinuous search should be made of the feasibility of new
mechanisms of financing education, such as tuition pay-
ments in public schools tor those able to pa-y-at- the
higher, and perhaps even at the secondary, level.

4. Ministry of Education resources must be effectively
redistributed so as to benefit disadvantaged sectors of
the population and geographic areas. Additional resources
also should be available for stimulating experimentation
and rewarding performance at the local level.

5. Decentralization and the complexity of the Reform req _ es
that highly qualified administrators be trained for and
attracted to the staff at the regional, zonal and "nucleo"
level. Likewise, there is a need for a strong unit in
the Ministry of Education and regional offices to provide
the technical assistance required at the local level.

3. Teachers must be effectively retrained for their new role
of mobilizing all the learning resources in the community.



UNESCO. Perii:_ Educational_Reform. Vol. II. Paris: The
Organization, 1972. 14 p.

Reports that educational-reform efforts have had some unintended

and undesirable outcomes: i. e., rapid expansion of enrollment has
been accompanied with a lowering of efficiency in primary and secondary

schools. The retention rate has dropped from 39.1 percent in the
former to 38.2 percent in the past two years. In general secondary

schools, the decline has been even greater--from 66.7 percent to
56.0 percent. In the same vein, the percentage of students in
technical secondary schools dropped from 19 percent in the total

secondary enrollment in 1963 to 14.5 percent in 1970. Referev Social

demand for education combined with poorly paid teachers ("Qualified
professors and instructors... prefer employment in industry where they

may earn three to four times more") make basic reforms difficult.

Where teacher remuneration comprises some 96.7 percent of the

allocation for primary education, as in the 1970 budget, there are
few resources available for costly reform efforts.
Wallace, J. M. "Progress" without Development: Rural Education

at the Cultural interface in Highland Pent. Department of Soci logy
and Anthropology, North Carolina State University, Raleigh,
June 1975. mimeo.) 1,4 .

This paper questions the effectiveness of rural school reform by
"examining the impact of formal schools on peasant communities in
one rural district in the central Peruvian highlands. The author
found that

Peasants...have redefined the function of the school, which is
based on a western model, and have assigned it a set of
values that have mearong within their own cultural con-
text. In so doing, they have limited the effectiveness of
the school as an agent of modernization and given it a
placr- within their own cultural tradition. They have been
assisted by the existence of an educational system that is
too rigid to adapt to their cultural milieux. The lack of
effectiveness of the $4irriculum contributes to and reinforces
the redefinition of the school in the cognitive map of the
peasants. Consequently, although the peasants are
anxious to have a school in their community, obtaining a
symbol of "progress, they are somewhat less concerned
with sending their children there.
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Wal ace, J. M. Teaching in a Peasant Cormnunit: A Case from the
Peruvian Sierra. Paper presented at the Comparative and Inter-
national Education Society, 20th Annual i\!eetng, Toronto,
Canada, 1976. 27 p.

Wallace suggests that national plans for the reform of rural
education fail for lack of trust, lack of resources, and lack of social
consciousness. He uses a conflict perspective and George M. Poster's
notions of "the image of limited good, a world view in which all goods
are seen in finite quantities...and short supply. Ai Corollary is that an

individual can only improve his share of the 'good' at the expense of
someone else

Thus educational reforms requiring innova ive\cooperative

behaviors of rural school administrators, teachers, and peasant
parents will be thwarted; or as he concludes, teachers

are unlikely sources of innovative changes and leadership
in the community, especially since they are unable to pro--
vice either commodity in the school. Furthermore, the
teachers spend a considerable amount of time directing
their energies toward planning strategy and impression
management. Their concern with how to protect and
increase their share of the limited good makes it dif-
ficult for them to engage in activities that would change
the peasant community, even if they wanted to.

In the school, the teachers are largely ineffective
and incapable of changing their pedagogical techniques
to fit the curriculum to their students. They are neither
trained for prepared socially to attempt radical departures.
In sum, the teachers are only pawns in a social and edu-
cational system that allows for no deviation from the
social norm without sacrificing gains already made.
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DAD 8c TOBAGO

Newton, E. and R.H.E. Braithwaite. "New Directions In Education In
Trinidad and Tobago." Com arative Education. Vol.11, No. 3
(October 1975), pp.237-246.
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VENEZUELA

2. S.7C, Hanson, M. "Reform and Regionalization in the Venezuelan Ministry
of Education. In Educational Alternatives in Latin A erica: Social
Change and Social S n. T. I. La Belle (ed. ). Los
Angeles: UCLA Latin American Center Publications, 1975, Pp. 75-101.

Notes that "all too often in Latin America reform movements do not

get beyond the paper they are written on, .but this has not held true in
Venezuela. Using ar frame of reference, he argues that

Reform in a large complex organization does not
mply the creation of a new organization, but the modi-

fication of the old in such a way as to make it more
effective and efficient. As the transition goes from the
old to the new, it necessarily must go in stages--if for
no other reason than that human beings cannot overnight
adopt new behaviors, learn new skills, reject old ego
satisfactions, and dissolve long-established traditions.
....Adopting the required behaviors is no easy task:
therefore the transition from the old system to the new
one takes considerable time. During the transition period,
a degree of turbulence was generated which, among other
things, served to indicate that old patterns were being
disrupted and some form of change was taking place.

Much of the turbulence generated was linked in one
way or another to the reallocation of power, as some indi-
viduals and groups were establishing claims on unsettled
territory in the MOE and others were firmly holding on to
former possessions. These struggles were taking place
between, for example: (a) the COPEI government and the
Corigresspi regarding whether the reform should be per-
mitted (other political parties would stand to lose a great
deal of influence in the ministries); (b) the peda_ci6_go_s and
licienciados, each wanting the positions, prestige, and
influence for its own group; (c) the national supervisors and
the regional directors, with the former wanting to retain
their influence and the latter wanting the authority neces-
sary to perform their newly assigned missions; and(d)
the old-line politically oriented educators and the
aspiring educators with professional orientations.

77 iiehres Cordero, v.. Reformma Universi
de Venezuela, 1960, 135 p.
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FED COUNTRIES

Tallade, J. P. "The Evolution of Educational Systems in Industrialized
Countries: A Summary." Western Euro-Dean Education, Vol.4, No.4
(Winter 1972-73), pp. 330-366.

The author presents an "overviewtt of the evolution of educational

systems in industrialized countries during the last fifteen years and

concludes that reforms have been limited that "the decision-mak ng

process remains too ad inistratively oriented, and allo s interest

groups to participate only in a nominal and superficial ay.
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AUSTRALIA

Dunn, S. S. and C. M. Tatz. .Abori ines and Education Melbourne:
Sun Books and Centre for Research into Aboriginal Affairs, Monash
University, 1969. 366 p.

Har- an, G. S. The Poll Education: A Biblio- -a hical Guide.
St. Lucia, Au ralia: Un versity of Queensland Press, 1974. 3 6.p.
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IsRAEL

3 Glasman, N. S. "The Structural Change Proposal
Schools: Conflict and Conquest. " ournal
Administration, Vol. 8 (May 1970) pp. 88-10

Gross, M.B. "Israeli Disadvantaged." Teaoher
No.1 (September 1970), pp.105-110.
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Schachter, H. L. "Educational Institutions and Political Coalitions:
The Case of Israel. Co arative Educe 'o Review, Vol. 16,
No. 3 (October 1973), pP. 462-47_

How can one explain the continuation of a dual educat onal

sy stem in Israel? What change would be necessary if structural

reform is to take place. The author seeks to answer these questions

bY first describing the dual system, 1. e.,

Institutionalized patterns of educat on are often a
ction of systemic political needs as well as of social

and economic ones. In examining the creation of the dual
educational system in Israel, emphasis will be given to
importance of the political configuration for the estab-
lishment of specific educational patterns.

On August 20, 1953, the state of Israel established
a dual state-maintained primary school system for Jewish
students. One school network was secular and under the
control of the Minister of Education and Culture. The
other was a moderately Orthodox religious system theoretically
under the supervision of the mlnister but actually supervised
by officials responsible to the National Religious Party (NU).

In the decade that followed, a number of American
educators argued that the persistence of the dual pattern
was a function of social pressures from the religious
communities in Israel and America and its effects would
be dysfunctional to national integration. This analysis
cited American precedents which mandated against the
use of public monies for religious education. The attempt
to transfer American arguments to the Israeli context failed
to take into account Israel's historical past and unique
political system.

The author also argues that:

It is futile to try to understand the dual educational
system in social or psychological terms; to comprehend
one must understand the contemporary Israeli political
system and the historical contingencies which led to its
creation. The institution of the dual system can best be
understood as a mechanism to ensure political stability
through partisan compromise on an educational issue. NRP
officials will continue to exercise control in the religious
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1- 4 Tadrhor, "Problornh and Reform in no:mentor,/ School Teach_er
.uraln.ryq " Lu

No. 4 (1068), pp. 445-45)5.

in a

RriforN remalts havo beQn. y u Labor shortage reLulting

toucin cornpotalon batw,eoh tf_achlr.cj proieL3riuri on the
one hand and industry, science (uni'versities), government

service), and commerce, on the other; the general
slackenim of the old pioneering spirit (a result of the erroneous
feeling tha: the country- "has arrived"); the low social and
financial s of teachers leading to a "negative selection"
of teaching as a career; the "ferninisation" of the profession,
this being a problem not only of a quick turnover of the
female teacher, but also, because of the cultural composition
of Israel's population, one that makes the employment of
female teachers in schools with a predominance of pupils
from Middle Eastern and African backgrounds eNtremely
difficult.



) 1,draird, K.. and W. K. 1druninf.37;. 1.30ni=1' -rhnory
pohoi-,"0 Lda von,: tty diJi: n

,/0 , No. uno 1)p 31)3

Th ,--R11.1-1,;)r-.1 1.11 1:1101_

rolterrn iik--icwne ono of.- lino key tssons In Tani-Anon e
iiociLd:y in the and 0rous.ed the eorieHrn of both the aea-

fniC conanwatty L111(_;, 1.1111e derronal public. Stimuldte(i
sive sfuldcint demonstrations and by the expansion of the uni-
vors it 17 toni and the subsequent structural and financial
pi-oh s, ny jape nes uni-ve ro it les began to serioust
fi.ofliSiLler reform. ffweed, in 'rho Lite, Jopane se
public opinion co m_3ide red the univor sity- "crisis" One of
the ;mos L irpi-n0nt issues in the nation.. .

the various atioi[npts at university re -form hava yiE.-721ded fevY
1,1..-.t.tn.g Wo Ihst ihurc is 0
that 511,AccQL31-111,11 university rcform movements in Japan have
tal13h. SLICCC7.52, L11 the past has de pehdod on a Haig Hang:'
a profound interriatie and cones 1.1.0 CF1511.7, r te .5 a
reform movement And skillful leadership "from above" for that
movement. We c-onclude that the recent reform movement

nor tit this Eanq" patter-, and are tLerefoie pes-
simistic iabou its outcome.

They. conclude that

little will come from the contemporary reform proposal boom.
The boon has not developed in the manner of past successful
eras of major reform. _Yore disturbing is the possibility that
the cUrrailL crisis has opened a trend towards permanent
neglect of higher education in Japan. Japanese universities
have always stressed university autonomy and have resisted
outside interference. This tendency has strengthened in the
postwar period tO the point where the universities appear unwil-
ling even to heed criticism from outside. The universities
made a great effort to fend off recent criticism by developing
numerous reform_ proposals, but once pressure from the out-
side slak-il.zed off, the universities forgot their own proposals.
We are even more pessimistic concerning reform. from within
than we are concerning reform from above. Japan seems des-
tined to a future of low quality higher education until some
truly great shock shakes the very foundations of Tapanese
society and challenges all concerned to face the dismal
realities. The contemporary reform boom iS passinq, "not
with a bang, but \.-vith a whimper, "



!1-10 Postwcir RQforrn!3 and 7,C:tic:a tIL)FiUI F Jlo1iIflli1t.
M5 -1970. Doctoral Di:n3ertat10 n, Univers IL y oi ouhe rn

illori3 1971., 504 p.

proposes

Japanese development has become one of the outstanding
exarnples to be studied for those who are keenly I_ terested
in the modernization of under-developed countries becauso
the Japanese model often has been recognized as one of the
most successful ones. This is especially true since -pane
socio-economic development of the post-reform period has
been remarkable. This postwar development began with
revolutionary reforms in education, business and labo
organiza tions, women's rights, and distribution, etc. , vin Joh
QCk pacc in the period of 1,

These reforms brought about a fairer distribution of
income, greater educational opportunity, Cecrease of the Ia n
lord class, and decentralization of government structure2,
including educational organizations, and im-provement in
women's positions. The findings of the study show that
(1iese se emi ngl y unrelated reforms were in fi insep.ara12,l
iriterNeven; that it was difficult to achieve one reform
without the others. For.example, decentralization and
democratization of the educational admhistration was related
to the essence of the political organizations. aNce the
level_ of educational expenditures by each family and by
the national and local gpvernrnents were determined by family
and national incomes, business and economic reforms were
tied to the financing and growth of the educational sy
The improvement in women's rights e:-:panded ,:he educa-
tional opportunity of that half of the population. The
educational sector also satisfactorily- met the needs f the
society as there was little unemployment of school gradua es.

2 fl
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S. "The Problem of the Corn prenL2uSIve SecOndary School
n. " International Review of 5ducttori, Vol. 17, Nc. 1

1), pp. 27-37.

cent attempts to refom papanese elementary ary, _ondery

ation, arid to move towards a comprehensive secondary and upper-

secondary school "diversified by different kinds of courses and other

arrangements for different kinds and levels of abilities. "
He also notes that although the reforms are onlY propo.-als,

have aroused severe oriti ism among some ,cholars, teachers,
parents on the grounds that they will lead Larnediately to the di s rirni

ticn ot pupils in terms of their ability and eventually to selection by
their family background, which has so mucn influence on their ability, "

/0 Nishihira, I. Western Influences on the Modernizat -n
7,ducation. Doctoral Dissertation The Ohio State IIn
1972. 482 p.

The author e<a mines the impart of Western Education on eduz:t1anai

rms introduced during the Meiji era and o 1-Jen,--s that

The period indicated also marked the beginning and
eventually the culmination of the country-'s attempts at
reorganiz ing governmental s ystems, both vertically
and horizontally, after the Western pattern; educa-
tional reforms were but part of all-out efforts for
modernization initiated by the Meiji government.

Concludes that reform influence centered

around the proclamation of the Code of Education, Japan's
first modem educational system, and the various identifiably-
Western elements which found their way into that system
during the period when the Code ;las in effect, from 1872
to 1879 (or to 1880). The period of the Code was that period
of the Meiji era in which Western influences were at a peak,
these influences being perceptible in the preparation of the
Code itself, in the opening cf the secondary and technical
schools of various kinds and of the university, in literature
on education, in textbooks on all subjects, and in the
mission school.

Conclu hat fzorn 0-1912,

Japanese education became increasingly conservative
and nationalistic, using Western sources only to reinf
their new educational policies.



Cheinne.and fi9rmoril;..Ation in Euro rIU r,ducation.

nnea -University of Minnesota Pros,' 1971.

"Using a "triovi equilibrium" perspective, the author optlrnisticaUy

c;;IT dudes that "everywhere in Europe, espocially in Sweden, adhoc

reform promises to give way- to rolllng reform, ' that "In general,

European education, then, Ls converting to the comprehensive scho -1

tructure. The fullest realization of a student's ability ls the guideline.

i-lore educational planning and research, as we have seen, ore eing

used. Training tor oecupatLons is improving, and the prestio

vocat nal-technical training is increasing, Demands for enrollment,

espeo ally trom the icwer ca tightly pre:ss but secondary and

higher education. Reconotructiori of both systenls is taking place.

These general trends, along with the formal educational crgardzations

and communication between East and West Europe which were discussed

in the first two chapters aro con

of European education.

o a rernar::oble harrncnizion

Coun_il of Europe. "Research and Reform in Teacher _ u 'on." Special

issue of Information Bulletin, (Strasbourg), No. 3 (December 1973).
43 p.

Surveys recent reform efforts in Western Eur pean me, er-sti-Ycef;

fro-_-1 funlonaiit perspecti-ves. Political obstacles tO rem. are

minimized , while res ea ch. s pr po sed he necessar but largely

missing element neces sary for success ul change.

payee, J. "Edu ational Reforms in Europe: The Role of the United

States Exchange Proc4r.m." International Education and Cultural

Change, Vol. 5, No. I W: ter 1970;', 1, _J. 35-43.



t Lw I ckitieci ii tid ciu i icc lurni' n '0 til_ei
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1 (Ajrj 1 1) Li , pp, 10H-11 O.

Argues flat, with the attempts to create socialist sociei
EdatUrn Ei irai e, ia qeilta 1-1 school reforms hove fundem,.yii011y

Itcr-,ci t hc gec Is ond programs ot the educational systerlis, In Western
Europe, the middle class continues dual educational systems,
minor alterations, to maintain its celincal and soCIO-e(.!Drionalc

ritinCe.

Reform des Bildungswesens in der Europelischen
.Interrnttonai Review 21), 1\10.

(Lj 14), pp. SJd2.

Erriines recent etfOrt2 01 the nine mem _r cour4tries of tl-L. EEC
to cocrdinate secondary-level educational reforms. Contends that
the impetus tor such efforts have arisen from the need tor more har-
monious economic develo ,ment. Efforts to reform voc61ional training
programs have been blocked, however, by deteriorating economic
-ituations. This has given rise to unemployment and a serious mis-
match of youth qualitications and job requirements.
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They conclude that eciLicatiorial reforms in 1eStOrfl arid Etern Europe

arc conyergi g Ui goals and ocntant and that

ft iis highly likely thc--11- LUheL Lrencis 1d iollovations C1fl be, o.
st,-ved (e. i. the strCS3ici of the economic t'eturns on education,
the institutionalisation of per;nanent education as a national syS-
tt2pi of teacher training, the expandincj of cf-dUcational technology(
the balancing of forrrial hd informal educatio,n, oto.). We feel
that it is worth stressing that educatiori lii t.he European Socialist
Countries generally vrill have to face some Drabierns u cerntnen

other nations throuhout the World by ale end of this century.
W are pa s2ing through an irapartant stacte in the development of

mauitY, in which each nation seeks the 1).cjt solutions for its
n social, political and eccnomic organisation and to transform

education front a beneficiary to a nroducer of progress.



R-ebineohn S. B., et a u ircfoii be
and II. Stuttgart: Ernst a Verlag, 1 d 197

Thtse two volumes, prepared by the Inst tute for Educational
Research of the Max-Planck Society in Berlin, present case studies of

educational-reform efforts in the two German republics and the 'USSR
(Vol . 1) and in England, Wales, France, Austria, and Sweden (Vol. 2).

Using for the most part conflict frames, the authorsdemographic,
economic, and political data and view reform efforts within the context
ot basic socio-structural changes. With a combined social-science
and historical approach, they have attempted to rrove beyond a purely
11acfltiJ :ve ompora Usii otiall the ',7,ame rese3rc-_-_th

owline, they contend that educational-reform efforts in industrialized

!.1C:Cietjes have been characterized most of all by structural different ati
in secondary education. And they hypothesize that given present
30CAG-ecoraornic on education, these various reforms attempting
to remedy deficiencies Irl present patterns of differentiation will eventually
lead to a variety of differentiated comprehensive schools, East Germany

and Sweden, because of the centralized nature of educational decision--

making and administrationalong with socialist ideological imperatives,
are seE,n as leading in this regard. In the USSR, historical, geographical,
and ideological reasons have irnpe ed reforms and re ulted instead in
optional additional courses and institutions.



Curriculurr n htallzr_
loy NOW York: allege Press, b 9 p.

Aifiviews ed cational-refonn efforts in throe Western Europe. n

countrie and finds notable similarity of goals and factors influencing

change. for example) that

The objectives of the national reform decrees, plans,
and agreements, which were subsequently translated into
directives and guidelines by l_he ministries of education,
are remarkably similar in tilt, three countries. In broad
outlines, the following measures were recommended as
essential:

1. To identify the bilitles arid in --linat"
the students

2. To win the able studens and especially
parents to a decision for longer school education in
academic programs

3. To modify the academic school progra
especially at the early seconc -; level, toward a
more modern, realistic character, and to give suf-
ticient instructional assistance to students whose
families cannot furnish educational background and
help

4. To arrange for e- -ier transfer posribilities at
later stages than the normal starting point of academic
and semiacademic schools in order to give chances to
"late bloomers" arid "late deciders. "

To upgrade Lhe nonacademic programs
children of average aOilities in order to provide SUfiicirit

kground for future technical and other semiacedemic
training.

6. To establish many more secondary schools
easily accessible to Lnildren from rural and working-
class areas. (The sparsity of such schools was proved
to be a significant factor in enrollment practices.)

ncludes that

These refois were presented and defended not merely
as matters of national economic interest, but as a means
toward a "de-mocratization" of the educational systems,
which in fact they are. It is an interesting reflection on
the political situations in France, West Germany, and
Italy that operating with the goal of democratization



the same or similar antece,jent roform propoboth
had itor found enough ()fticU-il support. The roil, of sch()ol
reform In the thfee countries had been paved with dis'-
appointments. Only when factual surveys and 5 to
projections demonstrated the present and future needs for
more trained manpower, were the legislators and
administrators persuaded to accept the costly and some-
what radical steps toward a more democratic distribution
of educational opportunities and the general upgrading of
compulsory schooling. The reform-minded politicians, that
is, mostly those with social-democratic leanings, and the
progresSiVe educators finally had th-. day.

The spirit of democratization is an overt feature in the
ministerial directives that were issued to implement the
reforms. The term itself is used in references and exhorta-
tions dispersed throughout the official directives, more so
Ln Franco and in Italy Lhan in WCnt C,ermany where nowadys
official language tends to avoid terms that may hint at
political ideology.

The major focus of the broad reform policies, and
correpondingly of the rninistcnal directives for imple-
mentation, centers on the middle level, that is, those
yeaL-5 that are Licisive tor the subsequent school career
c..0 the child. The planned innovations have a potentially
fav-reaching effect, not only for a more democratic distri-
bution of educational opportunities, but also for an
eventual modernization of the upper levels of academic
education. The socio-political impulse has mobilized
new thoughts on curriculum, on student observation and
guidance, on improved teaching methods, and on better
cooperation with the parents. While all these facets
were observed in the research for this project, the
emphasis has been placed on the new developments
in the curriculum itself.
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Tile auth-r re la s attempts to titake secondary arid tertiary levels ci

natIonal eduition systems loss selective and less traditio -al in c -tent

during the 1960 -ncludes that social demand, stedent activ

and pressure from

structural changes:

ans have been key factors loading to fund mental

Thus as the sixties end and the seventies begin, it is clear
that a great deal of value has beLln achieved in the fields of
secondary and tert,iry education in Europe. Voluntarily at first
and under pressure in the end, the various European authorities
responsible for these two sectors have carried out the necessary
reforms at an unprecedented rater each in their own way. In
fact, there has been nothing quite like it in the whole 1i q and
checkered history of the European education system.

GeneraMy speakine. secondary ond tertiary schonlin
longer the prerogative of the rich or the intellectual elite. In
the United Kingdom, for instance, 1969 saw some 26 percent
of the university population coming from the working class, twice
as many as ten years before. tn France the figure was 8.3 percent,
again almost twice as many as in 1959. In feet, of all the European
countries which had initiated ref,orm, only West Germany lags be-
hind in the encouragement of working class students to enter the
field of higher education. With a figure of 5.8 percent of lasi
year's university population corning from the working class,
Germany exhibits virtually rvo change from the 1959 figure.

ng concludes that students have emerged as the leading actoi%J in

educe ional reform:

In the late sixties there were several instances of final student
tearina up their examination test papers and still being awarded
their degrees by the frightened university authorities! By the end
of the sixties most students had realized that by virtue of their sheer
numbers, their ability to vocalize their protests to press and television,
and naturally, the real inadequacie$ of the European universities, they,
the students, were the real powers in higher education. They could
now call the tune--the educational authorities would dance to it.. Thus
as the European university enters the seventies, the big enigmanfre-
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ma ins a s w how the :Andent will act ui. ,(,!t, Writing in
1959 in ra decode which had seen the end L most of the European
empires, that old imporalist Sir Wiwton Churchill wrote wearily:
"The New Empires are the Empires of the Mind." By 1970 it is
clear that 1115' prediction has come Jr:methey are. The problem
now rernainS, who will take over control at those empires in the
seventies? Will it be a straight fight between the students and
thR autherit:ie for power? Or will some happy medium be found
that will enst,tre joint control by both parties?
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Ever since Belgium gained independence, the educational sys-
tem has been a battlefield over which its chronic political divisions
are fought. For a hundred years the dominant issue was the rE13-
Ujonship between the state and the Roman Catholic Church.

The struggle is indelibly marked on the ed cati nal structure of
nation. Belgium has two educational systems, state arid pri-

vate, both of roughly equal size.

The private system 1.2 run almost excil..fiively by the church, and
-, x1stonce was for many years the source of bitter c.,,ispute..
oblem is that the Belgian constitution, and the country's early

were heavily influenced by liberal and rationalist ideals,
while most of the inhabitants are iirmly Catholic.

Opposition to the idea Lhat the church should play a key role in
tie statF, became the central political philosophy of the Liberals, one
Of the two major parties in the nineteenth centimy, and the church
responded by aghting evan more firmly to keep all education in its
own hands.

The state retaliated by setting up its own education system, and
trzing to put the church schools at as big a disadvantage as possible.
Although at some of the best church schools education of a high stan-
dard was available, the system as a whole was star.,ed of funds and
Constantly under attack by politicians of the Left.

supporters of the pr.-Catholic Christian Social Party, on the
011 er hand, tended to oppose any improvement of the state education
Syrsrn. All of this, apart from providing a ,_onstant source c,f ho,t-
trness, had a highly damaging effect on the quality of education,
and in 1958, after much wrangling,a truce was arranged between the
tWo sides.

Under this truce usually called by its French name of the Pacte
1- "re, the two systems co-exist. The state guarantees to provide
: area with access to a state school as a guarantee of the right
11 parents to choose not to send their children to a Catholic in-
ution. What the church gets is an operating subsidy from the
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ch runtees to pay teachers salaries and provide
payment for every pupil,. Educational standards have

as more money has flowed into the system.

The proportion of the national budget devoted to the educational
expenditure rose from 10 percut in 1958 to 24 percent in 1970, and
theTe has been some considerable reequipment. But in spite of these

..ovipkvlais.4,-,,, the school system is still under-financed and teachers in
particular are underpaid.

A part of the reason for this is the general problem of reforming
public expenditure in the country, a reflection of the other major

-oblem which has left its mark on the Belgian educational system.

Saedeleer H de. De Open Universi eit: Prr ect n en Realise ies in

Gent: Centrum voor de vergelijkende studie van
hat hoger onderwijs, 1973. SO p.

This Is a co parative analysis ot projects and realizations of
open college reforms in the United Kingdom, United States, Poland,
japan, and Germany. It descrioes educational innovations based
on multimedia instruction, providing lifelong education and attempting
to g4Ve everybody access to education at the university level regardless
of their s cial background The sti4dy examines educational objectives,

admission requireme ts, instructional programs, and cost-effectiveness
of the open univerd tIes. It concludes with an analysis of the appli-
cability ef these reform projects to Belgium and uggests measures
to be icik
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Unesco. Meeting of experts on Education Integrated with Rural Develop-
mea Lima , 1973. Final report. Paris, 1974. 24 p.

Unesco c nference report on the interaction of rural educa-
tio and integrated rural development in Latin America-2 pilot
projects in Pen! and Uganda provide methodological models for
the integration of educational policies with development goals.
In any attempt of this integration the achievement of a level of
basic skills is necessary. The concept of basic education is
defined as the development of critical reasoning which enable
the individual to master his environment rather than submit to
it. Adult education and agTicultural education have to play an
important part in rural development in Latin America. Ma ss
media must be adjusted to the general education policy and.
educational interaction centres incorporating format and rionfor-
mal learning should be created . Among the goals of a strategy
for integrating education with development are: decentraLization
of bureaucratic decisions, programme coordination, ending or
administrative discrimination against rural areas and teachers.
Ultimately the ideal curricula of any national educational organi-
zation should aim at increasing learning skills rather than at amass-
ing irrelevant knowledge.

This document, it should be noted, presents an unfortunately all too

typical Line co approach to rural education reforms. This can be d- cribed

as 1) ignorant and ill conceived regarding Local development potenf ls

with regard to who gets what and why, arid 2) pious exhortations for educa-

tion to ch--nge the very structures that maintain and legitimize an exploitive

status q Unesco, it seems, has yet to learn that internal colonies will

n .t d snppear with the creation -f s" and idealistic stet ents.
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Vanbergen, P. "E ucational Reform: The State of the Question." -44-trr&
es Education Vol.4 , No.3 (Fall 1972) , pp. 166-179.

From a "Utopia -humanist perspective, the author argues that recent

nuctural reforms of secondary educat1on,are far too limited, that a great

reform vision is called for.-

Belgian education in general, arid the Frenc -speaking schools
in particular, are engaged, as is seen, in an important operation
that should end in a fundamental renewal.

New problems are already arising, however,, whi h are not
sufficiently integrated in the actions now under way,

I arn thinking of all those problems that the develoornent of
educational technology poses for us. I shall not empha size this
point for the moment.

But how oat I fail to mention permanent or continuing educa-
tion, which is seen by our societies as an absolute necessity?

It is indispensable that , from this time forward , we conceive
of education a s the overall educative system to be installed in
order to perrnit man to educate himself during his entire life.
Who can fail to see that our school stmctures, Our rules relative
to the sanctioning of sticlies , our rnethods, must be modified
considerably if we place ourselves in this perspective?

On this level , the s'Ltuatiori in our country is reather dis-
quieting. For authority in matters of education is spread among
various ministries and ministers (National Education, Culture,
Work and Employment, Family, National Employment Office ,
Radio-Television, etc .) , and, one might rea sonably fear that the
formulation of a coherent educational policy might be difficult
indeed . It is therefore to be hoped that we can recognize the
problem before too much more time passes; for if we do not,
we risk, once again,raissing the boat.
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nell, J. 'New Minister Puts the B rakes on Further Reforms. "

Times Educational Su lament, Vol. 2030 (June 22, 1973). 15 p.

"Higher Education in n: The Cow Ruminant, "
CoinnaratLve Fducation Review. Vol. 16, 1\lo. 2 (June 1972),
pp.

Gradual efforts to demo_ratize British universities has been
painful process. Cr as the author observes,

a

It may seem strange, in an article intended to pay
special attention to academic reform a nd innovation in
Britain, to spend so much, time oCadministrative structure
and past history. But there are reasons far this. Bri,ish
societv--or more precisely, the institutions and prn-iession s
particularly associated with public service, in local
government, social work, and educationis at i-reseht
passinl through a period of far-caching structurLt1 c!-ange,
demoralising to some, and stimulating to others. V-10

anNieties thrown up by the re-drawing of geograpical
boundaries and the redefinition of areas of 1-,asr- sibili
are hitting the professions where it most hurts the
seats of status-consciousness and job-demarci n.
There Ls also in the professions today a strong ;

wrestling with unfamiliar principalities, powers, And
bureaucracies, with new colleagues in th of:ice. and
nconveniently hungry publics in the front roc m, waiLlnc

for attention. This does not meanin higher education
tor examplethat no r 'aningful reforms of content as
opposed to structure are taking place: quite the contra:-y.
But it does mean that most of the changes taking place in
the curriculum, in teaching methods, and in the relations
of courses and departments with other coursecs and depart-
ments, are often to be understood best by reference to
the new framework within which higher education is being
carried on. Sheer scale is an important factor here. By
international, and certainly by North American standards, the
British higher education conglomerate is still comparative y
snail: 443, 000 students, about 15 percent of the age
group, well above Robbins' predictions already, but well
short as yet of the phase of mass higher education (though
Martin Trow apparently now thinks that this phase and the
institutional popularisation that it demands, really begins
at the 15 percent level). But by comparision with the siZe
of the university system in the mid-fifties, when only
4 percent of the age-group in Britain even qualified for
university entry, 15 percent of the arj- group is a greu: many
people.
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The problems of university reform are. in sum, those new
"redbrick"institutions growing up in the shadow cf Qlder, more powerful,

ta..4 )and more prestigious nstitutions; problems of a,Vbinary system."

Eliot, T. S. NoeTowards the Definition of Culture. London:
F2.ber, 1943=

Eliot critiques comprehensive school e orm efforts in Eng and and
argues for the continuation of the privileged grammar schools. His

elitist lament of nearly three decades ago has a curiously prophet
ring today:

In our headlong rush to educate everybody, we are lowering
our standards. ..[and] destroying our ancient edifices to
make ready the ground upon which the barbarian nomads
of the future will encamp in their mechanized caravans.



J. Social Class and the
Rout edge and Kegan Paul
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. London:

Ford asks "What are the chances of compre:aensive reorganization
of ermndary education bringino closer the -Utopia we seem to be

se 14.ing? How far will such educational reforms produce the 'Fairer

SO iety?' What hope is there that comprehensive education will

recluce the salience of social class in this society ?" She reports
tlit research at three London Schools produced no evidence to supp-rt
thA two "academic" and 'Jiff- s ocial arguments put forth to justify the
reffpfin. But briefly her .,!nce tends to deny that replacement of a
diNi system by a co:r 'eherisi one leads to any greater development
of talent; or to a greater equality of opportunity for those with equal

taluit: or to a widening of children's occupational horizons, or to any
t.ease in social contact within schools across social boundaries.
er,

n the compreilens cn)ol tripartite schools,
children learn eatly what level they can expect to achieve
in the occupational structure, they are in this respect
conscious of the class nature of society in which they
live. For schools reflect the strr Tture and culture of the
society as a whole. As iong as :e life in a class society,
then the influence of soc: s will be felt in the
schools determining the k.inds of education children receive
and the results thL-y obtain fron ther.t. 7,-hus in order to
minimize the effects of social class in the schools we
would somehow have to diminish the salience of social
class in the world outside school rather than the other way
around. It is therefore not surprising that comprehensiviza-
tion does not seem to bring the classless society any
nearer. 4--Q-110E9

conclucus that "there is a great deal of truth in this argument, "
'ent clearly framed in the conflict perspective. She acknowledg

that "there is certainly something in Corwin's assertion that

:urp for educatiinal reform comes from those who are afraid of more
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radical social structural reform;" that "one might well argue, as did
Warner, that the notion that social structures can be changed through
educational reform is a liberal myth. "

Griffiths, A. Secondary School Rear ani-ation in En la d anr Wales.
New York: Humanities Press, 1971. 118 p.

Notes that England entered the second half of the 20th Century with

an educational system conceived by expediency out of Platonism, a
system that perpetuates "undesirable social divisions which can
only lead to ill effects for the nation as a whole. " Argues thus, that
logic comoells and commends the movement to- --rd comprehensive
seconda r. -soho -e forrn.

2 6
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Hansen, G. B. "'Separate But Equal:" Sorne IYths dnd Realities
of English Secondary Education
Vol. 9, No. 3 (October 1965), Pp. 356-365.

The author asks why Sec -dary-s_hool refor in Enghi.ld haNie

produced so little change:
Notwithstanding the mass of evid ce Pilinz up

against the Present educational systern--in tl-ie form of
scientific studies and the attacks of nuirierotas critics
it manages to survive, scarred and battered ioerhaps,
but still in Its familiar shape. Why Is this the case?

clud!'as that

It is this writer's oe ief that the ideal f equal quality
"Seconcary education for ell" will not be accomplished in
England in the forseeable future and not ev2h later unless
two major obstaclesboth having root5 in th outmoded
19th centurY social class systerhare overcome.

These are: First, the presence of an infleNible
educational systern winich operates solely on the
principle of rigid selectivity, Whereby a limited number
of 'Superior" children are selected out for a Zirst-rate
education befitting future leaders and the reirtainder
afforded an inferior education better suited to their
lesser abilitY and station in life, and that suth edu-
oatiOn is carried out i n "segregated" schools, Second,
the maintenance and conservation of social Class dif-
ferentiation by an "Establishment" (both levels) which
will continue to oppose e%trerne .qualit0ri8n4srn in
education at all 1evel5.

This writer feels that these values vvill Persist for
many years tO come and will continue to be reflected in
the developmeht of EnPlish education. There may be
some concessinhJ--esPecially as the demand for more
technologically trained individuals increases'sbut there
will not be a radical departure from the p:eseht path.
The Establishment is too strongly entrenched Elnd the tripartite
educational systern'no rnUch a Part of the Erlq'lish "way
of lie" to be easily changed. A systein that has taken
100 years to develop Cannot be dismantled
The only pcSsibility of radical change lies with the

267
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Labour Party. If the Labour Government remains in power
long enough and if they live up to their more extreme
campaign pronouncements, a thoroughgoing reform could
well be initiated. But even here there seems to be an
acceptance of the principle of selectivity in varying
r.eqrees (the first criteria listed above), by Harold
v.T150n and other Labour leaders. This fact, if coupled
with strong Tory opposition and the conservative nature
of the English themselves, may nullify any effective
pr posals for radical reform.

Kantor, P. Educational Reform and English Urban Politic
Doctoral dissertation, University of Chicago, 1972.

Koerner, JT. D. Re in Education: Eng
New York: Delaoorte Press, 196

rid a d ae United
2 p.

Argues that British educational reforms have generally been more
effective than comparable efforts in the United States because of
superior British school inspection (i. e., Her Majesty's Inspector t
of Schools), and more efficient school administration.



Litt, E. British Education at the Crossroads: Social Justice or
Excellence? Paper presented at the American Political Scien e
Association Annual Meeting, San Francisco, California,
September 1975. 10 p-

Litt suggests that British educational reforms are powerfully

influenced ,by the Labour Party's educational policies and ideologY
of egalitarianism. He notes that the educational policy of the BritLsh

Labor Party stresses the provision of quality education regardless of

social class background. In a time of downward economic spiral,

the Labor Partv is committed to education tor social justice through

the redistrioution of resources and research priorities, as well as the
reorganization of the educational system. Budget decisions have
redistributed funds from elite Briti-h universities te the compre-
hensive secondary schools and vocational colleges. Post-secondary

reorganization involves effortr3 to merge the patch quilt of polytechnical
chools, colleges of edlIcation, and colleges of further education under

a single local authority. At Ule secondary level, comprehensive

schools and semiprivate, direct grant schools are being merged to
provide a strong alternative to expe ive and exclusive private _schools.

Research and:development funds are being shifted from open-ended

cultural and scientific support to programmatic research designed to
rescue a beleagured political economy. More money is being infused

into trade union projects, workers' economic cooperatives, adult educe-
n programs, and vocational training. The belief is that -worker incentives

are critical to economic productivity and recovery.
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Lukes, T. R. "The Binary Policy: A Critical Stud-,1[Etr
Universities Quarterly, Vol. 22 ()December 1967), pp.

Argues that the new Binary policy for higher educationI. e. ,

that traditional universities under the University Grants Commission
and the popular "red bricks" under the Local Educational Authorities
is an 11 conceived reform as it does not, the author suggests,
link up efficiently with secondary-school reforms.

Open University. Education. Economy, and Politics. Bletch ey, Bucks. ,

England: Open University Press, 1973 7 parts in 8 vol.

Oxtoby, R. "Reform and_Res tstance in Higher Education: A Critique
of Current Researchl," Educational Research, Vol. 10
(November 1967), pp. 38-50.

Surveys "research and provision for the systematic development

and evaluation of reforms" in British higher education during the early

1960's. Concludes that research findings have played all too limited
a part in reform efforts, that improved research and communication of

research findings are badly needed.

Concludes that: "It is only by discovering how the student changes
during his yer at college or university that the agents responsible for
defining and assessing educational objectives can discover what it is
that their policies and programmes accomplish;" that "All involve
important administrative decisions which ought to be informed by factual

information based on carefully conducted research:1. '3,.1(.; _hat "not only

is a further insight needed into the nature of educational research, its
limitations, functions and goals, however, but a thorough con4ideration

is also required of the ways in which political forces affect the tranr-
lation of research findings into policy. "
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New York: Human
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Press, 1970.

ibutio s to the secondary
condary education for all.

P.

Despite the fact that_most Party leaders had their own children in

the elite grammar schools, the author concludes that the Party served

an indispensible role in securing reform legislation and as a :iallying

point for the propogation of comprehensive schools.

Perkin, H. "Adaptation to Change by British Universities, " Unlversitv
Quarterly, Vol. 28 (Autumn 1974), pp. 389-403
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Peterson, A. D. C. ',Educational Reform in England and Wa es, 1955--
1965." Vol. 11, No. 3 (October
1967), pp. 288-'299.,

f--14,6v L.

Pz7:1-1.4: tt_ gue.,\that "secondary education for al reforms have been
for the most part a rational, evolutionary proo:ess.

In England, as perhaps in most countries , the gap
between educational reform in theory and in the practical
possibilities Of change is largely determin d by financial
and political considerations. There is less dispute about
what needs to be done than about the size of the resources
which society, whether privately or through government,
should devote tO education and about the prierities in the
allocation of these resources. It is realistic, therefore,
to 'degin a sUrVe'y of educational reform in England by
stressing the growth during the decade in the fraction
of the gross natiorlal product that has been devoted to
education. This, and nOt ideals or objectives accepted,
has been the decisive factor in producing reforms. More-
over, even though reform is achieved through political
decisions, it has not really been dependent on the political
complexion of the government. The Labour and Liberal par-
ties, when in opposition, have demanded the allocation of a
greater proportion of national resources to education; but,
although figures are not yet available, it i$ doubtful that
there has been any significant change in the rate of growth
of this proportion since the Labour government has come
to power.

He then goe

positions, but totalli
class conflict:

p tieS have taken strong

how these positions represent social-

Opposition to the reform or, in more n-. terms,
"change" implied in the abolition of selection for

"academic" or non-academic" education a
strong. It came mainly from middle-class and profes-
sional parents who feared that both the academic and social
standards of the comprehensive school would be lower than
those of the selective grammar school and from the teachers
n these schools whose attitude was not untie that of the

Soci6t4 des ,Aco' in France. It was reinforced to some
extent, and less predictably, by the hoadmaStars of
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ndary Modern (non-selective secondary) schools,
wh had become so committed to the provision of realistic

J'ees for their pupiis that they were unwilling to see
ebsorbed as a "less promising group" into a e.ompre-

neasive school which they feared would be dominated
by the academic tradition of the grammar school. Never-
thelas s the evidence that selection to different types of
school, if operated at the age of 11, diSferentiated on the
basi$ of social class rather than that of supposedly innate
"int011igence" was so overwhelming that the great majority
of professional educators were convinced, mainly by
sociological arguments, during the course of the decade
that the change would be in reality a reform. They were
oppoeed in this conclusion by a smaller group (DI educa-
tional psychologists, mainly ot the psychometric school,
ba.od at the University of Manchester, who criticized with
some force the research methods of the sociologists. But
the latter had the support of the majority both of teachers
and of parents and gradually the administrators have come
ound to their point of view. It is unfortunate that the issue
as become to some extent one of par.y politics, with the

Labour and Liberal parties favoring the change and the Con-
ervtives either opposed or accepting it reluctantly.

_Concludes that:

All in all, t erefore, this will probably be seen as one of
evolutionary decades in the history of English education.

Indeed the oace -re is presenting the individual teacher,
at ate...ter . educatioeal process, with such a
multitude of ne-m c:ialleoges that there is a danger that the
pace will become too intense. Indeed many are beginning
to call for some kind of el moratorium on reform. This
presuire is the more intense because the extremely decen-
traliAed system of authority which has been reicired to
earlier puts an unusual burden of responsibility on the indi-
vidual teacher. How well this system can stand up to the
paoe of change is one of the unanswered questions in
Enclieh education. It has great value in insuring that change
and reform are genuiee and not merely prescriptive, but if
there should prove to be an insoluble conflict between the

atenance of the system and the progress of reform, then
ould seem that the needs of reform should take precedence

and ve should be prepared to accept changes in the system.
f the demands of both can be met without sacrifieing either,

thea it 1$ possible, and surely desirable, that this should
be the outcome.
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.27 Peterson, E. The Politics of Educ tional Reform in England
and the United States. " Com arative Education Review, 'Vol. 17,
No. 2 (J e 1973), pp. 160-179.

Peterson proposes that

hisroric11y, the politics of educational reform in Britain
and ake United States differed both in the character of the
reformer's objectives and in the political strategies that
they followed. In Britain reformers sought, above all, to
democratize the educational system, while American refor_ers
focused more on "modernizing" educational practices.
British reformers sought to use the Labor party as the major
political mechanism for achieving their objectives, while
reformers in the United States developed a non-party,
indeed, an anti-party movement to promote their cause.
The sources of these differences lay, first of all, in the
greater significance of class differences for both British
education and politics, and , secondly, in the quite dif-
ferent structures for governing education which have evolved
in the two countries. Some of these historical differences
have begun to wane in recent years, however, as the
politics of educationin the United States show some signs of
taking on a more "British" character. At least this is what is
suggested by a review of the literature on the politics of
education in Britain and the United States.

He concludes that

In recent years, changes in the politics of educational
reform in the United States have been so substantial that
the British pattern is becoming more evident in this country
as well, The inegalitarian features of the American educa-
tional syStern have recently been attacked more directly
and forthrightly than at any point in the twentieth century.
In this regard, the passage of the Elementary and Secon-
dary Education Act of 1955 was of the greatest political
sionificance for it took as its basis for distributing federal
aid the number of children from low-income families living
in a school district. Admittedly, the formula was chosen in
part because it would concentrate federal aid in both urban
cities of the North and the poor Southern states, two key
componentS of the Democratic coalition in Congress. And

2 7
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is only about ten percent of the population. The support of
this group does not prOvide a broad enough political base to
build a broad partisan movement. Pressure group t.-ietics and
ad hoc alliances, however inadequate, must serve as the only
subctitutes available. Secondly, the institutional differences
between the two countries remain. Te be sure, greater (.:en-
tralization of financing may ',JCCUr, particularly if teacher
er-r--:no continuo fo gain in ritrength, and court suas to

noing are successful. The property Lao May disiPpear,
aitb with it will go the citizen participation that surrounds
tax and bond referenda. TIY:3 increasing capacities of the
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fragmented institutions remain, educational reform efforts
are likely to lack the same centralized, focused character
that is typical of the partisan politics of educational reform
in Briain.

Percival, A. "Death of Red Ellen: Minister Who Tried to Make the
1944 Education Act Work. " Times__Elucational;uoplement,
(November 15, 1974), pp. 20-21.
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meeting taking a atrong lire or. the SUbjeCt. While con-
ceding past failures, he insis,_ed that the basic polio.:

:ioundi
I consider that it is not correct to (Ji.ve up the

polytechrdcal school. or the school of labour as
tie, Party has called it. The sethacifs are not due
to 'be principle, but are the result of othnr causes:
weak theoretical argument, methodological problems
aryl inithods not cb.:nrnined in sufficient lack
of experience in organization inadeguate traihing
at iecioryc drIsinq from til!=.'
of instructional equipment in the schocls, etc. There
are no reasons there to make irs rehounco the system
outlined by Marx and Lenin. (bn the contrary, our
reform of the educational system can only be realised
on the basis of the unified polytechnical school

Ellivkov, lite Khruschov ten years earlier, mode it clear that
his reaf!ons were at last partly ideologicut..

7



t. un- oteseul tokh, cregie a model ol ti,!!
ogh,geoltnieed Lite w(Ho! filet!!! wi
,h ngw mein fog Le!!!,.; the ogoolival ton ol
in :1111dy WW1 11"H. prfAiiCtiOn (+1 inerpti
(k)ud. This part_icii;ation in labour will help Lo
rfhot out the r!!!nuali; hgurgeois prejudicos,
awl cr(2,1te -!ect for phynii- ! lobarr,
'Phere, tor th Limo at Least, !nu matter t!!.st.,

!! hf(Jbk--nin-.1 !acing pol(tochnicgi educatiL-Jn gnd yvhat
coon meth,)ds ara uned ie ;Lai with them, letting hi, orap
out in practice is not to he countenanced. tin the contrary,
"Po 1/technical education nue-:g !he -..!xlenOod !,,n all school
courses, " aL the same Lime, rrn':!re attootion is to be
to geneN11 eduorltion in teohnical courses, in accordance
with. !le! iciplo of "humanizing technology, "

!Jther !Jroblem, are not lacking. Ideologicol odura-
Ion, Phi !!Istance, progucing the desired roLiuilts;

dre eornpUnets "c12.5!;ctiri neg:1onaliet
uibiLiym '' "gross indisciplirle" and "anaemic Lilo" of
some of tho branches al. '!-,!;.! youth organization, ,-ind a
Genoral "hie!, at rapport" ootwoen the authorities and rnam/

people, eSpecielly |n the hiqher inutitutions. There
!!!!!,Lill telt cu be sonig Ineilicioney in the rurdl sector, vmurfa

t; existonop ot :orv nii;!711 schools militates against equality
oppJrtunity yto: l'Qr1 io Lhe countl!thig,
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"Reforfsh in iOgbor Edachflon io Chtrq:noslovehi " :".0-hooLeg. Sof'

Vol, 67, 0u. fTT/ fAlifil 10, 9,Iff), He,

"The privilege Ot fluttinti higher education ill the new Lfzechohlovaltda

will bu lifciited... to !,30.1(lents showing evidence of loyalty to the regime.

A Loy-.11 student is one who participhteh fa 'gnu lasoist activities, and who
io not haInted y membershfn in ,) or:Jd.n1"4-Itiurl= " part
of the "reform" is the purging ot "non-toyal" ..he uni-
versities. The U. S. Department of Stata has-:fccordingly, taken
steAu to refsWie '..he universities fr the list of accredited institatioh.;
ander the GI 3111 of: Rights on 0:Pe grounds that they are beith. transformed

"trom edih.atior.,1 to propagandi ic institi "

"Educational Reforms of: the Proief.ttoraie Ronerlin-
Moravin. " AO_ 'Society, Vol. t30, No. 1294 (October 1.4,

5l39), 503-504.

,,feucek describes German ettortS to reconstruct the educanonaf

systero in their "protectcf.ete" of Bohemia-Moravia after the breakup
ot Cz..-:_ichosiovakia, The rerorms -..ave brought compulsory p, -school

for tour-year-olds, curriculum changes, and more rigorous selection
ter secondary school. The audicr notes that "the authorities seem
to have the most difficult ii-he with planned reform of the teechet
training program. " leaders, he observes, will 'ao e,Hath.it-

in "special" schools.

Roucek, T. S. "Recent Reform and Progress in the Czechoslovakian
Educational System. " School_ and Societz,
(December 23, 1933), pp. 837-830.

VoL 38, No. 991

The author suggests that Czechoslovakian efforts to build and

reform a national educational system following liberation from coht-ol

of the Austrian monarchy have been troubled by problems of minority

sctoolts and a complex system of Protestant and Catholic schools.

2, z
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"Danf,-!s I.A.vidt.--Jd over University Center.
Vol.12, N0.13 (May 24, 1976),

Denmark's experilnen University Center at Roskilde--
established following Uie nducational ferment of the late
1960's has become the sul)iect of thiL; country's bitterest
educational debate in more than a decade.

The four-year-old institution has barely survi ed a vote of
confidence in Parliament, 79 to 77, after a bitter, day-long de-
br:.te over whether it ought to be continued.

Had the vote gone the other way, observers say, Denmark's
minority government, a coalition of center and leftist parties

by Premier Anker To..'gensen, would probably have been
forced to resign.

'like vote dcadamic traditionalists and members
of the conservative oppositien :..),Irties called for closing -the
center or merging I-, with the trica- traditional University of
'Thpennagen.

Critics of the experimental [reformj inotitutien charged
that it had become a hotbed of left-wing radicalism v.7hcr
academic standards i-:.7.1re been disregarded.

In 1974, the government scrapped plans to a HOW school
teachers to take advanced training at the center atter comple-
ting their first -two years of "projects."

The government said it was concerned over academic stan-
dards, but most ob'7 ,ers believe it was more concerned over
the prospect of hundreds of Marxist teachers being turned out
for the. county's classrooms.

Last summer, the over: told officials at the institutie,n
that they would have more formai academic standards.

E. et culture Pooulaire ernS7andina',/ie.
Paris: Presses Universitaires France, 1960. 766 p.

In this monumental historical study, Simon relates a number of
educational ieforms in S.e.arri't+i-ne,IA-a to the rise of nationalism, pan-/
Scandinavianism, and folk-culture movements in the last centurq.
The"folk high schools, " or residential colleges for rural youth,

-,ewed as making important contributions to these movements
trom outside the eeminant and high culture see-)rs.



Lirossen, The Comerchensi :;chool in rinland. 1)(K:two] laisserta Lion ,
bniver:ealy of Utah, 1973. 3 p

'no author suggest', that c.-!)i-nprehonsive s(Thool ref,r- is in Finland

boobeenzooulorotmd by a number of situational factors, .e.:

(1) the emphasis ot the Lutheran church on educational achieve-
ment; (2) a need for a unified system of education espousod by
Uoo Cygnaeus; (3) a combination of socio-economic and politic)al
incidents; (4) the Swedish comprehensive school model; (5) the
work of school committees and leaders; (0) parliamentary legis-
lation which adopted committee recommondhtions.

lie concludes that

1.111P(2.11 /^1 J.CpinILS expediting rerorm. Providing
oi,r.--iiaty for stuaeote and personal orowth were social

unemployment and developing marketable skills
pre,,i.d:-.)d E.? r:onc-lni.c mutiv.ation. Leftist politicians wanted to
"d..--.:-.r,atizo" the school and re;;ei-i'e it from its traditional settin-.:

chtef outside influence came from Swoden hotnuse cf the Nordic

Althoacjii the move Tient toward a comprehen-3Ive school Wa:::3 pro-
longed by wars, and ecohomics, the major impetus for

came aftLi War II throu,jh the actinJo taki-T,ri by par-
liament in reorganizing school committees.
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"Assessment Ot Permentint French ,riolult-Education Progr..un LAnds:
1,11 g)i. Ars'nu

Workers. ",, (Nlerch -1-L. 4 ,uld

Buau-dtuu, ,,jeyani
et devant la o',"IJO

VOL .7 (July-September 1936),

do

Prosont1J a iar.,:ist.

ittlo more than rotine the schcc.L'1 e, !'` nr.)

6oL:iu)--ue.dftutuic lflhitfiy anti Ald

is a penetrating critique and a convincing analv
prcscribed, `-:uridamental change in L:he natioh± y 1 nci

social structures, appears almost utopian.

Cliagot, A. "La Rifilorme du 2e Cycle da l'Enseignernent Secondire
Francais." P-J-ivista cii Lecisla:iione. Scolastic:a_t_Jm..bera_ta,
Vol. 23 (July-(lctober 1963), pp. i 17-153,

thut

ras,i1-.an to thr new structures. rrliu opposition to reform hv (jecre,

creu7es grout system rigidities.

72ucol, R. "Kampf um die Schulretorin in Frankreich. "

(I lr - I

i-'arr, W. "Reforms Spell Mange from Top to Bottc&
. t, Vol. 3112 (January 17, 1975),

p. 17.
FL-7ser, R. Education and Sscietv in Modern France. London:

Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1963.

Examines the "conflict of forces which has 'shaped end is shaping
French society" and how this conflict of forces either inhibits or

encourages educational He cond!udes that etforts to

reduce dualism in French education have become a battleground between

the forces seeking groater democracy, and the elite,' between the tra-
ditions oi the Jesuit oids.:ioal colleges and the Revolutionary Central
_.shoels. Thus, "Fre.ichrnen disagree on the meanine ,7f. 'freedom' when

schools are under discussion and seem unable to avoid resuscitating the
issues of the French Revolution in their educational disputes. "

quotes M. Roger Gal's comments about reform failure in france:

Reforms in a country like ours, which knows how to make
revolutions but is much less adept at evolution, look mu-7.h
more liko 'coups de foroe' than like improvements that have
been proposed, tried cut, checked, and then generalized....
It is becau5.;o in our country the syllabuses are uniform everywhere
and because al.., charges muSt be made general at the same time
that it is so difficult and dangerous to change anything at all,



2,1--). t bcedier, 14V. R. "Ppode.s, h-euch Reform_ " t-iinjr2ir pie
i\so. .3 February 19b4), pp.

Notes that French seeking to ey,pand secondary-level
(mrothnent in a dual COMP arOITI OLDOVe(dO deore6s2and are

best des(Ttribed ,-:is Structural differentiation. The reforms are highly
political, nev :rtheless dernocrotic element's describing them QS
" decrees, " and conservative elements ctimipialning that too

many unqualified students have ,iiready been admitted .o seconder/

Frasdr, W. R. Reforms ant stf- ltsin Modern
Routledge and Kegan Pau| l97l. 178 p.

nzcoo. i3oston:

Contends that recent techrucul education reioares Cu1l becauee

parents want high-status academic education for their children: that
retor-.:.. to extend elementary s.-onooling end keep all 14- and fear-
olds q-1 school have ended up with 25 wi:thout full-time

schooling opportunities; that repea.ted attempts to io_dity the
e.%-amination system lose ro beliets that educatiJm exists
to select an intellectual elite; that refofms seeking o,-41,.:,ficed

devt=21opment of well-rounded individuals ond up a.; ii,formation
stuffing into youncl minds. Ho concludes that politician:, and professors

dominate educational policy making, en axercize in rhetoric and



r,j;;W' k.
\fut. 1 1\bc), (0(...!toi-icr 9ii7), pp. .300-3 1 O.

I)
ENplLius. I'renchvrefortn:;11,14spont:ie-,--trerm

=INA j,

dotnup,d tor :C11001.1,1111j'qLLICI need tor truined monpoT glowing

volomu ot knowledge to be trdn5filitLIT2d; /
L

l. The maintenance of certain existing structures which
have been "rationalized." This is a less alarming formula
than "abolition" or "integration. " The Ministr/ mtains
its earlier functions and has r:leveloperl few The

from e|umcntar7Lo :3econdary education remoins,
cind the first cycle open:lugs 1n school--; (iiStinct
tradition and r-; t tii2. The . ned but
ci.,sics are ho longer dominant, and ! oical bocca ourdat
is more convnicingly welcomed th,in h.

The framework of !-roposed reforms hos been presenter' first,
and fhe initiai proposals hove therm been followed in 1959,
1,163, :rind 196) ev mor ::rovifT;ion ;1-1,7=

into account the reactions of interested bodies. And of
course the basic framework, riot always admittedihas been
the still. unfulfilled plan presented by Langevin and Wa Hon
in 19,16. The process has been an interplay of plan and
oi pragmatic measures, of idealism and interests.

J. Certain etements in the French educational system are as yet
almost immovable, and these hnve to do moinly -0.Fi.th the habits
or status of peopte. Competitive examinations ior the recruit-
ment of secondary teachers are retained. The agr6q6.s keep
their privileged position as teachers of the top three classes
and of the classes preparing for the grandes Ecoles, and
they remain eligible for posts as assistant lecturers
in the universities. Slow to change is the pedagogy of
the secondary teachercharacterized by verbalism,
analysis, note-taking, memorization, exercises done at
home, essays written in class, and the apparatus of marks
and (grades. It is doubtful too whether any syllabus is less
ericvclopaedic it wt1:-:;-



Tho Marlarienviut 01 vitSciV
'Fhe tirSt i,11:01-113 in ft,.-;,tortri were the

absence ot- a National AsseMbly. They Were pin-Je
t.;teps but they triggered other changes. The , 0:::frpoc-ed
IlMjOrii,/ sympathetic to private s(:hools was tbrib=
-intoure legislative implementation of the recori,Jieritions oi
art investigating commission With a socialist and
the resultant Debr6. Law made some progress towards; the
creation of a more integrated national educatioa

Evan the new colleges ot secondary educatiL,-. ;,-1-ach a
,k; years ago an 6COles rnOvenneS or as a tarn tron:

mmun would have split the nation, have boon dC: as
suitable technical response to the problem of Ott -cf-.-rici

,1 uppoltunitiel=_; in ared Wflure ridW Schuois aae
In fact, their size and location have been determined by r_.Th2
:31.7.k-2. Of, the local population, anti the deolsions have =
Marie administratively. This transfer of the debotbl fr,,,k the
realm of ideology 1C1 the field of demography has vindicated
the comment made ten TO byT. FaLltie: "The St:no-al
procItm wodld be very easy in solve io terMs oz prOcr'dLues
to he respec-ted or hven more Enmply of needs to bd
Left ia the framework to which it belonus, that 7.111aq
or a region, it can be settled concretely. Raised to the level
of a national law it 1Jecornes philosophical, that is to says
insoluble. " It is in the T:viinistry's offices of the ca_rte
scolaire that the concrete selutions are worked out in an
attempt to provide each rural and urban district: with
opportunqs options.

rlovernment has done what Cr --ernment does MO6t easily.
it has altered struoiures, built new types of schools
areas of population .owth, upgraded technical educution,
supplied certificates and diplomas. The problems of con-
ient, method, and professional training remain.



HH; r :Ind J.

i'rench -ricunce hufere Paris: ciECL), J970.

_che case !-Jtudies; uu Ihrovni:idn in Higher Edueation SoLie:::3 seeks

tO ",r1 representative sample Qt major overoll retOrrE2 of higher

uducation. " This work examines attempts to reform univertity faculties,
nerorm, ,h-,d the democratization QC recruitmeni, as well as rdiorm

Eitructures. The authors conclude that reform efforts

have been dharapterized by "declarations of intention, " by "purely

rhetoridal exhortations, " and 'by "ritual confrontations. " That L,?Col.je

of the': limited nature, "the present retorms are condemned to intro-
_.1_1ce into the., universiLy- s-vsteinb fa17 thOSQ innewations which are

al-i-Jhriie its structure. insoLe the recent
0: hUr_11-10r education does not (Mange the basic strue ire ot the

sysfein 2rL:3-:'lator-7 classes for the G.r."1 1:00 le S,

IF,ColeS themselves or such rewarding diploma .-orn the

preiteb5lonal and social point of view as the egr:_-ationo the most

spectacular innovations run the risk ef being remodeleu and reduced
the e of the s'ystem

fiallack, T. "Ts There a Limit to the Financial Commitment to
Education k-7-renc7,4 Westernrdropenai of F.ducation,
Vol. 4, 'No, 1 and 2 (F-:princi and ',Eurrimer 1972), pp. 39-55.



7) -7 tr."

"French Up.iv,--Tnit/
Educe ticy _'fleview, Vol. 1 . ion (fund i pp.

!

:-.2,1,,H,-,uts that

The Faure retoim was a truce rather than a perm,':inent peace
treaty, out the initial agreement on the passage ot the lei
d'orientation created the illusion of consensus on its ends
as well. Enacted in a period of great excitement, the
Faure reform witnessed a rapid waning of enthusiasm
during the transitional perioi of its new structures.
When the restructurinq ,-vas completed, the unresolved
issues that P-Av below the law resurtraced to l,:ave Qan
Indelible mark on the reform.

The French, it hae of;:en beep -)Pted, pc) siop.
tor diplomas and equality; they t :7=1. fonner,
because awarded according to . rules, enure the
latter. The question of ru::ional dipiomaS had not been
answered by the lei d'opientgion, and, when it reasserted
itself, the forces demanding their retenrion were imposing.
The students and their families cling to the national
diplomas because they are recognied equally everywhere
in the nation and because thwassure the status of their
holders. Some protessrs are equally reluctant to :3ee the
ilerrjse of the national diplomas, for their own prestige
would then in farge measure be deteimined by the pres--
Lige of the university with whoh they are associated.
National diplomas, carrying equal weight no ma t'ar from
viliaL university awarded, ensured the equality of all
universities and that differences in status would cor-
respond to prof.Issorial rank rather than university

The decin:ort to retain and denerali-z.e the nati9nal
diplomas was th). n dec..isive victory for the forces of cen-
tralization. The awarding of a degree of uniform value
thr,=-)eghout the not1onengondmru the nech for uni EDrrniry
in pedagogy, curriculum, and evaluation of students for
it, regardless or university. Uniformity requires a ce'
tralized authority to enforce it. Thus, the Minis',er
National Education will continue to pre=7;cibe requirers
and programs ot study Minute Jdtail. The deciL;Lp
the national diplomas also has serious re,--rcussions on
participation becaure it ,!-:Jally constricts the
bounds within which the autonomy of the mixed-
participation councils can be exercised. Inter-
disciplinarity may survive but it too wil1 be limited by
the requirements for the national diplomas.
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er---_ J. . :).:!_H7,..(),10.,
H:n r it; Protiit. Idu9.

prcsehit; (if "t "

lourio fioourti un "bot-ito Usi'jurt" inn t,iro.her otion ni

" inat

Third Re[)ohlio's 1)(-)th

r,t.110(.:tt,t2(i tinti hutpcid perperioto thrm.
R mit irteci tincti Jettitvit,t-Jii the ,tt,ilt-tfttturttittiitt-
iit'tt-ii: r-scans (Di tno virharl
:iys tern, arid the inhibition oi social triolaility, nic,anls

taf _:i,ocoridatty t-iystam., that ef ot th9
p/orknd Lo Canc,21 out the 1-'qt:U o: t he Drirriary selto.-0L
The bouraciiiSit-2' 5 qua!t3i-MO nupoly of sr tondoiri uo-dc,ition

,a ot positions ot Loaderchip in
the 1-;er-aioPc as well. Avenues of social (aocer: did exist, but
they two-tie (avenues 01 individual ascent, LOO [16 ITOW tc.7 bear
m-cC h By traversinq Lae na:ruw pa sbaT_iwayr bt-,tween
the priniary school and the lyo:(5e,, orv:, might becc-rnu ,a member
of t-ie dominant social obxoo, hut on that 7,Iass's own terms.
The ed.acational system was a sort of self-propelled engine
'04L oci,=]1. control, ocdng as d bria.e upon mobility and

unterNi-iiqht to civic and poliLical equality. It s

one more means by which the working class could be held
ot a length from th chief beneficiaries of the Third

1-1-1Q; movement retorni that arotiti at the
of I-he Fir5t World War was an attempt to ent. Wif; state

:it fiairs. Structural reform was int-cnded to open 6-Access
to _secondary and higher education to able mernbers of those
socta 1 elas ses --the pea santry and the working class---whose
members had previously been excinded from it. Every
child w,-as to receive an education commensurate with his
ability, without regard for his social origins. Clearly, it

arribitious undertnMng, 7hernorerodica1propmnents
of reform believed that a change in the educational estab-
lishment would cause fundamental changes in society. To
be sure. a call for the transformation of the educatiorial
systeni was a challenge to the existing balance of social
forces In French sociry.

Whether higher education should be made accessible to
all the nation's able citizens, or remain restricted to some
of then, was a political decision to be made by Parliament.



r_hade r the Third_ educatloual leiorrn inquired on
.,7ft_om to t $001(11 chiance by political. aotiom This
L'ipatcv, eenflict between political pciit 10S aud

421" r groups that hold incompatible ideas of how French
ty d ba arranged, Ot the function of, education,

tho:" ot th. relaticuudiip thut should provoUhctywmon\n0rint y ond Ltc edueut trim ;Ind t s
cosIlirf. lioneath the c2lcsh ofideoiogLoo, tho conflicts of

tP.re St , the claims made on behalf of tlo ci
tuntion clrid the 1:am-1st:caw:lin7 ciatarre botvveen church

asj stor-_,e 'that inevitably made its way into rho dispare,
the to rlidurneot.al cruc5 tibbn et issue was about the

hcrad ,-"=" c hild he enab tc \vciy ioa (1-f=1- ocri
sczioic-7ly om thIe basis of his own merit, or should he not?

Ue"ber2ichling, Pi,. "Quelques Aspccts de la R:Ciforrne ;tie PEnse icfnernent
o fra tic " International_ Review_o Ed Lica clop_ Vol. 13 (1967),
p :21-32.1.

French 5 ch col reforms are numerous, but highly controversial_
Sugcfeste t:--101: the lack of consensus about approprii.ite reform goals
and prQc;edLires follow logically from a dearth of= empirical evidence--
and iron th,Q rigidly hierarchical nature of the school 3 ystem where
teachers at. various levels have little common interQst in reform.

9 ji



3., \'Vdtr:_lc,_n.. D. "The Politics o f Edhcatibmal Rotorni in Fraroo -turin,f
thi, Third Republic, 1000-1940, " Pert and rref--.4enr, No, 11 (ity
1_7)60, pp. 8',_ -99.

Asl.fs "Why did the Ino---ietnent for colud,:itionol reTtcren achieDve so

littlo?" Concludes thilt the red:ions lay In (1) the opposition cf the
party ("rip--, real conservative piarty inFronce"); (2) Catholic

r-,pr,(-,zitioi, tlic t'L;(1-01e Linic.114e; (3) tlpe co eit high pratiga pri-
vtitQ educa:ion; (4) the highly centralized naatro of the French eauca-
tional system; and (5) the over Ltabitious and iitopLan nature at the
retorms.

All the schemes, from those of 13misson befaro .914, down
to the recommendations of the La ngevin-Wallon commission,
gave no attention to the practical difficulties of ac!apting
existing buildings, nor to such matters as chereactimos of
the teachers and parents. InstPad the reformers dre,,v up
the blueprints for an ideal system, without attempting to
rem-7.1-1 a compromise viith opposing views, and i.vithout
considering the Ouestion of transitions fmm existing
different structures; any discussion of the cost of the
proposals is noticeably absent from the reforrner-s' plans.
'This is only a reflection of the fact that rric8t Left-wing
thinking centered on a complete social revolution, rejecting
palliative reforms as tending only to make existing society
more stable. -This was a valid argument against educa-
tional reform: if the cleverer children of the tower classes
7.vere provided witn a road to ne top through equality of
op par:unity- in education, th,:::1 proletariat weild be deprived
ot its leadership. This arLjurnent was in fact used by the
Communist party which oppcsed 4cole uj-Llsi move-
ment at certain times n the intei-war period. l'he more
usual attitude was not to reject the very idea of educa-
tional reform, but to propose far-reaching schernes without
taking account of practical difficulties.

concludes with the observation tha

In 1925 Albert Thibaudet, who was then teaCning la a
Fr,-3ach institute in Sweden, e:.:plained -.he intricacies
of the quarrel over educanonal reform to a Swedi5h col-
league, The Swede said that Swe-Jen had had an edu-
cational systern such as that advocated by the reformers

2 9 2
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L; of id-:,-,-,D1,,TKIHT and itIte re s7:.
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;IL I 0 0ciii,,ah.k,0 n,

t-okuld irk dr:-; r!-10 t (.!1 tjoorL. "

(-kik U rikt.r ot_piOLy I-16 1 opportaihity,

trktilti,:-i A y iinitorttintjetion citizon must

t. ork,ikkorturiity 0. iti.kilt.e Lid.: a:0 01: this r jht to

kiriafiation, cionterns that -L.- Ict: Fiti iuc; se]ketive, elitist
sys -um i ',NUS tetul or human tel;kkl-, t.kit .trorn rural areas,
wc-jriker5' chiklrren, CothnLc halciren, nj eji,:ls aro mostly selected

OI the) 0/5on n iikin early age are loss liktc:ily than others to
attetyl St7C=x-Idary Hf01 R iHL cr klr-rkfk.L.i.,,im, Tn bring

.=_

ii not SUCh 1-2]f m 5, change,s will Un reci;uirid in social attitudes towa:ds
di rckle of education, in 6tr itude s towa:ds th e role of women in Germon
socieiy, lit i:±tccessibilLtv of secDrldnry ,c?i-liictition and in the cUrriCiti lurn

and instruction so as to make it more mea ningful to students with a
rie,t y of baclIgrounds.

Fahr, U. fe,n Years or Educational Rt.-forn lit Llle Federal
of Germany, or Was There an Edu.cat.ional Catastrophe?"
Western Euro ean Efiucation, Vol. 6, No. 4 (Winter 197,. /75 ),
pp. 38-51,
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LlikAiiluncit 16i Ln Is 1110 MriJUf
i.c.?nc-o Vnl. 167 0-'00M 197 (J), jiL llUH-11 10.

li1V!,11 und ul r

!INt now I=Inflerwi

IL fi w Try
tr5 Ica I n il r forni Ir, inany of whom, like

111,c1r tutior';_ c_e(Arni(2rptirtlj, Liuddenly ILIH
nriL;elvet-3 eagerly nciployu or .:onsulted hy governnvnt

:-.tars of being V .:rt:Ucil ly binored. But among the
re tonners II s not 0 h1; 00 1 to encounter tli

it sVsiO 11 Or, r 1)110,j 7ract5 or statistici3 thiAt
ought pdlitic al res pecihi lity and power to the reform

movement; rather, it vva o the nearly nationwide
of German university students--involving perhaps the
most sustained violence to sweep any educational enter-
prise in the world, ,.Nith the exception of japan--that pro-
duced the oirrent enthusLisin for retorm.

These, uprisings, in response to an arch io system
that makes West Point look a showcase DI academic
democrna v. se ern to he ptayed out for the moment, but, after

.,-Jr1g tine in the wilderness, reformers repeatedly talk
about how little tirne they feel there is to get at the problems.
Thus, one of Germany's most renowned evangelists for edu-
cational cetera, Hildegard Harnm-BrUcher, recently instalLed
(to her own great astonishment) as Secretary of State for
Education in the new Ministry, remarked in an interview,
I fought for reform for 15 y-ears and didn't succeed. But

now, .l.-)ccm_tse of recent events, we have a new atmosphere.
The question is whether we will get the money we need
tast enDugn to do the things that should have been done
long, long age- Germany is rich, but the states are
strong, and in the past there has nOt been et:lough public
money or understanding to provide properly for education. "

Accordingly, the author reports

The most packed and blighted places are being given
priority, in what is apparently a desperation move to make
the most of the relative cairn that has now settled on German
campuses. In the rneantirne, the Ministry is conducting
extensive consultations and discussions throughout the
country on long-range reform in the schools and universities,
and controversy and debate go on in the press and in public
meetings. To a visitor, "healthy" is the word thpt comes to
mind in -7i wing Cermany's efforts to deal with its educational



problems. F3i t many persons ilvi nq among those eft
while grateful that they are at last being atteillpt0d, care
not very chuerful about the prnspect,s. An American whose
work invel, es keeping a close watch on German educatioh
said, "They'll need an enca taus arnount of money to ft.<
-thirgh ip, 0. mil t doubt that th ?7'ro -olnr; to want to
the "

D. "Present Difficulties in 7ducational letorm: Sovie
20lnts ot Comparison. " In Educatio 001 _Retorfn in

hltc of_GehmarivL Initiatives anci Trend. C Fahr
)urgi UNESCO Institute 1970,, pp, 163- 71.

Argues that English and French attemps at cornpr

rn ha,-e been opposed beeuse "the man in the streeehas never
n sufficiently informed as to the aim of the refcrm in progress.

"Because the debate over the comprehensive school has proceeded

om Ignorance rather than a knowledge of the facts...the tines have
en drawn between the Conservative and Socialit parties, and it has

taken too long for a saUsfactory compromise to be evolved. " Moreover.

"It would not be unfair to say that a similar politici ation of i-sues
concerning the 'common school' has also occurred in France An

informed public opinion is the best guarantee in a democracy for an

effective educational reform.

Heald, Da-00i1-. "Reform and Tradition in Grman Universities_ Today. "
Universities Ouarterlv, Vol. 21 (September 1967), pp. 453-461,

=

Efforts ent reforms in German universities after 1966 have
been severely circumscribed by

Overcrowded universities, too few ideas, too few new
buildings, resistance to reform, a worsening staff/student
ratiothese are some of the problems which face the Federal
Republic in its attempts to reorganize a university system
which nay have been the best for the nineteenth century, but
now shows signs of needing a firm push into the mid-twentieth
century. It was, among other things, his great admiration for
the German universities he had just visited that inspired
Thomas Campbell to write the letter to The Times in 1824
which was the first step in the foundation of the University
of London. Germany's main task is to raise her universities
again to that once exemplary level.
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1:1,,-3s3 "Uhiversity Ri-:!forin in West uiermanc: The Burden ot
Tradition. " loincrva, 1/ot. 6, No. 3 (Sprinq 1968), pp. 3 23-:L-33.

Tho oUthOr de:.-3Cribn5 hr,M Of a coordinatod reform pcbcy,

protessicmal conservatis;m, and other problems have frustrate:d reform
Owvumertts, -HQ .:oncludes that:

The prosont-day Lierinan student actitation is part of a
worldwide student unrest. But in Germany U hos grown
C.)Ver rtl,:;tiy years and has gaLhered much of its impetus
iron a gradual disillusionment with the academic estab-
lishment. It has reached such proportions only because cd
the conservative and authoritarian system which was revi-ved
in West ciermany atter thEI Second World War. The only
concern of Inost of the professors, with a few notable
exceptions, appeared to be the perpetuation of the existing
system and the nr2seriation of the "dignity of the uni-
versity.

There are many motives at work--including some which
have little to do with the universities as suchin the recent
agitation of Clerrnan universiti, students. Ic is nonetheless
likely that, had some changes been introduced earlier, stu-
dents would today not be asking for one-third representation,
together with professorial and non-professorial staff, on the
university senate and other committees.

The next decade will obviously be a time of turmoil fog
the universities in West Germany. But it is also clear that the
forces of tradition are at last yielding, though slowly, to the
forces et reform.
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Lawson, R F, Roform of the West .(7.jmAn._Sc_h_oo
University of Michigan Comparative .E:,ducation Dissertation Seriei3
No. 4. Ann Arbor: University (:)i- itAlchi*---An School of Education, 1965.

Concludes that:
The foregoing discussion of current devreloprnunts in areas
of German education selected for refomi by tiTe Allied
Occupation and including importarit in.d.apendent develop-
ments which, might fall under the broad beading cf
"democratiza.tkon, " reveals that some raforms toward ends
envisioned by American educators hove been acconipiljned
Moreover, the work of liberalizing the, ,Gerrnan school system and
making it more responsive to preswrit social needs is pro-
ceding as vigorously today as it was ten or fifteen years ago,
in some ways more vigorously. This indicates a favorable
attitude arnong many educators and also in the general
public toward the principles for Gnan educational reform
supported by the Americans aad BrtZiish Occupation authorities.
It has been pointed out earlier, however, that Germans tend
to look for the origin of these reforms it pre-war progressive
movements, 3nd their specific form today is independently
German. Furthermore, school reforsin$ have beea incorporated
into the traditional structure ancl made to accord largely with
unaltered aim6. In other words, changes have occurred both
practically and philosophically within the German educational
context, which explains why peroePtions of degree of change
vary considerably between Getman and foreign obs ervers.

II
Moltke, K. von, "Reform Proposals Not Carried Through4f-

Times Educatio Suolerrient, \Toll. 3060 (Tune 7, 1974), p. 47.

Otto, P. A. "Curriculumrevision als Voisussetzung einer Reform
der Grundschute. " Welt der SchuI. Vol. 25 (June 1972),
pp. 216-224,
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P,--)i:h-v..-01-1[1, f. C. Ku hln-idnn. lh-,codes Nt
Lduccition. " 1'.orn_r_idh.ttivd

No, 3 (0t2Whc,r 1967 , 1..-)p. J1l-33U.

authL.:,[-J 1hf.2ir

1:-; ri0 r11,-2,111t, Q jl u 111(.4 Lu that, in ddrhia:.
::jorild othcr Europo,Jn the (..clu-

'7dt.LorvIl :----;y-L;wrn to tip) L:ocio---(..,.;:oncitutc and ol_Iltural (Jev(4101.)-
Fneht5 of the raid-twi..,ntioth century has not yet really tokc,.n
place in Clerrnony. The authorr; do not consider certuin
:211,-inclic.--4 lc thc Lin u |/uu|ixy ucd iuuiIuoLiun

orcurrod during thb post-war years to have
,Altpred the system of West Gerl.n,:in eduisation in ,iny important.
cogree. It is significant th6t a high oiticinl of the Bavarian
Ministry of Educw:ion ont,Lmernting a number of intermil
rcform'3, such as the participation of primary school teachers
in deciding on selettion tor secondary schools, a concen-
tration of subjects in the upper secondary schools, the intro-

ot social studis, the organiz,,Ation of study groups,
certnin changes in the organization of the time-L,:)le,

declared: "The secondary school nas completed its reform:"
and (::oncludd: "peace mu'L't now return tor a long perio(L "

They co.Lend somewhat pessimistically that

the Strong tendency towards conformity of cooperating
groups within West Germali society has, in the absonce
of Qqually strong counterforces and of any real ci:tlenge
by soc:ial research, succeeded in either mobilizing public
opinion against -Structural retorms or in neutralizing it.
Rational discussions of educational problems have been
thwarted by the intrusion of ideology, Cultural federalism
has tended to act more as brako on innovation and
eNperimentation :han as an inspiration to pioneering compe-
tition, Finc,:ily, public pressure "from below" has not been
pros' n bco3use oi the low level educationdl aspiration
in seine social groups. ,

=

,LL,

Their conclusion, howevei'vtis -that: "The dnswer will depend largely
n effective mobilization of QUbUC in',er07.t and political torcr:;, "
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Van (dradt, (',oritrIn UnivtiTsity
lintyL,nlity, .1973. ,HH 1,

rrhc, cu1tlh-1 sudg.,:sts that\v(-,m Ut'AVOnA.-

r 1 HO cc,ntinu-d until the 19L,O's.

( !I 1 1111:0 the IfHors the runjiul2d esson
,Ily Humboldtian. lt viewed univerL;ity's function as pare

rosL?nLch combineci closely with teaching, a weiins for shaping
iniitividldal character. Structurally, the university was ideally to
be a cunuminqy of touchers arill !=;tn7dents, flowc-ver, eyuu from
time of Humboldt only the hill professors (Ordinrien) were in orac-
tice treated as full members of the university, and they ranitained
this dominant position until the late 1960's, success.fully blocking
internal reform efforts by students .-ind younger staff. The othor
tnajor hindrance to rotonn was the traditiohnl conception of tbo f.7-3 tate

ay ,1 neutra I, benevolent p,Titren and provider, insulating the univer-
sity ,:igainst the merely partial interests of society at large. Since

pcfml_hments made no effort to exerciso their prorocjEntivo logis-
don, this left only the ministerial bureaucracies as potential sour-

ot reform, and for the most part, in Fin alliance of interests with
the Orclinarionj they wer.: content to niaintain the status quo.

IL:Jul-is that retorm the student unrest of 19 67-6H

reflects

...two new conco7"ons of the university and Lrhows continuity with
certain threads of L. Aitional Fungtionalism -;e,s1s the
university as suppling the of. the economy foi- and
highly traimzcl manpower and advocates a hierarchical structure,
with participation graduated on the basis of competence, under the
guidance of the state. The democratic university, on tl-u-2 lier hand,
is envisaged as a haven for humanistic, emancipatory ariu socially
critical research and teaching, oreinted towards the genuine needs
of mankind. Such a university would h- .5tructured as a fully parti-
cipatory community, with autonomy from the state but responsive
to progressive forces in society. These contrasting constellations
of ideas have influenced not only the content of university legislation,
hut also the course of the legislative proces

3



de Graff, f. H "Vies t Germany' 3 ArbltLir atotth

Re-form Cot_ ratiydiaticn:-ft few, Vo_ 1, 2

(Februa 1 967), pp- 7 S-86.

nd c7cheot
No. 1

Re cen t e ffo rt t reform "the el i_tis fl.:Itt.1 eff Gorman L=;- ecc,ntiary

and higher eucatici
of the popultlo ri in
have been obtructe

and t o ape ri the- eve as "-to a broader rneri

e of workl-wide soc thl ond econonlc chango"
by th folio wing: e.. the princ iple of "cultural

federalism where each sta to r etcin c Onlpl(The co Vol of eriucatic nal

policy and programs, by the onc ept of 1.11.1.AL or cl 31;7 ica
s tud Ins as the only prop ef oT naslufli cUrriaLLInn, by dli2 try' s

baSe d on corn s lified t0chrcaI graduates "a nil by

the elitiat ndp xtv occ hiqher s Cc coda toetch e rs arid adrninistrutorn:

who terld to reject on ideolo qj eel grounds thQ rofrms which they
feel micIht .daute Lii 1-7_igh in te floc, tUi 1 0 t,u ds f the



H. N. rrie Politics f Ed u catio ii Inricva nt
ID eve lopment5 ln Vest Gorman Scho ol Reforti Report to tlio
Natic...--na A.cadeiny- of Cduoation, St Ilford Uni ver y, Sta nfo.d,
Califcrrila, October 1973 = (rnine

bse rye s tho c efforts to r eierrn German educa tio n with th e iritr du ction
of an int grated omprehens -ve s hooV h ie teen rather eff ect Live ly

opposc-.1 by siun n. teache s us ing "pure " p ed ago --4Ical crl. teri. a.

We for conte nd s a-let ta reforrn v:i LI eve ritually be re solved a coo rdinD
to -;vitic:h QCjtL groups ho Id politic -3i po-..Ner--i. 0. ,

It the 1_ -,- t d o iaii2r:1 a d t;ibe raLsni cons olidatie
their hot. d in German it ios tc the extent lb.:sit tne rls Tian.
Deltic: CFJ ts We re a 1)1C to ci,3 for the first t wo doca de5 of post
wo_ r çrnn, the-n it is a Imos t inov itab le that s orne form of an
integrated. horizo nital sys tem of past-primary ed ucation
err, eme e, eventual' y reaching a critical rnas $ t bac forces t he
',11n rem avarlg pe,cke ts ot vertIcall y erg- ,anize d s tate s CMS
to 111; us t hen-) se1N--PS tO prr !7-,Od 0 C.; f Cho 01
organ tza tion. tf, howeve r, a :Tore alterna ting pattern In
th succ es sien of We st C, ernia n governments at t lie federal
and S ilvt IS go lug r:o prevail over Ih rlext twoh ty
ye ar er t hon the is s L2;0 111,i y ve wt.AI COrrlOmfl Li flre SOL V
and c ompetltive s yste ms rriay continue to co-exist mar e

les 3 c orrifortabl v fo r as far inn the fu ture a s o no would
re t o p re dit tod oy. In Inan wa ys, the depart ure

nevi e hicat1oril goal-7 onL__± the i r imp lementatlon has ortly
jus t b,--ogun in 'Vest Germiv, a nd the di fficult les whichì
alraad y t lir: first fc,-w steps hayt--1 onocunt ere<1 Taro Ind lcativ-e
of iJot II the II: initude and Ow " mons tely ioIAtl cal na turo
ot the la:A ft, t li g a head in the no:,:t d 10 or ,.vvo.
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A nwe iler, . _LAB .1.._kefor:nen in Os euroca. Berlin: W. Kohlharnrner

VerlacI, 1969. 204 p.

hercjer, K-H. "The Third Reform of Higher Education
German Democratic Republic." Prospects. Vol. 3, No. 4
(Winter 1973), pp, 497-503.

Explains that universities in the GDR have, despite major

economic difficulties, attempted to "serve in multifarious ways to

promote social progress. Tasks addressed have included: (1)

destroying the bourgeoisie's privileged position, (2) introducing

Mamist-Leninist theory into academic life, (3) training of a new

ocialist intelligentsia, and (4) since 1968, carrying out reforms

require(' for the creation of a "unified" socialist educational system
11 " the construction ot a tull-fledged socialist state. Notes that

.. one of the key features of the third university reform
is, in our view, the fact that it has produced sufficiently
flexible structures to be capable of further modification
in accordance with changes in praxis. Our present and
future efforts are and will continue to be characterized

the concern to collahorate--usino the specific tools
of knowledge and in full consciousness of our great
responsibilitiesin fulfilling the primary duty of a
developed socialist society and so contribute to the further
irn roverrent of theiaterial and cultural standard
of iivipg, thanks to a rapid rate of expansion of socialist
production, increased efficiency, scientific and techno-
logical progress and a continuous rise in the productivity
of Labour. [rny underlining]
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Kazarnias, A. .-1\A. "Plans and Policies for Educational Refor
Greece, Comparative Education Review, Vol. 11, Mo. 3 (October
1967), pip 331-347.

Kazarnias explains that:

When the reformers and the critics referred to the improvement
of the educational system so that it will meet contemporary
techno-ecorionic needs and the goals of economic development,
they invariably stressed technical. and vocational schools and
these as substitutes for general schools. The argument has
been that the demands of a growing economy require the appli-
cation of technological skills and that such skills are best
developed in formal technical and vocational institutions.
While the first part of this argument ma y be true, the
second is open to serious doubts. Are technical skills or
competencies of industrial growth indeed developed in
forrnal institutional settings? Are the facilities and
envirorunerit conducive to skill development better v.ovided
in schools or by industry and by "on the job trnining? To
what eNterit is formal technical training acceptec and
actually utilized by employers? Would the people who
go through technical schools actually seek careers based
upon their training? What light does Greece's past experience
throw on these questions ? None of the recent proposals,
statements, or plans addressed themselves to such questions
of the education-development problem. In the five-year plans
and the !Mediterranean Regional Project, global estimates of
manpower requirements are made. Like all such enterprises,
this one makes the questionable assumption that schools
and individuals are going to behave according to certain
prescribed patterns. Educational reformers have looked
primarily at the pedagogical aspects of the system and h ve
barely considered the relationship of education to the socio-
economic e- ructure, job opportunities, and the structure of
Incenttves.

This last observation Is worthy of further comme t.
Wh le the reluctance to abandon tradition may have a rational
justification, Since tradition can provide cultural cohesion
and stability, nevertheless, it also reflects an entrench-
ment into positions of power of a group of intellectuals,
pedagogues, and politicians with similar educational back-
grounds, similar social ideologies, and similar interests.
This oligarchy can easily be identified in the educational
bureaucracy, the University of Athens, the Church hierarchy,
and the conservative political parties. 'Their positions on
the 1964 measures speak for themselves.

3 0 1



But equally illustrative of the persistence of a
traditional approach is the fact that both critics and
reformers have viewed the reform of education. from a
similar orientation, mostly from the narrowly pedago-
gical one. Education, a national concern, touching the
lives of every individual, has been almost exclusively
in the hands of "specialists," consisting of a few uni-
versity professors and bureaucrats and some educational
prar.7iti oners. As a popular magazine exclaimed: Have the

ever called upon successful industrialists,
merchants, :bankers, the "pragmatists, "to ask them how
they perceive the man of tomorrow, or what type of indi-
vidual is needed in today's changing world? One could
also add: "H eve the specialists ever asked the ordinary
inan--the peasant, the worker, the small business man,
the a fti ri--or the students themselves to express their
views o n their aspirations, expectations, and preferences ?

He concludes that

respite these strictures and the inadequacies of its
nature, scope, and basis, the reform movement, particu-
larly the 1964 policies, may well have turned out to be the
beginning of a silent social and pedagogical revolution in
Greek modernization. There were indications that the
acuteness of some issues, for example, that of language,
which could previously shake governments, dismiss eminent
professors, cause public riots and bloodshed, and send
people before the public prosecutor had been blunted. Other
issue S, such as cla ssicism and classical humanism had been
forcefully challenged. The very idea that education can be
regarded as investment or that educational policy must con-
sider the techno-economic needs of the country was a radi-
cal departtire in Greek thinking. A new gener: tion of people
who had been ed ucated in countries other tha n Germany or
Zrance or who had been exposed to different ideas had rea -hed
maturity and had been clamoring for change. Economic
development had expanded the horizons of the rural, peasant
population, and the demand for education had increa sed.
_More people were asking questions about the benefits to
their children of_ thriller types of schooling. Others wanted
equal opportunities and privileges. But on April 21, 1957,
the arrny staged a c_2Lpi 4tat. Since. then, parliamenta ry
government has been suspended. The military junta has
vowed to destroy the reforms of the previous years and bring
about a moral revolution based on the "purity" of Greek
traditions.
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Cesareo, V. a d r.4. Regurzoni. "Enseignants Italiens: Atitutdes
Relatives a leur Position et a la Reforrne de Pico le Moyenne.
riternatlonal Review of Education, Vol. 17, I\io. 3 (1971), pp.

324-3 1.

Codignola, T. "The University Reform." W estern Eurçpean Education,
Vol. 3, No. 4 CWinter 1971/72), pp. 316-328.

Italian universities traditionally among the most conservative in
program arid hierarchical structure, are state institutions which depend

in their basic policies; organization, and financial support entirely
on the national government. Jolted to action by the student revolts

in 1968 and 1969, the legislatur3 began working on a broad and

partly radical reform design, which, after long political controversies,

became law in 1971. Internal democratization was the main goal

of this elaborate new law.
_udes that

. . . the iproved by the Senate is a fundamental
and well-articulated law for integral renovation -which
meets the problems scivarely and points to the possible
solutions which have emerged from ten years of proposals,
polemics, arid the fiery atmosphere of debate: as things
were, no one has presented any useful alternatives.
Whether it will be possible to reconstitute an organism
which had arrived at the brink of collapse is a question
which cannot yet be easily answered: even if the poli-
tical situation were to permit the implementatioa of the
legislation proposals, the question remains whether the
university can find, in itself and in society, the neces-
sary- strength for this rebirth. The overcoming of old
animosities, the passage from an exasperatingly- indi-
vidualistic administration of university power to a com-
munity mode, the ability of everyone to work together,
without feelings of vendettaall require a con-inon per-
suasion, constructive decisions, and a faith in scientific
and instructional work which today seem a distant mirage.

Gelpi, E. "Structure and Function of Italian Un ties. " In Educatio
In Eiirobe, M .A Matthij sse a and E. Vervoo -The Hague: Mouton,
1969. pp. 241-246.

Plans for efo g Italian universities have failed becauce of vested

interests of professors, and because reforms did not respond to the demands

of students who proposed more radical changes and less autho itarian con-fi-o
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Santorii Rigiu, A. "The Evo uti n of the Italian Educational System. "
Comsacative Education Review, Vol. 11 No. 3 (October 1967),
PP.

p-bserves that

At the beginn.ing of 2956, the general structure of the
Italian educational system was not much different from
that decreed by the Casati Law of 1859 plus the modi-
fications which had emerged from the reform carried out
in the first years of fascism...

In 1962, a new single middle school was legislated

...for students from eleven to fourteen years of age,
compulsory and free, as was the elementary school, and
non-discriminatory, is without doubt the most important
educational reform of the past twenty years. At last,
effective realization of compulsory education to age
fourteen, decreed in 1923 and confirmed by the present
Constitution, is in sight.

_Contend s

s [now] unanimously recognized at all levels of
Italian educational administration that the new [middle]
school has been successful quantitatively. At present
ver 90 percent of the children who leave elementary

school enter the middle school; differences between North
and South and between advanced and depressed areas
have been narrowed, and communes still without middle
schools now contain only 6.9 percent of the total popu-
lation. Im-i a few years the number of teachers has
increased from less than 90, 000 to approximately
140, 000 in the middle school alone. If one bears in
nind the starting point of these efforts, the quantitative
progress in undeniable.

r Com lades nevertheles s, that serio obstaclesremnain-fficial

antt-antiern4c----Gpinion4"`-' for ertanpl-e

Official and academic opinion continues to pay little
attention to the proposals of those who study educational
problems. The world of the school resists educational
reform, in which it sees a threat to cultural models and
traditional roles.

There are also ideological obstacles. Except for two
brief and not particularly significant periods over the past
twenty years, the Minister of Public Instruction has been



dependent upon the Democratic Christians, who are stro gly
influenced by the Catholic educational associations (rela-
tively the best organized and most homogeneous) and upon
the Catholic ecclesiastical hierarchy. The Church has
been txaditionally very cautions toward proposals for edu-
cational reform, if only- out of fear that any change will
encourage secular directions in education. However,
Catholic forces prefer not to oppose change outright, but
to go along with them in the hope of controlling them in
the direction of moderation. A Catholic scholar described
this approach recently as one of len c zia Islowcracy").
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Martin, G -D. C. " Miczo state Reforms Its Educational Systernlisehterrstein --

International Review of Education, Vol.19, No. 3 (1973), pp.396-403.

Martin describes the 1972 educational reform, and observes that

Liechter e ' s greatest proble 'is preservation of its national identity

- id very e>dstence as a state. He concludes that

. the Liechtensteiners, true to their reputation as hard-headed
Alernens , have produced a realistic basis for educational reform
in their niinuscule state. One of the main advantages of the
limited size of the territory is that administration remains a
personal business: every teacher, for instance, knows his
Director of Education , most will have met their Prime Minister,
many will even have spoken to their Prince. This , coupled with
a genuine wave of enthusiasm for educational reform current
not only in the teaching profession but throughout public life in
the Principality,, is the best guarantee that the reforms will be
carried out both in the letter and the spirit of the law.
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Hansen, E. Marxism, Socialism , and the Dutch Primary Schools.
Histo of Educa ion Quarterl Vol.13, No.4 (Winter 1973),
pp, 367-391.

Hansen notes that: "In 1962, 2 % of the elementary s hool pupi s

in the 1\lethe lands attended a public school, 74 %. ere in private or

coniessicnal schools. This has not always been the case, At the tu n

f the century 69% of all elementary school students were in public

schools and 3 % in private or confessional schools. One of the great

turning points in this confessionalizing t-end was the constitutional

revision of 1917 which placed confessional elementary schools on a

parity with the public schools in terms of state subsidy." This reform,

the author concludes, enabled the Sccialists to appeal "to rural and small

towt sectors in the Netherlands. The reform made the Social Democratic

Party less vulnerable to charges of Godle sness atheis and material-

ism. It would also allow the devout worker to e ter the. m vement without

pro_ ing his belief in a confessional education for his children."



Kamm, H. "Fast Dutch Campus Rpform has Made Some Fu ious. " New York
Times (May 21, 1976), p. Al2.

tr
A Ka nit nate s that

Student demands for university reform in the Netherlands
achieved more immediate and far-reaching results than elsewhere
in Western Europe. So far-reaching are the results that protests
are not largely limited to teachers who believe that the changes
are threatening their freedom to teach.

Student demonstrations and occupation of university buildings
in 1969 led to the Goverment's introduction of the University
Reorganization Act that year and its passage and enactment in 1970.

From a system in which full professors had nearly absolute con-
trol over studies, administration and the careers of all teachers
below their rank, Dutch universities were democratized to share
power at more or less parity among teachers, students and admin-
istrative employees.

He quotes a professor op architecture's critical comments on the role

of students in the reforms:

When I came in 1966, the atmosphere was stuffy and the pro-
ors authoritarian," he recalled. "It was a wonderful moment

when everything opened up. We though, 'Now we are among our-
selves and can start happily on a new architecture.'

"But then the problems of architecture disappeared and politics
began. It all became a question of changing society rather than
architecture. Architecture almost got drowned. The architecture
department is almost entirely in the hands of radical students and
younger teachers. They dc nothing but govern the school instead
of teaching and being taught. They just govern, govern, govern."

,_tuitatdmtret.m.,

"I wouldn't mind at all if the great percentage of people were
Marxists, if they only used theiqrains. A weird and almost ab-
surd concept of what architecture is developing. It is an attac,) i
without an answer. They offer no solution.

"They say architecture should be scientific and objective and
must be Marxist," Mr. van Eyck went on. "There is no such thing
as Marxist construction there is Marxist thoughtno Marxist bricks."



"My colleagues and I are accud of humanism, represen-
ting the last s age of a humanistic c ncept that began in the
Renaissance, We are no longer relevant and they don't talk
with people who are no longer relevant A

"An extreme form of unbelievable oentralization and bureau-
cracy have taken over," he said, "It is a dictatorship of boys
and girls who haven't completed their education. It smacks of
fascism. They are trying to argue in the name of everybody the
obsolescence of architecture because they don't know how to do
it.

"Design has been replaced byreport s f 2,200 pages . People
are finishing their architectural studies without creating a design,
just words and statistics.

"There is contempt for the indivtdual and for quality. They are
very brutal. Their index is even strtcter than that of Rome. "

3 2
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wa y, H. W. F. "Cn Reform of the Educational System in the
Netherlands " Comparative Education Review, Vol 11, No. 3
(October 1967), pp. 360-365.

Explains that

The "Mammoth Act" is a first atte pt at reorganization
of the educational structure to bring it more into line with the
social and political changes of the last half century. It has
tried to solve one of the great problems of the prevailing
s ystem, the transfer of pupils from primary to post-primary
education into one Department for Continued Education in
order to facilitate vertical and horizontal transfer. It also
attempts to provide for more differentiation within each of the
various types of continued education.

bserve s that

Some supporters of state schools feared that certain
organizational features of the "Mammoth Act" favored
denominational schools. However, few difficulties have
arisen and Dutch education, like Gaul in Caesar's time,
is divided into three parts. The2public" schools enroll
the children of parents who do not care for denominational
tuition, the "private" schools the children of those who
prefer denominational tuition or of those who have taken
the initiative in founding a school for some other reasons.
This possibility is open to any group of parents provided
they secure the legally required numbers. Although the
State does not interfere in the religious matters of the
schools, the curriculum, the qualification of teachers,
eaohers' salaries and social security rights fall under

the same regulations and supervision as the public
schools. In this .ense, private education, in the usual
sense of the term, does not exist in the Netherlands.
Cooperation in various fields has been achieved among
the three Centers for Educational Research belonging to
the three teacher unions. Since the Second World War,
these organizations have promoted experimentation and
research. As a result of their efforts many important
projects have been carried out by university and other
research institutes with the financial support of the goverr
merit. The necessity for coordinating all educational
research has led to the founding of a national Research
Institution to encourage and coordinate the research
projects of the various institutions. The Act on Experi-
ments in Schools (1963) provides the legal basis for
experiments to prepare for the introduction of the various
reforms proposed by the "Mammoth Act. "

3 3
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Van Lutsenburg Maas, J. "The 'Mammoth Law' Reforms of Dutch
Education. " Comparative Education Review, Vol. 7, No. 3
(February 1964), pp. 279-285.

Dutch reforms of post-secondary education after 1963 have changed
the educational structure from a dual to a tripartite syst_m. The new
secondary school branch is semi-academic, but does not qualify
for university entrance.

Concludes that

the reforms were not bro ght on by hard economic
calculations alone. Just as potent a factor was the social--
and hence political--pressure of the rising lower and mid-
dle classes. The prest',.ge of academic education in
Western civilization plays a significant role here. Since
in the popular imagination the assured road to success is
through an _cademic education, and since such an edu-
cational background has certainly provided wider occu-
pational and social horizons, the pressure on such
schools to expand enrollment has become a common phe-
nomenon in virtually all modern and modernizing nations.
However, as discussed earlier, to open wide the doors and
thereby lower the standards of the established "secondary"
schools would be intolerable. An alternate solution is to
create parallel institutions whose standards are of less
strategic importance. Whether this new approach will
in fact meet the popular demands or merely shift the
"bottleneck" from the doors of the secondary schools to
those of the universities remains to be seen.

Weeren, D. Historical and Contemporary Aspects of Inter-Religious
Relations in Dutch Education and Society. Doctoral dissertation,
Columbia University, 1967. 294 p.
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crucial in the struggle to depose a ruling elite and to alter
an education associated with that elite, The chief argu-
ment used by a Christopher 5ruun (inborn spirit of a people)
is no longer acceptable, but the cultural nationalist position
can be--and is being--recast in suitable modern terms (group
identity, socia) cohesion, ethnic complementarily, cultural
heritageTind the like). To me, the interesti.-; point atiol/|
cultural nationalist theory is itS ideal constrw_l Ot a nation
as distinct from the state. Such a constmct can be a power-
ful battering rar-ri against existing state institutions and
those who control them. In the United States, it would
seemwhere we have for much too long pretended that there
existed, or that there must exist, a single American nation
which corresponded to the stateseveral doses of old-
fhshioned .f._ailtural nationalism could only bc salutary.
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t:;ystem and basis tor differentiation, (2) language problems,
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Saislord, Gurmar. "Norwegian Educational Poform and the Enhetsk
" omrativeEducticn Reviaw, Vol. 11, No. 3 (October

1.967), pp. 366-373.

The idea of a unified or unitary educational sy.!,:aerri,
symbolized by the term and ideal of the enhetsskole, to
replace the dualistic character typical of most European
educational systems until recently is a key concept and
the dominant theme in Norwegian educational history since
the latter part of the nineteenth century. And while this
ideal generally has inspired educational reform movements
in Europe for generations, as evidenced by the Einheitss_oz
_dea, the 4cole unique movement, the drive for "compre-
hensive" schools, and the like, the general societal set-
ting of Norway posed a special set of circumstances
le.,c.:ing to somewhat unique practical interpretations

achievements.

Factors obstructing an nhetsskole, or comprehensive school reform,
are seen as

Social class differences and traditi ns of cultural exclusive-
ness [are] by no means nonexistent. At the same time the
powerful example of such culturally advanced nations as
Germany [has] exerted a strong formative influence on the
philosophy and practical organization of the educational
system. Finally, the very important rural-urban dichotomy
within the national cultureatributable to historical and
topographical factors and reflected no t only in a wealth of
greatly varying dialects, but also in the existence of two
official language forms, one..primarily urban and the other
primarily rural--[has] presented particulary difficult and
challenging problems to the realization of a unified system
of education with equality of opportunity for all. In fact,
common laws, policies, and regulations for elementary
education in urban-and rural areas, a goal envisioned by

317
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educational leaders already in the nineteenth centur
not achieved until a few years ago. Thus the struggle for the
-nhetsskole--whose practical program was directed toward
extending the period of compulr,ory, cornmon9rid
ferentiated education--[has} implied a special effort to
improve the quality and availability of education for rural
children and youth.

both the concept of ditierentation and its practical
implementation in the youth school have undergone slgriiflc
changes. The earlier s ystem of "lines" and"branchcs"
and the related "levels" of study, all uncomfortably reminiscent
of the difference between the real schools and continuation
schools of the past with their different prestige values and
inherent vocational-professional promise, has given way to
a more moderate and flexible type of differentiation. This
gradual process of change testifies to the wisdom of the
empirical approach followed and to the contributions of the
many schools which cooperated in the experimental work.
The idea of a bilateral system of lower secondary education,
faintly visible in the "line" concept has receded from view,
and the future youth school promises to become in fact a
common "unitary" school providing an authentic secondary
education for all.
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g Bey r L. R. "The German Educational Policy for the Poles. "
School__ d Society, Vol. 60.. No. 1563 (December 9, 1944),
p. 376.

German turning Poland into a colony for Germ n

settlement calls for the el mination of all high school; and most
elementary school _ "Germany's guiding Lea is the transformation
of some 18 million Poles into slaves capable of performing only the

physical work required by the Germans. " The r;erman network of
S-schools created during the war to replace Folich schools "cnne'.sts

chiefly of four-year schools employing unqualified German teachers,

whose primary aim is to eradicate all traces of Polish culture and
tradition and to develop the Nazi spirit among the newly crea ed

'Germans.

Fischer, H-j. "Der Stand der polnischen Schulreform. "
Pdao.ikundSchu1einst und West, Vol.* 16, No. 1 (February
1968), pp. -47.

iszman, J. R. Revolution and T edition in People 's Poland Education
and Socialization. Princeton, N J Princeton University Press,
1972. 382 p.

Assesses Polish educational-reform efforts and finds that basic
conflicts have arisen from the cla,_,r3 of still powerful relig:_ouo and nationalls
traditions and Mac<ist scientism.

H. "Les écoles superieures et la r6forme de l'enseignemen
Synthesis, Vol. 22, No. 253 (June 1967), pp. 77-80.

The author sees major probl ms in carrying out nationwide educational

reforms in the rapid expansion of the system, in articulating the major

levels, and in the shortage of high-level manpower.

ablonski, H. "The Universit es and the School Refor4
Polish Persoectives, Vol. 9 (June 1966), pp. 8-12.
Complains that reform attempts to egalitarianize, to open-uo the

Polish school system are limited by the uni ersities' continuing dominance

of the educational sector.
319



Moor an, P. "Shake-Up Puts Learning oociety in the Vanguard of the
New Revolution. " Times Educational Su2plement, No. 3059
(January 11, 1974), pp. -19.

From a functionalist viewpoint, the author reports Poland's current
0-p-atz. t1't-

controversial eflorts o shift from an -1' to a44,\eckouti nal
stem. He argue- that the long-term rarionale for a highly educated

I I rning society" is because "it is essential to continuing material
progress. " The reform "causes" are, thus, viewed explicitly as the

a,.!,
need for more highly trained technical manpower and implicitly 42.."...1

the shift in national goals from "building communism co building

a "consumer society. "
Kuberski, T. and J. Wolczyk. "The Bases of the Reform of the Educa-

tional System of Poland." Prospects. /o1.5, No.3 1975,,
pp. 301-311.

The authors explain that:

...the purpose of the reform will be to raise the level of edu-
cation in Poland, make secondary education available to all,
introduce institutional forms of lifelong education for the people
as a whole, and provide multilateral links between school and
life so as to prepare the generations to come for creative roles
in society.

The development of an educational system on these lines
calls for collaboration from schools, families, firms, youth
organizations, the mass communication media and from the en-
tire social and institutional context in which the pupil lives.
For it is only by developing the educational functions of society
and its institutions as a whole that it will be possible to achieve
the desired results. The school is, and will continue to be, an
essential element in the process, but it will not be the only one.

They suggest that:

Unity of action by all the important educational forces will
certainly play a decisive part in the modification and develop-
ment of the national education system. In this respect a special
task devolves upon the family, as providing the child's natural
early background. Hence it is important that the family should
receive all the necessary assistance, not only from the school
but also from specialized establishments and social organizations.
Such assistanco should, for example, help parents to learn more
about the educational system and associate them with the various
stages of consultation while guaranteeing that their children will
enjoy the material conditions which are essential if they are to
receive a proper education.

3



Pecherski, T+I. "Changes In the3Polish System of Teacher Education
.Since 1972. " International Review of Educat (Part I: Institutio
Reforms in Teacher Education Since 1972 ). Vol. 21, No. 4 (1975),

Polny, R. "Uber die Reform der allgemeinbildendon 1\/littohul-
der Volksrnpuhlik Polen, " Vercleicherkde Ptidagogik,
(1969), pp. 25-42.

J. S. "The New Reforms of the Polish Education
Scho.o_l_g_nc3 ji)Ejlty, Vol. 36, No. 927 (October 1, 1932
431-432.

ysto
pp.

Attempts to reform secondary 3 h -to s have been hindered by

"the remains of the Russian and Austri 'school organization" and

y private schools.

J. "Educati nal Reform in Poland. F ciljcational
'athod, Vol. 13, No. 5 February 1934), pp. 247.-251.

With independence in 1918, Poland attempted to create a new

"more democratic" educational system. In fact, however, "the
only thing dirt really changed is the divis on and organization of
studies" and the increased subordination of universities to a more
centralized Ministry of Education "whose seal of approval will be

necessary as much for the election of university rectors as for the
existence of student societies.
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Herzlich "Por La re-iorme a 1. Qpeuve de la 'Nome] teeeeeee,Le Monele.de l Educe ion, Vol. lel (fevrier 1076), pp. 18-20,

Sirr 0- J. V. "Genere R..eform ot Educatjen in Portugal. " W, serii
EUrOponECILICati.0 Vol, 4, No. 1-2 _Spring-Summer 1072)_

1 (36 -119,

imle, the Minis er of Education, disoussee swccpinT refeeree
in the educational system that express

a philosophy of educatioe which would embody the
double principle that the education of the individual is
the r,e-Ain aim of the educational system and that all, otthe basis of equal opportunities, should find in ane such
system the paths that will guarantee their inalienable rightto be educated. From this we may conclude thaL the edu-
cational system should not be directly subordinated to thedemands of economic development, even though we under-stand that to Ignore such a relationshiplbay lead to indi-vidual C8803 of frustration: the concept of educational
structures should make it possible to obtain concrete
qualifications for the exercise of a profession considere_
to be secially useful. This is, in fact, the manner inwhich we seek to embody in educational matters the
humanistic principles and the commuuity vocation ot theSocial 5tate, which recognizes the rights of the citizen,considered as an individual and as an element of an
integrated collectivity.

.. The reforms we want to see effected cannot belimited to static, definite schemes, but should rather bethe sum of sectorai measures and actions, all of them
interconnected and inspired by a sinale, coherent thoughtand principle. We are thus faced with a process of con-
tinuous improvement and enrichment which will contribute
to the institution of an eminentl- Portuguese, ever New
School, without detriment to its universality, in which CeeHomeland will fulfill its sacred duty to ensure the edu-cation of its children, who will later be in a position to
maintain, in coming generations, that spirit of renovatededucation that each period of history calls for.

He suggests certain conditi- s neces _ey for the reform's succes

So vast a programme as the one I have j st outlined
very briefly calls ter vast efforts and naturally huge
:naterial resources. The necessary conditions for the
ample, harmonious development of such projects include
the training and modernization of indispensable human



means, the formulation of suitable educathinal methods
and curricula, call for the definition and ifnplementation
of a complex educational structure, the e.stoblkihment of
appropriate administrative structures and gikra rise to an
infinite number of problems to be soivL,J, questions to
be meditated, solutions to be discovered energies to
be used up.

But little or nothing will get done un1e,,=3 we manage
to get the population of the country r==:ally engaged in the
responsibilities of educational work. The achievement that
we are planning is for the Nation as a whole, and the Nation
must contribute.
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BrahaTn, U. L. Ed_hcationin Romania: A IDecade .of
Wnshingten, D. C.: U. S. Office of Education, 1972. 155 p.

The author reports important reforms ',hat have,strengthened the
educational system and,_ritipeos provides a picture of the system
uLuii educ_.ation levi_-_,15 as of the 13ii9-70 academic year. Since
Comm:mist acquisition of power late in 1947, throe major educational
reforms have reflected a prCHiji0 sive nationalistic eeucational trend.
The first, in 1947, aligned Romania's Western-oriented educational
!;37;st,In ,7ith th,:it of the soviet Union; the second, in 1955, culled for
reorganization of the schools along polyteehnical lines. Revealing a
holder posture toward national independence and also reflecting
political aspirations and educational objectives of the regime, the
third reform in the 1970's was designed to further Romania's long-range
plans tor industrialization and technical development and fostered change
in general education. hirther education, teacher education, and the
vocational system. Among the achievements of this latter reform were:
(1) the r-vitalization and modernization of higher education, and align-
ment of Romania's higher education with the modernization process
occurring in the west; (2) extension trom 8 to 10 years of free and compul-
sory- education; (3) a rise of enrollment at all levels; and (4) reorganization
of vocational education.



Harishida, R. H. The Third Front: The Poli-ios of Soviet Mass
Education, 1917-1918. Doctoral Disser,ation, Colum
University, 1973. 572 p.

a

What enabled the Soviets to radically transform Russian educati-n
short period. This study attempts an answer by concentrating on

the Third Front. " This was

a term coined by the Soviet state's fir,t Commissar of
Education, A. V. Lunacharskii, [it] referred to the field
of education and culture after the Bolshevik Revolution.
This dissertation concentrates in detail on the formative
years of the "Third Front"from 1917 to 1918 and examines
the problems and methods of the take over of the educa-
tional system by the new Bolshevik regime. It focuses on
the transference of the -ass educational system (1. e. ,
primary and secondary education) from the Tsarist auto-
cracy to the Provisional Government and from the Pro-
visional Government to the Soviet state.

Progressive education in Russia, especially a-
was developed between 1880 and 1917, was found to pro-
vide the principal ideological foundation for all the major
protagonists between 1917 and 1918. After the February
Revolution in Russia, a period of dual educational power,
similar to the political situation, ensued between the Pro-
visional Government's Ministry of National Education, on
the one hand, and the State Committee for National Edu-
cation on the other. The latter was powerfully supported
by Russia's largest teachers' union, the All-Russian
Teachers' Union (VUS), which was controlled by the
moderate socialists (principally Socialist Revolutionaries)
as well as by the Soviets of Workers' and Peasants'
Deputies. Although the progressive educational programs
of both the Ministry and the State Committee were almost
indistinguishable as they vehemently clashed over questions
dealing with the mechanics of decision making and popular
participation in the educational system. Just as the State
Committee for National Education had gained the upper hand
in the dual power relationship with the Ministry of Education,
the Bolshevik Revolution occurred, giving the small number
of Bolshevik educators (also proponents of progressive edu-
cation) power over a hostile educational system. Astutely
using both positive and negative policies, the new Soviet



educators extended their co .trol over the schools and
teachers and eliminated the incompatible elements of the
old educational system, such as the State Committee for
National Education. The major opponent of the People's
Comissariat of Education (Narkompros) proved to be the
All-Russian Teachers' Union. Creating a united front of
teachers' organizations against Soviet power, VUS attempted
to ignore and isolate Narkompros. In December 1917, how-
ever, its affiliates were drawn into a disastrous teachers'
strike by their allied unions in1-e teachers' united front,
organizationally and financially Weak, VUS was not able
to preserve the teachers' united front during the strike;
and in January 1918, after the dissolution of the Constituent
Assembly, the teachers' strike was broken and the united
front was dissolved.

From the beginning of 1918, Narkompros actively began
to encourage teachers to accommodate themselves to Soviet
power. Indeed, collaborationist majorities in VUS and its
affiliates appeared and demanded that their "irreconcilable"
leaders work with Soviet power. Narkompros, moreover,
moved rapidly to develop its own teachers' union, the Union
of Teachers-Internationalists. COnfident of its increasing
influence among the mass teachers, Narkompros in December
1928 asked the Soviet Government for the dissolution of VUS.

Meanwhile, the nascent Narkompros began to develop
the structure for its new educational system ,Js well as the
content of its school programs. Structurally, the Commissariat
of Education imperiously sought to unify all schools into its
jurisdiction and brought about a prolonged conflict with Pro-
letkul't, on the one hand, and the economic comissariats,
the trade unions, the Supreme Council of National Economy,
and the old vocationalists, on the other. Narkompros, none-
theless, managed to gain control of all educational institutions
by year's end, and, simultaneously, )egan to institute its
policies of decentralization, educational reform, and demo-
cracy within the educational system. Already, however, the
development of a centralLized, mobilizational Narkompros began
to erode the original intentions of its policies.

Along with the development of the structure of the new
Soviet educational system, Narkompros also commenced to
work out the content of the school. This, however, proved to
be an extremely polemical issue and resulted in the great
educational debate between Moscow and Petrograd educator_
The result of this debate was "The Position of Unified Labor
School" that provided for a uniform, general educational
schooling for all adolescents up to the age of 17.
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Thus, by the end of 1918, the People's Commissariat
of Education, in a phenomenally short period, had eliminated
its principal opponents In the r!ducw*Dna I sy!=;1n, estab-
lished its hegemony over all educational institutions, and
instituted a unified labor .chool for all youth.

)60 Johnson, W. H. E. Russia's E
Octagon Books 1969.

nal Heritace. New York:
P.

Johnson suggests that the three goals of educational reform in
Czarist Russia continue to exert a powerful influence on subsequent

reform efforts in the USSR after 1918.

He explains that in the study

Many important connections between Empire and
Soviet procedure are pointed out, indicating that instead
of "smashing .the old order, the Russian Revolution
created a new state on the foundations of the old. The
work reveals that the progressive educational theories
and practices imported from abroad during the early years
of the Soviet regime have been superseded by concepts
and methods which were outlawed and despised in the
1920's.

The book also traces the interesting history ot
Tsarist Russia's famous trilogyOrthodoxy, Autocracy.
and Nationalism--and indicates how these same con-
cepts dominate Soviet thinking today. Even though the
Revolution produced a new "religion, a new soverign,
and a new patriotism, the demands of these institutions
upon the ordinary citizen bear an astonishing resemblance
to those once imposed by the Altar, the Throne, and the
Fatherland.
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Noah, H. J. and B. Bear (eds.), "Cur Ton-y(2dr
(Symposium) Soviet
1971), pp. 3-.143.

intrcdu

cation, Vol, 13, No. 3-4

VILJ

Rotor 11S8R-1.

Litlu ary-Feb lacy

B .ause the 24th Congress of the Communist Puny
, -wiet Union will be held in March, this is an especially
appropriate time to evaluate the important reforms of Sovicit
schooling, begun during the last five years, after the
removal of Khrushchev from his seat of power aud the fuilurc
of the poly-technical experiment in secondary schooling.

In 1966, a single Ministry of Education for the entire
Soviet Union was established, concentrating educational
policy-making for primary and secondary schooling in one
all-Union body. Previously, tht.. policies of the RSFSR
Ministry of Education, a primus int.er _p_a.rep of the fifteen
republic ministreis, had been imitated and adapted to
the particular needs of the non-Russian republics. The
creation of a,centralized Soviet educational hierarchy may
have indicated that mass schooling throughout the non-
Russian republics, as well as in the RSFSR, had grown In
such vast proportions that a central administration was
neces sary.

The impetus for the current school reforms was given
by the 23rd Party Congress in November 1966, when it was
announced that the number of years of compulsory schooling
should be increased from eight to ten, making complete
secondary education mandatory throughout the Soviet Union,
The reforms were to be carried out by 1970.

They suggest that

The concentrated effort to improve course content, so that
students have the scientific and technoloqical knowledge
they will need later in employment, can be viewed as an
attempt to incorporate the socialist principle of poly-
technical education, as preparation for industrial employ-
ment, into subject-orie nted school learning. It repre-
sents a rejection of Khrushchev's polytechnical educa-
tional policies that attempted to train students for industrial
and agricultural jobs by employing them in productive
labor in workshops or at factories and farms as an integral
part of their schooling.
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Between 1966 and 1970, to implement the reforms,
a crash program was undertaken by the Ministry of Education--
with a joint commission of the scientific research institutes
of the Academy of Pedagogical Sciences and the Academy -f
Sciences--to design, test, and publish new curricula al d
the requisite new textbooks. The actual introduction of the
new programs and the reorganization of the school sy stem
began in September of the current academic year; and, as
the articles in this issue of Soviet Bducation suggest, the
levels where these first efforts are being concentrated are
the three primary grades and the science and mathematics
courses in the secondary grades.

Rosen, S. M. Education and Modernizat on in the USSR. Reading, ss.:
Addison-Wesley, 1971.

Recurring efforts to implement a genuine poly-technical foundation

school for all children since the 1920's have failed because of the
demands of a rapidly modernizing society geared to the achievement
of rigid quotes in a planned economy and society.

Sinel, A. "Educating theR ussian Peasantry: The Elementary School
Reforms of Count Dimitrii Tolstoi. Slavic Review, Vol. 27
(March 1968), pp. 49-70.

Tolstoi in his article ' blic Education, " published in 1874,
presents his most concrete proposal concerning the necessary con-
ditions for radical educational reform in Czarist Russia. His orientation
is one of populist anarchism; he argues that only with complete learning
and teaching freedom, with complete freedom of school organization

will the Russian people create the educational programs that they
need. This must be done, Tolstoi argues, without interference
from government or progressive intellectuals who are hopelessly
corrupted by German pedagogical pedantries.
Schiff, B. Die Reform der Grundschule in der Sow.etunion. Berlin:

Osteruropa-Institut an der Freinen Universitn, 1972. 133 p

Stresses the important role of p..ychological research inputs in o
the primary-school reform process as plans are implemented and

ned through testing and re-testing. Other factors contributing to
planned change are, according to Schif, the effective coordination of
pre-school education with primary reforms and coordinated teacher
training and re-training programs.

29
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Schiff, B. Grundschulreform in der UDSSR: Motive und Problem:
International Review of Education. Vol, 15, No.

(1969), pp. 261-277.

Examines primary school reforms in the Soviet Union fron 1958 to
the 1970 reform that introduced ten years of schooling.

Proposes that the leading factor in these reforms has been the
excellence of the Academy of Pedagodical Sciences (APN) staff and
their work on intellectual and psychological development. "They have
made a significant contribution towards primaryschool reform in the
Sovic. Union, " he concludes.
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SPAIN

Brickman, W. Educational Reform and Renewal in Contem.orarv S.aln.
Washington, D. C.: Institute _or International Studies, USGPO,
1972.

Although Spain is experiencing some change in educational programs,

any large-scale reforms will have to wait for more popular involvement in

national institutions and a corresponding change in the infringement of
creative freedom by the government, the church, and military conservative
elements controlling the schools and universities.

/%111.1,
Cambre NI j. Estructura v Prob1ema de la Ense anza en Es

Barcelona: Editorial Nova Terra, 1971. 167 p.

The 1969 "libro blanco" reform brought forth by Ministry of

Education technicians and planners is viewed as a response, a gesture

stimulated by the French university revolt. The author sees little if

any hope of Implementing the reforms proposed. Moreover, he

especially criticizes the "insignificant attention paid to the educa-

tional problems of Spain's cultural regions. " He concludes that the

reform plan is valuable as a diagnosis of Spain's grave educational

problems, but that no progress will be made until "Spanish society

is allowed to participate effectively in the new educational' reform pkav

Cambre, M. J. "La Reforma de la Educaci(in y la Planificaci6n
Educativa en Esparia. " _Cuadernus Americanos, Vol. 24, No. 4
(July-August 1970), pp. 7-33.

The author describes recent reform efforts and concludes that
...it is dubious that the oligarchy of financial and industrial

leaders, who in the end control important political decisions in
Spain today, will accept the 'sacrifice' of a progressive tax reform:'
required to carry out expansive and expensive national reform of education.

Cleverly, T. "Succession Battle Spills over int
Starts Mass Debate. " tat/ -z-Kes-iu.
No. 1233 (April 9, 1976), p. 13.

flh, D. "Frozen Funds Stop Up Reforms,
Supplement, Vol. 3053 (November 1973

Education and4

Times Educational
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Walsh, J. "Spain (11I): Education Reform Drawn on Outside Ideas,
Support, " Science, Vol. 177, No. 4045 (21 july, 1972), pp. 241-244.

Walsh observes that

The Spanish government has launched what is probably
the most ambitious program of education reform attempted in
Western Europe. Not surprisingly, the reforms, which affect
education at evety level, have caused controversy and con-
fusion in Spain, but what puzzles the outsider is that, on
so many issues, those who would appear to be natural
allies work at cross-purposes. In Madrid, for example,
the phenomenon of radical students and reactionary pro-
fessors joining forces to oppose reforms now causes little
surprise. Indeed, many professors identified as liberals
are cool to the reforms, not on poliiical grounds, but
because they view them as ill-designed and ill-managed.

Drez Hochleitner, an Undersecretary of the Spanish Ministry of
.01

E iucation and Science viewed a leading reform expor nt:

Drez Hochleitner was firm in espousing the
democratizing rationale of the reform. "Primary edu-
cation was different for rich and poor, he said. "The
main issue [of the reform] is to have people living
tooether and understanding each other in the micro-
society of the school. Higher education in Spain was
a search for a title, not for knowledge. It used to...
differentiate the children of the rich. Universities were
not adapted to the reality of the society. "

Now Drez Hochleitner is gone from the big office in
the ministry. The worild from Madrid is that he was
rusticated as a result of the effects of trying to do too
much too fast. Certainly the Catholic church was con-
cerned about the increasing role of state-operated
schools in secondary education.
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SWEDEN

Alk n, M. C. "Analysis of National Curriculum and Instructional
Reform: Application to Sweden. " International Review of
ducation, Vol. 19, No. 2 (1973), pp. 208-218.

Presents a highly focused examination of Swedish reforms using

a systems-analysis approach. Hypothesizes that Swedish reform

efforts have largely been successful because of the (1) explicit goals

set by planning groups, (2) the continuous, cumulative nature, i.e.,
the timing, of reforms, and (3) the provision of effective feedback.
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Heidenheimer, A. J. "The Politics of Educational Reform: Explaining
Different Outcomes of School Comprehensivization Attempts in
Sweden and West Germany. " comparative_Education Review,
Vol. 18, No. 3 (October 1974), pp. 388-410.

The author observes that

Few national policy struggles in post-1945 Western
Europe have exhibited such familiar fundamental characteristics,
and so many variations regarding substantive detail, pace,
and style of reform, as the initiatives to replace the estab-
lisheitripartite systems of secondary schools with com-
prehensive schools more similar to the American high school
model. The attempt to compare the reform initiatives in
Sweden and West Germany is challenging because the two
countries rank near the top and bottom of the European
countries in the degree to which they have implemented
comprehensivization. Sweden how has all of its secon-
dary students in such schools. West Germany, however,
enrolls only about three percent of its junior secondary
pupils in Gesamts_chulen. How do such factors as the
reception of new research findings, the pro- and counter-
reform positions of interest groups, the leadership of party
politicians and bureaucrats, help explain why Sweden led
and Germany lagged? What inhibited strong German reform
initiatives in the 1950s and 60s, and what slowed an ener-
geitc attempt at "takeoff" even after the German Social
DemocratS won control of the Federal government in 1969?

He asks in conclusion:

What does the overall German-Swedish comparison
suggest about the capacity of Social Democratic parties to
function as sponsors and motors of basic educational
reforms such as comprehensivization? Other European
cases, especially that of Britain, suggest that educational
policy is not a sector in which Social Democratic parties have
been at their most effective as prime agents of reform. Even
more generally, it may be that educational reform is a task
for which political parties are inadequately equipped to
compete with bureaucracies and interest groups in influencing
the flow of supports and resistances from service suppliers
and clients. 'Arhat the Swedish case shows is that they can
effectively provide sustaining leadership under optimal
conditions, i.e. , continuity in power, supportive inter-
action with the bureaucracy, lack of socio-cultural
obstacle's, etc, In Sweden under the conditions of the
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1950s and 60s, mutually reinforcing mass and elite
supports could be harnessV for consistend approaches
to the final goal in a way.'which could be harnessed
for consistent approaches to the final goal in a way which
they could not in Germany, even in SPD-led Laender. What
the German experience of 1969-74 seems to show is that
high-pressure attempts at "takeoff" can be accomplished
if enough political instruments are under reformer influence,
but that the thrust of the carry-through reform effort can
all too easily be derailed as the result of resistance
engendered by a "maximalist" program anthapposition
willingness to resist consensus solutions.



The reform, by promoting centralization, hLs fJllowed
official policy in other fields, particularly reorgani-
zation of local government. It is part of a far-sighted
plan to consolidate the powers of the central authorities
and make their work easier....

Since the educational system is monolithic, control
from the top is effortless. A small group of planners in
the Directorate establish ideology and methods to be
adopted by all teachers. The centre of power is there-
fore compact and easily controlled. And the teachers,
for their part, follow their orders with little protest.

By ensuring that the leadership of the Schools
Directorate is in their hands, the party has imposed its
own ideas, without the approval of the Diet. The
director-general at the time of the school reform, Mr.
Hans LOwbeer, was a militant Social Democratic ideologist;
his successor was also a Social Democrat. In this way,
party programmes and party slogans have rapidly been brought
to the classroom, and incorporated into the body of estab-
lished truth. Textbooks are severely controlled. They must
be approved by a State commission, subordinate to the
Directorate, and they may not be used without approval.
The power of the Commission is absolute, and, in conse-
quence, not only teachers but their textbooks are also
directed by the State.

His conclusions see school reform as a part of a monolithic
and seemingly irreversable threat to libertY:

The Swedish experience suggests that the choice
before us is between technological perfection and per-
sonal liberty. The Swedes have chosen perfection.

Pioneers in the new totalitarianism, the Swedes are a
warning of what probably lies in store for the rest of us,
unless we take care to resist control and centralization,
and unless we remember that politics are not to be dele-
gated, but are the concern of the individual. The new
totalitarians, dealing in persuasion and manipulation,
must be more efficient than the old, who depended upon
force.
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Huntford, R. The N w Totalitarians. New York: Stein and Day, 1972.
354 P.

In a vicious critique of Sweden's Social Democrats and their welfa

society, the author argues that
For their intended society, the Swedish planners require

a type of person that, thinking collectively, and suppressing
his individuality in favour of the.group, is technologically
oriented, and socially well-adjusted. To this end, the edu-
cational system was profoundly altered during the 1950s and
1960s. From imparting knowledge, its aim was changed to
that of guiding social behaviour.

In Western countries, the very intimation of educational
reform, even without ideological undertones, usually arouses
ferocious opposition, and authority does not always get its
way. But in Sweden in took less than five years from the
adoption of policy to the recasting of schools and universi-
ties, new textbooks and all. There was some public dis-
cussion, but no substantial opposition. In Sweden, all
education is rigidly centralized under government direction.
It is a long tradition and a legacy of the Reformation.

Perhaps the most important change brought by the
Swedish Reformation was in the educational system. In
order to enforce Lutheran doctrine, and tear out Catholicism
by the roots, teaching was minutely supervised. It was a
means of controlling what was put into the minds of the
population--and what was kept out. The original purpose
has faded away, but the mechanism remains. It has really
come into its own in the twentieth century, and only now
is Sweden fully reaping the benefit.

He suggests "The Swedish school reform took the ou- ard shape
of a device to promote egalitarian principles.

He argues that the ease of basic reform is attributable to a number
of additional factors as well,

The ease of reform and the lack of resistance are in no
small measure due to an almost complete lack of compe-
tition from private schools, and an absolute lack of
alternatives.
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sn, T. "Case Study in Policy Oriented Research: The Swedish
School Reforms. School Review, Vol. 73, No. (Autumn 1965),
pp. 206-225.

r
I

sNotes that in Swedish co p ehensive school reform efforts

We had taken it as self-evident that educational research
would have to form part of the bases upon which important
national policy decisions on educational matters are founded.
In fact, we had come to believe in educational research as
a necessary prerequisite to long-range planning of our
school system.

Other factors have also contributed to the reform's successful
implementation, however: i. e.

Sweden, with a population of less than 8, 000, 000 people,
is socially, economically, and religiously a homogeneous
country. It is a parliamentary democracy, and the Social-
Democratic party has been in power since 1932. The present
prime minister has held office since 1946. Before that he
was minister of education. The Social-Democratic party,
upheld in successive elections, has consistently viewed
educational reform as a prerequisite to creation of a social-
welfare state and as an implementation of it.
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Hus4n, T. "Responsiveness and Resistance in the Educational System
to Changing Needs of Society: Some Swedish Experiences.
International Review of Education, Vol..; No. 4 ( 1969),
pp. 476-487.

Husén asks why educational reforms are so controversial, "Why

the hard resistance against a change that from an abstract point of
view would seem to be self-evident?"

He then proceeds to answer his quest n:

Let us begin with the question why, for instance,
countries like the United States, the Soviet Union, or
Sweden by and large have a comprehensive system in
providing education for the large majority of the children
during the first eight or more school years, whereas
England, France, and the Federal Republic of Germany
on the whole have kept their dualistic or parallel system
on which the academic goats are separated from the
non-academic sheep as early as at the age of 10 or
11. It is immediately evident to us that there are
certain historical factors which account for the differ-
ence. The European society has been and still is more
class-stratified and has a relatively low degree of social
mobility. The majority of children with working class
background have to be content with the mandatory ele-
mentary school whereas the middle-class and upper-
class role includes the privilege of attending the
selective and academic secondary school and qualifying
for university entrance. Until now only six or seven
percent of the students at the French or West German
universities have had a working class background,
whereas their parents represent fifty percent of the
electorate.

Education has, in a social s ystem with ascribed
status, the character of a status symbol. In a society
where education more and more tends to become the
democratic substitute for inherited wealth and background,
and where demands for(tore equality of opportunity become
more vociferous, those who are demanding change are
regarded as threats to the prerogative of the establishment.
As long as those who are seeking to reform society are not
powerful enough to dominate the legislatures and to
implement their legislation, attempts to bring about
changes in education are mostly launched in vain.
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ncludes that

the responsiveness of the educational system as such to
changing needs and conditions of the society is rather low,
if not non-existent. The increasingly important role that
education plays in present-day meritbcratic and expert
society provides more power for those who represent
education. They become the gate-keepers to social promotion
and therefore more and more feel that they represent the
established society. They can speak for the established
strata of society in resisting changes, particularly changes
which broaden educational opportunities. No educational
reforms, at least in Europe, have had their main backing
from the teachers and school administrators. As far as
Sweden is concerned, and the same seems to apply to
other European countries, the increased standard of living
provided for by the Welfare State stepped up aspirations
for education. The various people's movements began to
realize that they had a stalt,e in an educational system which
could provide greater equality of opportunity. The politicians
began to realize the changed priority status of education tA.
the general public and began to pay more attention to it.

Hu én, T. "Two Decades of Educational Research in Sweden.
Interchange, Vol. 1, No. 1 (1970, pp. 86-98.

Describes the contributions of educational research to school
reform efforts in Sweden after 1945. Notes that "by comparison
with the Continent, educational research in Sweden has had less of
a philosophicalhumanistichistoric bent, that the Swedish-
government has developed a research network to support sweeping
school-reform efforts.

340
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Husén, T. and G. Boa it. Educational. Research and Educational
Re The Case of Sweden. New York: John Wiley. 1967. 233 p.

The authors describe over two decades of fundamental reform in

Swedish education and ask why Sweden alone has been able to carry
out such sweeping reforms without social upheavel:

The structure of the entire school system in Sweden,
both at the primary and secondary level, has been changed
radically by legislation since 1945. On the basis of ten
years of committee work the Government in 1950 submitted
legislation to Parliament whereby provisions were made
for a decade of experiments with a nine-year comprehensive
school covering the entire compulsory school age. On the
basis of experiences gained during the 50's, which were
evaluated by means of among other things several research
projects, the 1962 PLirliament passed a new Education Act
which made provisions for the establishment of compre-
hensive schools all over the country. Both the change
in the basic school structure and--above all--the rapidly
increasing enrollment in the schools covering the age
range 16 through 20 :nade it necessary to revise drastically
the goals and content of instruction of the school for this
age level. This was, as were all the other changes, done
on the basis of thorough committee work and research.
According to the legislation passed as the 1964 Education
Act the gymnasium, which so far had dominated this age
level, was revised and diversified with five different
sections., and a new type of school, a two-year continuation
school, envisaged already in the 1962 legislation, was set
up. The 1967 Teacher Education Act makes provisions for a
teacher training geared to the new types of schools. At the
beginning of 1966 a Government Committee submitted a
report on vocational training which proposed a Chorough
reshaping of vocational education and a reorganization of
the vocational schools which are to be incorporated into
the girrihIL_si_.um-contirivation-school strumre.

One might ask why these rather drastic changes have
taken place in Sweden and not in otountries such as England.
France or the Federal Republic of Germany. Without pur-
porting to carry out an analysts of all the factors it seems
evident that behind the Swedish school reforms the same
forces are operating which have brought about polit cal
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democracy, economic growth and the Welfare S ate. The
sequencing of the reforms might be regarded as typical
of the school as a highly institutionalized system.
Reforms creating social security and economic improve-
ments to a large extent have been the precursors of the
educational changes.

Mallea, j4ita-R. "The Implementation of Swedish Educatioria
Policy and Planning. Comparative_Education, Vol. 6, lJ
(June 1970), pp. 99-114.

Malice contends that

Clearly the concept of "rolling reform" is bein
actively implemented. It is obvious, too, that "social
demand" and not manpower requirements is forcing
the pace of educational change. Freedom on educa-
tional choice is assuming first priority and the
structural barrier of early differentiation has virtually
been removed- As a result, Sweden now possesses
all the necessary elements for the establishment of
a system of compulsory, comprehensive education
up to the age of eighteen. Moreover, the narne
tentatively given to the proposed new secondary
school--the Intermediate Schoolsuggests the
direction future development5 will take.

Marklund, S. "Comparative School Research and the Swedish Reform.
International Review of Education, Vol. 17, No. 1 (1971), pp,. 39-49.

Marklund suggests that research has made valuable, if much

limited contributions to Swedish school reforms:

The contribution of comparative studies of the sc ool
reform may seem to have been a very small one. The results
are often diffuse and depend on certain conditions. Strictly
controlled experiments are difficult to arrange; when they are
feasible, they give rise to situations and problems of appli-
cation that may not coincide with reality. The most important
aspect of the investigations was probably that they helped
to disperse a number of prejudices, and to show that the
real problems were those of evaluation rather than of
determining facts. In the last analysis, the school
reform has been a political question, for it was impos-
sible to demonstrate conclusively that one differentiation
model was superior to another. As far as retention of
knowledge is concerned, the opinion is becoming more
general that the type of differentiation is of subordinate
importance, or rather that it is of significance only to the
extent that it indicates the scope of various forms of study
and instruction, for it is in.these that the greatest source
of differences probably lies. There is good reason, there-
fore, to make foans of study and instruction the principal
subject of educational research.
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Prime Minister ,-.trid uu arruyo[ i-;01looi- boci ul
ucrats C. la int that they are counting 00 -:;cli-ools

plovoke social change, to restructure a small and rather
monolithic capttellst oountry into e genuinely modern
ciemocracy. The comprehensive school reform that
civvedon bewin planning back in he Forties and inogt_ir,:iteL.
in 19b2 is designed, they say, to do just this.

WIlat it boils down to is a totel integration Of
th,e public school system into a single comprehensive
syst.ern oftering (theoretically) a good general, haste
oducation to everybody from the aci C uL uovon to sb:.teen.
Previously, students were chonneV]ci at an early age into
cithcr co liege -prepord tory ur vocatie-4-11 Hotrams. In
ello,A, parents made this choieu fur the childr,:ri, vvbo
by the time they reached the university lovel had little
opportunity to make up the .-vork t;Otten including a
masrery CI,;reek and Lc, n). NJ-ow, in the new compr,TJ-
honstve system, the choice of specialization conies:
et a iuuch later stage; and even if students do "major"
in vocational subjects in the upper grades, they may
still enu,J:r the university (which now operates on
essentially an "Open enrollment" basis). Unler thle,
new sysrn uniform programs ot study are closely
reclula Led (including not only requirements but also
"compulsory electives"). Much ot the inspiration for
the new plan came from the United States.

Despite its obvious advantages over the system that
preceded ii, the Great School Reiorm is apt to sound
tragi-oomic to many American observers. You don't
democratize a school system just by standardizing the
various game plans for graduation. And allowing
students to pick their major fields of concentration cer-
tainly doesn't mean that theYre liberated from the nigh-
power prescUres of r la or sex-role stereotypes.
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oven throaQneci to start, au it Wore 0 ICI-2 ligious free
3 choo IS [Or this purpose: )

In the view. of the leftist critics, the rime of
Paine's game is repressive tolerance; tlie subsidies to
student novernment and all the talk about school demo-
cracy are parliamentary safety valves to make the Social.
DernocratL3 look goodwhich they- very :much need to do
with a new prirric miniS ter in the midst of a paintul
period o I inflation. now severo 1 yedr:-3 d0d.

But sutH.y the co mprehensive school means eorl-
5 irierable improvement. In. the past schooling was
ck,11-(irmine-11),/ olai; in 5,-Ned-,:j-i, arid in .1930 orlly Ji
small percentage of the population went as far as the
nvvrinns('urn the ne-Yr-: :7,lage in t---,Ichool fQr the college-
bound). In 1945 it -was only 1:3 percent, and by 1972
it had grown to 80 percent.

Nevertheless, at the univQrsity level the percentage
of t li_i 6tuclent. population with wgrkinri-olas s origins ha n
not increased very much over the years, though nobody
pays tuition and geherous financial aid has been available
for decades practically for the as]dng^ class prejudice.,
apparently, is more than a voney thing: it's centuries
of ingrained attitudes about who is supprosed to be
inferior, a conception of higher learriiro as a luxury
reserved for the rich.
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undo

B. _Pii4nuirirLter
ckho lir Office of the Chan_-,7:ellor of the Swedish Univrs1 t

1975, 3 7 p.

author dscr1bes lLlrrj le university reforms currently.-
"LJ6k. rIN

cmcl notes that

An overarc -ling political goal of the reform is to promote
20 cid_ equality. The proposal of t_he Minister of Ediication
to Parliament marks a relative shift in emphasis of the
goals of higher education: from the concept of growth to
redistribution of social values.

lie explains that

The reform marks a desire to admit more students from
"n-on-traditional" groups: grow-n-up people, people with
experience Of working life, students without traditional
ediicational background. 0 pportun itie s for higher educc:ti on

be more evenly distributed over the country. In
principle, the concept of higher education will be widened
to all post-secondary education. Even if the institutional
organization may vary, higher education will be treated as
one coherent system. Six regional boards will be estab-
[is hed, with certain specified responsibilities. Recurrent
dLication will be favoured.

The reiorrris are being carried out using a "Research and De eloprnent
Kodel" that stresses experimentation and evaluation. In this e,fort to
fundamentally alter the governance, structure, programs, and roles in
Swedish universities and shift from an institute to a departmental

tem, the author suggests that seriou s anent m must be paid to such
problems as the key role of teachers, the fragrnentization of planning

and decision-making and inter Ada the need for information and

Paulston, Rolland G. Educational Chan e in Sweden. New l'ork:
l'achers Collece Press, l968 - 1 93 p.

) U-th:
ne author mends that Sweden's vital rliamntary acceptance

he comprehensive school reform in 1950, a European first, resulted
(1) popular support in the large folk movement, (2) the Social-

Democrat political dominance, (3) post-World War Ii pressures for litLz
democratization of residual elitist institutions after la years of
welfare-state reform, and (4) a rational assessment of anticipated
rnanpo-wer requirements in an advanced technological societ y.
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pp. 7 8--43 H.

erspectiv_ the .author axplit rio that new

passud in Sweden In the sprinq Of I 97b s the most

extensive ros tructuri rig of higher education In western Europe. Changes

at -will come about in the next decade should broaden the concept

of ti.her education, deecentralize facilities, it__ _duce a numerus c nusn'

bring "re presentatives Of society" into the I cal administration of the

nit verniieE, extend the poths of admission, place a n v emphasis on

current education, increase support at adult education and short-term

occupationally related cours
ji n, 1ZI

it the e;cpenso of trditiül higher
,7.1.1rrico jul. of th.9 (Thang,7:7,

are intensely opposed by faculty and students, Fend ;_-he orsonisations

that rePresent then.

Izie proposes that

The ego ilLoria 11 it osfrnrcitioni of the Swedish schools
in the past quarter century has been the most thoroughgoing
conducted by any modern society in the world The next
decade will see a similar restructuring of the whole system
of higher education in ways that go beyond the inclusiveness
and diversity of U. S. public higher education.. Even now
the Swedish universities are no longer the autonomous,
insulated, and Cverklass institutions they used to be.
But before 5.k:etching t_he changing forms and purposes that are
emerging. it is necessary to say something of what has hap-
pened to the primary and secondary schools. They have been
reshaped by the sarrie egalitarian values and national purposes
that have now focused on higher education.

-lis conclusias stress the ideologi notivation of t

The planned transformation of the Swedi h variant of the
traditional German'x universIty to a People's University is
an experiment in higher Priucation worthy of watching. There
will undoubtedly be many changes and additions... as new
experience os obtained, but the directions of change are as
clear as is the powerful egalitarianism that is the force
behind them.
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The J Ibsen Iry Lion is a rest It of Switzerland's
tradition ot federalism mci he compler: linguistic and con-
te,!ssional divisions. It is the price paid to maintain harmony
between Swiss people speaking and wor.shipping in different
ways. FIbwevor, the swiss educaiHnal system as a whole
is characterized by a number of featuresz (1) the country is
well endowed with schools and there is no illiteracy, (2)
there is an absence of competing systems at private and
public schools; (3) direct control °ler the school is
exercised through the local authorities; (1) the economic
prosperity of Switzerland depends on the quality ot its
products and its tourism and upon iultillment of its inter-
national responsibilitiof-;. 7,ducation, tlwrefore, attempts
to prepare competent individuals, able tO work efficiently at
whatever level of skill their jobs require, as well
widen their linguistic knowledge. The goal is less to edu-
cate an elite composed of brilliant students than to give all
citizens a solid education, 1:vhatever the type of school
they seirst.

then summa 'zes the oppos-
follows:

to second-at-- hool rcfo

Those who introduce school reform s are, of course, con-
vinced of the correctness of their ideas and the urgency of
taking action. Opponents are more inclined to criticize the
proposed changes than to offer some constructive contribu-
tion. They often took with nostalgia to the past to find the
solution to all problems. The arguments advanced are
quite varied. First, they rlaim that the aim of education
is to make men and not to satisfy the economic and technical
needs of a depersonalized society. It is, therefore, danc4erous
to modify the structure and the function of the school accor-
ding to economic imperatives. Goals such as equality of
opportunity, the discovery of brain-power, investment tor
education to signify the pressure utilitarian materialism
is exerting on the traditional concepts of humanism. The
existing school system has given enough proof of its value;
better stand by it. It will guarantee the respect due to
each human being.

as



tindassert that ihe propositions of modern
[J::iycnr.,-podagegy should be treated with caution. The
use of (Aptitude tests in entrallCO examinations arid during
secondary education has provoked a violent l'nctiOn.
was considered anal:tempt to substitute a chanica 1 and
anonymous device for the toiner's direct knowledge of
the student. However, during the last ten years, these
prejudices have been lesseninq. The teachers have
become used to the teSt5 and are often glad to find in
their results a corroboration of their personal judgment
of the pupil.

Third, the introduction of the new tracks and post-
ponement of the commencement of Latin are considered to
be serious blows to the humanities. The proportion of
students learning Greek has lessened considerably, and
Latin has lost some ground, too. This trend is observable
everywhere, however, and is not due solely to the intro-
duction of the reforms. It is clear that by trying to introduce
parity of esteem among the tracks in the secondary schools
and by allowing the bearers of different types of baccalauréat
to enter any university department, the familiar concept of
the superiority of the humanities over any other pattern of
studies is denied. The students are more and mor,-, =7J.tracted
to modern languages or science. It iS, thus, no wonder that
the opponents to the reforms a:e to be found mainly among
university people and parents who have been educated in
humanities. This attitude expresses the instinctive dis-
trust of that class of society of seeing a greater proportion
of children coming from all sorts of environments entering
secondary and higher educatiorc although one is surprised
to note sometimes, even among the members of the teaching
profession who profess radical tendencies in politics, a
fundamental opposition to the democratization of education.
Fourth, measures which imply the unification of the cantonal
structures or intervention of the federal government come up
against desires to maintain cantonal autonomy and freedom.
It is asserted that schools should be the exclusive
responsibility of the canton. People may favor, in theory,
the suppression of existing differences, but in practice this
often means that they desire merely that the other should
adjust their system to their own,



be noted thdt, heride!J those who
in i:ao.t do not want any change, a roinority of critics view
the reforms as too cautious drid demand more drastic
chann Q. In the educational :,,111:licAllIQ au WQL1, (AIL!

methods, These people are generally either from lett-
wing. political movements or educators who would like to
put into practice the 11105 t valuable discovertas in the
field of pedagogy.

Lastly, it must be rembered that the efficiency of the
reforms limited by the attitude of large sectors of the
teaching profession. Any change means abandorrment.of
habits; considered valuable) and the necessity of adapting
to new methods. Between the enunciation ot reforms and
their achievement stands the inertia of those who have to
apph( them in the classroom,

350
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AUL I. A. Lauwerys. "Altering th 4:_ ciure cit 'Veaeher
riducation: A Case Study from Atlantic canada. " Interchanle,
Vol. 4, No, 2-3 (1973), pp. 8/1-,98.

The authors use a functionalist framework to explain attempts to
implement educational reform of the outer structure of teacher education
in Atlantic Canada. Oilier structures implies here the formal aspects

affecting teachers colleges like educational legislation, educational
iinance, and educational administration. A case study of various
attempts to chang«:' tho structure in the pravince of Nova Scotia in
the last 25 years Ili used to illustrate the problems involved with
adoption of innovations. The fields of counselor training and special

education exemplify various strategies for educational developm,nt
undertaken by the Atlantic Institute of Education.

Con tolly, J. ;3choo1 Change in the Seventies. Edcraticn
Canada, Vol. 11, No. I (March 1971), pp 4-39

The aurherynotes that something suspiciously like lethargy " has
settled on Canadian refncm ettorts. He suggests that "a kind oi overall
continuity marks the story of mankind making revolutionary directions
exceptional ana generally transitory.

A more respectable ba.sis for judgment can
probably be found by estimating the degree to whi oh
fundamental element.; in the scnool organization are
susceptible to change. Among suon elements the
really crucial one appears to be :he purposes which
society believes the schools serie and the value it
attaches t ) ;:hose purposes. Other basic aspects of
schooling include the structure of tiv education sys-
tem, the allocation and ase of authority within it, the
part played by the community in the process of education,
and the role of the teacher. The school, in my opinion,
could accommodate considerable modifications in ti,,2
present functioning of all of these elements except the
first without radical change resulting. As long as the
cen-cal purposes remain basically unaltered there will be
no really major change in the schools as we know them.

Can we expect change in these central purposes ?
It seems undeniable that schools are now production--
oriented, that society sees them as providing Input of an
acceptable standard for other important social institutions.
In this respect the schools accurately reflect the values
of the larger society to welch they belong, for our
technological age is clearly managerial in character.
n fact, it is hard to imagine how there could be a suo-

stantial degree of oissonance between the values
expressed in the functions of schools and the values which
epitomize society in general.
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Early l'vJuiltIoth Century Ontario. " Iii .:0A

Chance. R. D. Heyman, et at. Toronto:
Winston, 1972, pp. 9-97.
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Not until the decade of the 1960s did Ontario schooling
fully adjust to the challenges of urbanization and industrialism
first posed in the closing years of the nineteenth century. For
almost halt a century following 1914 the hopes of James and
Ada Hughes, of Adelaide Hoodless and James Robertson, for
meaningful curriculum reform remained largely unfilfilled.
The traditional "academic" subjects continued to dominate
the curriculum while industrial arts, home economics, and
nature study remained on the fringes. And content continued
to dominate process; "what" children learned was more
important than "how" they learned.... Butt during the 19605
a current ot reform swept through theOntario edu;oational
scene--a movement not seen since the early yea,rs of the

tury and a movement that turned into reality many of the
h-oes of the earlier generation of refolimers.

Th,1 full adjustment of the prOvinee's sec nda y schools
to the demands of a modern industrial society was fore-
shadowed in the spring of 1961 when Ontario opted into the

'eral government's Technical and Vocational Training
Assistance Act. Under this legislation. Ottawa agreed to
finance 75 .percent of the cost of expansion ia secondary
and post-secondary technical education, with the remaining
25 percent divided between the province and the municipality.
The result was a mushrooming of technical schools and
technical wings in large city, small town, and rural Ontario
that went beyond the wildest dreams of Seath. This
physical expansion was paralleled by a Reorganized Programme
of Studies (more popularly known as the "Roberts Plan") for
Ontario secondary schools. This provided a much greater
variety of technical and commercial programs and attempted
to give them equal prestige with the academic program. Later
in the decade the abolition of the Grade 13 provincial
examinations further encouraged local school boards and
individual high schools to diversity their course offerings.
The various demands of a highly complex twentieth century
industrial society were at last recognized by the Ontario
-econdary school.

...Curriculum reform, spurred Orl by parallel developments
at the secondary level and by the Hall-Dennis Report, resulted
in .major revisions in the organization of learning in the ele-
mentary classroom. The nongraded school, continuous pro-
gress, individualized instruction, the inquiry approach, add
locally originated curriculum ma erials, came into vogue.

_



It rerraim to be explained why so many fundamental
,-!hanges placo in. Ontario education during the 1960r.
In his comprehensive study or the postwar Ontario scenej
W. C. Fleming attributed the changes largely to the two
ministers of education of the day--john Roberts and
William Davis. Fleming welcomed Robart's assumption
of the education portfolio in 1959 as a fresh breeze fol-
lowing the "defensiveness, negativism, and resistance
to charge" that characterized the William Dunlop years
of the 1950s. But Roberts was merely the herald for the
later arrival of the new messiah. "Davis's appointment
as minister in 1962, " stated Fleming, "was an event of
such importance that it can hardly be e:+zaggerated. " The
author then proceeded to chronicle the outstanding achieve-
ments of the Davis regime. "In a sense they are all Davis
achievements, and few will begrudge calling the period
the Davis em. "

St. John, T. 13, "The Delusion of Change, " Edu_eation.Canada,
Vc.. 10, Nc. 3 (September 19701, p!--) 3-8.

The author suggests that attempts at educational change in

Canada are increasingly circumscribed by a lack of agreement over

what schools should do, over values and goals.
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"Highla Folk School: (7

Ching It." I-far-van-1 Fd:ur:
ti,er 1972), pp. 497-520.

inforuic.ition Going
Re:!_vlevr,

Adama -on emis that the Highlander Folk School, an attempt to

implement socal movement education programs which -3AlaS directly

ated tc mountain people and their cournon proble

largely throu lts "vagueness" concerning its goy-, fling prin

because it let "the people it serves and the times they live in defin

cis,21y wNt they (ideals and goverring -oncept) mean. " ED-7-5:24

0 7 Apple, M.tri',"Cu culur Design and Cultural _ " In Edu
struction, t. Shimaha

and

pre-

ed). New Yo:-k: Merrill Pub. Co., 1973,

Apple oontends that the discipline centered curriculum reform move-

ment of the '60'S has had little lasting effect. One of the reasons may be

that the conceptual systems used to deal with schooling and refc-__

litcd. Until modes Of fact are devised that can handle the politics of
)

institutional ife, we mayAfind our elves merely repeating p_ -t curricu1drrl

Ln a subseq e "Curriculum as ideolo cal Selection," Comrarative
1141aLj212-1L=.0- VoJ 20, No. 2 (June 1976), pp. 209-215, Apple elaool-Ltes

his argument taken freri Antonio Gramsci that "a critical element in enhancing

the ideolcOmal dominance of a certain class is the control of the knowledge
preserving and producing institutions of a particular society. That is, in
the conflict over competing economic and political forms, the establishment
of cultural hegemony is of no small moment." Attempts to "refoil" curriculum
in U.S. sch0010 are examined from this group conflict perspective.
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Dortrkin, and M. W. McLaughl "illinhmicniati(,,r)
111:-R-p,/ 'rho. Editcd Lien, ,1 I'.;(1, (March ti/ 6),

pp. 345-'370.

The authors, RND Corp "SociM ScionList5.., " now that some

"ton percent of the federal aid to public schools which currently

exceeds $3.S billion annually" is usc2(i Lu piomote edee.atiumil

rebrm in, for example, (1) the Elementary and SecondalT L7ducation

Act Title III N150 onnually) (2) Bilingual proWits ($45 millior
(':3) the Right to Read reform ($12 million).

t'rorrt a systems erient,htion, they propo:c. t:hree j or factors

efiecting the, implementation and continuation of reforms:

We hypothesized in our theoretical approach that
three general factors can influence the course of. itrind-
c.rative projectsproject characteristics, the in8ti.tutional
3etting, and federal policies. The preceding analysis
cyr the innovation process suggests key component,S of these
adneral teeters, which are listed, along with the pre-
viously discussed measures of the effectiveness Qf
implementation and continuation, in Table 1.

project characteristics --144÷ed-itt-t-Teiyier-tt consist
basically of four elements: educational treatmentS,
resource level, scope of proposed. change, and Imple-
mentation strategy. Although most studies distinguish
the project's educational treatment and its resour(;,e
level (e.g., level of federal funding, number of stu-
dents served by the project, and per-pupil experiditure
many studies attempting terniate project characteristics
to outcomes fail to distinguish the treatment from thi:
scope of change contemplated by the would-be inno-
Vators. Yet such dimensions as the complexity and the
amount of change required by a project can be expedted
it.) place different demands on the institutional setting and
thus may have strong effeets on project outcomes, More-
over, project evaluations seldom differentiate the ducational
treatment or technology from the (usually implici0 imple-
mentation strategy selected to carry out the treatment.
Yet our research provided us with many illustrations of
the same basic treatment being implemented in contrasting
Ways in different school and district settings, resulting
ill different outcomes.



tactofr i_A;:35).muci to affect inn(
111(..-2 jjjjt t),I1 sut.tJj , comnlon know
ugt-jest -hat schools and .r.,;:hool di.ftri-.:ts differ from one

onother in many ways. Sorw Otistical studios have
Nahalyzed the background nd domographic characteristics
of a project's school, schoeL diarict, and participants .

our study of the proces$ t)f innovation suggests that
the organizational climate Oind the motivations of principal
octors can also play critiWi rOlOs in project outcomes.

The final factor the,r miGlat affect innovative projects
federal policies. The Und change arient study examined

four federal programs deoigned to promote educational
change, eath with a different Tnanage.ment strategy and a
different set of pricrit es. T bi s diversity provided an

_ions funded by
the extent to which

C)Pportunity to compare the in
different prOgrams and to o'..1se

pfegraro anti prioritie5
ould account for /acIatLOri in the innovative process

Ond project outcomes. HoweYer our primary concern was
not with evaluating any parricuiar program, but with using
vogram comparisons as one measure of judginc the effccttivon
of policy instruments common to these change agent progra- s.

Booth, H. "Compensatory Pre
Educational Review, Vol,

e55

I Do Its Effects Ills ify it tence?"
, 1 (November 1975) , PP. 51-59

Contendin_ that the posit ve eu1ts of,\oompen at pre-schcoling

in ms of congitive achi vernOrlt, are "w shed out" during the cocrse of

eqt nt schooling, Booth COncludes that it Is not useful sizategy.

refral.ns, however, from condermng these programs, rioting that "other

aspects which are outside the Wope of this paper and which i clude both

sociAl and emotional deve1opiett shouId not be forgotten and their i por-

tan hou1d not be underestimOted., "

Bruce, R. E. "A Review of Recant Proposals for Reform in Secondary
Lduca . Educationa
PED, 145-156.

Vol. 40, No. 2 (January 1976),



les, S. and H. Gintis. Schootiric in C- merica: Idu atio-
Retorm and the Contrdictjons of Econorai- Lire. New York: Basic
Books, 1975-

tJsriq a M rxist frame of analysis, the authors examine what they
proposu as the three major periods of reform in the United States, e.

(1) befc re the Civil-War, (2) before and after World War L and (3) during
the last decade, or so. These "reforms" have all sought to protect
and perpetuate the advantaae of privileged groups, none have resulted
in a more equitable society. The authors accordingly ask:

Does this mean that a more equal school system
role to play in creating a more equal society? Not at ali-

ne reduction of economic inequality is ultimately a
political, not an economic question. The legitimation of
economic inequality is critical to the political defense of
the fundamental institutions which regulate the U. S.
economy. An educational system purged of its social

ases would harily contribute to the legitimation of
equality. Givea the current emphasis on meritocrati c

process, an equal school system would substantially
undermine the defense of hierarchical privileges. Indeed,
we believe that the movement for racial equality and the
widespread dissatisfaction among increasingly well-
educated wor%ers is, to a degree, the result of the
increasing equality of educational attainments. But a
more equal school system will not create a more equal
society simply through equalizing the distribution of
human resources. It will only create the political oppor-
tunity for organizing a strong movement dedicated to
achieving greater economic equality. Egalitarian school.
reform must be explicitly political; its aim must be to
u;idermine the capacity of the system to prepetuate
inequality. This entails at least three objectives. An
egalitarian program of educational reforms must make it
perfectly clear that equalityjs not a question of sub-
cultural values, nor is it a biological issue, nor is it a
narrowly economic issue. Eauality is a political issue,
and the only route to a mc.ce equal society lies throuqh
political strugglp, :7,ecnd, egalitarian reforms in eruca-.
tion rolEi seek t(., isable the myths which make inuau-ilii,'
app., :xneficil, just, or unavoidable. Finil v, .::uc.:jiani



of egalitarian reforms iii education must seek to unify
diverse groups and cornbat attempts to s,2gment workers
of different social circumstance.

Let us consider how these principles might appi Y in
the case of a particular egalitarian eefcrrn: open enroll-
ment in higher education. This reform could very well
meet the first objectivethe politicization of inequality.
If youth of minority and blue-collar families gained their
share cf higher education credentials, the legitimacy of
organizing production and social life hierarchically along
class and race lines would be drastically undermined.
The continued exploitation of laDor and social oppression
ofminorities would increasingly cone te be seen as rooted
in the political povver of dominant elites rather than in any
cultural, biological, or skill deficiencies of workers. But
open enrollment does not necessarily generate a more
equal dis tribution of educational credentia ls . Along with
freer admissions policies have come a stronger internal
Lracking system within higher education and the prolifera-

on of sub-B.A. degrees. These symbolize the new
uca tiona l stratification.

The relationship between open enrollment and the second
ob jective --undermining antiega lita han rn yths--is similarl y
ambiguous. Certainly, open enrollment can, and has, In
important cases, laid to rest the notica that only a select
few can benefit from higher education. The presence of
ncreasing numbers of black, C hic4c, a nd blue-collar

youth in college has also made it increasingly difficult for
college teachers to propagate the racist and elitist myths
of conventional social sciences without incurring protest.
Yet, in many institutions, large numbers of students with
drastically deficient high-school backgrounds have been
confronted by a hostile or indifferent faculty who are com-
mitted to a traditional academic curriculum. rn these cases,
widespread failure among the new 5 tu dents has probably
reinforced discriminatory ideologies.

Lastly, ve believe that open enrollment can play a
significant role in unifying workers of diverse social
_ rcurnsta noes, The universalization of higher education
breaks down artificial cultural distinctions among working
people. Nore concretely, by vastly increasing the
potential numbers of beneficiaries of liigher educed n,
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it strengthens public higher education in the political
arena. This can yield direct material benefits to
faculty as well as to students already enrolled. Yet
this Ls often not the case. If sta te legislatures and
university ac.'ministrations opt for open enrollment
without augmenting the available resources, the
increased size of the student bod y will be reflected
in heavier course loads for teachers, larger and more
impersonal classes for students, and a heightened
probability- of blaming the new students for the "decli e
ln educational quality. "

ft turns out, then, that this reformindeed, any
reformcannot be evaluated in the abstract. It cculd
have strongly inertial consequences, but it nee,:i not,
A program of open enrollment, free tuition, no tracking,
curriculum and evaluation procedures appropriate to
all students' needs, significantly- increased fi:.-inces,
and a critique of ideologies which celebrate tlii. tctus
quo would need to constitute a revolutionary re:167m
gram. Essential to the success of the progr,
be a functioning coalition of students, tec.ner.-,. (:%rn--
rnunity groups, and workers' organizations. imL1ar
analysis of other egalitarian reforms would rei ,,'
least in some, a Genuinely revolutionary

Ca- _ ell, D. T. "Assessing the Lnipact of E1.anr42e Socia CherNe.
Iii Social Research and _Public PolLr 7he Darrti__

G. NI. Lyons (ed. ) Hanovei, 'The Publi
Affair.s Center, 1975, :1p. 3-45.
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lnioedalism. New k: McKay, 1974.

In Chapter 6 'Education as Internal Col nialism: Educational Reform
and Social Control la the Uniied Statez,, EiJ0---1270, Carnoy presents a

Marxist as sessment of three major chool-reform perieds--i, e.
during the 18-10's and 1850's, the 1900's to 1920's, and the 1970's.
During each period, school reform is viewed as a result of the changing
needs br capitalist development. Carnoy contends, for example, that
reforms were

not the result of conspi:acy between business leaders and
schoolrnen, although there is ample evidence that business
interests did control the schools through pressures on school-
men and that schoolmen were businessmen. It was the result
of the same kind of sharing of societal views as occurred in
Horace Kann's time. The key to understanding why schonls
were organized tor the benefit of the few and the repres .

of the many in enlightened self-interest. Both reformers
and business leaders were interested in maintaining a social
order in v,./hich those who shared their view of societal change,
not the inmigrant and working-class rabble, came to power in
the next generation.

Description .t these.. .nef.orr s should make clear that the
structure of U. 5. schools today is not an accident or the
result of Lnefficiericies or of conservative administrators and
teachers. Rather, schools are the wa y they are todaY
because of successful reforms between 1850 and 1920,
reforms which were designed to meet the needs of capitalist
industrialization. The objective of schoolen,was to incill-
cate faith in the capitalist system, especially in its
object jvii.j and ra,ionality, and to orepare people to take
their proper place in that system. This objective was
derived from a particular and hierarchical view of
society which in turn was derived -from a particular and
hierarchical economic philosophy: the rich and powerful
are cleverer tlian the poor and weak, and therefore have
the ricrht to be rich and society is better off for that
division a nd ordering of power. (pp. 255-56)
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Carnol,, olicludes that toda y,

ai in the past, educational problems in the United
States are a manifestation ot a much more profound malaise
in the economic arid social order, oarticularlir the
hierarchical relations in productionconsumption brought
on by large scale capitalist industrialization. In the
past, educational reformers, many idealistic and with good
intentions, imposed on the mass of urban workers an
ducat lo na I system . which contributed to preserving

social order, but did so while maintaining an inequitable
class structure. In the 1970's, professional educators
continue to try to rejuvenate this same educational sySteM
because they continue to believe in the existing economic
and social structure, and in the corporations' view of
Arnerica' s future.
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Clark, M. "Education and Exploitation. " in Miseducation in
Lppalachia. Huntington, W.Va.: Appalachian Press, 1974, PP.

Clark, from a cultural-revival perspective, argues that because
Appalachia is an internal colony dominated by powerful corporations,
social and educational reform programs will seek to buy off militant
people and keep the poor quiet. In this commencement address at
Berea College, he explains that corporate ownership in Appalachia
has direct consequences for the structure and ideological cast of the
educational system:

It's not enough to simpiy own a region if you cannot
control it and then exploit it. In order to do this you need
people in the middle who will do the dirty work. You need
an educated class willing to run the local businesses,set
up schools and other institutions which train people to do
the job and keep their minds and mouths shut. You need an
educated class to keep poor people in their Vlace. "

Around the world, wherever empires are built, you can
see the same process at work. An educated class is built
from the native people. A class whose loyalties are not to
their own people but to the people who own the region.
These edu:ated pez)ple, ,:he idlo men, are paid well with
material benefits, money, status, .power. Arid they rule
with an oi fist. Once such a sysccm is established, it's
not rlecessdy for the rich folks to pas'.; down orders to
their stooges. The stooqes already nc2w what their self
interests are an th wth protect theni r all Costs.

But where do you t-covult a. '2J%c.,ted class and how
do you train them? It's my belief that Berea College and
other colleges in Appalachia have fulfilled this function
since they were established.

Berea College was founded by missionaries who
believed they had a divine purks3 to bring enlightenment
aud education to this rugoed land. But education, in our
society, means control not freedom. It means a way of
transferring values from one group to another so that the
first group can keep the second under control. Mis-
sionaries, or their supporters, ended up by controlling

4-13.
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the peo le they were trying to sa e from eternal damnation.
This was true in India with th Br tish, in Latin America
with the Spanish, and in Appalachia with our own mis-
sionaries. By setting up an educated class of native
people who are trained to be doctors, lawyers, teachers,
social workers, a larger society can control a smalle;
one, or one without political power.

Hew does Berea help in all of this? I think it is
fairly evident. By training the people who have functioned
best in mountain schools, Berea helps to insure a steady
supply of people who will take over the reins of power when
the existing local leadership dies. By teaching students
a new set of values--values based on the dominant middle
class American society, this college insures that people
can be co-opted and bought off like most other people in
this society who are foireally edecated and middle class.

TMs system will always allow a few people to fight
their way to the top--for those few are needed to control
those wile are on the bottom. Remember this fact, and
remember it well, fellow Bereans: we got where we are by
climbing over the backs and bodies of our brothers and
sisters who now work in the mills, mines, factories; who
fight in Vitenam, or who sit jobless at home and wonder
what tomorrow will bring.

I don't know what your reaction is to these thoughts.
I don't mind anger. I hope you do have some kind of
reaction, I also hope you don't feel guilty if you find
some truth in what I say. Guilt is the traditional means
of escape for the American liberal who rushes out into
the cold world to hl9p poor folks- whether poor folks
want help or not.

The problem is not with poor folks. The problem is
with the rick'folks in this country who control the wealth
and then control us. And part of the problem is with the
middle class who help to perpetuate this evil, racist system
which we now have.

We have the potential as a people to build a democratic
society in this country. If we want to build a democratic
society we must begin to figure out how the present system
works. Then we must begin to build a new society which
will serve people, not exploit them.

3 6 3
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Cohen, S, Urban School Reform." Histo of Educe
No.3 (Fail 1969), PP298-304.

,Itrx

Cohen suggests that urban reforms in the first decades of this

Vol

ury must be viewed in the context of pressure for "Americanization."

In 1908, for exa ple, 57.8 percent of public school children in thirty-seven

of Aenicas 1rgest cities were of foreign parentage.

He concludes that

With its attempt to channel immigrant children into manual
labor, indusiTial education was another answer to the swift
upward thrust of the new immigrant. In short, a growing
apprehension that competition for position and prestige was
becoming too keen is an important factor in the industrial
education movement. The zeal with -which progressives pur-
sued industrial education into the lowest grades of the public
School cannot be understood if this factor is overlooked.

Cooper, R. and r. Gregory. "Can Community Control of Indian
Education Work?" ournal of American Indian Education, Vol.
No. 3 (May 1976), pp. 7-11.

The authors, using a cultural-revival orientotlon, explain that
a revitalization of Indian culture will make recent Indian education

reforms work:

oWstand on top of the mountain, about to walk down
the other side into a valley of sunshine, with a new ray of
hope ca led Indian self-dtenninatton. Hopefully, we will
realize that our future as a people rests in a rediscovery
of our Indian roots. We must accept the challenge of
creating a well-ordered and meaningful school system
in all our communities.

Should we fail, it is not likely that we will be given
another chance. Civilization is in mortal danger, because
the spirit has been lost in today's society, and as Crazy
Horse saicE "It is hard to hold a Great Vision. Let us
now demonstrate our spirit, our great vision and lead
the way to a better tomorrow for our children and theirs
The job of educating Indian people is an awesome responsi-
bility. A new threshold or. opportunity has been opened by
the Indian Sey-Determination and Education_Ass istance
Act of 1.97S. Future success or failure now rests in our hands.

3 6



Crernin, L.A. "The Free School Movement: A Perspective." Infopec
No. 8. National Education Association, Washington, D.C.,
Division of Instruction and Professional Development, Aug-list
1974. 136 p.

Cremin argues that the'lFree School Movement fails because: 1) it

has provided no new profound questions about education, 2) it has sue-
e,

gested no new alternatIve c.irricula and, 3) it remains as sohool-bounde,

Cremln, L. A. The Transformation of the School: Progressivism in
American Education 1875-1957. New York: Alfred A. Kncpf,
1964. 387 p.

Cremin suggests that the reform movement called

progressive education began as part of a vast
humanitarian effort to apply the promise of American
lifethe ideal of government by, of, and for the
peopleto the puzzling new urban-industrial civiliza-
tion that came into being during the latter half of the
nineteenth century. The word mgressive provides the
clue to what it really was: the educational phase of
American Progrvssivism writ large. In effect, pro-
gressive education began as Progressivism in education:
a many-sided effort to use the schools to improve the
lives of individuals. In the minds ef Progressives
this meant several things.

First, it meant broadening the program and function
of ehe school to include direct concern for health, voca-
tion, and the qualify of family and community life.

Second, it meant applyieg In the pedagogical prin-
ciples derived from new scientific research in psychology
and the social sciences.

Third, it meant tailoring lnstction more and more to
the different kinds and classes of children who were being
brought within the purview of the school. In a sense, the
revolution Horace Mann had sparked a generation before--
the revolution inherent in the idea that everyone ought to be
educatedhad created both the problem and the opportunity
of the Progressives. For if everyone was to attend school,
the Progressives contended, not only the methods but the
very meaning of education would have to change.

Ae.e.ez ?re,
He cites Walter Lippman's critique of the,Imovement:

There is no common faith, no common body of principle,
no common body of knowledge, no common moral and
intellectual discipline. Yet the graduates ef these modern
schools are expected to form a civilized communite. They
are expected to govern themselves. They are expected te
have a social conscience. They are expected to arrive by
discussion at common purposes. When one realizes that
they have no common culture, is it astounding that they
have no common purpose? That they worship false gods?
That only in war do they unite? That in the fierce struggle
for existence they are tearing western society to pieces?
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He questions

Why this abrupt and rather dismal end of a movement
that had for more than a half-century commanded the loyalty
of influential segments of the American public? A rumh:21-
of reasons suggest themselves.

First, distortion. As frequently happens with social
movements, success brought schism in the ranks. The
pluralism of the nineties became the bitter ideological
fragmentation of the thirties and forties. Factions developed,
and within the factions, cults, cliques, and fanatics.
The movement became strife-ridden, given to bandwagon
behavior, dominated by the feuding of minorities.

Second, there was the negativism inherent in this and
all social reform movements. Like many protestors against
injustice, the early progressives knew better what they
were against than what they were for.

Third, what the progressives did prescribe made inordinate
demands on the teacher's time and ability.

Fourth, and this too is a common phenomenon of social
reform, the movement became a victim of its own success.
Much of what it preached was simply incorporated into the
schools at large. OnoR the schools did change, however,
progressives too often fJund themselves wedded to spe-
cific programs, unLble to J=ormulate next steps.

Fifth, there was the impact of the more general swing toward
conservatism in postwar poiitical and social thought.

Si.xth, there was the price of the movement paid for its own
professionalization; for given the political realities of American
education, no program can survive that ceases assiduouSly
to cultivate lay support.

Seventh, and most impor ant, progressive ed cation
lapsed because it failed to keep pace with the continuing

:,ransformation of American society.
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Cuban "Reform by Fiat: The Clark Plan in Washington, 1970-1972. "
U ban Education, Ve1.9, No.1(April 1974 ), pp. 8-34.

Cuban explains why a reform effort failed in Washington, D.C. He

notes that:

In July 1970, the Washington, D.C. Board of Education
approved a design to reform elementary and junior high schools
in order to increase academic achievement. Called the Clark
Plan after its author, New York psychologist Dr. Kenneth Clark,
the rhetoric and later actions of the board of education, the
superintendent, and the administratio TP rk ed expectations that
3 new era had been initiated in school :airs.

The decision to experiment in Washington was called by the
Saturday Review (1970:55) "one of the few positive reports re-
ceived by big cities in recent years." Labelling it "revolutionary
teaching, let (1970:21) magazine said it was "a salute to Black
unity. " To the New York Times (1970) it was the "most sigaificant
test of public education in America today."

National acclaim, however, could not prevent the Clark Plan
from dividing teachers, administrators, board of education, and
community; it triggered a volatile debate about education that,
at one point, almost sparked a teacher's strike. Other than the
tracking controversy of 1966-1967 and Superintendent Carl Hansen's
resignation, no issue in Washington in the previous decade had
compellingly focused community attention upon schooling for black
children as did the Clark Plan. The furor generated by the plan in
its first few years reveals two elements that appear and reappear
in effots to reform schooling: the struggle over reform is often
a battle for the control of reform, and impoced changes carry the
seeds of failure within themselves.

He concludes that the reform goals focusing n:

...accountability and administrative leadership.,.. seem to be mech-
anistic, simplistic in conceptualization. It 1:r1/4344-as if teachers
were to miraculously shift a negative belief system a-aout black
children into a positive one, march into classrooms, Trig teach
children to read. All because of a 9-1 board vote. It v:...ere as if a
superbly gifted educational leader would grace the superintendency,
and a domino effect would be created in the hierarchy, automatically
equipping supervisors and principals with the skills and attitudes
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necessary to carry out board wishes. This conspicuidous absence
from the design of political and organizational awareness is
puzzling.

Is it possible that the Clark Plan was a fantasy, a dream in
which many people wanted desperately to believe? The deep
seated wish to reform schooling in Washing-ton has continually
fathered dreams that there is such a thing as instant reform. To
the extent that the Clark Plan nourished these dreams, it was a
fantasy. Vet, if it 3,4:iig-; 'then perhaps it was fantasy perceived
by Allen and Clark as politically necessary to initiate fundamental
movement within the system and further consolidated board power.

Of the four key influentials involved in the birth of the Clark
Flan, only Simons remains. In January 1973, the board voted not
to rehire Hugh Scott.

No dQubt vestiges of the Clark-Allen efforts remained both in
the schools and the community expectations for hard-core improve-
ments in Mident performance. But little else. Another conscious
attempt to impose reform upon the system was buried.
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Engel, M. "Politics and Prereq lisites in Educational nge
Fhi Qelta Kappan, Vol. 55, No. 7 (March 1974), pp 457-459.

hopefully that IT. S. educational-reform efforts point to
political prerequisites for constructive change:"

First, only decentralization of authorit will make:
citizen participation in oi decision making more
Sherry Arnstein indicates that community involvement
can run the gamut from therapeutic non-participatiQn,

.

through tokenism which does nothing to change th
balance of power, to various degrees of decision mking,
itch as partnerships or even citizen control. Bigne$s

a national pathology from which school systems elnd even
dividual schools enjoy no immunity. The politics of

change demands a reduced--a human--scale. A smoller
organizational structure is the necessary preconditiOn
for client participation and shared decision making. The
local inefficiencies and corrupt inequities which sti u-
lated centralization in the first place must now be dealt
with on the basis of a much more thoroughly informed
and activist community.

Information is a second prerequisite for succesSfol
flange through the political process. Widely distributed,

extensive consumer education, about education, is
essential to inform the client population about what is
really happening to kids in the schools. It cannot come
from the system and, its status quo bias. Parents and kids
need to know wl-a. otions are and the implications
of each option 1:-. Consumer incentives for chOnge
derive from a fami.iatit,: with the shape and effects of
alternatives; modest or grand, cautious or radical. This
familiarity is a necessary precondition for participating
in decision making and making consequential deci,sions.
Because of lack of information, we tend to be acisfiOd
with mediocrity on the one hand or dabbling in the
lands of the free schools with the other. Without a we -
informed client constituency, there is either whimsl-cal
and uncritical pressure for change, or no change at

Fiscal power is a third significant necessity in the
cs of change. Hierarchical authority in school. ya-

terns follows from the top-down injection of funding. An
open voucher system, with necessary safeguards, will



put fisc l power with the
educational pyramid. Parent
place of educational practice,
poiistic public school system,
clifin of decentralized authorit

e ct the base of the
ce in a competitive market

..annized I a mono-
an essential link in the
d consumer ecucation.

Our goal here is informed, prticpatory democracy within
the school system. It can he etteftied if those who benefit
from the system and who pay, for it can share in its authority
and become responsible partictpants.

The three elements we have eignled out--_ecentrali zati n
of decision making, information acquisition, and actual
choice making among a variety of options through voucher
are by no means the only important considerations in the
poiitics of change, but each is significant and indispensable.
Perhaps, with such democratic toels, education will finally
rid itself of its compliance with the nineteenth-century
assembly line model; research and development will rio
themselves of the positivistic ;oehavioral model; and edu-
catIonal management will rid it5eif of the technocratic
social engineering model. Perilaps a richer diversity of
paradigms will emerge for a rcnl ble multifunctional
school system.
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Onr2 approach is tc,:i provide new leadership :or the
rit-s ti-:-ra as a. who le, -while
structure basically iritact. This approach is oxemplified
by trends in Phdladelphia, where a reform-miuded
central school board, including former Mayor- kichardseh
Dilworth and a new superintendent cr schools Ei a
record of innovation are attempting to strengthan the
effectiveness of the cid system with the infusien (yr new
staff and new stylw,. Pittsburgh, too, is imp-eying
the efiici(±nloy of existing system, withl,n ,.au opera-
tional definit;.,..,o of quality education as achievement accQrri
to norms.

Another approach consists of reorganization of the
systern into quasi-autonomous districts--i. e., decen-
tralization. Washington, D. C., has begun moving in
this direction, beginning with single :nodel schools.
The Passow Rev, en the District's schools recommends
a total system reiorm decentrcidizing the system into
eight subsystems of approyitnateh/ equal siza:.

Still another form is the proposed merger of the
school systems or two entire jurisdictions--
the city of Louisville ,:ind Jefferson County. The
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npower e. !lege ntude- tsl (1) the

proviSion et free breakfa:. 311;,.n well in fre
lunches--for poor childrea; intl (l)) the expanston of Wort-
study programs.

He oc. ne in ia; that

Lang an roe inai 1LIQL; n iniound our socie
we will ,xporcanru nkt fiutt it n On t' PriJetfQflçI l as
an every other fronr

Secondly, a Li ionq as povert-i; afflicts lar;Tu groups,
t-,at extent the schools will be hnclicappoO in per-

.1g effectively.
But having stress the irnportonue of racism and

poverty as causative factors in the malperforrnanoe et
the schools, let me quickly add that I believe there
are a reasonable number of things that the school can
do, either on its own or with 1::he help of the community,
that will enable it to meet its obligation to provide baz lc
kills for all children, poor as well as rich, black as

'1 as white.

M. The Brief interled, ±dorl Intervention i-- Anicari
t:.ucation, 1944-1974. Pa L 'nted at the American Eci---.1-
tional Research Annual Mee,_ g, Lnicaco, Illinois, April '974.
41.p.

gues that

Liberals have been largely successful in accomplishing
their goal of equalizing educationl,_1 opportun'ty through the
use of federal powers, but it is now quite clear that this
achievement has in no way brought about the expectec;
'norease In domestic tranquility. Indeed, the relationship

-:i=tween them seems to be the reverse of those great
.pectations. Education, by being linked to the economy,

hile lacking commensurate power to shape industrial
activities, is not capable of fulfilling its goals for
[reforming] society.
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LhafilL. oJlationnihp between in:
can:iduate ntudent ictivinm and the socio-polithu! :Ind aca-
demic causes et discontentment. Il postulates eausal model
of :he process of becoming :in Hoist in the graduate school
setting whioh includes sets of varii:tbles: (1) the inde-
pendent variables are the canues of (2) the intervening sari
dii:content, which may or may not be transformed into (3) the
dependent variable, tictivinm. Each set of variables is (.'01'!-
:':-;idered in relation to tw[.., environmentsLite university, and
society in general. Lit paiiicalar interest are cbp condition:i
which effect the linkage:1 between the three sets of yarn-Thies:
these are corinidered in terms el the coacitive, moral, end

LiW ingoirThui A L. kcocch
LheOr1C!s LI-10 rDst 7i:'(:)11th oud

the prOC, 01 radicalization aie used to interpret imbaeoi
et these conditions in the ciusol modolT\ study at
:JUrlidate student attituilQs and acjvi:::in at the -University of

loeasin durirhj the period 1966-l9; providep empirical
tor thQ aostiAdLacs. itiodet.

The author found thtn:

Humanities and social scion dep_irtments had the most
dineuntonted students in abpoluto and percentage terms.
E,-:ibcation, biological science, physical science., and
enuineering departments generally had lower proportion:

discuntented acudenco inai. tne overall tigure
27 ::: percent.

The levels of discontentment as of 1965-67 are
comuared with the distribution uf reform organizations
of P68-69 to determine, whether the former might have
'been to predict the latter. This relationship is
higrity significant. Out of 69 departments, there were
reform organizations in 11, and in all Or these 11 depart-
ments more than 15 cercent ot the students had
discontented

The reform organizations tended to be leftist politically.
Loaders of the organizations were concerned with
reorienting University priorities, radicalizing the mass
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of (iv-adult:A.! arid dip,11._!Fdradp,de ddintud
who would 1,Jo(:,drii,',.! radidai, ordanizars 10 thdii fatdro ddddoa-
11.c wali as d'udrovIt tlie werkie, :-"Het)1
end improving tho qualtLy di gradua'(,e edneetion.

During the 1.96'.)-7() adadQmic ydur yeform Hoverl.,mt
(:;ollapsed. This result is not su(prising given our thc,or)os
reij,irding the re%olutien of. identity crises, the chu,/,es--
discontent--act inpost-acti,:' modsd, and thd
transd.toriness of Jst types of orjanizod studant

r c`Ir -,,,r-mhd. A Ir'nror,-t
Alnerian -lusatiren, New Pdooks,, 1972.

Greer exeminas records of several major urban school sys,tem

radsf Hdd.ara Lite Ltebdrl poor oOlOro

.1,10(:), s ng the myth trl i'.1TIE..rican schools have been credited with

Hiliding democracy. Isc author feels that this myth has been largely
responsible for the resistance of today's schools to needed change and
if the Arnercan s ib tO help the disiJ,vantaged, acting ,.ts

a democratizing agent and facilitating social change, it must first
re-examine the historical analysis of ArnericOn education Se as to

better contribute to a radical rethinking r our contemporari social
crisis.
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11--,(1 P., "1?7,..H,1-:11

(1.-.1nufl r7 ,

The .11,1t.lp.if:i arguc the operi(eis education to "innovative"

Lirry-i po,iiitHlities ter miT)n, basic

Even as these innov.tions relioved the rigid programs and
teaching PracLicies in many i:ichools, a deeper malaise in Ameri-
can ication was developing unnoticed. rile seemingly en-
lightened educators who had p_ 'ssed these changes toward

:ind enrichment had focused their euergi.es g.-2ntirely
on making the process of learning in school more lively and
rewarding. But they had not perceived that larger social fcreFs
were calling into question relevance of the entire enterprise
of formal education.

urban ghetto -tiools, s*Arvation budgets, the impact
of the slum environment, and teicher indirferenco and r,orn--2timos
unconscious racism had reduced the schools to mere Cdsciplinary
institutions In the suburbs, the '7hadow of collecle preparation
and conformity had blighted the process of growing up
less brutally, but with comparable efficiency. In ell schools,
he excitement of learning seemed somehow to shrivel fr,:::;-t
time the child entered till the time he left.

By the mid 196/Hs, black parents in the ghettos and white stu-
dents on the campuses and in tne suburban }-,igh schn' began
to revolt against the educational system. "innovative" approaches,
enlightened and humane as they were, simply did not seem to get
at the deeper causes cf the educational rr,alaise. The riots in the
urban slums and the demonstrations on the. campuses of ti:o
versifies made it sJiackingly clear that the educational
had reached a point where it no longer could continue
bLsic, radical changes in its structure, control, and 0;):--rTcJoii.
Radical reform is a vigorous recoil and response to realities too
long suppres ed.



ftguLii, .,;(;:i 1,1::yr::,uI, "16.11{7 thui iflacut
r..ontiiirities grid in r'ab=ier "

_i:dut,:,..i.titin;iiiftnfdxw, Vol_ ,jo, 1 (November ). pp.
15 I -17d.

The auL|aors argue that,
.

tauch-publicizedefforts to tie education morn closelv to the
world of: work constitute a "huitow, it not individnus,
reform."

"Despite its assertions to the contrary, " the authors
maintain, "[career education} is primarily d renewal and
expansion of vocational education, a movement that hEILT,
pr''vWuay proe,:n 11 0 11 ineffective in reducing the gap
,::f:,,tV,/i)en rich and poor, in enhancing school. learning, in
soli/tug ann ecutionn- uroelems, and to improving
the .-,tatus physic:7,J "

chdlit,:i...le the iiiducsition reforms:

, non:101y the -.or1;:L,11:-, end self-
?s of students uln hroodener: through difposurc

10 "rcal work."
"In most work I. " the/ "Ibt

unvaried routine, the stmoliCity of most tasks, and the
constant supervision chenictcristic of hierarchical set-
tings all deny workers a sense et competence and feeling
of responsibility. " Given the "-.egative d s pe cz of
most employment situations, they continue, the intro-
duction of "real work" in -chools "might have just thu
opposite effect from [-kat intended, "....;:e; otso

challenge the idea th,fit educational programs
can equip students not only tor or johs, but
also for long-term careers in d ^ field.

In American industry, they :rgue, "relatively few
jobs are arranged iR career ladders ot any length. "
lvL)st mobility is horizontal and directed to "different
lobs that require about the same:: level ot skill ard
rosoonsibility. "

"As long as jobs themselves aro arranged in
short ladders and the route to occupations of greater
responsibility and status lies only through Increased
focm,11 se.n:ooling, the claim that career education will
prepare individuals for progression of jobs is hollow, n
they state.

7 7
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The autheis aL;() COrlY3rItiC
eductition can help ease unt:mployinont, "The notion
that unemployment 1.5 dIAQ tO the misrrultch of workers and
jobiJ, and can their-ifore be cured by training workers for
those jobs which do exisL ignores the tact that the
unemployment level is dependent on the overall health of
the economy.

Finally, they

criticize the desire of career educator, to discouraqe
students from becoming "over-educated" and adding te
the current "surplus of college-educated youth. "

fact is, they argue, that the desire for what may turn
out to be unusable credentia - is, from the student's
point of view, quite rational.

Given ar .,7dhip1tional siructure
at the top, ai with all Loci:711 (modsincome, status, control
over work, job satisioo ocated dispropetlionately to

-se -Lop jobs, it is rational tor individuals to do whatever
_an -o obtain those jobs.

"Changinn Tr-niter:1 qooi_
Schools. " Centre for EOu--_.itional Research and frinc n.

ternative Educatioaal Futures in the United States arid lurooe.
OECD, 137-206.

Drawing on the work of A. Wallace and his not ons of_p,'
theory, Harman suggests that\reLas take hold and succ e 7 sup
ported by collective efforts to build a new culture to hln=i re into
line with oliered value sy-zems.

A. An Inventory of Academic Innovation and Reform.
Carnegie Foundation fon Advancement of Teaching, 1973.

From a functionalist bias, this technical report provides short

descriptions of educational reforms and innovations in U. S. higher
educatjun and shows current educ3tional Jevelopment trends and
changing attitudes regarding the college role. Students are given
greater freedom to pursue their studies independently.. To meet
student need colleges are changing their educational strat gies.
The renc!.! elves examples of institutions with individua :ed cur-
riculurn sel -uctional programs, an interdisciplina aepr rich;

field experience programs and other innovative educational me ,ods.

7 8
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-Helms. E. 1)1e Frochschnircifei-n gon ring iind ihre Foalatinr.-1 tnr
['JET). 1-1i-rinnover: schie

This ,Nork 9ssesses refLrrn Hri,i's ang nive,uitiee
from 1959-1969. The uthor ccwv,:ie rArT, higher cinca-
fico H. ft In contrast to c !e:
gre greetly facilitated by its "flexibility e-C 0, .,,aess ggn.

These findings are based On analysis of queA' Aire ,:esponses re. the
progress of reform programs in operation I:: J.-.)9 from 215 1J. S. institutions.
It seems likely that exaggerated claims of rec.orrn success aro to some
degree responsible for the autl!or's ovrly optin.,3tde cam'. lunions.

T-Iouse, E. R.. The. -Educational Innovetti9n.. Eerkeley:
NicCutchan, 1974. 312 p.

Critiques 11 S. government programs .irned at effecting widespread

r,':fcig-fl in schcols and arduaLJ that an ineHdisciplinary io most

useful to explain why liberal programs only preserve the status quo

while claiming co change House concludes that educational
ref orni s 1n s oci e ti es vviU be most effective (1) whe -arm at the

r11\

lowest level in education's administrative hierarchy, (2) when com-

munication between teachers both within and ac7ross schools is much
improved, (3) when oil the people touched by the reform are involved in

the research and implementation process, and (4) when, interalia,
nle government plays the role of regulator rat,,Jr than developing specifin
innovations to diftuse nationwide.



i-!-Airstfield I. "The I cottoned ._::,74.,drion of Me: con An
Lutal PluidlisiJ 'flAbirrl.-il COI ? "
VOL, , NJo,2 pp. 137- I 49

,luthOr

bilingual approac,

mportant pre

"the the ruticu I advantages of the

at bilingual education rrfonns will l2e

First, the advocat es f bilingualism address the-, selves primarily
to Anglo-Chicano relations in the schools; they (. Iu not generally
confront the equally importnnt issue of the excll:; sion of Black
culture and dialects from curricula,
lot the pra,:qical and intellectual difficulties involved 1
lion "multicultural" education are undoubtedly immense and have

t ;:or!-.1 ou.t. Second, Lu,:he oxterii. that the impio,meotation
of fully bilingual education is linded to desegregation, it may con-
flict with strong piessures from che Chicano commuaity ior greator
control of schools located in their own neighbourhoods. Third, and
most problematically, the evidence of White opposition to desg-re-
gation suggests their conE,:.derable resistance to any measures which

their chil.iren's high levels ot academic nchieve-
meat. For this reason alone it is highly unlikely that -tiainetlt,,,,sito,"*:'
along the lines of bilingual/bicultural education will ever be volun-'
tarily implemented. This final thought iS a useful reminder that the
politics of educational reform cannot be isolated from the otality
of social relations that underpin racial domination in the United
today.

sel, W. H. "Teaghers and Educational Refo . of Educati,
Quarterly, Vol. 7, No. mm 1967), pp. 220-233.

nues - "If educational reform was an important part of the
e Movemeat, then to what e:,ent did teachers contribute

to the movement br educationa. reform?" Concludes that

indeed play "an important role" throudh the'r professional organizati
and esne ,.11/ in areas -f curriculum reform and community heal
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-The authors report their research tinCings i5-ind conclude Ling

There seem to be three reasons why L'ic' relorm
cannot make nriults more equal. First, children ncern
be far more influenced by what happeni io school. They
may also be more intluenced by what happens on the
streets and by what they see on television. Second,
refoone/a have very little control ovcr 'Cho r4- TV7poc ts ot
school life that affect children.
renssi,:lning pupils, and rewriting the currioultml naldom
change the way ILeachers and student, -ally treat encin
other when a school exerie-4 Fin untinin
the resulting changes iare not likely ,st int_o ,idult-
hooci. It takes a huge change in ele: v school r-.1st-
-',coros, tor i-inir.ampic, to alter adult income by a significi.'irit
amount,

These ,trjurnert:-,.; :-.m.moiciest: that the "Liotori" modol
both and iire-t,i.onal thinking noout

schools probably ought to be abandoned. ft is true that
schools have "inputs" and "outputs, " and that one of their
nominal purposes is to take human "raw material" (L e.,
children) and convert it to something more "valuable" (1. e.,
employable adults). Our research suggests, however, that
the character of a school's output depends largely on a
single. input, namely the characteristics oi the entering
children. Everything elsethe school budget, its policies,
the characteistics of the teachersis either secondary
oc completelv irrelevant.
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There can be no doubt that the impulse ,,J-2,11m- rtinu reform
throughout the nation stemmed in large part trk.mn very rea,
need to cope with the problems created in a na'tiors rapidly
transforming ifsell from one primarily agrarian ane rural LO
r-)ne iudustrial end urban. In the years when pron.
rus launched and achieved recognition and rese;
',-gures along offered irrefutable evidence that the ..-')an
,-;pulation was increasinq proportionately much Is than

population of the nation as a whole.
,Nnat separated tkn rural leaderS 1-111._W eu,. 11-(n
urhan counterpart was the berspectivo .from w:af-th the/

%-iewee this change. Even without knowiacirici
vrLi c it was clearly evident to any careful obs-a-ve, of

the rural scene that the farm was losing to the city ,:ind
something cherish-ed aed eliar ioAruecicLir SOCICC1 was

fiespite Loa 01 r
retc;t=n-lers arid dcsp11 the compelling
between the practices emerging -from cducational wriar,2`r_J,'C
it manifested itself in the 4ntefsellum period, an important
distinction set the :urel spokesmen apart. Theirs waS th0
response of a self-consciously declining majority defending
an entire way ot lite. Central to an understanding of what
may be called progressivism in rural education is a compre-
hension OI the -iaith of its aiinerents in the national superiority
of farming as a way. of life f.eir suspicion of the city and
all its alien ways. It is the assu,nptions underlyinu rural
reibrrn rather that, sts major accomplishments that I would like
to examine here.

ff7.oncludes that

From beginning to end, the rural reform movement attracted
:iknorgetic men ane women ftom rural backgrounds who threw
themselves into tha cause .eff tie new education with all the
Qvc3rigelicf-J1 recror usually resta:-ved for a 'religious reawakening.

;ir dedication to nature study or th2 new sciences was
rvzkver greater than their devotion to a rural lite improved
througn these means....



>,

Ernenjino irom a wholly filterent 41q1Vit'OnfIRMI, trom Hint
which produced the ferment. in education in the cities at the
turn of the century, rural educational reform nonetheless
accomplished much of whnt educational theorists elsewhere
were urging. The school, its spokesmen,argued, f,lhould
be a part of life itself and not be cut off from the milieu in
which it was set, They reacted against the prevailing
str,- nglehdd of the recitation, they threw away textbooks to
experimen: with readily acces.,able materials, they found
their motives in love and benevolence rather than fear, and
they universally assumed that the educational process should
begin with each child wherever he happened to be in his
individual stage of development. In the constellation of
beliefs shared by men and women in rural reform were many
of the ideas common to the new education soon to be
icientitiotj with prc,gressivism in tne
remains paradoxical is that a movement so rooted in
values produc,i in the schcol such remarkdbly
iemporary refbms.

C T. "Ideologt! and Evaluation in (7uest of Mer "

F,pple, et al. Berkeley, Calif.: MoCutchen, p.

from a conflict perspective, reviews the role of "scientific"
testir evaluation as used to assess liberal refor,-. outcomes. He

arauez t'i2t---tmit most testers, including Binet, Terrnan,

jensc,. :.tarrensteii, .i.::ccgnized that social class differences not
only wouH :ndividual's performance on a tet, but
were the L1OR of tile tests thi-,mselves. These men usually
accepted the social class syl-item as a given, and then proceeded to
argue thifAt social class differences added validity to their observations.

He suggest!--: U. S. reform experiences indicate that equal
opportunity i5 au impossible dream Ln « hierarchical social system,

that '_he idea of equal opp'...,rtunity has, instead, seried to defend and

support great inequality under the mantle of meritocracy:

In a society like ours with a hierarchical socio-econornio
structure, where the rich have superior health and educational
care and the poor have inferior health and education care,
one realizes rather quickly that equal opportunity is not only
difficult to approximate, but ultimately .-npossible to achieve
without a social revolution.

:3 3
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and -7 :ht_:! Progressive .00vomant to tv,3e school r: form to
build a "new social ordor gr.:A.:a:Jed in a liheral world view. Fie arguos
thd t

The rrh.ijor impitus of progressive retorm, whether
political or educdtional, Was to mdke the system WOI:
ettiCiOntlY. Eind effectively and to so by using the corn

ri,o,,vf,:--T of Tile pOlitiC31 state to achieve that end.
The chrusr, progcessive reform wah indehc.'
in this wa':?, %Vt.?

servative, They wer(T:77 conservdti
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the
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Hat 'in the litH 111,, Idrh u, :en a
four irwien u| or-wilzi dIrc,

thot t II.1111)

a,ii,qutred tr:r _tthrtanurotol ntruczfrral cind hi,t, they

h,-Ive not altered " Thin tlindIrnonto.1,

ntrachrre, contehdri, charactorlsrlcally free, universal, rax
;1_it-)pc'rtdo nornpul hIlre,1LICrat rdcLq, oud c1on:Jr-1) to Liu %J.

featurnr; horktH !hc-Ifleu,-11 .;ytifelnr-; v lqAO; the7 dtffenrYI

thrrvilholt th,. / rent of the countr-: in o oriquchoc that roughly paralkIcd
urban growth. Ho dues "not dorly the intrrAuction ilriport6rit in no-

yarions--tor alstance, th,) %/0C,,AL 1-1(3i od,IC,7c:1 i011, (11,1-iddrice.,

testing, and various new curricula to nanto but a few. Theso have all
ma(do ^ difference but they havQ hot touched or altered the basic szructural

teaturefil I have outlined." Kot:r, do scrft(,5 the educational modal mat

,::rnorqed vi,,Ac,riou::, as one ut "ineipi,mA bureaucracy... a social fact,

necr--)5;ll ty. If we \,,vant schools^ hospitals, welfare, ,or inanufaL:tored
goods, v./(;) niust have it, ior the alternative is chaos and anarchy. " Thus

hecontc,ne, "It better to accept the reality and permancy et bureaucracy
und io 1mpcovo its operation. " rrom conflict perspective the
:)ducational bureaucracy will continue to dominate in reform Controversy
":oetwe,,7-Ari such interest groups as students, teachers, community groups, et al.

Katz closes with four positive suggestions that emerged from his

histortcai analysis of reform efforts in the United States:
The f1rsi -elates to the purposes of education. It must be
emphasized that, opinion to the contrary notwithstanding,
people ask no more of schools today than they did a huncired
and twenty-five years ago. Evan then the sdhools were
asked to do the impossible. As we have seen, the purpose
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chat-Ge h s cho oh w ith th e
ich (vial Ittgo tha n it is to e<per=7::t t helm 0 Iu1f Ill tradi n1.1

ornIjs-tic uifliS, -Wha tever values ORO a th dies _c the cc,un ter
At udro , inte rpre tatt i3 an e. give s t. a soc ia L ccnfLict
md ert 111 I. t i5 e.L_ear- that the po we 7,3 of scinocDling

Ov errEtIto d. Dpite Su bst.mtdal firharicing arid a. cc..-pt.Eve
ucif enco, trle SCh ools hte n ot bee TI ahl e toe tta in the goal S

s cr th clii , 1A-7lth rem mkabl y lit tle oh arige, fc_pr he Ia t con-
t---Ary Lin o q car-ter, 1 (-ley have. jean unab le to do SL.) becei us Ea

Lilac it -610(1-1 Is ha.Nre eC Inipot_;-=-_, fbi e to fu1f211, _The y req 111re.

fLinel ani en cal SO cia I rforrtti, hot the sort o f t th

chi,=zng e h s re presented - If, by sone nittOcle,
t:-le rad Ica.l r efDrmers ,,Nere to cap ture t he sc hool5 , and oruly
t1e 2c1-Loo Is, for tine next century., ale," wow. Id ha ve no mcDre
s.-icces s chari e ditatio nat fefortners Of the p ast,

'rive moral should be ciear. EdLICatiOna 1 refo rInEr5 st-Lou
to d ist inc_Tui,s; h be twe en t forrnal sc hocl1nig ca 11 a nd

GLInnot dcr) rnuat separa o the teaching o f kILls fro mi r he

teac hirlIg of attituc3 es, and come ratrato ora tOe forrnex, ac tual
fE3ct Is of coure irripos sib le t o s ep arate the tVio a ttit ud es
4....Vere In an y ftxrp. of practice. But th era is a va st differ.ence
t;40meem g trie forma tioa of attitL:Ide s Li-intended arid na kini

trierri tl-Le Obj Aact of educatim.
, . rr y 5 ec orid th ought for re fornlers [is that] tli rfosrmulaIofl

01 e duat Lorizi puopos s oannot b e a co orn plj shed wi-tht o7urr ent
ducati_oh-al strucoure s Breucr8cy, as I lhope h,ave made

c r, _ds Mole tha ia form of org ani 2a tie, LI; t is t he cryst11izat1on
o Parti_oular value s. 7ht-cougli th eir struc tur es.. 5 coi s ora-
Tri uncate purpos e; tor oonte oporary ,schop ls, Robert Dreebea,



u Wh it i to n:ichool!L IrdAN I ii v:!ri
hne corurm ni cc-it--!!1 !)(1 rt,x,11,1r- 'MS 7 1,11 , lt'ifljTiO

ut thu.5c 1:ern1 s 1-Jrior1ty to tl.0 oi
llorthn thU. ir cvystalitzed into contempL,iory ducational
torrns reflect tile ii)w.-po:scJ of education that hal,-o dominated
4)71rnerican 5choo1 s. Any radical retormulatItAi of educational
ob jectioeS, it folio\ vs, requires 0 raciica 1 te stn:eturing of
od uca ti a tI torTs .

Let us e,carnine each of the activities children will
undertake as they grow up and ask how it night best be
handled, best in the sense of economy, of humaneness, of
rnaking the setling a happy one. In the process, we should
avoid large institutions, bureaucratic organization, and com-
plexity whenever anything else will serve as veil,

it would be well if this reformed set of educational
il.7ancernents (muld be voluntary; cornpul son should be
removed on princi-ple, wherever possible. However, and this
is my third suggeL-3tion, the abolition of compulsion should
be accompanied by radical changes In educational structure;
it may be dangerotis for children if it happens alone....
,-lbolishing compulsory education could.-avord against the
interests of all children, especially the poor, if it were
not accompanied by provisions to enable them to find worth-
vihile work and to resume forrnal education, with financial
support whenever they want to do so. The connection between
level of schooling and employment will have to be broken as
well, as it should be. All these things should be done.

My fourth s ugg estion is .[that ldecentralization
should include a shift of power to teachers end students,
away from administrators, as well as to local communities.
Many of the i.cornn odations for community control repre-
sent merely the excnange of one arbitrary governing authority
for another. It is certainly -_rue that parents could hardly
clo a worse job of running i,_jdetto schools than educational
bureaucracies heve done. When the median. math score of
twelfth-grade children is cTrade st, it is impossible to argue
with any bonesty that cornitunity control hurt educa-
tional achievement. But that is not enough. For decentraliza-
tion to bring about improvements, the teachcr as well as the
-.school must be liberated.

There is no one way, nor even a few ways, of rightly
arranging for education. There are ny- wa ys, and anyone
who argues otherwise is foolish. Most arrangements
should have, perhaps, certain features, and I have suggested
some of them. But, for the most part, the particular form
education should take in any one place should be worked out
by the people involved.
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K. tzj a-r1-4-e that 390

_e periodic reform movements, the ijneticn educational
syster.1 has remained essentially unchanged since about
1885. when it vas established a[.. J-rnuiversal, tax-supported,
free, bureaucratically organized, class-hiased, and racist.
LiureaucrJoy 2inerood as tho dumina a Lcucture
the :no3t practical method of keeping the lower orders orderly
and regulating social mobility. Their 1'6 ilure to recognize the
integral relationship between the buteaucr:atic organization of
educational and certain class-bound values accounts for the
failure of educational reformers past and present.

,Thf-re is no enying thva of Katz's reform prescript1ons

it is equally cbvicus -ho%ve-Trer that his calls for structural change--
alterations in basior relationships, are little mofe than exhortation

ithout corresponding suggestions as to alternations in power rela-
n hips. For if his work tells us anything it is that reforn s. as

structural changes are best understood ia terns of relative power in
interest-oroup conflicts. Yet he tends to ignore this fact in sugges
new reforms.

tz., B. The "Iron of Earl School Reform:
vation in M1d-Nneteenth Century Mas Cambridge:
Harvard University Press, 1968. 385 p.

-41#6.4eg Katz view`41nass public aucation

a ssachusetts not as a rosponse to democrat1, humanitarian and

working class needs, but as a conspiracy by conservatives. He contends

that early school boalls souc-ht to promote compulsory ed cation to exert

control over lo er classes and immigrants. By making education the

single pararneterof social change efforts, these reformers failed tota

Educat on 1

into account the effect

educational efforts, social conditions gTew

of industralization arid urban zation. In spite of

se Katz cont rids

that what is still needed today are reforms that consider urbanizati

industhaliza "on. and sc i I change lectors.

3 S 8



B. The Preso in c1Uc3tionTi 1(eform ." Harvard.
V --)1. 41 . .-No- 3 (Au gust 1971) , r,. 342-359.

Fvall,ntion 4edU1iflI 'QrIT efforts t rrrninq from the 1960' s

conc,.udes that "the

rc

and dyna--_ ism hove lie lays

his herent teristlnris erimntinq witiln the

moverner.t, and concludes that: "The -t-ains and oontradi tions between

integr tion and dec ntralization, between radiaal pedagogical refo

particIpation--to name but thre -have driv.-

niovernerits, fracirnenting it into antagonistic pieces. "

into the

z,ohl, H. "Cornrriunity Co --Failea or ljnderniried?' Phi Delta_lcaopan,
Vol.54, No.6 (Febru ry 1976) , Pp. 370, 429

Kohl's major thesis is that community contr l reforms could not have

failed in New York because they were never allowed to happen. Kohl

arici suclaims that an honest chance would have required tine,

port all of which were either irnpeded, undern-iined , or denied by forces

cerned with the perpetuation of their own power rather than the education of

children. Kohl contends that due to these prevailing odds "the energy that

sho ld have gone into the schools was drained by organizatio al and

bureaucratic struggles.
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, (1\pr-ll 1 '176),

The L'tructurdiiludc tr,:)nalist trdmr.,,,vorlt

ar.c cam; trainit)-viillo drawing on tl-ole calitornia e%poriencu;

Fro-,n Sacrarnenfo to thc cla:-1,voorn end home, there io
olft21- LotoresL

io de;-nonfratcad y the contr-piers,/ ev-::r the proposals and
redc'rnmendabion3 the recer.t report ot the California RISE
NE-J.0m of IrJerrnediate SecorAlary Edication) Com-
nit-ssion, a broad-based 13Le ribbon group of 37 lay citizens.
The/ de-voted one year to studying eduo-azion reform. A

state task force is at work t/: translate RTSE recommenda-
tiDrs irlto --ction guidelines.

Eeveral problems, unsol,fed by past :eform effortn,
stir-nu:ate the current talk ot serious retorm.

Too many children -still do not !master the basic skills
of mathematics, reading, clear writing and analytical
thi nking,
There is still violence and boredom in the schools.
Parents of black and Mexican-American children
are frustrated by inability of the schools to provide
their children a good education.
School systerns all too often appear bureaucratic and
unresponsive.
Society itself is searching for ways to educate children
to cope with rapid change.
Schools now face major stresses. After three decades

of growth, pupil enrollments are declining. Inflation and
recession magnify the problem. School income generally
doe5:-, not keep up with inflation. All of these factors--
ec,:inomid crisis, rapid social change, population shifts,
public discontentcontribute to the climate for reform.

Schools have five main functions, and any reform vrill
affect each differently which is one reason all major rei.::::rns
are controversial. The five are:

Socialization, bringing children from the family into
a "mini-society" that foretells the larger society's
working world.
Sorting people out for different future roles, by
grading, test scores, teacher evaluation.
Knowledge and skills training.
Encouragement of personal attributes such as
cre.ativity, self-reliance, ability to communicate.
Custody, the child-sitting and care function.
It is not easy to perform all these five functions to

everyone's satisfaction, and progress particularly

390
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ber.raL!s,, the diversity (.-A cultures ,And vaioc-=-s;
\iodations in distil Ci size from a few hundred to more than

i'Jal,LILLci of
(with Wach trajaing conc4icted by schools or acIC,:ltion
vihose tdcilitle aro not tteceLi-sa:11y committed or
to propari: people for reform in variDus school distridts)7
the requirements of accrediting and testing agencies,
federal aid restrictions and complex state laws: competing
politicial pressures; and the inertia ot a large bureaucracy.

Despite these obstacles, there has been no shortage
of reform efforts. A recent survey found 52 major reforms
given funds in California from 1958 to 1975.

Mat has been learned from all this activity, much of
it frustrating? Educators, legislators, and officials have
discovered that added money alone is not sufficient, that
one-shot isolated devices like team teaching or flexible
scheduling are ineffective, and that retorms cannot be put
in standard packages and imposed from above.

In our own work, the two of us have uncovered some
specific guidelines that promise greater success:
- The present public demand for greater emphasis on basic
skills inust ultimately face the fact that earlier reform movements
have discovered there is no one best approach to schooling.
Different students have different needs, and the road to basic
skills (or to any other goal) may run in indirect ways. The
real key is that there is no one best reform; instead a variety
ot approaches is needed. Ancillary tasks should be handled
by other agencies, and not by the schools.
- Variation in school size and student characteristics
can best be accommodated by reforms that encouraoe flexibility
at the individual school site for budget, curriculum, personnel
and evaluation. Uniform "solutions" cannot be implemented
by regulations from central school district offices. Parents
and students should be able to choose among curriculum
aPProaches. Higher grade students should be able to work
in educational settings that may be on or off the campus.
- Teacher isolation can be offset by techniques used in
the state's Early Childhood Education Program (ECE). Teachers
and parents plan instructional approaches together and are
held accountable as a group.

Local schools need to be released from many needless
outside restrictions such as mandated pupil/teacher ratios,
loss of state aid for off-campus programs, and child labor
laws that inhibit cooperative programs with businesses.

3.) I



;:_;ChuOl :Arc:tors should focus through irdiniug
tit:volopment on ,.vorking with different interest groups

1:1,.4 primw.-).,--)

specific educational changes.
- Tedchers and acJIninistraturn ohould rn o ,:;alary
iricreas,,s for extra efforts likc 1.7,CE, and training that is
specifically keyed to individual school and cli7ltrict needs.
State funds for teacher training (yihich now go Q]-:clusively

universit4,'s) funnelt,:) in !)drt locdl
school districts so that they Car Cse the fund5 to encourage
universities and district snit to focus on specific school
site needs.

Education reform must be based on the support of
educa tors Planning and implementing changes will neve-
be successful unless teachers and principaiS are involved
all the way. School site governanceflexibility at the
local levelis just one step in a larger process of enlisting
staff energies in changes they understand a nd believe in.

AS long as society is in flux, working out its values
by conflict arid reconciliation, then school reform must remain
a trial and error process, proceeding with little proven theory
or conclusive data. Public schools are largiy reflections
of society. Therefore, there can be no single best solution
now: both the quest for reform and the frustrations that
accompany it are the mirror ot our nation's search for a
new consensus.
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Kussic, rvl. R. Social Reform a-s a. Tool of Urban Reform: The
Emergence of the Twentioth-Century Public School in Newark,
New Jersey, l8O-l92O Doctoril Dissertation, Rutgon-,;
Tit i ttt .974 367 p,

The uthier askr; why

have the public schools a had a history of reform
agitation and Implementation followed by frequest dis-
appointment and new proposal. '-' As the study
of the development and reform of the Newark, New jersey,
public school system from 1690 to 1920 demonstrates, the
roots of this cyclical pattern lie in the inherent conflict between
the faith that the omnipotent American public schools are
appropriate agencies of $ocial reform and individual uplift
and the real limitations of formal education.

Newark was typical of many late nineteenth-century
industrial cities. Although the city leaders anticipated
continued growth and prosperity, Newaik suffered from
many common urban problems: a large LIflux of "new"
immigrant populations, inadequate rninicipal services, and
potential political, social, and economic instability.
Civic leaders turned increasiingly to the public schools to
provide solutions to these problems.. Newark educators
willingly assumed ever-increasing responsibilities for
the development of healthy, productive children and a stable,
prosperous society.

As members o f the progressive reform generation,
Neward educators espoused goals made popular by progressive
reformers and progressive educators. They came to rely on
techniques developed by modern industrial bureaucracy,
however, to achieve these goals. The history of the thirty
years of reform illustrates the interaction of the ideal and
the bureaucratic within progressivism, as well as the impact
of urban realities, profesSional aspirations, and educa-
tional possibilities.

She concludes that

Despite enduring adm nistrative opttrnis ., it was apparent
that the schools could not achieVe urban reform through edu-
cational reform. Structural ihnovatiodid not necessarily
improve school board, teaching staff, or student performance.
Studies revealed that the Children of the poor and the immigrant



continued to have the lughe s t failure, retarHc a nd
dropout rates. The poor, immigrant children, as well as
striving middle-class patrons did not necessarily share the

,,spniwed hv rrfnrrnnrr Many prohlorir5 remained
-esolved after years of reform.

The reforms of the Newark school cystorr were based
on largely untested assumptions about learning processes and
the nature of socialization. The most significant untested

_

assumption was that the public schools were appropriate
agencies of urban reform. This Is not berne out by the
Newark experience.

Laerson, M. "Urban Reform and the Schools: Kindergarten in
setts, 1870-1915. HIstory of Ed1.1 Quarterl -, Vol.
(Summer 1971), Pp.115-142.

assachu-
No.2

The author describes the development of kindergartens from a con-

flict view and concludes that by World War I the refo- s shifted to an

overriding concern for social control:

Whereas superintendents of schools had once affirmed the key roles
kindergartens would play in slum districts, between 1910 and 1914
such discussion practically ceased. Where children of the poor
were mentioned, it was now almost invariably in the context of
non-English speaking immigrants who needed aid in being pro-
pelled through the school and into the work force, rather than in
terms of helping reform the larger society of which they were a
part. As they became institutionalized in the urban public school,
kindergartners moved from the delicate balance they had earlier
proposed between freedom and order, emancipation and discipline,
to a clear and overriding commitment to control. Slum children,
removed from the guiding restraints of healthy, orderly family life,
growing up in the anarchic environment of the street needed, above
all else, discipline, needed to be prepared for the strict environ-
ment of the primary ytades. By the time of America's entry into
World War I, Massachusetts' educators had resolved the tension
that had existed in the kindergarten movement between focusing on
the child or using the child for the larger setting. They had turned
from the child in the slum home to the slum child in school, a far
easier and cheaper means of education, and in the process they
were ceasing to believe that positive benefits could be derived
from a focus on the former.



Levini, A. and J. We nciart. Reform ofn Underaraduate -
San FranciL;c2, 1973, NCI:),

The audi- rms .empted in u _n itut ond arg un

,ducalieQ1 r(iLuJ i1i s in U. m1versitios In il because of

the rigidity of departmental boundaries; general educational reforms
in undergraduate education, they contend, will, moreover, continue to

ta 1 until departments move together instead of apart.

Uttle, A. and G.
Educational P
Paris: OECD, 1971.

es of Comnens A Review of
isadvantaced in the Un ed States.

The authors examine three bro d strateg es of educational change--

1. e. , (1) within the school, (2) between the school and its setting,

and (3) as a subsection of this second typeAthey outline pfojects

adopting a vry different conception of.-achool-community relationsh ps,

They conclude that educational reforms associated with the War on

Poverty have failed and question if "the whole compensatory education

movement has not been a series of 'paper programmes' founded on

inadequate assumptions and poorly articulated theory. ita==231 They

suggest that while educational-reform programs "may make considerable

impact on the political awakening of disadvantaged groups, " the educa-

tional system alone has little independent effect as an agent of social

change and that improvements in educational facilities however radical

could never achieve the kind of objectives that were set. Instead, "the

long-term solution must be a comprehensive range of programs that

strike at these political, social, and economic inequalities. "
It might be noted,-howemez, that the British authors are proposing what

is a Fabian Socialist critique and prescription for America's educational

dilemma, an approach that has yet to demonstrate notable suocessikba
72,7



Ma ri en, M. "FaciT to the Ignorant Society. "
(April 197 )_ pp. 513-514.

varien ques t1iT If recent educationa l-t propos1s are
simply "updated ptgressivism, intensified by our heightened societal
crisis, but locked ilnto the same naive pattern of hope and prescription

tr..y, Dewe , and Kilpatrick more than a centur y

ago? Heargues ,i).4.14-43.171-(4- that rational appeals for futures-oriented

the schools will continue to fail:

The votes are not there. Even Shane acknowledged Hermann
Xahn's view of the "squaring of America"--a trend, inci-
dentally, that 1$ favored by Kahn as "healthy. " To state it
ifferently, the majority of Americans are moving precisely

in the maladaptive directions that Alvin Toffler's Future
Shock warned against: outright denial, specialism, obses-
sive reversion, and super-simplification. Why should an
ill-prepared and future-shocked society suddently act
ra tiom lly?

Given this situation,

debate and "profes$1

will only c rne with increased public

" among educators that is more than

"merely en empty act of ego massage. " He concludes that
Explorit_jIlese suggested areas (and hopefully

many others) fOr new questions and new answers will
not be easy. There will be considerable struggle with
the cognitive status quowithin ourselves, among our
colleagues, and In the community. But we are face Nith
such a struggl, or we perish due to our ignorance. Above
all, the societol crisis of crises is an educational problem
in the broadest sense.

nek, S. "Revb1 onary Education: Reasons and Ways. "

Paper presented at the P.,1,:.1-tcan Sociological As ociation Annual
Meeting, New arleans, August 1972. 18 p.

US ,

Martinek evaluates tinner-city schools, free schools, and student

protest and concludes that revolutionary education resulting in major

social change has yet to occur. Argues that most educational-els:m=1e.

efforts do not attempt to effect social change because most planners

are avowedly apolitical and bear values and norms that are contra-

dictory to the present educational and social structures.
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IVIcLa ughlin, W-
Rand Corporaticri, 1974.
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Us].- S an:a Nonica. Ca llf.

This ca se study in polic y r esearch examine s t he aciaArigaraizoe
iz1.94,14.4.aft--eitiir as surntions and epectatins

ol eval uatlon arid reform a lid the dornina nt co nstrai nts
and incentives in the Title I po tic y s ystern . The central ques -
t Ion 4)...f tia4g ---uk,41* concern s tie degree to which the e>cpe cto-
t ions of reformers about the conduct and use of evaluation
squared with the ehav1or of individuals and burea ucracies,
particularly in a federa I s ysterri . senator Robert Kenned
t he princi.pal architect f the 1965 ntle I evaluation require-
ment, viewed mandated evaLuat ion. cis a means of political
acc ountability. Reformers of a different stripe hoped that
Title r evaluation could re vitali ze federal rnanacrement of edu-
cational progra Ins But state a ria loc al school men argued tha t
an evaluation requirement would p.:.-es age federal. control of
ocal education. This tension berween proponents and opp

of evaluatlon c haracterized TitI e r evaluation hi story.

jn a review of the author' s trade edition (E

'The E ar arid Se conda r Edticatlon

luat d R

965 T C arn Lori g

'Via ss Ba1ltri Q 1975. 139 p.) for the Harvard EducatIon Review of

lViay 1976, Peter H. Ross 1 s urn ma riz es the stud y's messacie fdr -
be school reformers as follows

The overall les son to be learned is that the federal
goverriniect cannot reform schools with dollars alone.
Fducatlorial reftrm wIll take a combination of prerequ isites
t hat include clear ideas of wrhat tne school should dD, a
means of tra cing dollars thro ugh to aloof conversion into
services, and a data collection ap proach that is enforceable.



1 lvf,iorhead, I-, Who' Bloc:10mi Edi carlonal Ciari ge
ELLA jaarste,, V 01. 60, o. 7 (tvlarera 19 6). p p. 2-

'Moorhead, 19 -66 PTPrc1dent. ctes that adnit nis tra tor teachers ,

Univ ersities, atid eve n tIe PTA i'va rit liarrricsny. Ari d ecaus.e "cilange

can be devis 0, th.ey ft.11 t end to ppo se educatLQrial rcfozno that

touch their p rofesiorial liv as

She c:onclu des, I-low-ever,

To rny mind a far more 1.7nP rrarlt clues 2.1ors t at "Whcp's
bloc Ring educ-aticnai c ha me?" is "What' bloc kirug odusca
tional bulge '?" Relista rice to criancae, X think, s/erris fron
human inertia,- jt sierras ton heinan fear Of fail ure-, fiorin
apprehertsi-verAes louat t he nevi eind unkacvtral. It stern
from blind faith in s4nn e rmytls atld sa cred cows of ed ucatice,

Edu ca clonal chcng o t akes and cotra ge and
flexibility Ill rhe trio,st profit;ible auestiono Nv-e can as k.
think arat Iiow cart we overgcone the naturral hu malt
resistance to chat44? Erove ca s owe foster the equAll
natural turriarl de slot to a dvAnt ure , to expearize rt. to

innovate? Sc. boo! evirn IL atrators, t9grethe,r witra PIEP,
1eacl4ar4, ust firld the an swaers tc, these et SJeStlans --Cad
act upon thosg asor. Ttris is -the guidance all corl-
corned and re 13(-7usible neori: if ed ucation As le cope TAith
ch4rtge.

2aisbitt. N. "Vihatt 5 chool Re kirnera Va t, " Vol.

3 7 (February Q72 1, pp _ i-Z1.
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Oh lin, L. E., et al. "Radical Correctional Reform. Harvard Educational
Review, Vol. 44, No. 1 ebruary 1974), pp. 74-111.

Describes relorms that closed trod-tonal training schools and
developed a variety of alternative residential and non-residential
programs. Where the key organizing principle of the former "is punish-

rnent, " the reform ought to create new institutions based on a "therapeutic

community model. " Factors facilitating the change included :CZta "youth

advocate" administration, failure of the traditional schools, and the

influence of British reforms. Major obstacles have been the selection
and training of staff for counseling and therapy programs in the decen-
tralized cttes. resistance to the change hv the courts, the law-
enforcement groups, al d the state civil service.

Concludes that
Our research on these reforms, however, is not yet complete.
There has r.ot yet been sufficient exposure time in the coin
rnunity for these in the new programs to provide a valid,
follow-up comparison with those treated in institutions. In
addition, the collective of recidivism information has been
delayed pending the development of approved regulations for
access by research oersonnel to criminal history information
of juvenile and adult offenders, These arrangements have
just been completed.

Additional issues need further analysis and study. One
is hether the same broad changes could have been pursued
as successfully :more gradually. Miller and his aides have
expressed the view that gradual irnplarnentation of such major
changes would permit the mobilization of conservative groups
inside and outside the agency to block changes. This view
is not easily discounted, given ot her states' experiences in
reform efforts.

Another issue concerns administrative confusi n and
neglect of staff development ji the Lransitional per od. The
rapid changes in staff assignments and responsibilities
created a highly fluid administrative situation. It provided
greater freedom to experiment with new treatment methods,
stimulated staff members to consieerable creativity and
initiative, and enabled the administration to avoid pre-
mature commitment and consolidation of insufficiently
tested programs. How(-ver, it has been charged thnt
this approach unnecessally alienated both old and
staff members.

399
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Tbe rvtssc1iustts Department of Youth s,enriQes
U-tldkrtak&n a 'mit:3r pione ering step in corre ctiona 1 reform,.
r-t has dernonstlat ed that radical changes In the /flcia 1
i%de0logy, pclicie z, and Ibrog- ram s of treatment for- dolt nciaerut
roti-th cart be a .chievad la a s hort period of nate. Eviderie
tu far oidjca les that vouth Perceicre the new si vtem as
rtior4 1-telpfu Li arid staff nlore r espons lve . Th-er ts wide-
spread. atxreernent that it encourageo more humane tree t-
rnerIt o.f routh and offer% staf f more res ouxces for
reirjtegrating }r4uth into their- horme cormunilie-s. V,The-thr

ut Ole lorag rua these new policies and pmgrarrts
Esult in letter' prote ctio n for the community- and =bre

effective help lor troubled youth Is stjal to be .deterrnirxed-

Fa sca 1, A. 1. , at 3.1. "r ederal Programs Skipporttrvg E duca ttorial
Che.mg (USN). of Si.lg_ha_-1E_Le. Sent4

-The RAnd crpo ration, 1975. 8 p

Eica ram s caleer educed.° e forrxis suportec1 b y te U. s_ Office

of !ductiyn. C crilutdes that: " frorri th e LthnLted e -yid erice care-er edu-

cation to it-s urrent deve lopment pha se is a fairly program -tre atrrient,

ma de up cf stand arti components, arid ha s bee n use d by rnatty loc al

educa tip n age rici es to try to achieve oth er- -to therrl radOr0 inporta nt--

ehds."
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\s-57 Pearl, A. "The Case for Schooling America. " Socia icv, Vol. 2,
Ivio. 6 (March/April 1972), pp. 51-52.

krgues tha
A

it remains true,-41cve.e. that although schools do
not run society, they are more resistant to Society' s
attempt to run them than are most other institutions. The
fact is that our schools are not monolithic; people do not
emerge from them as sausages out of a meatpacking plant.

. [that] True educational reform inside and outside
schools is really possible, then, because the schools
themselv3s do not have an already established or pre-
determined monopolistic role. They offer a variety of
eyperiences and interests and provide a place for
increasing numbers of "radical" teachers to function.
ft is, after all, only among persons with many years of
compulsory education that Ivan Illich has any following--
and that is not an acciderital occurrence. Schools
develop intellectual opponents to injustice not because
they are designed to, but because once a group of
inquiring youths are compelled to interact with each
other, a percentage will begin to question the values
and direction of their society. 7hus it was the stu-
dents and teachers in public institutions who first
questioned the war in Vietnam; and efforts to restrict
them, though powerful, cannot succeed.

ncludes that

The public schools are clearly- in desperate shape.
Reform won't corne easily, and we have a long way to
go. Mich and other critics provide a useful function
when they hammer away at the schools' inhumanity; but
they become counterproductive when the offer non-
solutions and lose sight of the Gideon's army of radi-
cal public-school leaders whose growing number has
greatly contributed to the clamor to do something about
war, racism, poverty, and the destruction of earth during
the past decade. Try to deinstitutionalize education as
a symbol and the beginning of the deinstitutionalizat on of
everything and you reinstate the law of the jungle--
which quickly- breaks down into a new set of oppressive
institutions. The same unfortunate situation holds true

4 1
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for attaining any of the other goals of a desirable society.
Politics learned at the hands of Richard Daley, culture
picked up at the feet of Johnny Carson, and interpersonal
relations gleaned from gropings in the street ai-e the
alternatives to school. That these alternatives are already
too characteristic of contemporary American society is
not a reason for removing schools, but for reforming them.

Philips, L. "Resocialization and Re-entry. Cdoentrio: Tournal of Educa-
tional Chanae Nos. 31-32 (November 1974), pp. 28, 53-54.

Philips, in her recent evaluation of GEW Centers (Continuing Educa-

tion for Women) "initiated in the fifties to reform educational institutions

and to make them more responsive to wo -n's changing les, "

contends that they have failed. Acknowledging their efforts surrounding

a wo an's "re-ent-y" she accuses them of perpetuatin the status-quo by:

eaching a homogeneous group of upper middle-class women; 2) promoting

the attitude that a "meaningful career is in no way detrimental to one's fem-

inity-;" and 3) sexist testing in vocational counseling. Moreover, these

grams had been tarcen over by non-movement members and members in-

volved in the program have, she contends , all too often been co-opted by

traditional sexist values.

Pincus, J. "Education, Scb.00ilriq and Civilization, (t:z=). The
Rand Corporation, Santa lviont ca, California, July 1974. 11 p.

Argues that "Reformers are trying to transform schooling into an

educational enterprise that will create an open society. This would

reverse its social role from reflecting social norms to acting on them.

Since society will not subsidize its own transformarion, however,

reforms must be couched in realistic, incremental terms.
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Platt, A. M. The Child Savers: 'The Invention of Deliri.uericv
Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 6 9- 18 P.

The author, from a conflict perspective, critiquesetornis in the
education of "delinquent" youth and examines the reformer's liberal
and functionalist rationales and assumptions. He argues that:

Contemporary programs of delinquency control can
be traced to the enter-prising reforms of the "child
savers" who, at the end of the nineteenth century,
helped to create special judicial and correctional
institutions for the labeling, processing, and rnanaae-
merit of "troublesome" youth. The origins of "delin-
quency" are to be found in the programs and ideas of
those social reformers who recognized the existence
and carriers of delinquent norms. The tern "child
savers" is used to characterize a group of interested
reformers who regarded theix cause as a matter of
conscience and morality, serving no particular class
or political interests. The child savers viewed them-
selves as altruists and humanitarians dedicated to
rescuting those who were less fortunately. placed in
the social order. Their concern for "purity, "salvation,
"innocence, " "corruption, " and "protection" reflected
a resolute belief in the righteousness of their mission.

The study addresses the origins, composition, and
achievements of the child-saving movement in the United
States. The child savers went beyond more humanitarian
reforms of existing institutions. They brought attention
toand, in doing so, invented -new categories of youthful
misbehavior which had been hitherto unappreciated. lt Is
with this recognition and discovery- of youthful crime that
this study is specifically concerned.

Granted the benign motives of the child savers, the
programs they enthusiastically supported diminished the
civil liberties and privacy of youth kdolescents were
treated as though they were naturally dependent, requiring
constant pervasive supervision. Although the child
savers were rhetorically concerned with protecting children
from the physical and moral dangers of an increasingly
industrialized and urban society-, their [reforms] seemed
to aggravate the problem,. This study consequently
attempts to locate the social blas of huma nitaria n

4 3
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idea and to reconcile the intentions of the child
savers with the inilitutions that they helped to create.
Particular attention NALialp4E+e paid to understanding (1)
the relationship betWeen social reforms and related
changes in the administration of criminal justice,
(2) the motives,. class interests, aspirations, and
purposes of child-saving organizations, (3) the
methods by which communities establish the formal
machinery for regulatiny crime, and (4) the dis-
tinctions between idealized goals and enforced conditlomis
in the implementation of moral crusades-cum-reforms.

Rasnick, H. S . Turning on hia Public
Schools . New York: Random House, 1970. 229 p.

This is a personal account of the :hange effort in th Philadelphia

School System in 1967-1968. The reform movement, headed by Mark

Shedd, attempted, to transform this large urban school syste , to make it

more relevant and responsive to student needs, to involve students, teach-

ers and administrators in more "rneanln.gful exper1ences The people

Thesewho pro_ ted this change came to vie the effort as a fa

"revolutionary changes" proved threatening to members of the school system

and the commtnity. The reforms
A

he teacher(
L-.

Z.344.1)

union, city hall, administrators, parents and, most lron1cally, ethe
A

bla k oznmuni1ty, at which many of these changes were directed.

Riviin, A. M. d T. 0 Neill.
In Pt. 11. Cannery (ed. ).
Suort ofi.herduc

pIltical Science, V

"Grow h and Change in Highe
The C ion and the Ca
on in the I970s. Proceeding

30, No.

ducation. '

Co orate
the Academy

970), pp. 66-74.
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R!vlin, A. M. and P. M. Timpane. Planned Variation in EducatIon.
Should We Give Up or Try liarder? Brookings Studies in Social
E.xperimentation. Washington. D. C. The Brookings Institution,
1975. y'

Reports findings of a 1973 "conference of experts" that attempted

to detemine "what want wrong" in educational reform programs to "improve

the education of poor children in the pre-school or elementary grades. "

Kermit Gorden, President of the Brookings Foundation, asks in his fore-

word: "What went wrong? Were the planned variations poorly designed,

poorly executed, or poorly evaluated? Or was the whole idea of planned

variation naive in the first place?" The "experts, 1. e., the

researchers and project administrators (those who received most of

the federal funds spent on the reforms --albeit in "soft money!"), rather

predictably respond that they should try harder, that the programs should

continue, but on a more experiemental and scientifically rigorous basis.

This is a good example of how "change agents" with systems-analysis

baises and assumptions are unable to explain their failures using these

same bia ses and assumptions and ignoring conflict perspectives.

Scrlbner, j. D, et al. "School Finance Reform. " Education a nd
Urban Sociey, Vol. 5, No. 2 (February 1973 pp. 1 4

Argues that

the aftermath of the California Supreme Court decision
in the case of Sarrano v. Priest with all its complexities
and unresnlved issues (1) raises questions about the
underlying social and economic principles of major
school finance proposals, (2) elicits pragmatic alter-
natives for replacing present systems of finance, and
(3) stimulates speculation on the potential of the court's
decision for educational reform.

4
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Selakovich, D. "The Failure of School Reform. Educational Studies,
Vol. 6, No. 1 and 2 (Spring/Summer 1975), pp. 13-23.

The a, hor proposes that

During the decade of the sixties, the. American public
schools were subjected to a deep,searching, arid critical
analysis which was without precedent in history. The
criticism ranged from massive studies such as the Coleman
Report to more emotional arid personal broadsides such as
:Nat Hentoff'S Our:_.Ch.ildren_are_pying_. Some even suggested
that schools be eliminated.

Yet not Much was changed. The Select Committee on
Equal Educational Opportunity of the United States Senate
provided over 13,000 pages of reports and testimony in
December of 1972 on the status of equality in public education
in the United States. Their conclusion: the public schools were
failing, and they were failing the poor as seriously in 1972 as
they were a decade earlier. John Fischer's analysis in 1970
would have found few who would disagree among the hundreds
who testified before the Senate Committee: "For all tie turmoil
of the sixties--the excitement, the demonstrations, and revolu-
tionary rhetotio--the decade now ended has brought little actual
alteration in most schools. " Fischer was hopeful, however, for
he felt that the decade of school criticism had caught the spirit
of the people and that the schools were ready for change. In
his words, "the social order appears ready to rebuild the schools. "
This, of courSe, implies that the :7.;-)cial order, had changed
greatly enough so that the schools were no longer functional,
unable to serve the "new" social order. This new social order
is hard to find. It is difficult to find any really basic change
in the economic, social, or political institutions of the society.

Even if one could find a new social order based on emerging
values, the schools would be slow in reflecting the changes.
The school may be one of the most resistant of all social insti-
tutions to the process of change. The criticis of the sixties
were concerned with curriculum reform, a more humanistic edu-
cation, the dernocratioation of the classroom, and the school
process, the utilization of the school as an instrument of change,
and a deep interest in the schooling of the children of the poor
and the minorities. In many respects, it was a call for revolution.

He then presents an "explanation of failure" using a group conflict

argument:
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The major guestidn raised by this analysis is: Why is even
modest change in schoolin9 so difficult to achieve? It is pos-
sible that the old theories about the school as a reflection of
the society are not tenable. Not that "society" is much inter-
ested in change, if indeed one can define "society" or its values
in the United States. The idea that there is such a thing as a
community of values in any school district may be a myth. Maybe
schools do not reflect community values at all but only their own
"values. " Nor are all schools necessarily alike. If indeed,
this phenomenon exists, it could go a long way toward explaining
any school's resistance to change.

Perhaps the only really central value which schools have in
common is that of self-preservation and perpetuation. In practice,
this becomes the preservation and perpetuation of a bureaucracy
with a vague, generalized function of providing schooling for a
legally defined age group in every community. What this schooling
is may vary, but the maintenance of a conmon bureaucratic
structure to provide it does not vary. Maybe schools have become
so bureaucratized that change is unthinkable. The teachers have
assigned roles which they are reluctant to change. Most may have
worked out their own "system" of relationships with students
which fits them well. Most may be in such familiar ruts with
the content they teach, the way they handle daily problems, and
the techniques they use in teaching and in control of the student
population that they are not interested in change. Change is
always a threat. To an entrenched bureaucrat, it is suicide.

The same might be said of the principals, superintendents,
and school boards. Principals are not typically rewarded for
the ability to promote change, not by their teachers nor by the
administrative hierarchy. What they are rewarded for is their
ability to run a smooth organization. Low visibility and the
absence of public controversy are the marks of a good prin-
cipal. The same could be said for most superintendents. Simi arly
school boards are not noted for rocking the boat. Indeed, their
major concern is to keep the schools running smoothly. Even if
one assumes that the major innovations discussed in this paper
were great hopes for changed the various school bureaucracies
were unable to absorb them all as if nothing had happened. The
alternative school movement was either ignoi-ed or absorbed, the
efforts of the national government were easily accommodated,
and the community control movement was a change in form more
than in substance.

4 07
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Yet it would have been impossible for school people to
ignore the school reform movement if it had ever seriously
threatened the major goal of survival. Obviously, the sur-
vival of any school bureaucracy depends to some extent on
its public Lnage. If there is widespread dissatisfaction with
a school, those responsible for its operation--the teachers,
administrators, and the school boardmust deal with the
criticisms in some way. This was never the case regarding
the school reform movement. Although a few professors in
colleges of education, a few of their students, some class-
room teachers, and a host of professional literary critics had
high bopes for reform, the general public never seemed to get
the idea. Except for a few isolated instances, it is doubtful
if the public was ever aware that a school reform movement
existed. Parents everywhere seemed more interested in get-
ting their kids into Headstart than in dismantling the educational
bureaucracy.

What the schools are doing is not necessarily educating
children or neglecting their education; not killing kids or human-
izing them: not meeting individual needs or neglecting them.
What they are really doing is mainly insuring their continued
existence. If the school reform movement proves arlything, it
proves how capable the schools are in resisting threats to that
existence.

Thus,with all its noise, its millions of words, its dedicated
activists, the school reform movement has faded into history
with hardly a trace of evidence that it ever existed. The gigantic
educational system lumbers on with only a vague awareness
that there ever was such a thing as a school reform mov ement,
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, "The Educational Fai ure of Community Control in Inner-City
New York." phi Delta Kappan, Vol.57, No.6 (February 1976), PP. 375-
378 .

Building upon the conc usions of Kenneth Clark who contends that

decentralization "had failed to improve education and so far has resulted

in power grabs and struggles over jobs and control of finances," Shiff at

tacks community control v'hose failure to serve the educational

needs of children, he contends, lies in 1) the weakness of the solution in

itself; and 2) the leadership& many...were financially Irresponsible,

educationally incompetent and patronage oriented."

Shirnahara, N. "Education Beyond Socialization." Paper presented at
Annual Meeting, American Educational Research Association, 1974.

24 p.

Shimahara argues that radical educational reform efforts cannot take

place in isolation from societal change. American schools are agents of

the society. To change the schools, one must first change the society.
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Silberman, H. F. "I ving the YounS Phi_Delta ic.appan,
Vol. , No. May 1975), pp. 596-600.

The author exani .es two case studies (Chi a and the Synanon
Foundation) of attempts to "integrate youth into the world of work and

civic responsibility, " He then identifies some common features found

in work-study reforM
being conducted across the United States. I discovered
elements of the two exemplars already discussed. I was
interested in program features which might be associated
with student satisfaction, an important dependent variable
in voluntary programs. My study showed that students are
more satisfied wlth school-supervised work/education pro-
grams that with part-time jobs obtained on their own. The
factors -ontributing most to job satisfaction were: (I)
group atmosphere, I. e., the social climate of the work team,
the availability of supportuve stimulation, and a sense of
family on the Joh; (2) influence of adult role models, inclu-
ding ratio of adults to young people and extent to which
students perceived the adults as knowing their jobs; (3)
meaningfulness of work, i. e., importance of the job,
extent of decision making involved, status and level of
responsibility, autonomy provided, and dependence of
others on or.2's performance; and (4) feedback, which tells
whether people are responsive to what one does on the job,
whether they get angry at mistakes and give praise for a good
job, etc.

My finding$ suggest that work/education coordinators
might improve a student's work experience by analyzing
the structure of the workplace and either assigning students
to sites which have these properties or assisting employers
to provide such a setting.
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"Trd hrl urban ::chwil IZYto.ittit." !`o-lt,01 duet :trwit.tt
Vol. 99, N. 2:3:36 (0ovemb,..21 1971), itF

Spring contends that

8i5Loricany, ki_!nping th-
of politics roan,/ mcant koeping the school ,)tit of the hands
of immigrants and Catholics. Today, opposition to com-
munity control of the schools is a combination of racial
bigotry and resistance to change. Teachers particularly
fear any changes that might threaten their Sectir[ty and
jobs. The growth of an urban school bureaucracy which
freed teachers from the hiring and firing policies of local
ward bosses provided an importar.t source oi employment
protection. Onr-, nt the great stumbling hlocks ,1 rr,turn
to local control city schools Is the problem of protecting
the teachers while, at the same time, assnring that they
remain sensitive to local needs.

To reverse the custodial function of urban schools would
require a revolution in our attitudes toward the value and
necessity of education. Perhaps writers such as Paul Goodman
and Edgar Friedenberg are harbringers of a future era when
children will be free to attend or not attend a largr. variety of
different schools. School laws that are based up,_ the fear
that a child will become a moral degenerate unless protected
by the school would have to be changed. It would also
require a basic change in attitudes toward the social rolc of
the urban school.

If. the urban school is to continue to be used as an
instrument of social reform, it should not act as a shield
between the child and the community. The school c7innet
protect the ghetto child from a world that he must face
after school hours, and protection of the middle-class
urban dweller only leads to greater social ignorance and
irresponsibility. While teaching about social problems
is laudable, it. often becomes artificial and results in moral
platitudes. A student leaves a classroom with only vague
feelings about the real workings of social organizations
and methods of solving social problems. One thing that
appears to have broken the shield between the school
and.community, and has made the student socially and
politically aware, has been the involvement of the school
in political controversy. Putting the schools back into
politics appears to be one of the great educational changes
of the 20th century.
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Stretch, 3.3. 'The Rice of th oe School ' . In The Radical P. ers
Sobel and A.E. Salz (erk ). New York: Harper and Row, 1972.

Desi tte rofann et-forts seeking to reach into the Indian and Spa

unIties, the Santa Fe Community School remains essentially white

middle class. The Chicanos and Ind'ans tend to shy away from such

experiments partly because their cultures arc concrvativc and highly

stnictured in terms of roles and partly because the poor cannot take

chances with their children's futures. Thus the school's attempt to

include 111 children equally is not successful as a result of cultural and

economic fact

Summerfield, H. L. yower and Pro The rormuiationandt

of Federal Educational Policy. Berkeley, Cali . McCutchan,

1974. 328 p.

Useem, M. and S. M. Mi ler. "Privilege and nomination: The

Role of the Upper Class in American Higher Education. Social

Science Information, Vol. 14, No. 6 (1975), pp. 115-145.
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"k,.-..fm fiion 11A 1i112 Mid-1970's. Pht
Hdp1 K0,00.1n, No. Y oarch /")), pp. 19J---494.

L10111(1ri(Th 1i1a1

How one responds Lu tne LJciluol Lufai proposals
of the 1970s will depend on one's view of what constitutes
good education. It will also be affected in part by one's
commitment to or dissent from earlier reforms.

Supporters of compensatory education for the
disadvantaged and advoCates of special stress on racial-
ethnic groups through multicultural, pluralistic educa-
tion may be troubled by a relative lack of emphasis on
their concerns in the proposals of some of the high school
reformers of the midA970s. Those who support innovative
forms of school organization, such as team teaching, or
who sponsor open classrooms, may conclude that their
reforms have been relatively neglected. They may find
solace in that the new reforms do not deny their chosen
emphases. But to be largely ignored is cold comfort.

Objections to the general tenor of the reports are
likely to be raised by academic critics, supporters of the
structure-of-the-disciplines approach, and proponents of
the large comprehensive high school. The academic critics
1141 di3sent from the heavy emphasis on community
orientetion and the action learning in the new proposals.
More, rather than less, time devoted to the academic
subjects would be recommended by the academicians.
Supporters of the structure-of-the-disciplines approach
may see the new reforms as too much concerned with the
heat of involvement and Loo little concerned for the cool
analysis of processes, concepts, relationships and ways
of inquiry through the separate disciplines. Supporters
of the comprehensive high school may see the diversity of
programs inherent in the 1970s proposals as a threat to
the social cement holding society together which they
believe can better be orovided by the comprehensive high
school attended by all the young people of the American
democracy.

Some may react ambivalently. A contemporary
inheritor of the progressive tradition who holds that high
school education must meet the needs of the learner,
illuminate social realities, analyze values, and provide
reorganized relevant knowledge may welcome the interest in
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-uuttl, needs, the social concern, and the quest for rele-
-1A manifest in the proposals for the 1970s. Yet he

may wonder whether enough attention is given to the
personal needs of youth, or to value analysis, or to
reorganization of the content of high school curricula.
A social reconstructionist may hail the evident school
concern and community orientation of the new proposals.
Yet the reconstructionist may doubt whether sufficient
emphasis is placed on a broad social frame of reference
in a society which seems to him to require fundamental
reconstruction; he may sadly suspect that the new work
orientation may simply teach youth to adjust to the status
quo.

73 Withycombre, J. S. "Head Start in Micronesia. " YOUnq Children,
Vol. 27, No. 6 (August 1972, pp. 346-349.

The author suggests that the reform program is a qualified

success for two reasons: (1) because

Small children are never left without the warm
supervision of an adult or older sibling. They are
loved, carried, nurtured and cajoled. Young children
sleep with an adult of their choosing. They are allowed
great freedom in running, cli:abing and exploring which
results in tremendous agility and confidence. They are
exceptionally active and appear to be happy, secure
children.

and (2) because

Parent involvement, essential to good education
anywhere, is impressive in the Micronesian Head Start
programs. Not only do the parents provide the buildings,
their maintenance and a major portion of the equipment,
but they also assist the teachers, are involved in
training programs, and make many decisions in coordina-
tion with the director and teachers regarding the Head
Start program in their village. They are also involved
in and reinforcing of the education of their children.

4 1
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Wolf, W. C. and J. J. nior o. rspec
C han4,+fiW" Edutuional Forun 38,
1973), pp, 79-84.

ot Educational
1 (November

Reports findings of a survey assessing "pedagogical reforms"

and concludes that mindless technological pragmatism would seem

be the most serious obstacles to more humane schools:
And that is precisely the school's problem, not merely to
satisfy interests that are already there, but to present and
incuLcate a value for "interests" which are not. The
demand for both critical thought: and expression seems
almost unavoidably to be an external demand and there-
fore a "discipline" rather than an.inclination. In the last
analysis, our insistence on the child's accepting this
discipline can only rest on the RI tative usefulness of that
knowledge, in some future when it may correspond- with his
immediate interests, or on the notion that it is valuable,
for reasons not directly connected with his momentary
desires. It is, of course, precisely that distinction which
many educational reformers as_sert cannot be made, but
that is for the moment beside the point. The schools do _

not fail at doing something which children could do on their
own. They may fail, but they fail at doing something else
which no one could do on his own precisely because it is
a public or social thing which is involved and not a private
one at all.

All of this leads us no doubt into thorny questions
about the nature of man, society, and value, which bristle
with difficulty on anyone's view. The new educational
critics spend little time on such issues, except to hint
by their very method of proceeding that such questions are
pointless. What they, like most educational theorists
in our day, want do do is to substitute the problems of
psychology for the problems of man and value which have
always been central to any concept of educating. We are
now encouraged--indeed, virtually coereedinto talking
of "organism, " "need, " and "motivation, " to the exclusion
of "person, " "will, " or "moral justification. "

Although these latter concepts may be difficult, and
questions about them old a nd frayed by repeated attempts to
answer them, they are still the only concepts and questions
upon which any defensible logic of educating can rest. The

A 1 5
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attempt to reduce every pedagogical issue to a
psy-thological problem, and then to compel us to search
tor some mysterious technique to resolve it, some
pedagogur!st stone which will transmute the harsh ele-
ments of school experience into an emotionally pleasing
harmony of interest and desire, is certainly open to
question. Clearly, the results of this stragegy, so
carefully honored, offer little comfort. It may not be
too much to suggest that continuing the attempt appears
likely to lead only to a dangerous befuddling not only
of teachers and parents but of children themselves.
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No ttigna. I
pp.

Princip21, vol. 53,
CItiofla C ha acte,fiq:4!
No. 2 (January 1974),

Critic- lly assesses American science education reforms since

Sputnik in 1956. He suggests that "instant edt catlonal reform is a
wish fu.filiment for the naive, " thar1 purpose of ,-,,ducation should

be "to provide a child th an intellectudl machete that he can use

to cut his way out of a thicket. "
He concludes tha t educa'ional reformers can learn muc

A -an corporations:
I believe that in past reforms, we have surrendered

too easily to the tyranny of the existing system: the
tyranny-of courses, course credits, and the enforcement
mechanisms called tests_and examinations. The system
is geared to producing a uniformly taught product, whereas
we sliould want variety and diversity in subject, in style,
in pace, and in performance. It is tempting to blame
the schools alone fur their failings. But they and the
colleges cannot resist the strong image of what the
public believes education is supposed to b. Nor have
we used the information media--the newspapers radio,
and television--to help the public revise its views so
that we might (Jain freedom for the educational system.
How many people have taken to heart the "facts, facts,
facts" of Charles Dickens' Hard Time.s? Even the tyranny of
the bells has not been altered one bit by Bel Kaufman's
Up the Down Staircase. The public still considers
teachers and school administrators to be inadequate
when, In fact, they are required to perform impossible
tasks. The Tyrannies of topic, time, and testing cannot
be relieved by teachers, administrators, or educational
reformers utitil the public understands what is wrong and
is willing to try new modes.

What holds back educational reform? The thriving
industries like electronics, aviation, chemicals, and
pharmaceuticals spend at least 5 to 10 percent of their
gross income on research and development, pilot production,
and preparation for large scale distribution. In contrast,
the railroad industry and the sethool industry (which runs
at about $100 billion per year) have spent less than two-
tenths of one percent on reform. The public is not yet
willing to think in terms of 5 percent--$5 billion a year--
for the processes of improving education.

4
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Appendia I

ouped by Theo eticm1-011-Value Has

For case studies illustrati g 1uLionory and neo-evolutionary
approaches to educational reform, see, intcp-klia, the following "Ca-
Book" items:

1,1.0?
1.1.17
1.1.18
1.2.04
2. 0.02
2.0.05
2.1.01
2.1.14
2.1.15
2.1.16
2.1.21
7.1.27
2.1.32
2.1.42
2.1.56
2.1.58
2.1.60
2.2. C
2,2.17
2.2.23
2.2.26
2.2.31
2.2.35
2.2.43
2.2.45
2.2.49
2.2.55

3.04
2.3.11
2.3.42
2,3.53
2.3.55
2.3.56
2.3.59
2.2.62
3.1.10
3.2.01
3.2.03
3.2.06
3.2.08
3.2.16

3.2.21
3.2.28
3.2.74
3.2.100
3.2.124

418
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F r case studies illustrating strucL'r1-1anrtioria1 approaches
to ed uci Lion61 return see, interitilid, foil "Ca se Book"

1.1.03
1.1.04
1.1.08
1 1. U0
1.1.11
',. 1.20
1. 2. 08
1.3.03
1.3.05
1. 3.06
1.3.08
1.3.11
2.0.03
2.1.0
2.1.03
2.1.06
2.1.12
2.1.13
2.1.20
2.1.22
2. 1.25
2.1.29
2.1.30
2.1.33
2.1.39
2. 1. 41
2.1.44
2,1.46
2.1 48
2.1.54
2.1.55
2.1.59
2.2.01
2.2.10
2.2.11
2.2.12
2.2.13
2.2.15
2.2.18
2.2.19
2.2.22
2.2.27
2.2.28
2.2.29
2.2.30

2.2.32 3.2.48
2.2.33 3.2.51
2.2.34 3.2.56
2.2.36 3.2.57
2.2.40 3.2.65

3.2.70
2.2,50 3.2.75
2.2.51 3.2.77
2.2.54 3.2.101
2.2.57 3.2.113
2.3.01 3.2.118
2.3.12 3.2.126
2.3.14 3.3.01
2.3.17 3.3.02
2.3.19 3.3.04
2.3.22 3 15
2.3.23 3.3.113
2.3.24 3.3.23
2.3.26 3.3.25
2.3.30 3.3.30
2.3.31 3.3.43
2.3.35 3.3.44
2.3.36 3.3.50
2. 3. 37 3.3.55
2.3.39 3.3.57
2.3.40 3.3.70
2.3.47
2.3.48
2.3.
2.3.60
2.3.61
2.3.62
2.3.64
2.3.66
2.3.68
2.3.71
2.3.72
2.3.73
3.1.02
3.1.07
3.1.08
3.2.09
3.2.10
3.2.29
3. 2. 39

419



For ca, stud
reform, see int-

1.1.01
1.1.06
1.1.15
1.2.06
1.2.07
1.2.09
1.2.10
1.2.11
1.2.13
1.2.14
1.2.15
1.2.16
1.3.09
2.1.57
2.2.46
2.2.47
2.2.48
2.2.02
2.2.24
2.2.33
2.2.34
2.2.46
2.2.47
2.2.98
2.3.02
2.3.25
2.3.44
2.3.45
2.3.96
3.2.25
3.2.112
3.2.120
3.3.08
3.3.12
3.3,61

strating systems a Pproaches
the tD11owing "case LSook item

420
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For case studies illustrating Marxist and Neo-Marxist ,

economic -leterministic and interest-group conflict) approaches to
educational reform, see, inter1ia, the following "Case Book" items:

2.3.74
1.1.07 2.3.76
1.1. 3.1.09
1.1.13 3.2.04
1.1.14 3.2.07
1.1.16 3.2.17
1.1.19 3.2.19
1.1.21 3.2.30
1.2.01 3.2.41

02 3.2.45
1.3.07 3.2.52
2.0.06 3.2.54
2.0.07 3.2.55
2.1.05 3.2.64
2.1.09 3.2.67
2.1.10 3.2.68
2.1.19 3.2.69
2.1.26 3.2.91
2.1.35 3.2.99
2.1.47 3.2.116
2,1.53 3.2.125
2.1.62 3.3.03
2.2.05 3.3.07
2.2.06 3.3.11
2.2.24 3.3.13
2.2.25 3.3.14
2.2.59 3.3.19
2.3.03 3.3.26
2.3.05 3.3.28
2.3.06 3.3.32
2.3.07 3.3.35
2.3.18 3.3.37
2.3.32 3.3.38
2.3.34 3.3.39
2.3.37 3.3.40
2.3.41 3.3.41
2.3.43 3.3.45
2.3.54 3.3.47
2.3.65 3.3.58
2.3.69
2.3.70 3.3.68

3.3.71
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For case studies illustrating cultural and social-movement
approaches to educat onal reform, see, inte ia, the following
"Ca se Book" items:

1. 2. 05
1. 2. 12
2. 1. 04
2. 1. 07
2. 1. 24
2. 1. 31
2. 1. 34
2. 1. 38
2. 2. 07
2. 4- 08
2. 2. 09
2. 2. 14
2. 2. 16
2. 2. 20
2. 2. 37
2. 2. 42
2. 2. 44
2. 2. 52
2. 2. 56
2. 2. 58
2. 3. 21
2. 3. 50
3. 1. 05
3. 2. 22
3. 2. 26
3. 2. 38
3. 2. 76
3. 2. 81
3. 2. 83
3. 2. 115
3. 3. 06
3. 3. 16
3. 3. 29
3. 3. 33
3. 3. 34
3. 3. 36

422
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If, tor example, we use the in figure une, the reform
goals. tir "major outcomes sought, " of such organizations, to the
extent that they seek greater social and educational equity, most
often reflect a neo-Marxian or interest-group conflict orientation.
Their choices as to reform means, or to "scope and process" of
educational reform means,are, however, most often found to be
grounded in neo-evolutionary, functionalist and systems theory.



For case studies illustrating Anarchistic and Utopian approaches
to educational reform, see. inter1111a, the following "Case Rook" items:

2.1.45
2.1.51
2.3.08
2.3.33
2.3.57
3.2.12
3.2.13
3.2.97
3.2.103
3.3.20
3.3.22
3.3.65
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